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SUMMARY.
In September 1969 the two schools which fora the basis of 
this study became Comprehensive Schools* One was formed by combining 
a former Grammar School with a Secondary Modem* the other being a 
purpose built Comprehensive School* developing a new concept of 
secondary education* The two sohools were chosen because they 
represent different types of organisation*
In September 1969 forty six children matched according to their 
Primary School experience* and attainment* were transferred to secondary 
education* Of these twenty three went to School A the ex-Grammar School 
and twenty three went to the new Comprehensive School*
In May 1972 these children were tested using the Bristol 
Achievement Test in Mathematics* English Language and Science* At the 
same time the teachers of these subjects in both schools were interviewed 
in an attempt to determine the type of teaching used* and the quality of 
the learning experience provided* The interview schedules sought 
information about aspects of teachers1 professional knowledge* and 
about school organisation as a whole* The interview was supplemented 
by a standard teacher attitude questionnaire*
In March 1974 the students were interviewed at length; their 
opinions about their experiences in Mathematics* English and Science 
were recorded* together with their expectations for the coming public 
examinations* Also during this time the matched students completed 
School Climate and School Organisation questionnaires* In September 
1974 the G-.C.E. *0S level and G*S*E. results of these matched students 
were obtained from their respective headmasters* Finally during the 
Autumn of 1974 the parents of the matched students were interviewed* 
and their attitudes and opinions concerning the two schools were recorded.
The information gained from this variety of sources is used to 
indicate how school policy and organisation, together with classroom 
practice, influence student achievement*
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Abstract,
5.
Over the past twenty years rapid changes have taken place in 
secondary education in England, During this time Comprehensive Education* 
part of our secondary system* has developed in many forms. This research 
is concerned with the first five years in the development of two diffearing 
comprehensive schools. Both became comprehensive in 1969* School A* an 
ex-G-rammar School is seen as a school which has metamorphosed from the 
traditional pattern of secondary education* is compared with School B, a 
new purpose built comprehensive school developing a new concept of 
educational organisation.
The techniques used and the methodological strategies employed 
were in part determined hy the overall nature of the study, which was on 
a part-time basis with limited resources. Nevertheless over the five year 
period* observation, interviews with respective headmasters, teachers, 
students and parents, questionnaires together with the analysis of 
documents gave considerable data on the significant programme features 
of both schools.
The hypothesis is concerned with the differences between the two 
schools, and the effect that these differences have on the achievement of 
the pupils. The hypothesis states
1. That the type of organisation developed by school B, 
sometimes referred to as the ”opeh type” will offer 
a wider range of students the opportunity to succeed 
academically, and that this will be reflected in terms 
of the results obtained in external examinations.
2* That the type of organisation developed by school A, 
and sometimes referred to as the ”closed type” will 
impose limits upon certain students opportunity to 
succeed and that this will be reflected in terms of 
results obtained in external examinations.
3* That the organisation which shows greatest concern for 
the students as individuals will be more appreciated 
by the students.
A. That the organisation which shows greatest concern for 
the individual will experience difficulties in getting 
parents to understand, and accept, what the new ideas 
are about*
Shortly after the present study began G.M. Esland (1971) brought 
a new dimension to the enquiry into the aspects of teachers* professional
knowledge, and sohool organisation as a whole. The theoretical techniques 
developed by Esland are used in this study, for it was held that the two 
schools under consideration would he suitable to the elaborated Psychometric 
and Phenomenological paradigm areas. Because time was a limiting factor, 
observation within the two schools was minimised. The development of the 
study therefore took place around interview schedules which using Esland* s 
theoretical constructs, were directed at teachers, students and parents*
In May 1972 two years and two teams after the introduction of 
comprehensive education, the teaohers of Mathematics, English and Science 
in both schools were interviewed. At the same time, twenty three matched 
pairs of students, matched in terms of their primary school education and 
primary sohool recommendations, one of the pair going to school A the other 
to sohool B, were tested in English, Mathematics and Study Skills using the 
Bristol Achievement Test. After four years and two terms in March 1974, 
the matched students were interviewed, this together with a questionnaire 
on school climate and organisation, provided information about their school 
experience* Finally in Autumn of 1974, the parents of the matched students 
from schools A and B were interviewed, and their attitudes and opinions 
concerning the schools were reoorded.
The' results obtained show that the idea of using the elaborated 
psychometric and phenomenological paradigm areas as distinct and contrasting 
approaches was an over-simplification. Analysis of the teacher and student 
interview schedules revealed that paradigm areas were subject specific, and 
at times dependent upon the unique blend of experience of the teacher 
concerned, rather than school based* Esland* s ideas nevertheless provided 
a useful tool for analysis, for on a departmental level the English 
Department of school B functioned within a phenomenological framework. The 
Mathematics and Scienoe Departments of both schools were found to operate 
within the psychometric paradigm. At the school level fundamental differences 
were revealed, these were confirmed by the instruments used to measure school 
climate and school organisation. These differences were particularly 
noticeable in the areas of social control within the schools.
Vihen relating the type of organisation to results in external 
examinations, sohool B provided a wider area of opportunity for examination 
success, this was reflected in the; pattern of results obtained. The effects 
of the new approaches to learning as developed by the English Department of 
school B were reflected in the degree of involvement shown by the students, 
but not in the results in external examination. Achievement in Mathematics
appears to be related to the efficiency of the departments in their 
respective schools, whilst results in Science indicate the advantages 
of the unified curriculum of school B, compared to that of school A*
The less flexible type of organisation as developed by school A* 
was shown to place restrictions ^ ponjths achievement of certain pupils , 
within the sohool. These
■ A*iA 1
that school* However, less flexibility can lead to greater efficiency 
in certain specified areas* School A for example was shown to be much 
more realistic in its approach to external examinations and consequently 
achieved greater success than school B, in Mathematics and English*
In terns of the differences between the schools, examination 
results are important, there are however equally important aspects of 
school life, these are best described in terms of school climate or tone* 
It is in tills area that school B, together with schools wishing to develop 
a similar organisation face a dilemma* For the research shows that a 
school with a high degree of democratic control, though popular with the 
students, faces the difficulty of getting the parents to accept a less 
rigid view of what schooling is all about.
Chapter 1*
The Statement of the Problem*
An area of the Sociology of Education which has received 
surprisingly little attention is that of learning itself. In the past 
sociologists have been concerned with "Input" "output” analysis, and paid 
little attention to what goes on in between*
The study is concerned with pupils who having the same type of 
primary schooling,' and indeed similar primary sohool recommendations, go 
at the age of eleven to different secondary schools. The input to the 
different secondary schools is not exactly the same, but is based on 
matching forty six children who from the age of five had gone to the same 
primary schools, and therefore had similar primary school experiences*
The forty six children were also similar at the age of eleven, in that 
their respective primary sohool headmasters made similar predictions about 
their academic futures* The children came from the same geographic area, 
about 18 miles from central London, and had similar socio-economic backgrounds. 
The main purpose of the study was to follow the progress Of these forty six 
children when they were placed in different secondary school environments*
The major portion of the physical environments of most schools is 
broken down into a series of classrooms, and it is here that most pupils 
are presumed to do most of their "learning”. While the Classroom is a 
comparatively small social world, it has a certain degree of complexity.
The Sociologist can focus upon the teaoher-student relationship or upon 
the organisation and the atmosphere of the class as a whole, including 
patterns of pupil-pupil relationship, and within certain general structural 
limitations there can be considerable variety ih the way the class is 
organised, and the way material is presented. These factors are dependent 
on the personality of the teacher, and in view of the almost universal 
importance attached to the role of the teacher it is surprising how little 
can be said about the kind of teacher and teaching that produce the best 
learning results* Eesearoh has been done on the type of person who goes 
into teaching as compared with other occupations, and on the social 
background and status of teachers. But very little seems to be known about 
the relationship between what teachers do In the classroom and the 
subsequent performance of their pupils*
Schools have long been seen as social systems with particular 
charaoteristics that distinguish them from other types Of social system.
Furthermore certain schools or types of school are known to differ from 
other schools in certain respects, this aspect will be dealt with in 
more detail in the following chapter* Unfortunately there have been 
relatively few systematic sociological efforts to specify and develop 
measures of the important systems dimensions of the school* I.L.E.A. 
have recently announced reductions in the else of their comprehensive 
schools, without giving adequate reasons to support these reductions.
The question of size of school has been studied more in America than in 
this country, Barker and Gump (1964) indicate a negative relationship 
between size of school and student participation! however the relevant 
data has thus far failed to turn up any distinct relationship between 
sise of school and any sohool outcome measure (achievement in examinations, 
test scores, drop out rates, etc).
Apart from the work of King (1966) (1973) Hargreaves (1967)
Ford (1969) Griffin (1969) Lacey (1970) Banks and Finlsyson (1973), and 
studies recently completed by the Open University, little research has 
been attempted within this countiy on the structure of the school. In 
America Coleman (1961) developed a model to explain students lack of 
commitment in terms of sohool reward system, and demonstrated that in 
most schools, individual achievement is punishing rather than rewarding 
to the other members in the system. Other researchers have attempted to 
gauge the atmosphere of certain schools and relate 'this'to student 
achievement. A pioneering effort in this direction was the study conducted 
in the 1930’s under the auspices of the Progressive Education Association. 
1,475 students from progressive schools were matched on an individual basis 
with 1,475 students of conventional schools. The dependent variable 
"success in college" was determined over a wide range area* Data was 
gathered from interviews ??ith students, questionnaires, records of 
reading and other activities, teachers reports, college records, etc. etc. 
The major finding was that students from the progressive schools as a 
group did somewhat better than the control group on all measures of 
college success. The difficulty is however indicating the true causal 
factors. .
The authors of the report assume them to be factors of school 
climate, but one could also argue that the essential difference between 
the experimental and the control group was ins-
a) The type of student who enrolled for the type of school*
b) The competence of teachers who elect to teach in 
experimental schools.
o) The enthusiasm engendered by involvement in something 
experimental.
One of the most ambitious attempts to discover the kind of 
environment most conducive to high scholastic achievement is the study 
of the "College Press” Thistlewaite (i960)* The dependent variable is 
the proportion of graduates planning to seek the Ph.D. and the independent 
variable the environmental demands as pressures* The college pressures 
were determined from the College Characteristic Index, developed by 
Pace and Stern, on which students judge whether each of some 300 
statements about their colleges are true or false* Experimenting with 
the various combinations from the 0.0*1. Thistlewaite joined two sets of 
scales which were found to correlate with aspirations in two general 
subject areas, the humanities and the natural sciences* Although 
applying to mature students Thistlewaite’s study introduces a new way 
of viewing the school environment in at least two aspects*
1* It may be that different kinds of climate produce different 
kinds of academic excellence, rather than there being one 
climate that produces excellence throughout the school*
2* The sohool environment may be understandable only as a 
multidimensional variable*
Research again in this area carried out main3y in America, has 
indicated that pupil centred teaching methods produce higher scores than 
teaoher centred in reading ability and creativity* Ihile there is some 
evidence also from America to suggest that teacher centred methods produce 
higher achievements in Mathematics and Science, and pupil centred methods 
produce higher achievements in humanities* Smith and Johnson (1962)
Aeworth and Batten (1974) in the Manchester Plowden follow up describe 
the high achieving school as one of orthodoxy and work centredness, with 
considerable organisational effort along traditional lines* Although 
research in this area is inconclusive* .perhaps its main contribution has 
been in its pioneering work into the classroom situation, and particularly 
into pupil teacher relationships* Most recent studies in America, ■
McDill (1973) recognise that even the most complex measures of school 
climate explain, only a small amount of the total variability in students 
achievement levels* This has led to criticism of the input output analysis, 
and to the recommendation of a grounded theoiy approach* The methodology 
implied, is one of concept generation via intensive classroom observation 
on a daily basis, together with data obtained from discussions with 
students and teachers. Richer (1975)*
Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) examine the concept which relates 
perception to behaviour and show how this has significant application for
teacher pupil relationships* Borrowing from Shaw’s original observation
"The difference between a lady and a flower girl is not 
how she behaves, but how she’ s treated” 
they develop Her tons (1949) concept of the self fulfilling prophecy, they • 
show how a change in teacher expectations regarding the intellectual 
performance of children leads to an actual change in the intellectual 
performance. However one must remain sceptical of the main findings, 
chiefly because throughout the experiment no attempt to control for other 
environmental variables was made.
Both Hargreaves and Lacey show how pupils careers are determined 
by school organisation and teacher attitudes. Both these studies were 
carried out by participant observation, one being in a conventional boys 
secondary modem sohool and the other in a boys grammar school. These 
researches make a vezy useful base for a comparison, since both schools 
were in the same area, and both researchers from Manchester University, 
carrying out their studies at the same time.
Hargreaves study, concentrates on the fourth year pupils, and he 
saw the four streams in the year as forming the basis of infernal groupings# 
He found that the higher the stream the greater the tendency for a boy to be 
committed to the values of the school. Higher stream boys attended school 
more regularly and participated more in school affairs. They also liked 
school and the teachers, whose approval they sought* In the higher streams 
the status of the pupil correlated positively with the academic achievement 
and a good behaviour rating, whilst in the lower streams informal status was 
a function of negative orientation to the school values. Hargreaves found 
the differences within the fourth year pupils so great as to justify a 
division into two subcultures, the "academic" and the "delinquescent".
His study deals with the culmination of a process of subcultural 
differentiation. Lacey in his research findings describes the beginning 
of this process which he sees arising out of the process of differentiation 
and polarisation in the first two years of the pupil’s life in a grammar 
school* •
At the beginning of their career in the grammar school the highly 
selected relatively homogeneous group shows a strong commitment to the 
values of the school. They all wear school uniforms, attended school 
functions, and in the classroom were eager, competitive and co-operative. * 
But, in fact, as they got into the sohool a process of implicit and 
explicit evaluations began which led to a clear and sharp difference 
becoming apparent between members of the classes! these were acted upon 
by both teachers and pupils. Halfway through the second year, the
bottom stream at Hightow Grammar were already regarded as difficult to 
teach. Denied the access to the one career line the school offered, 
hardly able to follow it unsuccessfully they were already alienated from 
the school and its values, and were rapidly becoming actively opposed 
to them# Finally Lacey points out that these highly selected and 
originally highly motivated boys in the bottom stream were seen by their 
teachers as lazy and stupid* Here clearly we see the effect of an 
organisation on the individuals involved in it* These children were made 
lazy, and stupid, by the system for within Hargreaves school only a few 
miles away these same pupils would probably have been seen as bright, 
willing and co-operative*
These studies indicate the importance of increasing the number of 
career lines available within the school, for the conclusions to be drawn 
are obvious, that schools offering only one career line make failure 
inevitable for some pupils* Both Hargreaves and Lacey stress the effect 
of the sohool organisation and the attitudes of the teachers on the 
achievements of the pupils# it would be most revealing to follow the 
future careers of the pupils from the top streams at Lumley and compare 
them with those of the bottom stream at Highborn*
In relationship to the present research the above findings are 
important for they indicate some of the weaknesses in the traditional school 
organisation# From evidence provided throughout the I960’e, Ford et al, it 
can be clearly seen that "Comprehensive Education”, if it remains streamed, 
is only a rationalised form of the previous tripartite system* And, if the 
same arguments which have been produoed against the tripartite system, on 
the grounds of the effects of background on performance, and the self 
fulfilling character of intelligence tests, are made against streaming, then 
the whole ooncept of education comes into question since unstreamed classes 
should involve profound changes in teaching methods, changes in teaching 
attitudes, and above all changes in curriculum*
To compare a school that has considered the whole concept of education 
relative to a rapidly changing society, with a sohool that retains much 
that is still valued in traditional education is the aim of this study*
For although the first comprehensive schools were established in England 
over twenty five years ago, doubts are still expressed concerning the 
abandonment of what have been described as the "well tried basis of 
existing types of schools"*
it is still suggested that:
1. Gifted children find the atmosphere of the comprehensive 
school with its preponderance of non-academic children 
less stimulating than that of the grammar school*
2* Children of average and below average ability become 
"submerged” and lose incentive in large comprehensive 
schools#
3# Borderline Children progress best at the top of the
secondary modem school* (Support for this View coming 
from the Lacey, Hargreaves comparison)*
4* Children find greater difficulty in identifying themselves 
with and having loyalty to a large comprehensive school 
than to a smaller homogeneous unit*
In an attempt to come to terms with the maty problems, and the 
resulting pressures arising from the above, various types of school 
organisation have developed under the comprehensive label* Alongside 
the more traditional comprehensives, a completely new concept of 
educational organisation has emerged which represents a move away from 
the traditional teacher learner syndrome, in which the teacher is 
active and the pupil passive. This recent type of organisation is 
based on researoh into the nature of human learning, and puts the 
emphasis on promoting self directed learning by the child, on enquiry 
methods, and the'encouragement of initiative and creativity, on the 
flexibility of the classroom situation, on group and individual work, 
as well as on class teaching*
The purpose of this study is to compare two differently organised 
schools within the same geographical and socio-economic areas for the 
following factors.
i) The attitudes of the teachers within the two schools 
to the pedagogical and sub jeGti«tf prospectiyes.
ii) The achievement of the pupils in Mathematics, English 
and Science, after three years in the respective schools.
iii) The attitudes of the pupils to the various learning 
situations provided by the two schools, at the end of 
the fifth year in the respective schools.
iv) The performance of the pupils in public examinations •
v) The attitudes of the parents to the respective schools*
The comparisons are not easy, and the methods adopted have many
shortcomings, these will be dealt with in a later chapter* From the
results obtained it is hoped to demonstrate that the more flexible 
sohool organisation will offer a wider range of students the opportunity 
to gain academic success* Also that the greater flexibility will be 
more appreciated by the students in the flexible sohool when compared 
with the students in the more traditional# It is held however that 
this increased flexibility will lead to problems related to the 
understanding that the parents, have regarding the function of the sohool*
Chapter 2.
The Design of the Experiment.
Throughout the n&&-196o,s the Urban District Council, in which 
the experiment was to take place, together with the County Authorities 
made plans for the introduction of Comprehensive Education* These plans 
were implemented in September 1969, entry to the resulting Comprehensive 
Schools was to be solely on parental Choice*
School A# Formed by amalgamating an existing Grammar School
with a Secondary Modera School within the same large 
campus. Location South of Urban District*
Sohool B* A completely new purpose built Comprehensive School*
This was the first of its kind in the county*
Location central*
School C. An existing Secondary Modem School was reorganised 
to make the third Comprehensive School within the 
district* Location North of Urban District*
Originally the headmasters of all three schools were approached
and certain proposals were put forward in the hope of using all three 
schools in the study. The headmasters of Schools A and B were extremely 
co-operative and offered all possible help over the five year period of 
the study* The headmaster of Sohool G expressed certain doubts as to 
the validity of the study and advised greater attention on Schools A 
and B* The reasons for these doubts are extremely interesting* Firstly 
headmaster 0 doubted the significance of the primary schools recommendations 
which were to form a base for the experiment! he inferred that 
recommendations were made on the basis of social class. Secondly, the 
allocation of children by parental choice had left Sohool C without a 
full ability range of children* This would make the comparison difficult* 
Reference to the records revealed a total of five children in categories 
1 and 2^ in School C, compared to 32 in Sohool A and 37 in School B* Thus 
the headmaster’s point seems more than justified*
This obviously reflects a pattern which has far reaching 
implications regarding selection of children for Comprehensive Education*
It would seem to be generally true that where two schools have been 
affected by cosprehensivisaiion, that the ex-grammar school compared to 
the ex-secondary modern would gain preference in the judgements of the 
majority of parents, with academic children* This situation itself offers 
areas for empirical research into comprehensive school selection* However,
For explanation see page 16.
the criticism of the total system held by headmaster G seemed justified 
and taking his advice it was decided to concentrate on Schools A and B*
Both schools receive children from six contributing Primary Schools* 
A system of parental choice is operative within the district, children 
are allocated to schools as a result of their own, or their parents1 
preferences* As yet this method of selection has not provided any real 
problems, for within the three schools places still exist at all age 
ranges. However, there is evidence that possibly one or two children 
have been shunted into a school other than that of their choice, and it 
does seem likely that as the primary schools start to provide maximum 
supply to the secondary schools, the method of parental choice will come 
under great pressure in this area* In 1969 there was no such pressure 
and the children that the experimenter became concerned with went to the 
school of their choice.
On transfer fTom Primary to Secondary school, the Primary school 
headmasters classify their pupils in accordance with the following scheme. 
Glass I. The child who in the opinion of the headmaster 
will be capable of studying in the future two or 
more *A* levels*
Class2* The child who in the opinion of the headmaster
will be capable of studying in the future four or 
five *0* levels.
Class 3. The child who in the opinion of the headmaster will 
be capable of studying in the future a number of 
G.8.B. subjects.
Glass 4* The child who in the opinion of the headmaster
will not benefit from traditional examination courses.
There appears to be some attempt to standardise these results 
throughout the district (for generally everyone seems most satisfied 
with the system). An air of nystesy remains, however, as to how the 
individual headmasters arrive at their classification. Some cany out 
objective testing in English, and Mathematics, and from these scores 
allocate Children accordingly. Others state that they arrive at their 
final decision as a result of continual assessment. All headmasters in 
the Primary schools classified children according to the above scheme. The 
classification on transfer though not a totally suitable base for 
comparison does form some basis* To eliminate factors existing between 
different headmasters’ recommendations, only children with a common 
classification, from the same primary sohool, were. compared. In
17*
reviewing the original. lists for 19^9^ 28X children transferred from 
primary to ceooMas^ sohool eduoation wlthdB the Urban District# Of ' 
these* 64'were' matched* 52 goihg to School 32 going to School B* 
These were further broken down into their respective heacLteaohora* 
recommendations* and again according to sex* Table 1 (page 17) reteals 
the position in296$* Throughout the; period between original selection 
and dune 1972 when testing took place * and March 1974 when interviews 
tods: -place*- the numbers of matched pairs was slightly -reduced* various 
reasons contributed towards this* mainly the movement of families from 
the district# ■
Oiher information Considered important such as family sis® and 
position within the family was collected from the children* The social 
Class was obtained from the information provided by the schools*
PrimarySchool 
Recommendation.
School A# School B* , Previous 
Primary School*
1 Class^  1' ■’ 3 : girls . " 3 girls' School 1
2 boys 2 beys School 2
Class 2 3 girls 3 girls School 3
X boy 1 bey School 3
'1 girl' 1 girl School 4
i girl 1 girl School 1
"' ■'Clash 5 2 girls ■ 2’ girls Sohool 2
2 beys 2 boys School 2
3' .girls 5 girls. School 3
1 3 boys 3 boys: School 3
i girl 1 girl School 3
1 girl 1 girl School 1
4 boys 4 boys School 1
1 boy 1 boy Sohool 4
Class 4 1 boy 1 boy Sohool 1
1 boy 1 boy Sohool 2
Table 1* Showing the distribution of children within the 
four recommended grades* as matched in schools 
A and B*
The base for the experiment being established around 64 eleven 
year old children* the next phase of the study was with the Comprehensive 
Schools themselves# Up to eleven, these children had had a common 
primaiy school experience, they had similar recommendations, they came 
from thb same geographical area, the majority of them belonged to the 
same social class* At eleven they were going to different types of 
schools* tJust how different were the schools, and the effects these 
differences were to have on the children concerned, became the Central 
Issue of the stu%*
School A came into existence on the first of September 1968 as a 
result of the amalgamation of two adjacent secondaiy schools* A secondary 
aodeani sohool with new buildings dating from 1938 and a grammar school 
with buildings dating from i960*
The headmaster of the sohool* who was previously the head of the 
grammar School, regarded the period of amalgamation as being completed 
ty the time the first objective experiments within the school took place, 
that is dune 1972# At this time the School became set in its structure 
as a six form entiy comprehensive school* The former secondary modern 
school forms the lower school, that is the first three years, the fomer 
grammar school being the tipper sohool, for all senior pupils* Both 
upper and lower schools have developed along lines of their respective 
age groups, each has its own assembly and dining arrangements, with each 
taught mainly in its own building* The staff work within both schools*
The school curriculum is divided into three stages, as it is only 
the first and second stage that concerns the present study these only 
will be considered* With the exception of German in the third year, all 
pupils follow a common course for the first three years* This common 
course comprises the following subjects;
Art, Biology, Beys and Girls drafts, English, 
french, Games, Geography, History, Mathematics,
Music, P«B#, SwicennSng, Physical Sciences,
Religious Education* 
for the majority of these subjects the pupils are highly streamed 
according to ability, and this appears to be based originally on the 
recommendations of the primazy Sohool headmasters# Hot all subjects 
are streamed however and all~ability groups attend Ait, Boys and Girls 
Graft and Games* The school is organised within the framework of fozms 
and year groups* The form groups represent ability groups*
An extremely strong House system exists within the school, and
four Houses, Austen, Bronte, Chaucer and Milton.; help to integrate the
upper and lower schools hy providing a vertical grouping of children*
In addition they offer a wide variety of activities that involve a,large
number of children in school and club societies* The Houses also give
staff a chance to meet and work with a wider range of children outside
the classroom* This is important for generally certain teachers tend to
teach certain childrens There is a keen competitive element between
Houses and House competitions take place in, the followingi Rugby,
Soccer^ Hockey* Swimming* Gross Countxy, Basketball, Sailing* Athletics,
Tennis* Cricket, Gymnastics, 4 a side Soccer, Table Tennis,, Single Wicket
Gricket and Synchronised Swimming*
On the non~sporting side competitions are arranged in Brains Trust,
ChesHouse Play and Flower Arranging* Points are awarded for all
these competitions and a running. total is kept, the winning House
receiving a "Cock House*1 trophy*
On several visits to the sohool I formed ah overall impression
that the school was hi#dy active and extremely efficient* it is
difficult to indicate this efficiency without going into lengthy
description* The activity of the school is best revealed by the
current tettzdy school diazy which reveals a total of fifty five
separate school activities, ranging from House sporting events to a
school party for local handicapped people*
The second stage of the curriculum in School A was divided* and
this provides an interesting contrast with Sohool B, because of this a
Special chapter has been devoted to this aspect of the two schools* and
will be dealt with later*
Sohool A has a well developed prefect system consisting of a
Headboy and Headgirl, with six senior Effects who supervise and organise
thirty six other prefects, all selected from the sixth form* The sixth
form lias its own common room, which the Headmaster describes not as a
room but as the life of the sixth form* In addition to the suggestions
and advice of the sixth form the school also has a "schools counoil***
Tliis was formed in order that pupils could bring forward suggestions to
the Headmaster* School councillors, one from each form up to and
including the fifth year are elected each year by secret baHot*' The
council meets twice a term and the two convenors (both Upper sixth) meet
the councillors beforehand to discuss the agenda* Minutes are kept and
circulated, the schools councillors are expected to explain school policy
to their forms and to tell them of decisions taken* The Chairman of the 
council is the Headmaster, the Vice Chairman is the Head of the lower school*
School E is a purpose built comprehensive sohool which opened 
in 1369 with first year pupils only# In planning its curriculum and 
organisation the Headmaster has paid great attention to two key factors# 
firstly, what children learn and secondly, how children learn, are seen 
against a world of exp ending knowledge and rapid social change# These 
factors represented below, are regarded as cjucial for the children and 
essential for society* Because of the development of a new sohool, the 
Headmaster was able to employ those members of the profession who were 
not only sympathetic to his ideas* but definitely excited by the prospect 
of introducing anew approach to secondary education*
Within the school a broad curriculum is followed by all children 
for the first five years# Within the various curriculum areas the 
pupils are encouraged to interrelate their experience and Understanding 
of associated subjects* and to fern a coherent view of the world around 
them# Some subjects are grouped together and taught by a team of teachers* 
Organising ■ :ih this way the- curriculum falls 'into seven "areas*
Humanities - includes English* Eistoiy, Geography, -Religious Education* 
Expressive Arts - links -.English with Music and Drama* . .
Creative Activities ~ Embraces work in Art, fabrics, ceramics, wood, 
metal, plastics and housecraft*
Recreational Activities » includes both Physical Education and 
gymnastics together with a wide range of recreational activities 
including Games. ’
languages '** includes Wrench, Latin and German becoming optional after 
’ the" third year*'1 
Mathematics* " ■
Science* •
In order to meet ourrioulum designs, various techniques have 
been developed, whereby the emphasis is placed on group and individual 
work rather than that of the class# Different forms of structuring are 
used in different curriculum areas, tho main requirements being that of 
meeting the needs of the pupils across the whole ability range# The 
idea behind such a system is to provide an environment in which all 
pupils feel there is limitless scope for their talents* The Headmaster 
and members of his staff believe that such a system benefits the 
outstandingly gifted pupils as much as M  does the pupil who needs 
remedial help* Therefore there are no artificial boundaries# Ho formal 
differentiation by ability, the Same broad ourrioulum is followed by all# 
Rather than streaming, sonimg, setting or banding, the heeds of the pupils
are met by a flexible learning environment which permits pupils to 
move confidently onto suitable work end into suitable groupings as they 
extend their abilities# Obviously what has been stated above has much 
relevance for this research* Furthermore it is obvious that much of 
what is written is in fact a value judgement, a judgement which the 
present writer formed during two years spent working within the school*
This presents important methodological difficulties for sociological 
analysis* Particularly sp when results of the enquiry require inter­
pretation# However having indicated previous involvemeni| it must be 
left to a wider public to decide to what extent personal influence has 
affected the interpretations of the main findings*
Returning to School B, it is organised on a year basis, with five 
forms constituting yearly intakes! the year group is in the hands of a 
year tutor, who in the course of his normal teaching week, teaches all 
the pupils within his or her year* Separate year assemblies are held 
weekly and pupils quickly see themselves as part of a year group! the 
whole school also assembles once,a week, and in this way the pupil 
comes to identify with the whole school* The school has no House system 
or prefect system*
In an attempt to encourage pupils to participate in school affairs 
and thus develop a sense of community, a sohool forum was formed in 1969*
Each form elects a boy and a girl to serve each term on the forum* This 
provides an opportunity for pupils to air their Views and to discuss 
with the Headmaster and staff matters arising from the events and 
organisation of the school* The Forum runs its own programme of social 
and charity events*
In attempting to compare these schools the overall impression is 
on the one hand, School A, an extremely efficient organisation that 
has a record of academic and sporting excellence* An organisation that 
regards children as having certain fixed potentials and sees its main functions 
as developing these potentials to the full* It was a Grammar school and 
retains much of the Grammar sohool aura* Many of the staff wear academic 
gowns in teaching situations and all students wear uniform, members of 
each division within the school lower, middle and upper having a 
distinctive type*-' Movement about the school is orderly, for at change 
of lessons the various classes move as a unit, the movement of the lower 
school being supervised by the prefects who are all members of the sixth 
fora*- The following chapters provide further information in detail about 
the school and what the teachers and students thought of it*
■ Sohool B in its organisation-.fon'i' acknowledges the- potential 
of children, in ways differing from Sohool A# In particular. there is no 
formal discrimination, according to ability, the organisation is geared 
in an attempt to develop, the fall talents of all pupils, and. provides 
the type of bduoation it feels most suitable for a world of expanding 
knowledge, and also for a„changing society* little of the orthodoxy 
evident in School A oouldibe discerned* Movement about the sohool was 
on what appeared to be a random basis with no supervision* There was a 
much more relaxed, less-formal air about the place* The way in which 
these s^o^oial^ifferenoeo affect the student is difficult to define. 
Attempts will be made however to relate these differences to underlying 
theories about the nature of the child, as held by the respective schools# 
For it is held that the differences in the organisation of the two schools 
will in, some recognisable way affect the experience and in turn the 
achievement of the students* The/study is however concerned with the 
actual practice of teachers, or at least with the way in which teachers 
think they practice, and as will be indicated, teachers* attitudes and 
opinions may not be In keeping with the official, sohool line* Ihether 
or not this was so was the concern of the enquizy which at this stage 
divided itself readily Into concern with the teachers of Mathematics, 
English and Science in both schools, together with concern about the 
achievement of the pupils*
Chapter 3.
The Development of the Experiment#
In an attempt to discover the perspectives lying behind teaching
styles, and sohool organisation, the majority of literature over the
last five years has dealt with relationships in the classroom, and the
practice and sohool experience of the children* In his paper "Teaching
1
and Learning as the Organisation of Knowledge", &*M* Esland 1971 brings 
a new dimension to the enquiry into the aspects of teachers* professional 
knowledge and school organisation as a whole# This chapter draws heavily 
on the work of Esland and the paper in which he develops the concept of 
the paradigm from Thomas Kuh^Vs "The Structure of Scientific Revolutions" 
and applies this to the teaching situation. This chapter attempts to 
develop this idea, and to apply the idea to the two schools in the study, 
it must be pointed out that although this study is in effect local, the 
overall principle of paradigm areas is applicable to any school situation.
Thomas Khh%*s major concern was the analysis of scientific 
explanations. This led him to explore the conceptual basis and organisation 
of science as a set of Ways of looking at the world. He argued that the 
field of scientific enquiry rests on a set of assumptions which set out 
for the scientist certain boundaries within which normal science takes 
place* Within these boundaries exist the rules of methodology, 
analytical models and scientific Standards. All these combined together 
fcm the paradigm. The ovef-arohing field of enquiry. Examples of
paradigms which Kuhft provides include Ptolemaic astronomy, Mewtonian
■ *
Dynamics, the Oxygen theory of combustion, the Germ theory and Einstein’s 
relativity.
KuhV^  in his work suggests that the scientists working within these 
frameworks are not normally aware of the paradigmatic basis. Through 
his training the scientist is progressively initiated into the models and 
conventions which give him meaning. And although the scientist may 
superficially recognise that his model of enquiry is "relative", he acts 
as if it were real; he invests time and energy proving its truth and is 
likely to resist other theories that disagree with his own. However, one 
of the difficulties of Kuhn’s work is to lain how different paradigms 
can exist side by side. For criticism of Kuh^s work in detail, attention 
is drawn to "Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge" edited by Lakatas and 
Musgrove (1970).
1 First published in Knowledge and Control# Ed: H.F.D. Young 1971*
The practical implications of XCuh^ 8 s work becomes clearer when 
we apply his conclusions about the practices of science to other fields 
of enquiry - notably the social sciences, and as Esland has done - 
education; During the past 150 years the paradigms of the social sciences 
particularly those of psychology have become increasingly influential 
in providing models of explanation Of human behaviour, and these have 
gradually permeated over everyday thinking# An example of this is given 
by P* Berger (1965) who considers the ideas of Freud and the psycho­
analytic school of psychology and suggests that psychoanalysis has become 
a cultural phenomenon, a way of understanding the nature of man* In 
relationship to this it is important to remember that education is a 
scientific as well as a practical activity* Mazy of the types of school 
organisation are exported by (..axioms sad assumptions of particular lines 
of scientific enquiry, andalthoughthe teachers may not themselves be 
directly involved in the enquiry, they are nevertheless inheritors of 
its research findings and assumptions* -
It has been pointed out by IC*R* Popper and P* Feyerabend in 
"Criticism and the Growth of Knowledge" that Kuhn’s analysis fails to 
consider the diversity of paradigms and their differentiation, among 
the various groups within the scientific community* However, Esland 
in his paper accepts this situation and indicates that within the academic 
community several paradigns may be in operation* He points out that when 
exploring the activities of a profession we need to be alive to the fact 
that there will not necessarily be only one paradign which guides the 
work of that profession* This point is readily confirmed by most observers 
of education, in that the professional knowledge of teachers must not be 
regarded as homogenous and static# The problem at this stage of 
development however concerns two different schools, and their teachers*
The difficulties in establishing that within the two schools the 
respeotive teachers used different methods and techniques of teaching, 
and of tracing the differences between various groups of teachers, and 
of indicating the implications of these differences.
Although we may sometimes assume that there is a common body of 
professional knowledge for teachers, this assumption is false* Teaching 
like any other profession is a collection of segments, each with its 
own particular problems, interests, philosophies, and style of 
organisation. Although many of these areas wiH be common to schools 
in general, there wiH be Substantial disagreement about what the central 
concerns of education should be. As Bucher and Strauss (1961) suggest in
the analysis of professional organisations* the sociologist who is 
concerned to discover the educational ideals and policies behind school 
organisation should concern himself with the various legitimations which 
support them* 3h order to assist the sociologist a number of questions 
may be framed and directed at the teachers
i) What are your conceptions of the child?
ii) What is your conception of learning?
iii) What conceptions underline the way you present your 
knowledge?
iv) What conceptions have you of yourself in relationship 
to children?
Shese questions formed the substance of the teacher interviews 
which were carried out during the third year of the programme* hater 
during the fifth year (April 1974) ■* adaptations from these questions were 
directed at pupils in both schools* It was hoped that analysis of these 
interviews would reveal fundamentally different approaches to teaching.
It was further hoped to show that embedded in these approaches were 
distinct sets of assumptions about human learning* the nature of the 
student* and the teacher’s role as an organiser and provider of knowledge* 
It would seem that by simply directing questions at teachers and students* 
teaching methods only were being compared. However* the completed 
interview schedules should make it dear that not only teaching methods, 
but a fundamental set of principles (paradigms) were sought.
Xhese different pedogogical paradigms have a great implication 
not only for the teachers professional relationship with his pupils* but 
also for the entire organisation of the sohool* It is for this reason 
that the present study attempts to analyse teachers attitudes and relate 
to these attitudes the type of school organisation. In a later chapter 
tile study attempts to indicate what effect the type of organisation has 
on pupil achievement* both at the third and fifth year level* In order 
to study these problems, consideration was given to the lands of knowledge 
the teacher had about teaching* classroom behaviour* and the kinds of 
inferences made* How* for example* was ability defined; what counts 
as having it? How are the ngoodM pupils or the difficult pupils 
recognised and typified? How much control does the teacher maintain 
over the verbal interaction of the classroom in order the produce 
effectual learning? Judgement on these and similar issues are part and 
parcel of the teachers everyday activities, and analysis of these teacher 
judgements becomes an important area in determining the dominant paradigm*
The paradigms considered are fundamentally different in both 
theif conceptual construct ion and in their implication for school 
experience* Esland in his paper labels two paradigns the ’’Psychometric” 
and the ^Phenomenological”* The traditional paradigm the ’’Psychometric” 
has basically an objectivist orientation which focuses on the products 
of learning* The second the ’’Phenomenological” is much more orientated 
to the subjectivity of the pupiland focuses on the process of learning*
In their organisational forms they are sometimes known as the ’’closed” 
and ’’open” types of pedogogy* These concepts refer not simply to 
classroom structure in which learning takes place but also to the 
„boundaries between subject and areas of teaching responsibility^
B* Bernstein (1967)# Underlying each of the paradigms are different 
psychological assumptions* different concepts of curriculum knowledge 
and different beliefs about the status of the child in the interaction 
of the classroom* Oertainly tiiey contain different conceptions of 
teaching and learning* These paradigms are dealt with in more detail 
below in order to reveal their characteristics*
The teaching that has dominated educational practice has been 
based on a pre-occupation with the child’ a capacity for learning* that 
is the antecedent qualities which he brings into the school* These have 
generally included his inteliig8noe? his motivation and various aspects 
thought to bo the produce of home background. The major psychological 
influence within this paradigm has been that of psychometry^ with its 
emphasis on a biologically determined ’’intelligence” which is capable 
of being measured and represented on a scale* The child is thought to 
come into a school with a notional potential of* from another point of 
view* a ”deficiency rating” t which has ah important bearing on his 
ability to reach a particular level of achievement'in a school* Schools 
vary in the degree to which they are prepared to wait before deciding 
that this potential has become more or less dearly established* and that 
the child can be placed in a teaching group appropriate to his ability* 
This is not of course an entirely passive experience* The pupil is able 
to exercise some degree of control over his achievement level through 
the amount of effort he is prepared to put into his work*
Achievement comes to be recognised in terms of mastery of specific 
bodies of knowledge which are mapped out in ’’chunks” and coincide with 
particular stages in the pupil* s career* It is the task of the teacher 
to arrange and present these bodies of knowledge to his pupils* The
focus of interest of the teaching tends to be 0n the products of learning*
not in the process, which is assumed to he the same for all- pupils, 
learning is thought to he most effective when a teacher expert who 
knows the subject matter structures and imparts it to those, who do not*
The high status of the teacher .is maintained during interaction by his 
taken for granted definition of what shall count as ’’worthwhile knowledge” 
end his right to exclude what is not* Within this system or under this 
paradigm, the teacher imparts knowledge to recipient pupils* Those who 
fail to respond or to accommodate the knowledge are called ’’less able” 
children* learning is collective in the sense that a nominal pace, 
sequence and structure for the subject content of a lesson are imposed 
on all the pupils in the group together* In this light the problems 
for the teacher tend to be those of order and discipline, seen mainly 
in terns of getting children to sit in an orderly way so that they can
be baughi. ,
In opposition to the paradigm of psychometric psychology there 
has emerged a different paradigm in the social sciences whose central 
concern is the mind and its power to organise experience and meaning*
This paradigm emphasizes an active rather than a static notion of Hie 
mind* The processes of thought are not reducible simply to the 
possession of wintelligeneen nor to the performance of standardised 
routines characteristic of I*Q* tests* They are instead seen to be 
part of a highly complex personal system of interpretations, intentions 
and recollections* T/hile accepting some genetic limitations on the 
structure of human thinking, the paradigro. upholds the view that coalition 
is a growth process, and that the mind is capable of unlimited development* 
In educational psychology its major representatives have been Jean Piaget, 
J*S* Bruner and Ueorge Kelly, each of thorn has been involved in exploring 
theoretically and empirically the constructive processes of the mind*
The main focus of this paradigm is on the process of knowing and 
Hie child1 s organisation of meaning into larger schemes of knowledge*
It explores the ways in which the child categorises and perceives 
logical connections between data and how his patterns of inference lead 
to increasingly complex chains of meaning* This kind of enquiry has 
led to the view of learning in which the structuring of knowledge is 
seen to be fundamental to the development of understanding* For the 
teacher the essential problem is to understand the logic of the child* s 
process of knowing, to understand how he interprets and accommodates 
new knowledge. The relationship between the structures of meaning which 
the child habitually uses and the structures which are presented to him 
by the teacher is a critical one*
£. U *
The classroom interaotion which follows from the acceptance'-; of 
tills new paradigm is ''likely to allow the pupil .more. control over the 
structuring of his own curriculum knowledge, than is the case with the ; 
psychometric paradigm. The teacher is more of a guide than an 
instfuctor, he also has less expertise to communicate* Thus the 
pupil isgiven increased responsibility for his own learning* Postman 
andWeingarten (1969) highlight the fundamental differences between 
two pedogogical paradigms and Gross Giaquinta and Bernstein (l97l) 
define the teacher’s role in one paradigm as that of a catalyst to the 
child’ s curiosity and interest, in the other the role is seen as an 
interpreter of knowledge to a recipient: ideally silent pupil* They 
refer to metaphors of Hie child, the “candle to be lit” and the “empty 
bottle to be filled”, thus pointing to contrasting views of the child’s 
intelleotualfunctiordng.
From the outlines presented above, it can be seen that in general 
terms the psychometric paradigm should be most readily recognisable 
within a traditional school, whilst the phenomenological paradigm y 
win be found in more “progressive” schools* The major areas have been 
tabulated overleaf • The object of this. research is to test the validity 
of these assumptions by using the interview schedule in ah attempt to 
analyse Whsfc teachers think about the job they do* Esland in his paper 
mentions participant observation, tape and video recordings with teachers 
and pupils, and various questionnaires as a means to establish Hie 
paradigms within A  ich the teachers from the two schools operate* The, 
present study attempts to establish such areas using the interview 
schedules, for teachers and pi^ils and replicas of the Tuppen (1966) and 
Finlayson (1970) questionnaires*
in an attempt to establish the fact of .difference between the. 
two schools, questions were designed that would prov3.de information on 
the main areas concerned* These have also been tabulated and appear, overleaf* 
, Having decided that the actual practices of teachers was beyond 
the scope of the research, to quote Hell Ke&die (1971) only 
’’educationalists” opinions were to bo considered* The ibndamental 
discrepancy between the views of the teachers as they are recorded and 
their classroom actions can be expressed as that between theory and 
practice, or what Selznick (1949) calls doctrine and commitment*, What 
one says and what one does can be very different, a point that was well 
illustrated by the interview schedule* 3h simple terms asking one teacher 
what type of treatment he administered for certain types of offence
within the classroom he replied* "If a child is rude, or a continual 
nuisance, I’ll box his ears"* The same person when asked formally if 
he agreed with corporal punishment answered, "Bo* I’m against corporal 
punishment"* On being asked to elaborate he continued, "Physical 
contact of this type with children leads to ihrthef complications* It 
is essentiai to avoidcthese"*
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. bevel of \ . 
Organisation. .
Psydiometric Model* Phenomenological Model *
■ School#. ’ How is ■ ■ 
ability defined*
Concern for child* s 
capacity for learning, 
intelligence, motivation, 
aspects thought to be the 
products of home back-* 
ground*
Processes of thought not 
reducible to possession 
of intelligence but to 
highly complex personal 
systems of interpretation 
and recollections#
School.Gurriculum • Differentiated* Unified*
Subject Level* 
Theory of Learning*
Prooees of learning 
thought to be same for 
everyone*
Focus on the process;of 
learning which is seen as 
a highly complex persona! 
system of Interpretations 
intentions and recollections*
Subject. How is 
learning measured*
Focus on the products 
of learning# Measured 
by examination*
Concerned with how the pupil 
categorises and perceives 
logical connections between 
data* By continual 
assessment, some form of 
measurement#
Subject*Glassroom
Management*
Learning is collective 
in the sense that a. 
nominal pace sequence 
and structure for 
subject content are 
limposed on oil pupils in 
the groups*
Learning seen as individual 
process, ‘ choice of a wide ; 
variety of situations provided. 
Students explore these at own 
pace*
Sub j ect * 01 as sro om 
Management.
Teacher expert who knows 
subject matter structures 
it and imparts it to those 
who do not*
Allows pupils more control 
of structuring subject knowledge 
Teacher as a guide not an 
instructor*
Subject.Classroom
Management*.
Teacher controls class­
room 'interaction and 
assigns material to be 
studied or work to be 
■done* ■. ;i-‘ .■* : ■
Pupils given increased 
responsibility for own learning#
Table 2# To show the Relationship between the Two Paradigns and 
School Organisation*
level of 
Organisation*
Question Posed* Information Sought#
School* How is 
ability defined?
Hot? is ability defined? 
How is the school 
organised?
Is the organisation 
streamed or mixed ability?
School curriculum* How is the curriculum 
content differentiated* 
and made suitable for
children? !
Is the curriculum unified 
or differentiated?
Subject* learning 
Process# ;
lhat are the most 
important things a teacher 
can do to create the right 
situation for children to 
learn in?
Is learning seen as a 
collective process where 
children learn in the same 
way or as an individual 
process? Are a variety of 
learning situations provided*
Subject* learning 
Process*
How is learning measured? $here does the emphasis lie 
in attempting to measure
learning?
Subject* learning 
Process*
What kinds of thing going 
on in the classroom would 
make you think that 
pupils were , engaged in 
learning?
Is learning seen as an active 
or passive process?
Subject* Classroom 
Management#
How would you describe 
the way you teach?
ire children regarded as a 
Class or a group of 
individuals* Is preference 
shown to guiding the child* s 
learning by "chalk and talk" 
or towards the chUd learning 
by himself by discovery?
Subject* Classroom 
Management#
Do you think children 
should be allowed to help 
each other with their 
school work in class?
Apart from when you require 
attention, do you think 
children should be allowed 
to move about at will?
Does teacher control movement 
within class, or have pupils 
been given more responsibility 
for determining their movements?
Subject* Classroom 
Management#
Do you Allow - children to 
develop and work on their 
own ideas?
Is the subject material 
structured and given to the 
students in a systematic way , 
or are students allowed more 
control in structuring their 
subject knowledge?
fable 3* fo indicate areas of school organisation where infozmation was soughft 
wliioh would lead to classification within one or other of the paradigms®
Nor was this a unique case, for as Keddie ei al records the 
discrepancies between "Educationist" and "teacher" are wide#
Being aware of these discrepancies reduces to some degree the 
importance of doctrine# Nevertheless the fact remains that teachers* 
views have been used successfully in previous studies, and it was 
hoped that the teachers* questionnaire would provide important 
information* For what the teacher says has important implications 
for what he attempts# Louis Smith (1968) has highlighted this position: 
"leaching must be seen as an intellectual, cognitive process.
What goes on in the head of the teacher is a critical 
antecedent of what he does* She way he poses his problems, 
the kinds of goals mid sub-goals he is trying to reach, the 
alternatives he weighs as he circumvents obstacles and 
barriers, the momentary assessment of potential rewards 
and costs are aspects of teaching which are frequently 
lost to the behavioural oriented empiricist who focuses 
on what the teacher does, to the exclusion of how he thinks 
about teaching"* Page ^
There?ore the questionnaire was designed with the intention of studying 
various assumptions held by teachers. Having decided on the areas which 
were held to constitute intervening variables when considering pupil 
performance, together with attempting to discover the relevant paradiga 
area, the interview took shape around the followings~
1* Assumptions about leaching*
2* Assumptions about Learning*
3* Assumptions about and approaches to Subject Perspectives*
A* Attitude towards Punishment*
3# Attitude towards Streaming.
Because, as the final part of this chapter makes clear, interest 
in the achievement of pupils was restricted to English, Mathematics and 
Science; only teachers involved with these subjects in the two schools 
were approaohed. As well as completing the interview these teachers 
were also asked to complete the Tuppen et al questionnaire* Shis was 
a technique developed by Tuppen and used by the Central Advisory Gounoil 
for Education* (The Plowden Report 1967). Gujttman1 s technique of 
scalogram analysis was developed as a method of attitude scaling; in his 
research Tuppen developed six attitude scales, these were used by the 
Advisory Council for Education to research into the attitudes of primary 
school teachers. For the present study these techniques have simply been
applied to secondary school teachers, in an attempt to support the 
main measuring instrument* She six attitude scales used were:- 
1* Attitude towards Permissiveness*
2* Attitude towards Physical Punishment.
3* Attitude towards lit Examination.
A* Attitude towards Noise in Classrooms*
3* Attitude towards Streaming*
6. Attitude towards Children in Top Streams*
Having arrived at a satisfactory basis for collecting information 
about teachers, attention was directed towards the achievement of the 
matched pairs in the two schools* Measurement in this area was 
particularly difficult for comparisons were sought, between two different 
types of school, operating within different paradigm areas* Within 
school A there appeared to be an objective emphasis on knowledge; 
within school B the emphasis appeared to focus on subjective dimensions 
of knowledge* Because of these differing approaches any test used would 
be open to criticism from one direction or the other* This, of course, 
raises the fihole question of measurement and its validity, and whereas 
in the past one might produce a reasonably accurate instrument for 
measuring objective knowledge, attempts to measure subjective knowledge 
require totally different techniques* At the third year stage of the 
study a comparative situation was sought from measuring instruments 
available*
Two main sources were used in an attempt to fled suitable test 
material:-
1. The National Foundation for Education Research*
2* The Education Services of Thomas Nelson and Sons*
Thou^i extremely helpful in their suggestions most of the N.F*E*R* 
material was found unsuitable for the present analysis* Rather than 
testing general ability areas their particular suggestions seemed far 
too specifically based* Secondary. Mathematics tests were totally 
unsuitable requiring prior information in mechanical arithmetic, algebra 
and geometry* The basic Mathematics test was considered more suitable 
but was rejected beoause of its lack of broad Mathematical content, and 
also it was not standardised*
Amongst the specimen tests forwarded by Thomas Nelson and Sons 
were the Briner (1968) Bristol Achievement Tests* These seemed much 
more suitable* They set out to measure three basic areas of achievement 
which no curriculum however organised could fail to recognise* And more
. . . . .  . . . .  
difilckci cmJLcNpidti'. ^  V&Jl kaoU.
importantly' at the third year stage, appeared to be relevant whatever 
the particular foxm of teaching, or however the teaching content had 
been^standardised on large samples of children drawn from schools 
distributed through England and Wales and so balanoed as to represent 
the distribution of types of school and of areas in the two countries* 
Each basic area of each test is in five parts, analysis of these 
five parts lead to separate assessments of the skills which contribute 
to the basic area*
The English Language Test#
Measured - Word meaning, the reading and understanding of words 
in context#
Paragraph meaning, active reading comprehension of 
continuous prose#
Sentence Organisation* Sentence construction and 
Sentence organisation#
Organisation of Ideas* Oomposatibn and flexibility 
■ of ideas* . ’ ’
Spelling and Punctuation* The correct spelling of 
phonetically spelled words and seleotion and position 
of punctuation#
The Mathematics Test*
Measured - Theunderstanding of number from the stage of conservation 
to the leVel of theory and directional number#
Reasoning# Inductive and deductive reasoning through 
Sets and series and practical problems.
Space* Spatial discrimination and judgement*
Measurement. & e  use of cardinal number and of scales 
of measurement and knowledge of measuring units.
Arithmetic Laws and Processes* The knowledge of conventions 
and of arithmetic laws and prooesses.
The Study Skills Test.
This test represented the underlying skills and understanding 
involved in the social and scientific studies area of the curriculum 
without prescribing in any way the curriculum form or content*
Measured - Properties* fhe judgement of the properties of materials - 
and situations.
Structures. The judgement of structures in Which there 
is an interdependence of parts.
Prooesses* The ability to deal with processes and 
sequences in which a concept or serial, ordinal or 
physical arrangement enables extrapolations and inter- 
polations to be carried out.
Explanations* The fomn of children* s explanations and 
the level of concept making through which explanations 
' are generalised.; ■ - .
Interpretations • Interpretations of symbolically and 
graphically patented data and their relationships to 
\ observation*
Xt was the Briner test that was selected for use, as the most 
likely to provide some sort of yardstick of the achievement of children 
within the two schools* The, instrument speared sufficiently broad 
in its dimension, it was easy to administer, easy to mark and finally 
the marks were easily converted into readily understood measures. A 
Copy of the tests used can be found in the appendix, the details of 
administration and analysis will be dealt with later*
Chapter A*
After Three Years*
Having the full co-operation of the respective headmasters of 
the two schools, made the collection of data comparatively easy* The 
collection was carried out in three main divisions:
1# The Teacher Interviews* These took place over a period 
of three weeks during May 1972* The main problem being 
finding a suitable time for the various twenty one 
teachers concerned*
2* The Tuppen Questionnaire* Copies of this were given to 
the teachers concerned and collected at a convenient 
time, again during May 1972*
3* The Bristol Achievement Tests. These took place in 
accordance with the conditions laid down by the test 
designers. A H  items of test administration met the 
requirements, and the timing instructions were followed 
to the letter* The tests in both schools were completed 
over two days; one day being used in each school.
These were completed in the third week of May 1972.
The teacher interview which was to be the central part of the 
study at the third year stage was arranged in two parts, formal and 
informal# The formal part of the interview was used to obtain 
information about age and experience, together with details of training, 
qualifications, and other types of previous full time employment# A 
table giving this information can be seen overleaf* This reveals 
particularly the differing amounts of experience between senior members 
of staff in the two schools# Information not given in the table which 
has significance, is that of the sum total experience within both schools, 
only one member of staff, from School A, had had any previous experience 
in comprehensive education#
The informal part of the questionnaire was designed to enquire 
into assumptions about the learning process, assumptions about pedogogy, 
the approaches teachers have to their various subject perspectives, and 
finally attitudes towards punishment and streaming# It was hoped that 
from the answers to these questions some basic understanding of how 
educational opportunity was structured in the two schools would be gained. 
As they stand the questions simply indicate the different aspects of 
teaching that a sociologist might normally take into account. Nevertheless
School A.
Department, position in 
'•School*
Age QualaJPicaiions Experience 
in present 
School*
Previous 
Teaohlng E 
Experience*
Other | 
Kperienoe*Degree Oert.Ed* •
English A Senior 'Mistress 41 B.A* 4 years 14 years 1 year
B Assistant- ■ 29 Cert.Ed* 4 years 4 yCars m l
■ c Assistant : 23 Cert.Ed* 1 year M L 2 years
D Assistant 24 B.A. Cert*ld. 2 years NIL NIL
v E 2nd in Dept* 54 B.A* Gerb*Ed* 4 years 20 years M L
Maths* A Assistant 22 B.A. 1 year HIXi 1m j-y
• ; B Assistant' 2B Gert.Ed* ■ 1 year 4 years NIL
• C ■Assistant 24 B.Sc* Ceft.Ed* 2 years ■$02, NIL
■■•■ D '2nd in Dept * 32 Cert.Ed* 4 years 6 years NIL
Science A Asst* Chemist 25 B*Sc# Gert.Ed* 1 year : ' m l 2 ^ earS I
■ ;' :i 'B- Asst.Ply sioist 27 B.A. '■Gert.Ed* 4 years nil NIL
- • 0 \Head of Science 39 B.Sc. 4 years 9 years 4 years ?
D Asst* Biology 34 "B*SOp 4 years NIL ' 3 years a
; ;’E.; 
....__
Asst* Physics 
..
24 B.Sc* 1 year nil 2 years |
;v.
School B.
English A Head of English 25 B.A. .Cert .Ed. 1 year ■•■2-years ;
,
NIL
B Assistant 25 B.A. Cert.Ed. 1 year 2 years NIL
Maths* A Head of Maths* 37 B,Ed; Gert.Ed* 1 year 2 years 14 years
B Assistant 23 B.Sc. Cert.Ed* 2 years NIL NIL
Science A Head of Science 28 B.Sc* Cert.Ed. 1 year 5 years NIL
B Assistant 23 B.SC* Cert.Ed. 1 year NIL I NIL
C Assistant 27 Cert.Ed. 1 year 4 years NIL
Table 4* To show the relative qualifications and excellence of members 
of staff interviewed*
it was felt that these questions would provide certain reference points 
by which to identify the paradigm \7hich underlies teachers actions.
In the dqy to day routine of teaching, assumptions beliefs and 
attitudes a H  seem to merge to give what would commonly be called a 
"common sense view”. Sohuts^ (1964) iias described this common sense 
view as wr8cipe knowiedge,,» Like the members of most occupations, 
teachers are to some extent exponents of recipe knowledge. This is 
particularly true of the pedogogieal aspects of their work#
In the training of teachers, loss attention has been paid to 
the pedogogy than to the development of expertise in the student teaohers 
subject area* In most situations, his pedogogieal competence is left 
to develop by chance during periods of so called ^teaching practice11. 
Because of the constraints which this kind of learning places on the 
student, understanding of pe&ogogy will inevitably be influenced by the 
pedogogieal culture of the school# Becker and Greer (1958) have pointed 
out in their discussion of the process by which student members of the 
medical profession are expected to shed their ideals, new teachers 
to spools similarly find that they are encouraged toforget the 
liberal ideals with which they came into teaching in favour of a more 
realistic exercise of authority. This point was well illustrated during 
the teacher interview*
Interviewer! Do you agree with the use of corporal punishment?
Teacher, School A: Tes.
Interviewers Why do you feel this.
Teacher! Well this is based on what others in the school
have said. In some bases it appears to abt as a 
deterrent and preventsthe offence from occurring 
again. This is second hand information I lmow, 
but at the moment I* m prepared to take the more 
experienced teaohers point of view.
Within the school situation, problems of discipline and control 
may completely overshadow other aspects of pedagogy. The ideal becomes 
the need to secure control in order that ntruen teaching and learning 
can take place. It is not difficult however to see that these needs of 
control and order, and the exercise of teacher authority in the classroom, 
are derived from paradigms, ideologies and as sumptions which prevailed 
during the early stages of the development of Compulsory schooling.
Along with the organisational and physical structures which embodied 
them they became institutionalised as the established means of educating. 
At the present time in education a, conflict situation exists between the 
traditional recipes of pupil management, and the more recent ideologies 
of education. To enquire into this situation the questionnaire posed 
a number of what were thought to be relevant questions* In an attempt 
to indicate the different approaches adopted by the various teachers, 
their replies to the questions are given fn department order*
Interviewer: What do you think are the most important things a
teacher can do to create the right situation for children 
to learn in?
English Department School As~
Teacher: Establishing the ri#t relationship between teacher •
and pupil.
Teacher: To be as relaxed as possible and to introduce as
wide a variety of materials as is possible*
Teacher: A situation ^ lich the teacher can manipulate*.
Teacher must be sem to be boss, almost a dictator, 
So that he can be seen to have long spells of hush 
and pen**pushing. When this has been achieved this 
will enable him to launch into areas that are more 
pupil based, and to tackle something more exciting.
Teacher: Plenty of material, congenial atmosphere, awareness
of individual problems*
Teacher: Helaxed atmosphere a great deal of varied material
thou#i not too much to become confusing.
English Department School B :~
Teacher: A wide variety of stimuli, without letting the
variety become too confusing.
Teacher: As wide a Variety of situations as is possible,
and an attempt to produce a relaxed atmosphere.
Mathematics Department School A:~
Teacher: Arouse interest and enthusiasm. Pose problems to
be solved, making sure experience of the children 
enables them to deal with it. Give children the 
information that will assist them in solving the 
problem.
Teacher: Make it. interesting for-the children* You
have to follow the textbook, hut putting it 
oyer ri^it is very important# ,
Teachers Teacher is a type of ideas and starting centre,
everything generates .from him#
Teacher: Try to frighten as little as possible.
Mathematics Department School .B?~
Teaohers Co-operative school atmosphere* 3h normal
schools the screws are on in the third year, 
this Is too early* Work must be designed so 
the purpose becomes obvious to children as 
they progress*
Teacher: Correct material based on the assumptions
of knowing the children*
Science Department School As-
Teachers You must gain interest by being practical*
Teacher? Be interesting* Discipline comes into this#
Teacher: With the upper hand you* ve got question books
so you* re alright# The lower bands have no 
books so you Just have to be as interesting 
as possible* ,
Teacher: Pragmatic approach really* Provide the ri#t
equipment for the area I fm dealing with* Provide 
the information necessary for them to carry, out 
operations*
Science Department School Bi-
Teacher:
Teacher?.:
Teacher:
Presentation of information* Level of presentation 
should be based on suitable background* Structure 
on what has gone before, also on what is to come 
in the future* Correct pace extremely important. 
Keeping children interested and happy is the best 
way to get results#
Asking the right type of questions, getting interest 
up by asking the right type of question# Having 
got them thinking set a practical#- Be turn to talking 
stage, what have you got out of it*
Security in the teaching situation* Ghildrein need 
to know where they stand* what limits of behaviour 
are expected* Of course you must interest them, 
but they need to know where they stand*
Gfearly from these comments it is possible to .discern not only 
the explicit controls on learning, but also several implicit controls 
which relate to the status of the teacher and his presentation of 
subject material*
With two exceptions, one immediately obvious, both English 
departments appear to orientate the situation to focus on the process 
of learning, for emphasis undoubtedly seems to be placed on providing 
as varied an activity as possible* Within this variety of situations 
it is assumed that the process of learning will take place* The 
situation with both Science and Mathematics departments of both schools 
appears very different from this* Both Scientists and Mathematicians 
appear to orientate the situation for learning towards an objective which 
focuses on the products of learning. They have something they wish to 
get over, they have got to make this something interesting* They are 
aware that they have to present information^ this must be done 
enthusiastically* Nine of the fourteen members of staff interviewed 
mentioned ngetting up interest** nbe interesting*1 nof course you must 
interest them” ** interest in some way during the interview* They see 
their job as one which involves arranging and presenting their subjects 
to the children, the focus appears to be on the products of learning 
not in the process which is assumed to be the same for all* Learning 
is thought to be most effective when a teacher expert who knows the 
subject matter, structures it, adds a little personal enthusiasm and 
imparts it to those who do not* The teacher imparts knowledge to 
recipient pupils who in the words of Neil Gross (1968) are seen as 
bottles to be filled, depending on capacity*
A similar situation is revealed by the question which simply 
asked ”How would you descri.be the way you teach?*7 The teachers were 
encouraged to describe this as fully as possible, some directing by the 
interviewer took place in order to get the teachers* views of the 
children they taught, particularly the third year children, in relationship 
to viewing collectively or as Individuals.
Interviewers How would you describe the way you teach?
English Department School As- .
Teacher: Formally* X do teach in a traditional way* X
have a large set of 35 children and I find that 
this is the most efficient method#
Teacher: Particularly with ny present third year class
almost completely individually♦
Teacher; In the teaching situation individually,
possibly for administration 1 think of the 
class as a unit, but this is rare*
Teachers . . My high ability group I think of as a class,
mainly because they can cope with the situations 
provided* The lower ability children I teach 
individually*
Teachers To. be honest no particular way, sometimes to
groups sometimes to individuals, sometimes to 
the whole class if the situation warrants this* 
English Department School Bs- . ..
Teacher; Individual activity mostly, but sometimes to
groups, sometimes 1*11 attempt to teach the class* 
Teachers . Depends on the area of work, whether t!Expressive 
. Arts” or ”Humanities”* ■
As English in School B is integrated .into- the''-Humanities' and 
Expressive Arts curriculum this point will be explained later* 
Mathematics Department School As-
Teacher: Child-centred* I take lessons from what the
child’s reactions are* I approach work from 
as many different angles as X possibly can*
Teacher: Discipline to start with, classes must b@ well
disciplined, children like this, they like to 
know where they stand* Your keeness develops 
atmosphere* I work from the board, then the 
children do problems on their own* Generally 
I think of the children as a Class*
Teacher: As flexible as possible, X have a rough idea of
what I want to get through, but generally I’m 
flexible*
Teacher: Depends who I’m teaching* With my upper band
especially because of the large numbers (34)
I teach fomally* Eith the lower bands a 
different technique; here there is more 
opportunity to experiment*
School B Mathematics Department;-
Teacher: X * H  give tm introduction with a general outline,
with the class as a unit, then I assign the 
children work of Vaiying levels* When they’ve 
started to work I’ll go round and visit the
groups* Later I’ll draw together the general 
points to the class as a unit*
Teacher: Introduce the starter, class situation used,
the children then get on with their own work* 
Science Department School A:#
Teacher; This depends on the classes* Work sheets
most of the time in a traditional way* 
Introduction, practical, drawing strings 
together at the end*
Teacher? I tty not to talk too much* I try to keep
blackboard, work down to a minimum*. ■ Itoesdments • 
designed to bring to light the Jaws of Science 
rather than verifying them# I tend to start 
with the .-syllabus'-.and follow it through the year* 
Teacher: This varies from class to class*
Teacher: Talk to children ask them lots of questions to
stimulate interest* Class situation dominates, 
generally, I do retire an ejcplsnabion of results.
• X tiy and get children to think like scientists*
Teacher: It varies* Introduction, woxk sheet method,
or verbal depending on how, intelligent the . 
children are* This is followed by practical 
work* I think of the upper bands as a class, 
for they will always look after themselves* The 
lower band I think of as individuals, and more a 
collection of people*
Science Department School B:-
Teaoher?
Teacher?
A verbal description of what we’re going to do, 
may be some visual stimulus, generally a chat to 
gain interest# In Science in particular one or 
two points come out of this. Children write down 
the main points# This introduces what we are 
interested in. Children then carry out experiment^ 
I look for feed back, what answers have they found 
out. When I feel they’ve got the point I get 
them to write it down*
Look on it in two parts, a theory end a practical* 
Short discussion followed by the practical, when 
complete discuss the results, and arrive at a 
general Restatement. ' * ■
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Teacher; Start with an introduction to try and stimulate
the children* give something for the children 
to latch onto in the lesson. They then get on 
with the work set* usually a practical* At 
/ the end of the work it is itemised - important
results and main points.
Again these comments clearly reveal the methods of teaching 
adopted by the teaohers concerned* In the Mathematics and Science 
departments of both schools learning can be seen to be regarded as a 
collective rather than an individual process, beaming is collective 
in the sense that a nominal pace* sequence and structure for the 
subject content of the lesson are imposed on all pupils in the group 
together* In this light* the problem for the teacher of both Science 
and Mathematics is one of teaching children* This sounds particularly 
strange* but the majority of replies from these teaohers seem to 
indicate that children will be unwilling or at least resistant to 
learning* and the teacher therefore has to motivate them. The English 
department in School A shows some division between academic groups and 
children of lesser ability* This position with reference to children 
of differing abilities must be noted as important, for it plays no small 
part in determining the future careers of the pupils in the fourth and 
fifth years* The children of academic ability being treated as a class 
and taught formally in most cases* This situation is confirmed by 
members of the Mathematics and Science departments* The comment that 
the lower bands are thought more of as a collection of people Is most 
interesting* Particularly when this is compared to the regard for the 
upper ability as a class* who will always be able to look after themselves. 
It would appear from the evidence that where differentiation is made, 
it is made on the basis of the status of knowledge. With the upper bands 
subjects must be taught* with the lower bands the need to pass on this 
information is reduced, for it is this theoretical knowledge which is a 
powerful constraint for the child in whom it is not already constitutive.
The views of the teaohers which centre on the products of learning 
and of learning as a collective activity have their roots in the past, 
and clear influences of Social Darwinism* and psychometric psychology can 
be discerned. The influence of the former being apparent in the emphasis 
on social control and the desirability of firm and authorative child 
rearing as a means of curbing anti-social tendencies* Psychometric 
influences being apparent in the mental testing of children and the
imputation to them of specific levels of academic, potential and 
achievement* The significance of this for School A being interpreted 
the system of organisation of classes in the school on a formal basis 
Such formal significance being absent in School B*
In an attempt to discover the influences of Social Darwinism 
and the desirability for firm authoritarian child rearing practices 
four questions were posed during the teacher interview* from the 
answers to these four questions some measure of this area of school 
relationships were obtained* Because this is such a large area only 
selected answers which illustrate general trends will be given*
Interviewers What sort of thing do you usually punish for?
English Department School As-
Teacher: I don’t usually come across behaviour that I
would punish with third year children*
Teachers I can sqy that X do not have to punish*
Teachers Depends entirely on the Child*
Teacher: Trivial things, may be I1!! give a tongue
lashing*
Teacher: I don’t punish pupils; at least I make a
conscious effort not to*
English Department School Bs-
Teacher: It depends entirely on the child and the
situation; impossible to say in a general way*
Teacher: So many different techniques depending on the
. . . ^ oiroumstances*
Mathematics Department School A:-
Teaohers Deliberate bad manners* naturally a detention*
Teacher: Displaying bad manners, answering back, I* d
speak to the child about it.
Teacher; I cannot think of anything in this area that
would apply to the third year* How if it 
was the fourth *********1 
Teachers Anti-social behaviour* I’d make him put up
the chairs at 4 o’clock*
Mathematics Department School Bs-
Teachers Anti-social behaviour* If I regarded this as
a problem rather than just a "flare up" I’d 
isolate the child*
Teacher: Rudeness, all depends on the situation* In
cases where it takes too long to explain, I’ll 
give a clip around the ea*hole* .
Science, Department School A: -
Teaohers Bad behaviour*, I’d stop them doing practical
?/ork* . . .
Teacher; Disruptivenessk find a job in the laboratory*
Teaohers Hot doing homework - a detention.
Teaohers Stupidity - a shouting at.
Teachers Aggressiveness - polishing the benches.
Science Department School Bs*
Teachers Hoise - detention*
Teachers Insolence an&rudeness - make them sit down
and think, and write about the meaning of 
rudeness and politeness*
Teaohers Causing a distraction - detention#
What is interesting in,the above accounts is the way in which 
the various teachers have answered the question* Analysis of this 
reveals: that in the case of the English departments again in both schools 
the members of staff conoefmed are not, prepared to give a ready answer*
For the majority of them it depends so much on the circumstances or the 
.child and no generalisations are made. Perhaps through some desire to 
be objective the immediate answers of the members of staff in Science 
and ifathematics in both schools refer to bad manners, anti-social 
behaviour, rudeness, insolence or something very similar, and introduce 
sanctions in an attempt to curb ^anti-social tendencies”. Ho explanation 
is offered for this particular result .except to say that in some way 
the members of staff in the English departments wished to rationalise 
the question posed*
Question 33 of the interview was used to obtain information 
concerning corporal punishment* Many educators particularly Wiseman (1964) 
have regarded this area as a very significant indioator of the teaoher’s 
attitude towards children, and have regarded a belief in physical 
punishment as incompatible with individual approaches to learning. The 
question posed was straightforward:
Interviewer: Do you agree with the use of corporal punishment?
Follov;ed by .»■;..** Why do you feel this?
The results showed that two out of five members of the English
department in School A were in agreement with its use. Both members 
of school B were against* All the Mathematics teachers were against 
for a variety of reasons# Because they represent a particularly 
unanimous front the replies of the respective Science departments are 
recorded in some detail# - 
Science Department School A?-
Teachers Yes it appears to act as a deterrent*
Teachers Yes, but it depends on the child and the
offence* In certain circumstance I believe 
X could justli^ r this satisfactorily in sohool*
Teaohers Yes I think there are cases where it is
necessary to restore order* ■■
Teachers Ho* X don’t think it achieves anything*
Teachers Yes, but only for certain purposes*
Science Department .School Bs- ,
Teachers Yes* Well inevitably you’ll find the child
who doesn’t respond to normal forms of control*
If corporal punishment is necessary to get the 
response you want then X don’t think itcan do 
.much harm*
Teacher: Yes* In this type of school it’s totally .
unnecessary and I would never think of using 
it* Ho?/ever, there are some children for whom 
it’s the only thing they understand* You 
don’t like doing it, it means defeat, you are 
\ conditioning them into brutality* but there is 
. no other way# ■
Teachers Yes* A sharp slap immediately the offence
is committed with certain children works*
However, I don’t believe in corporal punishment*
The above statements are later confirmed by the findingsof the 
Tuppen questionnaire and again this unusual situation is revealed*
Perhaps the adage that school discipline rests in the Science and
P*B• departments has much to recommend it# This situation is complicated
by the fact that five of the eight Scientists interviewed were women.
The questions dealing with the curriculum 20, 28, 29 were intended 
to provide information about curriculum interpretation and the choices 
open to children* In a recent theoretical paper Bernstein (1971) has
turned his attention to the curriculum. In this paper Bernstein is 
concerned with the social organisation and transmission of educational 
knowledge, and in partic^ilar with discerning the differences between 
what he describes as educational knowledge codes of the collection,, and 
Integrated type# In relation to the two schools only the English 
department of School B would represent a paradigm of the integrated 
'type, though considerable lip service to integrated Science was given 
by School B; this was not supported by the main research findings#
Collection curricula are Characterised by "closed” compartmentalised 
relationships between Hie subjects, integrated by an open relationship. 
Further to this, Bernstein maintains Hint such curriculum types have other 
distinct features, that collection types involve subject loyalty on the 
part of the - teachers* - & range of different subject ideologies, strong 
boundaries between subjects, didactic instruction, a hierarchical 
conception of valid knowledge, and oligarchic control (vertical hierarchy 
of stiff) within subjects* By contrast, he maintains that integrated 
types involve weak subjects, a common pedogogy, mixing of the categories 
of knowledge, early initiation Into basic principles, and strong 
horizontal relationships among staff.
Bernstein’s analysis presents a theoretical basis for understanding 
the social* organisation as well as the intellectual differences between 
subject specific and integrated studies* , Besides attempting such an 
analysis Bernstein else turns to discussing the problems inherent 
operating' within integrated curriculum* He points out that integration ~ 
though perhaps thou^it to be a good thing - may represent educational 
problems of its own* To this end he suggests that nif four conditions 
are not satisfied then the openess of learning under integration may 
well produce a culture in which neither the staff nor the pupils will 
have a sense of place* time or purpose".
The first of these conditions is that the integrated idea may 
only work when there is a high ideological consensus amongst the staff.
Secondly the linkage between the integrating idea and the knowledge 
to be co-ordinated must also be coherently spelt out* What does Bernstein 
mean .by this? In any integrated curriculum there is rarely a body of 
common knowledge which oan form the realistic basis for content. Usually 
then the subjects are linked at a higher conceptual level* The integrated 
approaoh to Expressive Arts and of the Humanities as developed at 
School B can be offered as an example of this* This will become more 
obvious when the curriculum Is dealt with in the next chapter* However
to indicate how this ties in with Bernstein1 s writings an example is 
given*
• School B. Expressive Arts, which integrates the traditional 
areas of English, Music and Drama* Guided hy the close co-operation 
of the teachers involved, the children explore some basic stimulus*
Tear and Suspense* After an introductory situation to all children - 
an this case a film - the children have the opportunity to explore three 
areas* Music where abstract expressions of mood can be developed*
Drama provides opportunity for a wide variety of reflecting expressions, 
for example, movement* English provides opportunity to explore and 
create in the written and spoken sense the expressions of suspense*
Thus English, Music and Drama are linked at a higher conceptual level*
The research model that Island produces enquiring into the 
parameters of teachers subject perspectives focusing particularly on 
the utility' criteria of certain of knowledge as formulated in
teachers vocabularies of motive, can be divided into two parts:
1* Those that could be considered predominantly intrinsic,
that is stressing the prosperity of the knowledge for 
developing particular^ qualities of awareness in the child* 
2* Those that oould be considered predominantly extrinsic,
emphasising its world improving, humanity aiding potential* 
These seem extremely involved concepts which would seem to be 
complementary in many m y  s. At least it is possible to see how one could 
reinforce the other and vice-versa* However, in relationship to the 
situation at School B, it seems that the criteria emphasised in the 
curriculum development of the Expressive Arts were intrinsic# That is 
concern was shown particularly to the development of awareness in the 
individual child#
The third of Bernstein’s conditions suggest that there should be 
close face to face liaison, discussion and feed back between staff and 
students# This is important in view of the evaluation criteria being 
less likely to be as explioit and reasonable as in the case of collection 
codes#
Finally, Bernstein points out that a clear criteria of evaluation 
should exist if confusion is to be avoided* He raises many problems 
concerning new forms of evaluation and assessment which seem most 
relevant to this study* The analysis reveals that within the two schools 
there appears little difference between the organisation and presentation 
of knowledge# In the terms of the present analysis they are shown to 
exist mainly within the psychometric framework# The case for the English
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departments However is not straightforward* for between the two 
departments different types of organisation and presentation of 
knowledge are evident. The English department of School B was held 
to exist within a phenomenological paradigm * whilst Sohool A had 
teachers operating in both the paradigm areas* At'this stage it 
would appear that5 by subjecting the children of Sohool B to the 
proposed objective English test would to some degree place them at 
a disadvantage relative to their matched partners in School A* The 
Mathematics and Science tests would not be iso affected* for from the 
evidence provided Soienoe and Matheaatics were iau^it in both schools 
in similar ways*
> The second part of the data collection Concerned the questionnaire. 
As has been recorded this was a replica oftheohe used by the Central 
Advisory Council for Education* in their survey of ^Children and Their 
Primaxy Schools*** This was developed by C.J. Tuppen* and his work 
in this area has been published under the title **A study of the 
Expressed Attitude of dunior School Teachers* towards aspect of teaching* 
using a Cu^tmah Sealing Method1*. This particular research indicated a 
number of fundamental attitude areas that are relevant to the present 
enquiiy* Allhough the questionnaire was designed solely for primaxy 
school teachers there would seem to be no reason why it should not be 
equally applicable to teachers in SeCohdaay schools* The fact that it 
is extremely easy to administer and to record were amongst the main 
reasons that prompted its use* The fact tot it was to be used simply 
in support of the interview schedule made it essential that simple 
comparison of results could be made quickly* and as efficiently as both 
instruments would allow* The ease of analysis was therefore an important 
factor* for each area selected by Tuppen could be represented as a 
dimension along which teaohers could be placed according to the degree 
to which they manifest the attitude* Six attitudes mre investigated* 
comments on these and the results are given below*
Fermisiveness* This scale was intended to rank individuals in 
*
terms of the permissiveness of their attitudes towards children. The 
Tuppen research suggested that this was possibly a continuum* different 
teaohers apparently desired to place childrens actions under Varying 
degrees of restraint. This continuance has been postulated before and 
it is similar to B . G r .  Ryan’s ( i 9 6 0 )  warm* understanding* friendly versus 
aloof* egooentrio, restricted teacher behaviour.
50.
Hothing conclusive was identified in this area except that in 
School A there seems to he a mixture of traditional and progressive 
attitudes within the English department# Certainly the only two 
teachers to score the Eiaximum on the scale came from the English 
department# The overall results revealed nothing to indicate that the 
attitudes of teachers in School B are more progressive.
Attitude towards Physical Punishment. This scale was intended 
to rank individuals in terms of .their attitude towards the physical 
punishment of children. This scale reveals an interesting situation, for 
an both schools the members of the Science department seem more in favour 
of phy’sical punishment than do their colleagues in the English and 
Mathematics departments. Both English' departments showed strong attitudes 
. Ugainst physical punishment, lhat is most surprisingly obvious in view 
Of Wiseman (l96k) ±s the favourable attitude towards physical punishment 
held by the members of the Science department of school B* This 
Confirms the conclusions drawn from the interview schedule and, would 
appear totally out of place in ^ ^progressive school* An explanation 
for this will be offered at the-end of this chapter*
v Attitude towards 11* Selection * This scale was intended to rank 
individuals in terms of their attitude towards 11* selection* It was 
felt that the attitudes towards streaming and the degree of formality 
of lessons would be related to the teachers attitude to 11* selection*
Mo attempt:has been made to criticise the Tuppen scaling technique, 
nor is this the intention, for in relationship to the present research 
it appears to provide a useful and convenient support system* However* 
in determining the attitude to 11+ selection, Tuppen asks the followings 
"Are 11+ examinations more fair than relying On records and 
teachers* assessments?" If strongly disagree score 2, if .■ 
disagree 1# The main , criticism of this situation involves 
reference to "Social class* intelligence Tests and Selection for 
Secondary Schools1’ Halsey and Floud (1957)* This was a criticism that 
was in fact pointed out by a member of staff at School A*
The scores recorded in this area reveal no great difference 
between the attitudes of the members of the two schools, and generally, 
it would seem that all arc to some degree in disfavour of 11+ selection.
Attitude towards Noise in the Classroom. The teachers tolerance 
Of noise was conceived of as an indication of ability to use some 
progressive methods, as well as being linked to Vpeimissivenes s" • From 
the results obtained in this area it can be deduced that the attitude
towards noise is a personal rather than a departmental attitude, and 
that generally both schools indicate a permissive attitude towards 
noise* There were two veiy marked exceptions to this, one from eaoh 
school.
Attitude towards Streaming and Mon-Streaming. This obviously 
represents an important area for the present enquiry, for it can be 
used as a means to identity teachers who are committed to one philosophy 
or the other, comparisons of children in their classes are likely to 
yield a more meaningful study on the effects of streaming* However, 
this situation has not been explored and would reveal valuable information 
in this area* In this study no attempt has been made to identify the 
childrens achievement with the teacher, in this case the department is 
used as a basis for comparison*
The results obtained from this area were
School A School B 
In favour of streaming - 4 1
In favour of non-streaming —  4 4
Indifferent - 6 Z
Departmental result s revealed that the English department s in 
both schools tend to favour non-streaming, and the general trend of the 
English department of School A to reveal a blend of "traditional" and 
"progressive" was again revealed*
Attitude towards children in #A* streams* The results obtained 
from this area yield little evidence as to there being any significant 
difference in the attitudes of the members of the two schools* It would 
appear that in School B. members of the English department wore unfavourable 
towards #A* streams* it must be pointed out, however, and the nature of 
the items used indicate this, that the scale referred fco fA* streams in 
particular and not bright children in general*
The third area of data collection was concerned with the 
achievement of the children in their respective schools. Prior to 
entering either School A or Sohool B these children had had similar 
school experience at the Primary level. In fact the matched pairs had 
attended the same schools and had similar recommendations and classifications, 
by their Primary School headmasters* How had two years and two terms in 
different secondary schools affected these Children, would standard 
achievement tests reveal any differences* To enquire into this area, the 
Bristol Achievement Tests were used* These were designed in 1969 by the 
research unit at Bristol University .Institute of Education, and covers
three basic curriculum areas, English, Mathematics and Scienoe. In 
ma^ ?mys the Study Skills Test represents the most ambitious of 
these three, for the test attempts to assess the kind and degree of 
application that children bring to bear to study the world around them, 
and particularly within those areas of the curriculum which are normally 
covered by environmental and natural sciences*
Each of the tests are made Up of five constituent parts, each 
part constructed and matched to produce a balanced measure of basic 
skills and concept in school achievement. The total raw score for a 
child on the test is a measure of his level of achievement in that area*
It was this raw score that was to form the basis for comparison between 
the children in the two schools* .
Of the original thirty children who were matted for identical 
prima^ school ekpeidehcei and primary sohool headmasters* recommendations, 
only twenty two were tested* Of these twenty two matched pairs, twelve 
had Identical social class backgrounds* These social Class pairings 
being calculated from the classification of occupations 1966, General 
Begister Office* The inforaationon fathers occupations being provided 
by the schools concerned* The ^results of acioievement for these totally 
matched pairs for Schools A and B 'were also subjected to analysis*
The method of statistical analysis used was the Wilcoxon Matched 
Pairs Signed Rank Test* (Social Statistics. H* Blalock i960, page 206)* 
Basically the technique involves ranking the scores of the matched pairs, 
from tills positive and negative differences would be nortnally expected 
to occur* The analysis of these differences allows Statistic T to be 
Calculated* Making use of the Tables of Critical 'Values of T allows 
one to state whether the differences in achievement are, in fact,
; significant*
The tables given overleaf have many interesting features, and the 
horisontal lines across the table divide the matched pairs into their 
primary sohool classification* It is interesting to note that of the 
children incategory I they all have social class backgrounds of one 
or two* What is also interesting considering the original classification 
into four categories is the distribution of raw scores within these areas 
after three years in secondary sohool* This indicated quite clearly 
one of two factors, lack of correlation between the primary school 
classifications, or that development takes place at varied times, and 
cannot be regarded in any fixed and definite way, which can be calculated 
at any particular moment in time* A closer look at the distribution
fable 5* Showing Achievement in Science Skills•
' Ho# . ■„ Social Class Science Skills
’ '
Heg*
Matched School
A: -
Sohool
B
School
- A .
Sohool Difference Bank of 
Difference
Banks
IF: ■v l- 1 47 53 4*6 49*5
2F ■ :1 1 • ■ ' ' 39 ; 47 48 4I6
3F 1 ■ 1 ^ ' ' 43 43 0 ♦1*5
m 1 2 52 iJUUmT^T **8 -16 -16
5F 3 3 51 42 .#•9. —18 —18
6f 4 .■"4 31 38 47 412*5
7F 2 : A Hot tested > 36
8f 2 4 37 35 42 43*5
9F 2 r 3 hh 25 -19 -21 -21
10M ■ 2 ■ ■ 2 ' - 25 . 55 430 422
H F 3 ■ 1 32 37 45 47*5
12F 3 3 24 29 45 47*5
13F 3 3 41 34 ' -7 . -12.5 -12*5
W  ;■ ■ 3 3 28 35 47 412.5
15F 3 3 Hot tested 26 - - mm
16f 3 3 23 41 43B 420
17F - 3 3 28 25 -3 -5*5 -5*5
18M A 1 31 48 417 419
19M 3 3 ; ,42 33 -9 —18 ’ -18
20M 3 3 44 42 -2 -3.5 -3*5
21H 4 3 34 34 0 -1.5 -1.5
22M 4 3 37 44",r r 47 412.5
23M 3 4 20 14 -6 -9*5 -9*5
22jM 3 1 : . 32 40 .■ 48 4l6
4160 -93
N = 22i (n + 1) = 253 a +160 -93
/. 0 ~ 22 f « 93 from tables not significant*
(for 5^  significance f -66 /.no significance between achievement of
u ils)
3?&ble 6* Showing Achievement in English Language*
Matched.
Pair-
Social EnglishGlass .
difference
Rank of 
Difference
Heg.
RanksSchool
A:...
School
■ B ,,
School
A
School
B
t
' If .' ' ■ 1 ■ ' X ' ' 78 83 +5 +4*5
m 1 X 70 66 •**4 —3 -3
w .1 . 1 50 58 48 +7*5 "
m  ■ • 1 ' 2 65 41 -24 -17 -17
■ m  . ‘ 3 '■ 3 ■' 71 76 4-5 +4*5
6F 4 4 52 61 +9 " / +9
7F 2 4 , Mot testec.86 r '»•*! ■ m -
8F "2 4 54 43 ^ -11 -10 -10
9F . •2 ■ .• 3 . ‘ 56 . 48 ; -8 -7*5 -7*5
10M 2 . 2 56 55 -1 -1*5 -1*5
H F 3 1 33 67 *34 +22
12F 3 3 35 48 ■ ■ • : *13 • ■ • ■■ +11*5
13F 3 3 49 67 *ib +15
34F 3 3 50 63 *13 +11*5
15F 3 3 ■ Mot tested 44"IT ■ «a*
16f 3 3 60 41 -19 -16 -16
11F 3 3 > 5 20 2^5 -18.5 -18.5
IBM 4 1 44 70 *26 +20
15M 3 3 49 4B -1 : -1*5 -1*5
20M 3 3 41 47 *6 *16
21M 4 3 70 45 -25 -18.5 -18*5
22M 4 3 27 42 *15 +13
23M 3 4 21 5 —16 -14 -14
m i 3 1 20 48 +28 +21
n * 22i n (n + l) »■ 253 * 045-5 -107-5 
H c 22 S = 107.5
(for 5% significance T .«- 66 . no significant difference
between achievement of pupils) *
Table 7* Showing Achievement' in. Mathematics.
Matched
Pairs
Social Class Mathematics .
Difference
Rank of 
Difference
Meg*
RanksSchool
A . .
School
B
School
A .
School
B
' IF 1 1 51 64 ' +13 +12.5
2F . ■ 1 . 1;. ; .38V: 47 4-9 48
3F 1 1 59 29 -30 -23 -21
: m  ;■ t. : 2: ■ 69 35-',. ' -34 -22 *22
:5F 3 3 • 53 46 *7 . -6 —6
6f 4 4 32 35 +3 4-2
7F .2'.' 4 Mot testec •'34; -
8f : 2 . 4 30.:. 35 . +3*5
9f 2: 3 51: 24 -27 -19*5 -19*5
10M 2 2 ’ 36 ' 42 ■4*6 45
H F 3 1 43 26 ■ -17 -16*5 -16*5
12F 3 3 30 19 ...+11. -10 . -10
13F 3 3 49 32 —17 -16*5 - ; -16,5
lip 3 3 18 45 4-27 4-19*5
15F 3 : 3 Mot testec 31 «» mm
16F 3 3 27 19 *«8 . -7 -7
17F 3 3 24 19 >5 -3*5- ■: -3*5
18M 4 1 24 47 +23 4-18
X9H ' 3 3 55 41 -14 **34*5 -14*5
20M 3 3 29 42 4-13 +12.5
■ 2111 4 3 25, 26 4-1 4-1 ;
- 2m 4 3 34 45 4-11 4-10
■ 23H 3 4 13 2 -11 —10
,2P : 3 1 22 36 +14
, ..
4-14.5
• .N * 2 $ i(n * + 'l) .\* .-  253 * 106*5 +146*5 / . «  = 106*5
JNF = 22 T ~ 106*5 
(for 5% significance T ~ 66. \ Mo significant difference 
between achievement of the pupils) *
reveals the latter to have been more influential-in the third year 
achievement, rather than the former*
The collection of data on student achievement completed the 
gathering process f or the third year stage; analysis of results* how 
these results related to mainstream findings, and how the results at 
the third year stage would affect the final programme* had to be 
considered. The final part of this chapter makes these considerations.
In considering the position of the present research, relevant 
literature commencing with or fromthe ’’Spens” report shows how the 
idea of a biologically determined "intelligence” which could be 
accurately measured came to be challenged by educational research.
In place of the biologically determinedview, was developed the idea 
that ability and school achievement were products of the Idmd of 
environment in which the child lived. The literature of the late 50* s 
and early 6ofs mainly confirmed the proposition that achievement correlated 
with membership of a particular social class*
Pie social class analysis tended to demonstrate the effects of 
characteristics which are prior to, schooling, parental values, 
motivation etc*., on the child’s capacity to succeed* In other words, 
the factors for level of achievement shifted from innate intelligence 
to properties of the culture* Prom one analysis, homogenity was 
implied for the same I, Q. category, in the second analysis homogenity 
was implied in certain social class cultures. From within these 
mainstream analytical areas it was maintained that. Sohool A, along 
with the vast majority of existing comprehensive schools, developed.
School B it was held was developed from a new concept, from an area that 
focused not on similarity but on difference, on the individual differences 
to learning within the school, lust how would teachers cope with this 
emphasis on individual differences to learning, and what would be the 
effect of this emphasis on the children themselves?
As has been recorded, the analysis of teachers* attitudes revealed 
little difference between the three respective subject areas of the two 
schools. A difference was noted however between the inter-subject levels 
of the same schools. This confirms the f andings^f Bucher and Strauss 
(1961) in their analysis of professional organisations. Mainly that the 
schools concerned like other professional organisations consist of a 
collection of segments. The survey revealed particularly that the staff 
of the English departments in both schools hold attitudes that can be 
classed as more favourable to progressive education than do their
colleagues in Mathematics'■ and- Science* The division demonstrated .by 
the questionnaire confirmed the findings of the interview schedule*
From the information recorded during the interviews the members of staff 
were classified according to the educational paradigms of Ssland * This 
is an extremely interecting area of research and much information was 
processed as a result of the interviews* The analysis of this 
information shows only the Engli^i department of Sohool B to be 
functioning under or within a "phenomenological paradigm"* The English 
department of Sohool A had members existing within a "psychometric" and 
"phenomenological" paradigns* It would appear that at first glance 
these two paradigm areas could be Closely related to the traditional 
and progressive division that was noted in the attitude area, also perhaps 
association could be made between the age and experience factors* The 
situation within School A however is not such a simple division*- An 
individual analysis of the English department revealed that the most 
senior member together with the most junior carried out their activities 
within "phenomenological" frameworks*
The Mathematics^ and Science departments of both schools held 
similar views and operated under similar frameworks* One > point clearly 
emerged from this analysis, which teas continually verified by the 
Mathematicians and Scientist® of Sohool B* This was that mere change 
of organisation, in the present case a completely new educational 
concept, one that ibeused bn childrens* differences rather than their 
similarities is unlikely to make much difference to the-achievement of 
children. .'"The organisation changes must be accompanied by changes in 
teachers attitudes, beliefs, method of teaching, particularly with 
reference to the way inwhich/they regard learning, if they are to 
stand any chance of success*. The teachers within the Mathematics and 
Science departments of Schodl B were aware of organisational change,; 
and in some cases obviously thought that this in lit self was sufficient* 
They appeared to regard themselves as somehow incidental to the 
organisation, the important thing being the system and not the 
participants* This point is illustrated below*
Interviewer: Bo some children in your classes have a fear
of failure?
Teacher: Ho* This comes from the way we work* Me
specific goals, consequently there’s veiy 
little one can say,Is wrong* -Failure is a 
value judgement brought about by competition 
and comparison, this doesn’t happen here*
Interviewer:
Teacher:
Teachers If they do it comes from parental pressure.
Our system does not pressurise children.
How would you define discipline in this school? 
About ri^it. 1*11 qualify this. There’s one 
or two louts in the school who must be squashed 
before they get any further. I’ve had
experience of this type of child, It boils 
down to getting them first before they get you. 
Interviewer: Do you agree with the use of corporal punishment?
Same Teacher: Yes. In this type of sohool though it’s totally
unnecessary end I would never think of using it.
As well as illustrating the systemic problems, the above 
illustrates well Bernstein* s point about the probability of creating 
acoute problems of personal identity within changing Social structures.
From these findings one Would expect little difference to be 
apparent in the results of the Science and Mathematics departments, for 
according to the areas mapped out both operated within psychometric 
frameworks. In considering the achievement of the children however 
mention must be made of the qualifications and experience of the 
different staff. School A undoubtedly had more experienced staff.
The children of School A were also examination "wise", being examined 
formally twice per year* This must be balanced against the enthusiasm 
for a new school, as in B, with all the usual benefits that this affords*
A factor which would tend to v/eigh against the children of School B 
relates to never, during their school careers to the third year, had 
they sat a formal examination* However, when reviewing the teacher 
interviews, methods seemed so similar and material taught practically 
identical, that differences in pupil achievements would have been 
difficult to explain* The English teaching within the two schools 
however showed much variation, and differences in achievement could 
have been more easily explained.
The analysis of pupil achievement showed no significant differences 
whatsoever between the children in the two schools. The analysis was 
carried out holding constant both educational backgrounds (22 matched 
pairs) and educational and social class backgrounds (12 matched pairs) .
In view of the differences evident between the English departments, the 
part scores, consitituting the final raw scores were further analysed. 
These five parts, word meaning, paragraph meaning, sentence organisation,
organisation of ideas, spelling and punctuation, were compared. Again 
no significant difference between the part scores was found. These 
findings obviously have important implications, particularly for the 
streaming/non-strsaming controversy. Whatever system adapted for 
whatever reason, thestudy at the third year level indicated that the 
changing of structure alone would not affect the achievement of the 
pupils in any way measurable by standard means. Further to this the 
results indicate that the effects of teacher attitudes, beliefs, 
ideologies, eto* are to be looked for in areas other than formal 
achievement* ; Perhaps the area to enquire is in the pupils beliefs and 
feelings about themselves, and about the way they regard learning. At 
this stage of development this was Something noted for incorporation 
in the fifth year analysis. However, the teacher interviews did provide 
some information relative to this area. Based on teachers estimates, 
the number of children fearing failure was in School A significantly 
high. Furthermore, the staff related these feelings of failure in 
various ways to the sohool system. No relationship between failure 
and the sohool system was recorded in the case of School B, However, 
as has been indicated this may be a particularly naive View* An 
important empirical question in this area was noted, and reserved for 
the students concerned when they reached the filth year level*
Chapter 5* . •
Different Curriculum Development.
The curriculum development movement which began in the early 
6ofe has impinged on the working lives of many teachers and onthe 
educational experience of even more pupils* The origins and rationale 
of this movement however remain oddly remote and mysterious* Some 
attempts at explanation have Been made, the more recent 1*8* Owen (1973)» 
P* Seaman (1973) , D* Lawton (1975) and the Schools Council Research 
Studies (1973) indicate the complexity of this development. In terms 
of the present analysis curriculum will he taken to include not only 
"all the learning which is planned and guided by the school y whether 
it is carried on in groups or individually, inside our outside the school" 
(Eerr 1968), but also the fbrns and devices of organisation necessary for 
the implementation of the leading in the sohool* Theoretical studies 
of the curriculum often seem to neglect discussion of these organisational 
aspects, as if the way the school was put together was independent of the 
educational experiences being taken as objectives. s
Curriculum objectives, knowledge, learning experiences, evaluation 
and organisation, form the basis of Comparison between Schools A and B.
The required information for this comparison was obtained from staff, 
heads of departments, and from the respective headmasters* It was 
hoped that together with the students’ opinions, this information would 
shed light on the curricular differentiatioiy^unificat ion debate*
It is taken for granted that the school is a necessary institution, 
and that education, Peters (1965) "consists in initiating others into 
activities, modes of conduct and thought which have standards written 
into them"* In an attempt to determine just how effective two such 
institutions are, it is neoessajy to consider the external and internal 
influences which shape the particular educational programmes of the 
schools concerned* The external controls may be grouped ass examinations, 
local authority requirements, parents’ expectations and general community 
considerations*
The constraining effect of public examinations oan be much 
exaggerated, generally schools regard them as necessary evils and usually 
use examination boards most suited to the sohool organisation* In fact 
many schools gear their organisation to examination syllabuses. In the 
case of the more academically able students of Sohool A the "Cambridge
Board", was used by the Mathematics, Science and English departments* 
Children not considered for the Cambridge Board G*C*E. *0* level had 
the opportunity of taking the local board.. C»S*E*. The table of 
Examination Boards on page 61 gives a breakdown of the different 
examinations which the students took#
- The Mathematics and Science departments of School B in a 
similar manner to School A geared their students to external examinations, 
during the 4th and 5th years* The Mathematics department followed the 
Schools Mathematics Project *0’ level and the East Anglia Board C*S*E*
The Science department followed the Schools Council Integrated Science 
Project (s.C,I.S»P*)?being one of the school^ used In the trial period 
of that particular project* This, together with the C • S«E» East Anglia 
Board, which examined pupils in Physics, Chemistry end Human Biology, 
formed the examination boards of the Science department In School B*
The S.G.I*S*P* was in a period of trial and this together with the 
new ideas which School B were attesting to introduce in Science provided 
the department with problems of internal organisation not met by the 
Mathematics and English departments* This will become apparent when 
discussing the internal influences on the curriculum*
The English department of School B was integrated withHistory 
and Geography to. form a Humanities team* Within this area the 
departments concerned had as distinct from Mathematics and Science, 
not only written the five years Humanities Course, but also written 
the examination syllabus around the Course* This examination syllabus 
was accepted as a Mode 211 C*C*E* ’O* level, by the Associated Examination 
Board, and offered the opportunity of an equivalent of three *0* level 
passes* The Humanities team had further to this written an examination 
syllabus Mode III G*S.E* which was accepted by the last Anglia Board and 
examined pupils in English, History and Geography*
Because the Humanities in Sohool B represents a considerable 
innovation in ^dueation, details of the Humanities syllabus
can be found in the fcppend&x* It is important at this stage to 
represent this, for it serves not only as a guide to the fiture 
development of this research, but also it serves to strengthen the 
findings of the first three years* Mainly that within the area of the 
two schools studied only the English department of Sohool B was found 
to be, or exist, within a phenomenological paradigm, and that the 
English department met what Bernstein (1971) describes as the conditions 
for the openess of leaning under integration*
The influence that the local education authority has on the 
curriculum development of a sohool can “be considerable* This must always 
remain a problem where studies are carried out on a national or even 
county level# However, the present' .study' is concerned with two schools 
within a mile of each other, within the same rural district# They both 
became Comprehensive at the same time, and had a'similar ability 
distribution in their 1969 intake {see page n ). it is worth recalling 
however-to. emphasize the point of influence m  curriculum development 
that originally interest was shown in three Comprehensive schools,
Sohool 0 however did not receive a compatible ability distribution* Of 
the two schools concerned, the children entered at eleven from one of 
six primary schools# Under the parental choice system as operated 
within the district, the relationship between the school will have an 
effect# Eowe (i9?l) Considers a viable intake "is simply one that has 
a fair balance of ability in the top ability range and not too much of 
an imbalance at the bottom"* Obviously some measure of agreement must 
exist if we are to have a universal system of common schools, for 
below-average children make1 above-average demands on the educational 
system, and one school may be enriched at the expense of another* In 
beginning the study in 19^ 9 this particular problem was avoided#
Though as the parents’ attitudes indicate, school A as an ex-Grammar 
School appeared the more impressive, the 1969 intake to both schools was 
pr&otically identical -from an ability point of view#
The influence Of the parents in furthering their childrens’ 
education through the :■ school 'is considerable# ;• This has a . definite' 
influence not only upon the achievement of the pupils, Douglas {1964) 
but also on the curriculum development of the school* The school 
curriculum for example -may aim to widen experience in ways which 
challenge orthodoxy, and lead to o onflici desp ite a sensitive regard 
for parental, involvement# dust how influential parents can be at this 
level remains to be seen* Certainly parental involvement in sohool 
business is politically popular at the moment* In the case of the 
present study only an over simplification can be made; for although the 
’’Parents’ Interview Schedule" produced much evidence concerning the 
involvement of parents in both schools, the general opinion of parents 
was that Sohool A through its headmaster said "We will give your child 
an excellent eduoation, you can Count on that, but please leave the 
eduoation to usn* School B, perhaps because of the innovations concerned, 
had through its headmaster to continually adopt an explanatory role*
Whether or not these explanations were accepted will be discussed in 
chapters 7 end 9#
The internal constraints upon curriculum development will he 
dealt with under three main headings* Teacher Competence, Time-tabling 
and Pupi4 Engagement*
The attitudes and competence of the ivfcaff is a decisive feature 
in any curriculum programme, 'chapter four indicated that without the 
commitment and support of the teacher one dan hope for nothing much 
more: than the Hawthorne effect# * Re search'for exampleonpupil 
performance in filly unsireamed schools seems to behr this out.
School B -appearedit nn'advantage here -because .staff -recruitment ■ was a 
controllable factor* Ho?/ever, the analysis of the teachers interview 
• schedule, " revealed little • difference in - methods end- techniques between 
the Mathematics -and Solends- teachers nf both schools* These implications 
are profound, both for eurrioulua development and c for teacher training 
generally* - Texhape with - recruitment, as Boyle ''(1971) - suggests, it is 
a matter of identifying teachers to be brought into the school ttm 
outside as change ag<mtss teiining the agents and preparing the school 
to receive them would be important tasks* An alternative or complementary 
strategy would be to shift the focus of in-service training to the sohool 
itself, x>rcviding resources and ideas on the spot#
In consideidngtlm^iabling as an interna! restraint on the 
curriculum all that can be done is to indicate how much time each sohool 
devoted to each subject area. The school day was divided Into seven 
forty five minute periods in School A; Sohool B into four seventy minute 
periods* During the fourth and 'fifth- years 225 minutes'-per week were 
devoted to Mathematics in Sohool A against 210 minutes per week during 
the fourth year and .140 minutes per week during the fifth year '.In 
School B* The Science and EngSiish departments offer no such simple 
comparison* In-Sohool A, Science ..Was allocated 4 periods per week, so 
that the student studying throe Sciences would devote 12 x 15 minutes 
of his school time to this pursuit* A student on the S*C*I#B*P* course 
in Sohool B needed to devote 4 x 70 minutes of his week to Science in 
the fourth year-and 5 x 70 minutes during the fifth* English in School A 
was taught for 6 x 45 minutes duxdngthe fourth year and 45 minutes 
during the fifth* In School B because of the integrated nature of the 
Humanities and Eirpressive Arts bourse, Hie tiae; spent siia^ ring English 
Language as such by students is impossible to calculate by the standard 
time-table means* '- A rough guide would- be that-within Humanities
approximately 3 x ?0 minutes per mot for one-third of the term, and 
' within- Expressive Arts 70 minutes per week for two-thirds of the term#' 
The above figures are, of course, those time-tabled for study; how 
much actual study took place during those "allotted'periods must remain 
a nystery* This leads however to the matter of student engagement, 
which depone Is on criteria other than time-tabling* Questions of 
motivation are meaningless in themselves, it depends on the individual., 
the context and environment in which the ^ school 'finds itself,; and 
the climate that the sohool seeks to establish* Possibly, as Musgrove 
(1972) ramarks "one reason" why schools are impotent-is that they are a 
bore"# In the ease of Coheols A and B this remains to he seen; the 
way 'in'which they developed their, fourth and fifth year currlculuma, 
however^ "represents a considerable difference. ;in -'education practice* 
School' A favoured & disciplined .Centred approach to .the curriculum, and • 
its educational’ methods ;.yely heavily mi teacher -authority# School B 
rather "than having ■& specific' well set .'out doctrine seemed to' favour 
giving' children greater freedom to learn; the-: differences in the two 
schools educational 'philosophies' can he Mem 'most clearly in -their 
curriculua structure*'' :
School A divides its curriculum'- into-- three stages; - stage, one 
Which has been dealt with concerned the .lower school, years one two and 
-three# Stage two concerns the upper school and offers course choices 
'for fourth• fend-fifth'year ttudents* .Because it-represents the- 
completion of what can be 0onsidered the central process of the 
secondary school, education between II and 1.6, the .restiof this /chapter 
is concerned with this aspect of curricular development#
' ."Towards the-end of the-third year pupils-in School A. are required 
to make a choice between oneof two courses*" Generally '.-the first course 
is considered '■ for’phpils not' aca&eiaieally gifted* $here .appears to be 
consultation between-pupils -arid’ staff,and between -staff and parents 
about course choices fox» the fourth and fifth years* From the interview 
schedule however .it appeared from some pupils’ points of view that if you 
were in the lower-sets for English and Mathematics in the third year 
you stood little chance of gcining admission into Course IX, which was 
generally designed for the academic students*
Course -I was '-chosen by those pupils -who- wished to. leave school 
during Easter of the fifth year, and those students who in the opinion 
of the school were more suited to stuping for the G*S*E* The course 
as well as catering for a number of academic subjects, was designed to
allow time for other activities of a wider educational nature within
the sohool clay and encouraged the development of profitable recreational
activities outside the curriculum* All the students on Course I followed
an English course to C.S.E, level, and a non-examination basic Mathematics
course was taken* Practical work at the local "College of Further
Education" and a considerable number of work experience visits were
regularly arranged* Vdiat was considered an important part of Course 1
which all pupils followed was the study in discussion size groups,
usually eight to ten students of the Humanities* It is worth considering
the different concepts of Humanities held by the two schools, for in
School B it seemed to concern a total experience for all children,
whereas in School A it involved the academically less able and was
concerned to assist pupils to understand points of view other than their
own, to develop or reinforce their moral awareness and to enlarge their
social concern# The core of the course was derived from the Schools
Council Humanities Project material and during the fourth year dealt
with the "Family" and "Relations between the sexes" and "War" and
"Poverty" during the fifth. This Humanities course together with English
and Mathematics formed the basis of Course Ic This offered a two year
course which sought firstly to prepare students in basic educational
skills, for further eduoation in sohool or college, and Secondly through
work experience, careers studies and discussion in school, to prepare
those who intended to leave sohool at the end of their fifth year for
what was described as "an inf one d and interesting beginning to their
working life"* In addition to the core subjects pupils could choose one
subject from each of the columns labelled A to E*
A B ' C D E
Art Biology French History Domestic
Geography Commerce Geography Mathematics Science
Mathematics Technical Drawing Technical Studies Physical
Science
A dose look at these course choices reveals the limitations that 
these set upon pupils trying earnestly to decide what they wished to study* 
However, if these options appear limiting, the linked courses offered the 
students a greater choice* Throughout the fourth and fifth years one 
morning per week attendance at the College of Further Education was 
developed as an integral part of Course I* These linked courses were 
designed to enable students to gain an idea from their personal experience 
both of the nature of different jobs and of their own inclinations and 
aptitudes towards them. In the fourth year each course lasted for six
weeks and generally had a strong guidance purpose, the fifth year courses 
lasted for one term and allowed during this time a study of three modules 
in depth* In both fourth and fifth year pupils were allowed to choose 
which course they wished to follow* The aims of the various courses, as 
set out below, was to provide pupils with practical work that is 
unavailable within the sohool, to familiarise pupils with Thrther 
education and to encourage them to make use of its opportunities after 
leaving school, and to enable them to make a more knowledgeable choice 
of careers#’
Linked Courses School A* ,
4th Year (6 week modules) 5th Year (l term modules)
C oloured design
Horticultural Science
Nursery Uursihg
Reception Work
(Hotel and medical)
Retain Work
Reception Work
(Veterinary and dental)
Sohool Laboratory Technician
Auto Engineering 
Clerical Work 
Community Health 
Electronics 
Fashion
interior Design 
Industrial Processes 
Machine Shop Work 
Sheet Metalwork 
Welding,.
Catering Management 
Laboratory Technician 
Electrical Installation 
First Aid
In School A, seven of the students that this study was concerned 
with chose Course I* Because of the importance of this area of school 
life time was devoted beyond the regular time spent on pupil perspectives, 
to discuss the merits of this type of course* The attitudes and opinions 
of the students concerned are discussed in the next chapter*
Course IX offers the students in School A touch wider academic 
choioe* Like Course I it is based on a system of multiple options whereby 
all pupils take English and Mathematics, together with careers, religious 
education, physical education, music and games, with five more subjects
chosen from the following: ■'; ■ ■
A B C ' B ■ ■■
Art - Biology Art Chemistry French -
Domestic Science Commerce Geography Creative Textiles Metalwork
Persies German History Geography technical Drawing
■ Metalwork^ Batin ■ -History- -
•- !UeOhniGal ■' • I
/ Drawing.. ;. ....^
Within this framwork most pupils on Course U  Wei’S encouraged to 
take the G*0.Bf *0* level at-the end of the fourth year# and to concentrate 
on BngLish literature during the fifth* A similar ^ express" tom. existed 
in the Mathematics department* where on successful completion of the 
fourth year* student s studied * additional Mathematics during the fifth*
In all* some § of the students of School A elected for Course II* haying 
introduced different courses for the fourth year* the sohool identified 
these courses as such by allocating the students to different classes for 
general administrative purposes*
As distinct from School A« School B offers all its pupils a 
unified curriculum for the first fire year% with a variety of options 
at the end of the third year# School B offers its students over the 
first five years a variety of leaving situations* not tied explicit^ to 
a formal or informal mode hut rather giving the opportunity to use what 
seems most appropriate* Over the first five years some conventional subjects 
are interrelated* others stand alone* As well as the Humanities which 
form a major area of the broad curriculum* Music* Drama and English are 
related through the Expressive Arts* Here these subject areas are 
time-tabled together and their thematic materials unified* an example of 
this was given in Chapter 4 page^S s further references will be made when 
discussing the effect of this integration on the students* The Creative 
Arts* related Art to a variety of other crafts* thus recognising the 
central role that Art can play in the widening of aesthetic experience of 
the pupils through a time-stable aimed at giving the student an insight 
into their creative ability* To show how these interrelated areas 
combine within the unified curriculum of School B a diagram is given 
overleaf* ■
The school organisation and curriculum development as indicated 
by School A can be seen to be based on differentiation by ability* the 
unified curriculum of Sohool B as being, conceived for all, pupils* The 
learning experiences provided by these schools,differ in three main
fable 8* Curriculum outline School B*
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imping
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Office
Practice
v/
Science
Latin
Commerce
Geraan
M.W*
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Commerce
Ho* of passes 
Mode 3 3 1
Hotes on Hnifi.ed Curriculum*
1# • Option A (third year) subjects:Latin*^ Geasadnj Science, Woodwork*
Metal, Fabric.
2« Subjects offered in &*G*E*/C»S*Ev are underlined.
3* Music G-.C.E./C.S.E. in special cases.
A* One pass in Science S.C*I*S.P,a G-.C.E. or Mode III C*S,E.
Periods allocated: 20 per week each of 70 minutes*
Doubles used in Humanities* Creative Activities and Expressive Arts*
6* Further options can be added to B and C as need arises*
wayss the diagram below attempts to illustrate this.
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.Table 9* Diagram to illustrate the Unified and the 
Differentiated Curriculum,
The square represents the content of the broad curriculum of 
Sohool R, The line AB represents the praotice of dividing the pupils 
into two or more ability sets9 eaoh associated with its own teacher and 
probably differing approaches. The line CD represents a division into 
upper and lower sohools which tend to blur curricular awareness, 
particularly where there is a change of subject content between upper 
and lower schools. The lines CE and DP indicate the resultant narrowing 
of curriculum scope at both ends of the ability range. The line GB 
divides the pupils into different courses within the same school9 as in 
A into Course I and Course II,
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Presented in this way the curriculum of School B can be seen to 
be genuinely accessible to all pupils* The Ourriehlum aim: to initiate 
all pupils into the basic concepts can be fulfilled, the ways the pupils 
exploit these aims, and the way the teachers react to these broad 
objectives is crucial* School B in its overall planning recognises 
that the ways pupils exploit the learning situation will reflect their 
differing abilities^ understanding and learning rates, for the system 
appears open in the sense that the degree of differentiation necessaiy 
to facilitate learning is fluid enough to ensure that all pupils are 
working in the way the teachers consider best for them* This naturally 
places far greater responsibility upon the teacher in School B* Again 
however it must be emphasised that the broad curriculum as indicated for 
School B is essentially an enabling format, making possible the 
presentation of a curriculum to all children within its care* Using the 
unstreamed class it was hoped to promote a richer variety of learning 
experiences in all areas for all pupils, since using an integrated or 
interrelated approach makes possible the blocking out of teams of 
teachers on the time-table* Humanities^ Expressive Arts and Creative 
Activities being examples of a situation where six or seven members of 
staff covering the relevant specialisms teach a whole year group of 
pupils within their particular curriculum centre*
Two school organisations have been considered, both enabling 
devices to permit learning to take place* Measurement of this learning 
has become the central problem of curriculum developers, in the present 
study the interview schedules attempted to discover what type of learning 
took place within the various curricular areas of the two schools^ any 
attempt to measure total learning must remain problematic* By nature of 
the school organisation^ School A held fomal examinations prior to the 
end of eveiy sohool year* These were supplemented throughout the year 
by Class tests at regular intervals, the school reports were objective 
in that they attempted to judge the achievement of the students on a 
five point scale* School B employs a system of continual assessment, 
using a record card for each pupil for each currioulum area* These were 
completed by staff concerned each term, and foxmed the basis of the 
annual report to parents* These were in the form of a written statement, 
concerning the pupils* relationship to the subject, his general progress, 
and achievement* Each student received a written comment from each 
curriculum area*
To discover the effects of these Varieties in curriculum 
development upon the staff, the students, and to discover parental 
attitudes to these differing school organisations, the interview 
schedules were used® These dan he found in the appendix, discussion 
of the findings form the basis of the following chapters*
Chapter 6*
After give Years*
Chapter developed Bsland* s idea of Psychometric and 
Phenomenological paradigms* Xt was apparent that although the ideas 
developed were directed mainly towards teaching methods within two 
schools, a differing set of educational principles was being "compared.
It was held that by using schools A and B it would be possible to 
identify two distinct and contrasting approaches to education, and to 
examine the effects of these upon the students*
The analysis of the teacher interview schedule, at the end of the 
schools third year (1972), indicated this to be an over simplification. 
Paradigm areas were found to be more subject specific, rather than sohool 
based* The information gained from the two schools revealed however that 
the simplification was helpful for the purpose of analysis* The teaching 
of Mathematics and Science in both schools was found to be similar, 
differences were recorded between the two English departments, and the 
overall climates of the schools were different* Attenpts to analyse 
these differences from what teachers or students say forms an important 
part of this study* This analysis will attempt over the remaining 
chapters to relate these differences in climate to achievement*
During March 1974 the students concerned in the study completed 
their interview schedules* By this time the students had been in their 
respective schools for four years and two terms* Staff interviews were 
also completed at this time* Because of the time factor involved only 
the Heads of departments were interviewed. With the exception of the 
Head of English at Sohool A, these were the same people who were in 
charge of departmental matters in May 1972, when the first teacher 
interviews took place* The Head of English at Sohool A had been promoted 
to “Head of Lower School”, and in this capacity still taught English 
within the department# The present Head of English had been appointed 
in September 1973*
Within School A there had been a certain amount of staff turnover, 
six of the . fourteen teachers interviewed in 1972 had for various reasons 
left: the school* It is important to note however at this stage, as the 
teacher interviews reveal, that the basio methods of teaching and the 
general pattern of organisation remained the same* In fact the Headmaster 
of Sohool A pointed out that it was generally the junior members of staff
that had moved during this particular two year period# The seven 
teachers interviewed in Sohool B during 1972 had been joined by five 
others, increasing the sise of the respective departments as the sohool 
had developed.
An additional.attempt to record the effects of school organisation 
was introduced through the “School Organisation Index” and the "School 
Climate Index”*. These were instruments developed in the education 
department at the University of Liverpool! the students concerned were 
asked to, complete the cuestionnaire; these were complete^ and coHeoted 
during the last week of the Spring Term* . . .
The student interviews took place during two separate weeks in 
March 1974* The Headmasters of both schools had made available small 
study rooms in which the interviews took place* Ho time; limit was set 
for School B« However, in School A time was limited to 45 minutes per 
student# This was the headmaster* s ruling! he felt that losing le sson 
time in the fifth year had to be avoided, and as his time-table was 
divided into a 7 period 45 minute# day, he allocated the times at which 
the students attended* In this way each student only missed one lesson,
A more flexible system was introduced in School B where the students 
turned up on an hourly basis, for it had been determined in the pre-test 
stage that depending on the personality, the interview lasted between 
40 and 60 minutes* In the case of School A the timing was rather less 
than this because questions about interrelated subjects and areas of 
subjects chosen for study, (question 2$ and 2^ Student Intervieir Schedule), 
did not apply* During the interview the schedule was strictly adhered 
to; the students* replies being written down in longhand; when .necessary 
the “probe” as indicated by the relevant question was used* As with the 
teacher interviews in 1972 this method of recording is far from ideal, 
interviewing seven students per day is for example a challenging physical 
ordeal* However, considering the restrictions placed on this limited 
type of study, it affords the individual wishing to pursue educational 
research, aooess to a great variety of useful information.
The schedule was divided into three main parts# Firstly questions 
1 to 8 were concerned to establish just what the students thought of the 
school in terms of likes and dislikes* Question 7 was concerned with 
the prefect system* This question had been introduced to enquire into the 
general sohool organisation, and the effect this had on the students* The 
headmaster of School A thought the prefect system an essential part of 
his school, giving membersof the sixth form the opportunity and privilege
of helping to run the sohool* The headmaster of School B held very 
differing views, he believed that if given the responsibility for 
their own behaviour, students would behave in such a way as to reduce 
completely the need for a prefectorial system# Hence within School B 
there were no prefects* Because of this, question 7 was modified when 
applied to students of School B* The modification ’book the following 
fomt :i; ■, .7, ■ • *
■ "The school has no prefects, how then in a general way, 
is the school controlled?” ' ‘ i
This question has wider implications than those of a prefect 
system* The question of general control being of some importance, for 
within School k. students travelled around the school corridors in lines, 
being continually supervised by a number of duty prefects. Movement - 
about the school was of a standard which is continually being sought 
by headmasters throughout the country. School B operated no such rigid 
system of supervision# Movement was casual, with vesy few students on 
the move, looking as if they had somewhere definite to go* Overall 
movement throughout School B lacked the immediately recognisable pattern 
of movement in School A* ^
: , ’What contribution does this attention to general control make 
towards the broader aspects of school organisation? Does it matter ; 
that in Sohool A,, movement is by forms, and at most times it is supervised? 
What difference does it, make to a student in School B, that he can move 
independently from lesson to lesson? Is it likely in any way to affect 
his overall attitude towards the school, and if so, in what way? Because 
this particular example gives a good insight into the organisational 
strategies of the respective schools, the answers to the original question 
are reproduced below;
Question Ja, -
, Would you tell me about the type of official responsibilities 
that prefects have?
This was followed by - 
Question 7b ** .
Why do you think the sohool has prefects?
The question to members of Sohool B was modified as indicated above* The 
answers are recorded in the matched pair formation# These matched pair 
situations are identical to those used in the analysis of achievement 
after three years in their respective schools.
Recorded Answer s School A. Recorded Answer : School B
7a* Staff give high status to 1*
prefects* Students don’t. 
Responsibility for the general 
order of pupils, four round 
school like security force*
Prefects don’t enjoy this*
7b. Staff are overworked* could not 
manage without *
7a. Keep place quiet and orderly* 2.
because lower school is noisy.
7b. If a prefect tells you off you 
don’t feel so bad.
This student had left the school 3*
during the 4th year.
7a* Basically to keep order. Stop 4*
fights* running in corridors*
"Front of Bouse" staff at school 
plays.
7b. Helps the staff maintain order* 
develops a sense of 
responsibility.
7a. Keeping order, some do a good *>.
job. Instead of having teacher 
presiding prefects do this*
7b, Heeds somebody at top of school, 
not as high as a teacher to help 
with the problems.
7a. Seeing everything is running 6.
smoothly.
7b. They take over from teachers to 
give them a break.
7a. Make sure everybody obeys the 7*
rules of the school.
7b* Staff can have time off and yet 
still keep law and order. Gives 
prefects a sense of responsibility.
The fact that you know that you’re 
trusted. Nobody’ s back to go 
behind. It must be the 
responsibility we’ve been given.
Teachers generally control 
everything.
I suppose we just take this for 
granted, and are capable of 
getting on with things on our Own* 
Freedom, they have a chance to 
develop their responsibility. 
There’s no one on duty in the 
year centres, in this way we* re 
given the chance to be adult, and 
not treated like children.
Everyone has their say in what 
goes on.
Really it’s up to us, there’s not 
too much discipline here, but 
we’re sensible enough to know what 
to do.
Nothing that suddenly comes to 
mind.
Eecorded Answer s School A*- No# Eecorded Answer s School B*
7a» Keep everybody in order#
7b. B*K#
7a. {Sake sure everybody is 
behaving*
7b# D.K*
7a# Keep control: mainly*
7b. Helps out the teachers so that 
„ responsibility does not lie 
solely with the teachers#
7a# Making sure everybody is not 11*
being a nuisance# Helps 
'teachers.out#- 
7b. Keep us under control*
7a# Looking after the school at 12.
. . break times when the teachers 
have a cup of tea* Generally 
taking over from the teachers.
7b. Shis gives them something to 
do.
7a* Try to keep discipline ,
occasionally they sit in if a 
teacher is not there*
7b* To take the weight off the 
teachers and to give them a 
■ break* -
7a* Generally they keep us in 34.
order*
7b* D#K*' ■ ■ ■ ■
7a* Try to keep us in order| make 1$.
sure no one is fighting# Stop 
running in the school.
7b* Everyone would run wild without 
prefects*
8* It depends on the people* the 
people themselves are sensible 
enough, to realise*
9* We* re given opportunity to go our
own way* We take it into our own 
heads and tay to act sensibly*
10. People themselves have the
responsibility* There* s not enough 
teachers to go round anyway*
We can move about without external 
control#
Well there’s a relaxed and easy 
atmosphere * this encourages people 
to, work* On the other hand some 
do abuse it*
13* The Headmaster depends on us to
look out after ourselves, he gives 
us this responsibility* If there 
is trouble though a member of staff 
is soon on the spot*
Because we’ve got our freedom we 
don’t need this. We’re trying to 
prove to people that you don’t 
need people continually, looking 
over your shoulder*
Recorded Answer : School A* Ho* Recorded Answer s School B.
     i,i)mwi'»i«>i-ioTrt»in-Hi>wiii »wiW raim
* 7a* Check the sohool tihlfoaiii* X 
: was told by a prefect to 
change my shoes*
7b* Ho keep us in order*
7a* For general disciplined 
7b * Ho' ■ help teachers out so they 
can have abreak*1; ' ;'w'!
7a* Controlling pupils^ ’stepping 
bad behaviour* help run; the sch­
ool*
7b* Give them a sense of 
; responsibility*
7a* Keep control* make Sure 
nothing is out of place*
7b* Keep control because teacher 
have hot enough time*
Jaw Keep the place in order*
7b* Well every school does*
7a* Keep order*
7b. Helps the teachers; gives the 
 ^prefects a sense of 
responsibility*' ’
7a* Keep discipline; keep noise 22* 
- down; making sure no one is 
doinghomework in class*
7b* Ho give a sense of
responsibility, because they 
are liable to be in responsible 
> ■ ■ * positions one day*
16; Fupils control the school really* 
Teachers have left us alone to 
decide for ourselves* We’ve got 
freedom* if you do something 
to jeopardise that you’ll get 
prefects*
17d Well it’sdone by tnist really;
we don’t want t o break that trust.
18. Teacher control because of
stupidity* Behe they appeal to 
bur intelligence* Xf we don’t 
conform we are diseplined*
19* Mainly the relationship between 
staff and pupils is responsible*
20* I could say respect* We are not
ruled overjr but we have to be 
sure we act sensibly*
21. X don’t think it is maintained
all the time; gets out of hand a 
bit* ' Heed for more control 
about the school*
Ho idea*
Recorded Answer s School A* Ho# Recorded Answer : School B#
They look after pupils and 23#
see they don’t get out of hand; 
they’re also there to help#
7b* They can* t have teachers
governing children all the time, 
so they have prefects*
7a# dust make sure the school is 24*
kept in order* They give you 
lines and send you to the Head*
7b* If you don’t have prefects you 
get vandals, pinching and things 
smashed* They keep the school 
in order*
You can be trusted* X hope so, 
that’s what they rely on in this 
school a lot#
Common sense generally. Everybody 
should have something, like It’s 
our school, we should treat it 
this way*
Question 8 dealt with friendship patterns within the school# Questions 
9 to 26 dealt with specific aspects of sohool life related to teaching and 
learning* These Questions were Concerned to establish the types of learning 
situation provided within the two schools, together with information on the
way these learning situations were used by the children* The Questions can
be classified as follows s
9 ... \ v.:'
10 Teachers practice as perceived by students, and how
11 these affect students’ operations*
12
Methods of teaching, including control of communications 
within class, and intra class movement*
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
Deals with the degree of responsibility that the students 
have for developing their own ideas within the classroom*
Measurement of learning, ideas; concerning the ngoodw and 
.’’bad’* pupils* How is good work rewarded?
The feeling of defeat*
The feeling of failure.
7 %
25 Degree of subject integration*
26 Control of subject areas chosen to study*
27
28 Deals with the problems of discipline within the
29 two Schools*
,30 ;
31 Deals with attitudes towards streaming.
32 Examination entries and prospects*
Hairing collected information on these areas of school life# the 
problem of processing remained* To a certain extent this problem remains, 
for the findings of educational sociologists are open to interpretations 
depending on the processing procedure* In this oase the vast majority 
of the evidence collected is presented on the following pages in such a 
way as to leave the reader to interpret* Where it has been possible to 
tabulate this evidence, this has been done* Where tabulation is not 
possible the record is presented in the matched pair situation* The 
particular question posed appearing at the top of the block, with the 
students answers written in full opposite his appropriate matched pair 
number* Shis is an important method of presentation for it allows for 
both internal comparison, for example boys with girls, or "high** academic 
ability with "low"* Also it allows direct comparison between the students 
from Schools A and B* A check on the reliability of the students answers 
was introduced in question 14s "Do you think that students learn best 
in a class with others of similar ability?" This was followed at a later 
stage by question 31s "Do you agree with streaming?" pie results to these 
questions are given lateri however in terms of Yes/Ho answers the following 
were recorded?
Question 14 **
Do you think that students learn best in a class with others
of similar ability?
School A. School B*
Yes 18 Yes 12
No 3 No 9
' D.K. 2 ' - ' ' ' ‘ D.K. ' 2
School B.
Yes 4 ......
Wo 16 
D.K. 3
The reliability of the answers given in the case of school A is high.
In the case of School B however the situation is not so straightforward. . 
Twelve students in School B favoured learning in classes of similar 
ability; however only four favoured formal streaming# To some extent 
this is explained by the fact that in School B students themselves 
selected the groups in which they wished to work. These groupings would 
generally lead students to work with children of similar ability. What 
is clear is the rejection of the formal pattern of grouping. Questions 
14 and 31 were the only contrived ways of checking on the reliability of 
student answers. In the case of School A the consistency of answers 
confirms the formal nature of the school. A rigid system of streaming 
by ability giving the students within the school a definite idea of their 
ability in relationship to everyone else* This awareness of the schools 
method of classifying according to ability, and the effects this has on 
the attitudes of the students is something that reveals itself throughout 
the answers given to a wide Variety of questions. Xn the case of school 
B it is much more difficult to establish the effect of the organisation 
upon the students*
. Question. '• 'Answer 'i ' ' Answer i
School A. School B*
1. Bo you like sohoolY 15 Yes 21 Yes
: 8 Ho 2 ®
lb Do you think that all children coming into
school have an equal opportunity to enjoy 19 Yes 21 Yes
school life? A Ho 2 Ho
2. Would you have left school at the end of “ 16 Ho 22 Ho
the 4th year if you could have done so? 7 Yes 1 Yes
Question 31 -
Do you agree with streaming? 
School A.
Yes 17 
Ho 5 
D.K. 1
Question Answer :
School A*
Answer t 
School B«
3* When would you like to leave school? 6 after 7 yrs 
17 M 5th
5a. Hopes for further education* 1 University
1 College of
. Art
2 College of
  ' '  Ed*
15 College F.E. 
4 MIL . ■
11* How far would you agree or disagree 2 Agree
with the notion that students have to 9 Disagree
he forced to learn* (5 point scale)* 12 Neither agree
; nor disagree
6 after 7 yrs 
6 n 6 n
11 " 5 "
4 University 
2 Polytechnics 
15 College F.E. 
2 NIL
2 Agree 
15 Disagree 
8 Neither
12. Do you think it possible to say how 20 Yes 22 Yes
students learn? . 2 No 1 D.K,
1 D.K*
How? Learning in many different ¥/ays? 13 Yes 20 Yes
Learning generally all the^ fe&me?^ 7 Yes 2 Yes
11-. Do you think that students learn best in 18 Yes 12 Yes
a class with others of similar ability? 3 No 9 No
2 D.K* 2 D.K,
16* Do you think that within the classroom
situation stu&dnts should he allowed to 22 Yes 21 Yes
help each other? 1 No : 2 No
16a Are you allowed to help each other in 14 : Yes ■ 25 Yes
classroom situations in this school? 9 No
17* Apart from the definite times that a
member of staff required attention do 7 Yes 20 Yes
you think that the student should be 1^ No 1 No
allowed to move about freely? 2 D.K,
Yes 25 Yes
18# How often within a lesson situation are 
you allowed to develop your own 
ideas? (4 point scale). Hathss-
Englishs-
25 No Nil No
9 Never 12 Never
10 Occasionally 8 Occasionally
4 Sometimes 5 Sometimes
Nil Often 2 Often
2 Never Nil Never
2 Occasionally 1 Occasionally
5 Sometimes 2 Sometimes
14 Often 20 often
Question# Answer :
School A*
Answer : 
School B#
Science:-
Qf the 23 students, 15 had 
opted for Science in School A»
In School B all students studied 
at least I science#
20d Is there a group of students in the
school generally regarded as had pupils?
27* Within the classroom situation how 
important do you feeldisdpline is?
5 point Scale. V*X* Very Important;
I# important I H. neither Important nor 
Unimportant; U* Unimportant*
28* How would you describe discipline in 
this school? 3 point Scale* loo Harsh* 
Too Lax* About right*
29a Are there some students in school who 
are continually being punished?
30* Do you agree with the use of oorporal 
punishment in school?
31* Bo you agree with streaming * that is 
placing in classes according to ability?
A Never 
6 Occasionally 
2
3 Often
13 Never 
5 Occasional]
2 Sometimes
3 Often
14 Yes 16 Yes
8 Ho 7 Ho
1 D*K* 1 D.K
3 V.I. 6 V*I,
19 I. 13 I*
1 H* 4 H*
3 Too Harsh Nil Too Harsh
1 Too Lax 12 Too Lax
19 About right 11 About right
15 Yes 21 Yes
6 Ho 1 Ho
2 D.K. 1 D.K.
11 Yes 5 Yes
9 Ho lif|i Ho
3 D.K. 4 D.K.
17 Yes 4 Yes
5 No 16 Ho
1 BX. 3 D.K.
Interpretations of these results though limited by the number of 
students taking part, can be used to make certain statements about both 
schools* These statements however without elaboration add up to little* 
What does the fact that fifteen students like school A compared to 21 
students liking School B mean? The elaboration to these statistics can be 
found by analysing the students* reasons for their like or dislike* Hence 
at the start of each interview students were asked "Do you like school?" 
"Could you give me reasons for your like/dislike?" Here probes were 
introduced in an attempt to gain information about the students* feelings 
towards school* Considering these answers becomes the key problem of 
analysis* It is obvious that a complete analysis involving the two models 
developed requires examination of the many individual facets which 
contribute to the school organisation* The present analysis will
concentrate on the individual school experiences of the students, and 
their developing attitude towards school* This is used together with 
the Heads of Departments assessments of the educational experiences 
provided. To compare how the students* school experience relates to 
his home experience, at least one parent of each student was interviewed* 
The results of the student interviews are given below; the parents 
schedule is dealt with in Chapter 7«
Question It Do you lake school? Yes Ho
las Gould you give me reasons for your like/dislike?
lbs Do you think all children coining into school have
equal opportunity?
Answer School A* No* Answer School B.
No* I resent the structure of 
the school* The authority I 
resent* I dislike being told 
what is good for me; in some 
cases I think 1 know better 
myself# ,
No* Depends on home background, 
people from different home backy 
grounds react differently to the 
school situation* Some people 
when we have a social evening, 
those from the same home back- 
ground say "We* re not coming"* 
Yes* Somewhere to go, you feel 
that you* re achieving something* 
I don’t know what I’d do if 
school wasn't there*
Yes* All children regarded as 
equal* No streaming in the 
school*
Yes* Couldn't really*
Yes* We all have equal 
opportunities* If you work hard 
you can do as well as anyone*
1* No# It's secluded and
restricted here, I wish for 
better relationships between 
staff and pupils# 
lb Yes* At the beginning, but 
more able students get more 
opportunity over time#
1*
lb
1*
lb
1, Yes* I like the people, the 2
work is O.K., homework too much 
though - 3 subjects a night* 
lb Yes# So much variety, you can
develop your interests over the 
first 3 years; then you must 
start to concentrate.
1* Yes# Interesting. Wide 4
variety of activities* 
lb Yes.- Why shouldn't they?
1 1#
lb
Answer School A. Answer School B*
1* Yes* It’s boring without it* 5 
you needs your friends and other 
people; there are different 
activities* 
lb Yes* All given chance to do 
well* Put into different groups 
so that they can try*
1* Wo* Boring* lessons not 6
exciting; there’s nothing to do 
during dinner breaks* 
lb Yes* Everyone treated the same* 
no one special*
1* Yes* Meeting people* I’m 7*
bored if I stay at home. It’s 
a social place* 
lb Yes* Everybody has the same 
chances to everything*
1* Yes. Believes boredom* Prefer 8 
school to string in the house* 
lb Yes* All given the same ohance*
1. Yes. Place where you meet 9.
friends and chat* 
lb D.K.
1. Yes* I enjoy the lessons more 
than anything! the interesting 
work*
lb Yes# We’re all given the same
opportunity in school* Regardless 
of what their life is like out of 
itP it needn’t be the same in 
school*
1. Yes* Better than going round the 
streets a n  the time ; y ou can have 
some laughs in school, 
lb Yes. We’re all the same* We’ve 
all got the same chance in every­
thing*
1* Yes. Chance to meet people. I 
like certain lessons, not all. 
English and German I like5 I don’t 
like Maths* 
lb Yes* If you want to work you 
usually do well; it’s left to 
yourself to a large degree.
1* Yes. D.K* why, for in summer you 
sit in those lessons you don’t 
like and it’s boring, 
lb Yes. Some people though do have 
more interest taken in them* 
Teachers take more interest in 
some.
1. Yes. It’s exciting* I like 
learning new things* I want to 
get some *0’ levels and get a 
good job* 
lb Yes definitely. We’re all put! 
under the same circumstances, no
Answer School A* Mo. Answer School B«
!• 'Yes*" Well planned, friendly^ 
teachers are friendly* 
lb* Yes* Comprehensive mix,
segregated- in a way in hands, 
the upper and the lower# But 
mixed with general types of 
people.
10. 1#
lb
1* Yes* With your friends. If 1 11* 1*
lefAschoOl X’d miss them* 
lb Yes# A lot of opportunity lb
within school, great 
;■'* opportunity within clubs.
1. Ho# Lessois not very interesting, 12. 1.
most overlap, humanities and 
hiatoiy we do the same# 
lb Ho# You*re told what, course lb
you’ve got to do, whereas you 
should choose.
1. Ho.** Because there1 s too much 13. 1#
discipline* Teachers treat you 
like little children. Treat 
you as if you were 6* 
lb Wo* Because if you want to tdce
certain subjects, and they think lb
you* re not good enough you* re 
not allowed to#
1* Wo#'. Nothing that I’m 04.1.
interested in5 it’s bOring 
without interest, 
lb Yes* School is what you make of lb
it, everyone has the same chance.
Yes# Interesting# Beaming new 
things about life enables me to 
cany out most of the things X 
would like to do if I was not in 
school# The facilities axe very 
good*
Yes* All treated alike, no 
prefects. Wo person treated 
better than others! all treated 
as individuals*
Yes* Something to do* Meet 
f^iOnds.
D.K. Depends what life they’re 
used to*
Yes. I’ve always enjoyed the 
lessons, school is fun, they do 
their best, to make it interesting. 
Yes* Not sure if we en joyed it 
more because we’re first*
Yes* I-like the freenes. ■Xi;like :i 
also; the idea of the way. Humanities 
is arranged* In some subjects 
they’re not really strict enough, 
and teachers cannot control class. 
Yes* Everyone is treated thesame. 
no pets, nobody left out, each 
child is given an equal chance to 
be happy, y
Yes* ,1 like mixing with people 
a lot# X like the work weire 
doing in most lessons.
Yes* We’re all treated the same, 
we have the same opportunities*
Answers School A* Mo# Answers School B#
151# Bo* Putting up the school
leading age; so many people are 
now distracting le ssons. that 
• you can* t get on with your work# 
lb Yes* X never liked school at 
the beginning but in this school 
there are plenty of opportun­
ities* •
1* Yes# I enjoy some of the
subjects and there are lots of 
outings#
lb Yes* Bo preferences here up to 
3rd year* Then you get into most 
suitable course*
1* Ho* Mot doing anything X want 17 
to ? X want to do something 
different* In the 3rd year X 
thought X wanted to do what I’m 
doing now* How X’ve changed roy 
mind but 1%  stuck with it* 
lb Yes# It’s up to themj they can 
enjoy it if they want#
Is* Bo* lfd like to be out working 18 
earning money* 
lb Yes* A H  get the same chance 
within the school* Depends 
on the individual*
1* Yes# Hearing things* helping 
you by learning more things, 
much better way than Heaving 
* you on your own* 
lb* Ho* When we came in there were 
two different streams; the top 
stream got the best teachers; 
the others got the rest*
16* 1 Yes* X -like the people in school
X like the things we do* X feel 
secure here* 
lb Yes of Course they do* Xf you 
went to learn you learn? itfs up 
to you*
1# Yes# I like this school because 
it*s a friendly atmosphere* The 
teachers you can get on well with 
lb Yes* Well everyone has the 
opportunity* itls up to them to 
make it*
1* Yes* Gives you something to do* 
Wide range of activities, very 
Varied, all my friends are here* 
lb Yes, for the 1st year yes* Xf 
they make themselves unpleasant 
they* re isolated or ignored#
19 1* Yes* Firstly I enjoy the sports 
we do here, it’s something to do* 
It broadens your knowledge 
obviously# 
lb Yes# A H  given the same 
; opportunity as everyone else, 
whether they take it this is up 
to them*
Answers School A* Answers School B*
1* Yes* One thing it’s better 20 X*
than going to work| it’s better 
than staying at home# 
lb Yes* All treated e qually , a H  
the students treated lie same •
lb
1* Social side most# Some subjects 21 1* 
are interesting* lb
lb Yes* It’s to you# if you 
want to make a go of it* :
1* Yes# Atmosphere here* At 22 1*
woik we1 d be working harder* But 
here we’re relaxed! it’s a 
f riendiy atmosphere * lb
lb Yes* Because they do# You
oust have to make the effort*
1* Yes* Something to do* They 23* 1*
teaches you things, you meet 
your friends as well* lb
lb Yes* Choices open to everybody!
Clubs as well*
1, Ho* The thing is that you’re 24* 1*
not ’ getting paid* 
lb Depends s whether the teacher
takes a liking to you or not; if lb
not it can be hell.
Yes* Plenty of opportunity*
Meet people (a lot)* You find out 
how the other half lives* You do 
many things that you cannot do at 
home*
Definitely* children not graded* 
At last school we were A, Bs C or 
B| you worked hard to get into the 
A stream but never did*
Ho* Boring not really interested* 
Bo* If you?re brainy yoilre given 
more opportunity to put your ideas 
forward* If you understand your 
wo*k you want to press on more*
If you can’t understand, you don’t 
want to do it*
Yesf It1 s interesting in some 
ways* I really enjoy some of the 
things we do*
Yes! well they’ve got the same
chance* Depends on their junior
school life possibly*
Yesi Something I likej I like
metalwork, geography and > games*
Yes* If they work hard they’re;
able to get on alright* But if
you lark about you don’t get oh*
Yes* In the holidays I’m bored*
I always feel school is beneficial
to inyself* I enjoy it*
Definitely* We’re all given
equal chances, whether we take
«
advantage of them it s up to the 
individual*
It can be seen £Tom the above that the type of answer given by the 
students from School B are more positively in favour of their school*
Words like ‘’achieving something”, “enjoy the lessons”, “interesting 
worktt> nit9 s exciting”, "I like the way Humanities is arranged”,
“friendly atmosphere”, “wide range of activities”, “plenty of opportunity" 
These words collared with the students’ replies from School A - “secluded" 
“restricting”, “it’s boring”, “I’m bored if X stay at home”, “lessons 
overlap”, “teachers treat you like children”, “they treat you as if you 
were six"* These words have been selected to make a point, and in terms 
of statistics the point can be emphasised by the fact that ei#it of the 
twenty three students in School A did not like the school* The table 
overleaf gives more information about the students* This table reveals 
that more students in School B lilted their school, more of these students 
wished to stay on to the sixth form, and that more have their occupational 
horizons extended* Perhaps the most significant difference between the 
two schools being the varying degree of openess which the table reveals.
This can best be explained in the structural terms of the 
organisation of School A* firstly the division in the lower school into 
two distinct bandsj these divisions being followed by separate courses 
in the middle 'school* Course X for the less academically able, Course U  
f ^  able* The table reveals that in the case of School A
more "low stream” children, Course I, than “high stream” children,
! Course IX, said they would leave school as early as possible and would 
have left at the end of the 4th year if that had been possible* This 
together with the information on friendship patterns, revealed that the 
students bn Course H  had higher inspirations and made friends with others 
like themselves in Course H #  This confirms the conventional wisdom of 
British educational sociology* It is no coincidence that within school A 
the six students wishing to stay at school for 7 years appear in the first 
nine matched pairs# These coming from groups I and 2 of ihe original 
classifications that the primary school headmasters used on transferring 
their pupils to the respective comprehensive schools* Nor that the 7 
students who would have left at the end of the fourth year, if possible, 
came from groups 3 and 4 of this same primary school classification* 
'^'•'’indeedBoy.Hash'(1973) has demonstrated that childrens’ attitudes to 
learning are formed to a large degree in the primary school5 School A 
in its organisation appeared to be reinforcing theprimary heads opinions 
: of the .child’s .learning ability* .
In this light then how are the results obtained for School B 
explained? A detailed explanation will be given later in Chapter 8* It 
would appear at this stage however that selective education systems do
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not allow true competition, for. true competition is only possiblewhen 
all children have the, opportunity: to compete*: School B appears to provide 
a better opportunity fortrue competition* with its unstreamed nature 
and open access to a sixth form .education* Twelve of the twenty three 
students wish to remain at sohool for a sixth year; of these six wish to 
continue to the seventh*
The results can be suimiatised as follows:** -
Statement
School A School B
* 1 e 2
Class
3 ■& 4 
Class
1 £ 2 
Class
3 & 4 
Class
Humber staying for 7th year 6 Hil 3
Humber stayihg for 6th year . Hil Hil 2 4
Humber who would have left 
at 4th year If possible H34. 7 Hil 1
heaving after 5th year 3 14 4 7
Considering Advanced Education " 3  ‘." "1 3 ' 3
Table 11* Students ambition with regards to 6th and 7th forms*
* Glasses 1* 2S 3 & 4 vrefer to original priraazy school headmasters* 
recommendations (see pageIt ) *
Question 8 dealt with school fxfendships* The students were simply 
asked to name their four best friends in school* and to give their foms#
In the fifth year the students of School A were attached to one of six . 
tutorial groups* These were used for general administrative purposes* 
students being allocated to forms in the fourth year according to ability* 
this was related to the course the student was taking. Thus fonts 30 *
5W & 5B were filled mainly from students following the less academic course* 
5B# 56- and $S catered for the academic students* The table of friendships 
(table (2 ) shov/s the fom of the student together with the forms of his 
four best friends* Out of 86 ohoices made only 6 were made outside the 
divisions established by the school* Below matched pair 15 no one listed 
a friend amongst the academics in 5B* 30- or 5S* This would seem to 
provide a suitable "cut off" point for dividing the school into two 
distinct parts*
Pie students of school B had been allocated into fom  groups 
with the intention of providing the broadest ofmixes, thus in order to 
achieve a desirable balance., social class and ability rating had been 
taken into account. This information being used to ensure that each of 
the tutorial groups had a similar Overall composition* Once these 
groups had been established in the first year,they then became the 
administrative and teaching unit for. the student during the five years 
of secondary school life* Using this gtovq? to demonstrate friendship 
patterns produces no recognisable pattern as can be observed within 
School A* , To pursue this position further, the social class of the 
friends was requested* information in Pie fozsm :■ of fathers occupation * 
from the headmasters of the two schools* Only information was provided 
from School B* Using this informationit showsthat if social class is 
used within the school as a basis for analysing friendship ohoices, for 
School B the following occurs* Gut of 87 choices, 66 friends were 
; made from within the same , social class* This means that 21 choices 
.were made outside the students own social class, and although the total 
number of students is small* only 23* it represents 21$ of the choices 
made* It can be seen from these relationships that the organisation of 
School A becomes instrumental in determining friendship patterns within 
the school* and that the basis for these patterns though not clearly 
established is related to the ability of the student, and that the 
ability rating of the student made by the primary school heads in 19^9 
was recognisable within the school in March 1974* This remits quite 
plainly in Category 1 and 2 students making friends, and category 3 and 4 
students making friends* There is little friendship shown by categories 
1 and 2 towards 3 and 4, or vice Versa* For School B such divisions were 
not evident, when social class was used as a basis for establishing 
friendship the school seemed to have moved some way towards achieving a 
desirable social mix; confirming the Barker Lunn. Study 1970 and the 
Banbury Project (1975)*
Considering the findings presented so far in this chapter, it is 
apparent that there are differences in the organisations of the two 
schools* These differences can be shown to contribute to the general school 
climate# School A in this respect can bo shown to be vexy much in the 
"traditional" mould, with emphasis on streaming by ability, the 
differentiated curriculum, and high status given to the prefectorial systems 
School B demonstrates a more "progressive" approach with its open structure, 
its unified curriculum, and its attempts to develop a school organisation
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Table 12* Showing friendship patterns within the two schools* 
In the case of School Aj 5B* 50 and J?S have the 
academic students* Forms 5G f 5\7 and 5D have mainly 
members of course one*
which give priority to students achieving responsibility for their own 
actions* Some attempt has been made to measure the effects that these 
organisational types have upon the students* These measures will be 
related to the schedules devised by the Education Department of 
Liverpool University later in the chapter# How these more general 
areas of school organisation were related to what actually goes on in 
the class remans to be analysed*
The teachers interviews Carried out in 1972 revealed that the 
Mathematics and Science departments of both schools operated under, 
using Esland’s terms, a Psychometric paradigm. The English department 
of School A had teaehers working within both the psychometric and the 
Phenomenological paradigms, while the English department of School B 
was operating within a Phenomenological* That the classroom experience 
provided by both schools appeared similar required some explanation* 
However before attempting to develop an explanation, the information 
gained from the teachers about classroom organisation and learning 
experiences of the students was added to by recording what the students 
themselves thought. The questions and answers recorded below concern 
teacher practice as perceived by the students, together with how these 
affected the students learning. Question 9 -
,!What are the types of thing teachers within the school 
do to p2*0vide the right situation for you to learn in?”
The Probe was used where necessary to establish Techniques used by 
teachers, their type of organisation, and their enthusiasm*
School A. Ho. School B*
Maths i Gives you a guilty 1. Maths; Provides basic relevant
feeling! the examinations are.......information and leaves you to find
Up to you. Teachers are boring details yourself,
but its up to you* English; Allows you to develop your
English; Two teachers. Hever own styles yOu*re not corrected as
know who is doing what* Work such but suggestions are made,
is set, we simply get on with it* Soience: Eeally the same as Maths.
Biology: Bike University lecture.
Chemistry; Well it’s all chalk 
and talk.
School A. Ho. School B.
Maths? Demonstration. Gives 2# Maths? Make it quiet. Make surenot 
examples from life* There*s a too noisy an atmosphere* When we need
lot of talking* help they dome to you* We all
English? Read books5 make notes* concentrate on the same thing*
■ -V :Englisbf We’re given our Course work 
headings* Then it’s up to us* Each 
week we '.come along and get on with .it*. 
Sciences Make it quiet* Provides 
ho oka and apparatusy the woick is set* 
we get on with it.
Maths; Makes sure everyone gets 4* Maths?!, Topic on hoard woik through 
all the work done * it * s very well exercise in hooks* He Comes round
planned* all concentrate on a i helping us* ■, ;
specific point* English; Work sheets* extracts from
English? Two teachers, these are books* questions to answer* really
not too strict we 4ust follow the we’ re left free to do what we like
syllabus throu#u . iwithia the set course work*
Chemistry? -Vet? strict ~ tests ;Soiences Given topics from the hocks*
all the time.
Physics; Provides experimental i  ^ t
situations*1 ; ; > ■
Maths? •-•‘■•Be quiet sit down* ;Works': .'Maths?,'Writes on hoard we work from 
out beforehand what you’ ve to do. BMP Books.
Page numbers given* get on with English? All sorts of things* Tapes*
it* * plays taped out, books* pictures*
English; Bead through hooks* objects* all types of things are brought
about a wide variety of subjects. We 
, work from these as we choose*
Science; It’s mainly writing up*
Maths? Complete silence you just 6. Maths; I don’t think they do. They say
get on with your work* to me are you going to work today. I
English? Given a folder* you have soy np. They say that’s no skin off my
to fill this with work. nose. I don’t think they provide the
Chemistry;. We work together in a right atmosphere at all.
practical way* English? lists of the Course. Sheets
to work from* it’s then up to you. %
like the work so 1 get on with it.
Science; All writing. It’s boring* I 
just sit there.
School A« School B.
Maths: Set exercises* 7*
explanation on the board then we 
work through exercises*
Biology: Teacher stands in the 
front of the class and reads 
notes*
Maths: Example on board* We 8* 
do exercises based on these*
Tills girl passed English in 
4th year* ;
Maths: Exercise on board* $•
explain how things are done* Then 
we have exercise to do*
English; .Going throug^ i set boohs*
Maths: Bets us get on with our 10* 
ownwork. We are not however 
allowed to sit where we like* not 
only are we told where to sit but 
who to sit with*
English: Provides a „very relaxed 
atmosphere*
Maths: At the start of a new topic an 
outline is givenf background information 
given, books given to work from*
English? African poets* We have 4 to 
choose from* Photographs, Sheets,
Essays toread* Tapes, Book reviews, . 
Records* We can make a, choice*
Science: Just read books in the 5th 
form centre*
Maths: They explain what the exercise
is and we work through*
English: Tapes and pictures, worksheets
about topic* These concern Africa*
Poverty and War* We also have oral
exercises, and exercises in expression* ;
Science: Just talking and dictation* I
‘ ! 
Maths? Very pleasant, we* re allowed to
try out nur ideas, they provide
facilities to do so*
English: Instead of all learning togethej 
we choose from a lot of different 
things*
Sciences They tiy end make this as 
interesting as possible*
. Maths: Most different from all the 
others* We learn the basics* Then we 
get practise* In this practise you 
start to develop your own methods* ; 
English: Does not limit your ideas | 
at all* Play, poem, writing we can j 
develop through I3usic> Drama or English*; 
Science: Develop our experiments, its j 
not off pat from the blackboard.
School A School B*
Maths i We all do the same 11*
thing from the hook*
English: We Just work from 
hooks*
Biology: Dictates or provides 
hooks for us to make notes from*
Maths: I*ffl non-exam* So the 12*
\ teacher helps with everyday 
things* How to write out a hill*
How much wages'? How to work out 
H.P. payments.
EngLisht Work mainly for file*
Review books* write business 
letters* Punctuation* etc#
, Maths s Give you instructions * 13 *
and then set work* and helps peop­
le who can* t do work*
English Lit: Provides hooks that
we must know*
Chemistry: Sometimes provides
practical* But most of the time 
it’s a lot of theory*
Maths: Always treated as a class 14* 
never as individuals* Everyone 
has the same opportunity to do the 
woik it’s up to you* If you don’t 
tiy they don’t push you*
English: Half and half* Some­
times wef re treated as a class
sometimes we’re taught a s .........
individuals*
Chemistry: Only work from textbook 
all the tine* No interest at
Maths: Set in groups have work sheets* 
Teacher goes round helping everyone who 
heeds.it*-
English? Usually a choice from a series 
of work sheets*
Science: We can sit anywhere we like* 
hut Science is very boring*
Maths? Encourage people make it 
pleasant* But we’re not really 
encouraged to learn by the teacher*
We’ve got at the moment.
■ En^ish?,-We.kavf: Josh completed a 
course about young children* we went 
' to .Primary schools* we’ve studied 
Photographs and read poems.
Science? Mainly theory* Read books* 
laths: Not well organised* One group 
’0’ level5 one group C • S *E • The *0® 
level group workjthe G.S.E* group is 
not controlled* I’ve lost concentration 
in Maths*
English: We have been provided with 
worksheets on Africa* Sheets on the 
history of Africa also on apartheid* 
Science: We’re given experiments to 
dOj> we write them up in books*
Maths: Readily we’re left together or
on our own* Teacher doesn’t pester you* 
We do Some work*
English: They all bring things to help* 
We can do what we want from a variety 
of situations*
Science: Really more working out of
books and listening to what the teacher 
has to say*
School A School B*
Maths; Xf a new topic, 1£>*
demonstration on the hoards 
Work out example s from the hook#
Xf you can*t understand he111 go 
hack and start at the beginning# 
EngLishs. All your own work* • You 
really get on with folderwork*
Book revlewaf:- film reviews | 
plays for your folder#
Maths: , Honr*exam# We do no  ^16# 
hard maths* just ordinary . 
things really#
English; Getting on with our 
folders mainly# We1 re given 
book lists and Poetxy lists and 
have to write reports#
Maths* Out of book mostly# 17*
Mortgages# Insurance» .Super* 
annuation* Does work on the 
hoard# We copy it#
English! .You just get on and do 
it# Folder work# Book reviews 
and poems* and things like that* 
Biology! It’s just notes all the
■ time#.:..' :■ ■ ■ ; • «
Maths! Work through the hook 18*
.mainly# • ■
English! . This is more your own 
work really you read a hook then 
you criticise it* Write about it
■ in. your folder# Provide 
discussion about hooks*
Physical Science! Mainly from 
diagrams; on the blackboard*
Maths! Give you a hook and tell you 
how to do it* and you face it yourself* 
Xf you don’t do it you don’t*
English! Course work* Poems* Pictures 
to write accounts* subjects to discuss* 
and record, we also get a set amount of 
hooks to r e a d # >
Sciences Practical work and work which 
involves writing from hooks*
Mathsi Help with problems * equipment 
if necessaiy* .
English! - We’re just left to pad out 
our files* Write stories! - prepare 
readings# ■, Humber of books we have to 
read* -;' ' v /
Science; lots of equipment! teachers 
just help* - * •
Maths: Introduce us to a hew topic#
We have to listen, quiet, if they 
cannot keep control, they teach the 
people who are prepared to listen# 
English: Basic introduction to course,
told what we have to do* Suggestions 
poems, creative writing, factual 
sheets, photographs#
Sciences Dictation or writing from the 
board most of the time, and you’ re 
given books to read#
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, School A. School B
Maths: He always tides to help 19* 
you to explain* • Gives you the 
opportunity to do the job* That 
way you get a chance to explain* 
English: Most of the work is 
done on our own* We choose most 
of the work and it goes into our 
folder*
Physics: Work mainly fro© the , 
board#
Biology: It’s note taking all the 
time* ■
Maths: Keeping everyone’s 20*
attention and keeping everyone 
interested as possible*
English: % e  don’t do anything#
She just sits back and leaves 
everyone to get on*
Chemistry: Makes it interesting 
all the time* Plenty of 
practical work rather than sitting 
there listening all the time*
Maths: lust go throu# textbook* 21* 
English: She’s interested in what
you don’t understand#
Biology: Becomes very borings 
doesn’t stop to explain# It’s 
just notes all the time*
Maths: . Go throu# SMP book. We 
do one Chapter per week. Sets 
you an exercise then oomes round 
and helps you#
22.
Maths: You can sit anywhere you like, 
this makes for a pleasant atmosphere* 
English: Work on a theme which runs 
throw# most of the work we do. Africa*? 
We choose four poems from ten* We work g 
throw# sheets, and must read two books.; 
Sciences Work from the books, when we y
understand it, we can write it up. ?. ■ . ■ ' I
■ • •
Maths* A friendly atmosphere. In this 
you’re pressed to learn*
English: We are allowed to discuss a 
range of materials provided.
Science? Practical doing experiments, 
rather than just learning from the 
board*
Maths: Goes throu# work roughly on 
board* Then gives you SMP book to 
work throu#.
English: Printed sheets, Choices, 
Poems, answers to guestitos,stories, 
you must do so many of each*
Science: Very boring, mainly working 
from the board no experiments or 
nothing*
Maths: We’re given something to do and 
we get on with it* If you want to 
learn you work*
School A* Ho* School B„
English; All project work. 22. English; The Course is set. Told
We’ve been on theatre visits, what you’ re expected to do, you get
and to the cinema# on with it.
Science; Non-exam* Anything Science: A lot of theory not much
he thinks will keep us occupied# practical, revision and writing notes*
laths; Payslips end wages, H*P*y; 23. ■ ■ .Maths: ■ Given some' work to do you do
and all things like that # that*: :
English? We go to plays, theatres English: Given a choice of sheets you
cinemas, read from books about get on with your own topic say Africa,
things that happen*; heading or a stojy>
newspapers* Science? , Bit in a desk and write out
Sciences I’m non-exam# We do : of books* Everyone does something*
testing mainly* Weights, water
and metals* •
Maths;; Bit in separate desks,. 2A* Maths? We go in and work out Of books,
get our hooks out and that’s it English; Provide sheets, poems,
till the bell goes* questions 'for discussion* •
English? Poems* We’ll do so and Science: A lot of fact learning as
So today* well as copying from the board.
Physical Science? Practical
Physics a great deal of the time,
then write up in books*
Question 10. As with question $ was concerned with learning,
and asked -
”What types of thing going on during a lesson would make you
think that the students were learning?”
School A# o ■ * School B.
Maths; Only a few people take 1# Maths: Something upon the board, and %
in what’s feeing done* Hot ssying didn’t know what it was about* The
but they’re aware that they’re class would be working at this*
not taking things in. English: Type of books being readj
English; A good response from discussion going on about books, or
class, occasional joke, students poem* Some would be writing reviews.
School A. School B.
participating in lesson. He 1* 
keeps people interested* 
laughing you wish to share the 
joke*
Sciences If they can contri­
bute to the lesson* If they1 re 
dead silent they* re not taking 
it in*
Maths: Silence* 2*
English: Sitting there taking
notes* if notes missed this is 
your loss*
Maths: Eight answers means A* 
you must understand* If 
teacher makes a mistake you 
point it out.
English: Tests periodically 
marks given are an indication 
of learning.
Biology: A less formal 
approach here.
Chemistry: By test results. 
Physics: By homework marks.
Maths: By the response to 3*
questions*
English: By having different
views to argues all this is 
part of learning.
Science: Same as Maths.
Maths: If they understood the concepts 
involved* if they were able to use the 
knowledge. If they were getting on by 
themselves.
English: A lot of creative work going 
on* People writing* people discussing. 
Sciences Same as Maths.
Maths: Teacher with them explaining 
things. Hard at work concentrating* 
English: If they were involved in
whatever they were doing.
Science: If they were doing an
experiment they would leam from their 
mistakes*
Maths: Well if they seem able to do 
the questions quickly without calling 
the teaoher all the time.
English: I think mainly if they seem
to be enjoying the work. English is 
Something you don*t have to leam really 
you just enjoy it.
Science: I think if they were carrying
out an experiment and knew what they 
were doing.
School A# Ho# School Bo
Hathss No talking# So they 6*
must be learning# Teacher not 
strict but he makes sure every­
body works.
English: Swotting at the front#
Some in the middle# Those at the 
back not working#
Chemistry: Quietly working away#
Hathss If people take interest 7*
they ask questions#
English! Difference here, people 
listen to what teacher says* they 
listen to class discussion, a lot 
of learning takes place*
Biology : Same as Maths#
Maths: Making enquiry about 8*
method# Suggesting other ways of 
producing answers# Working 
through exercises getting them 
right#
Maths: D#K. 9.
English: By their knowledge of 
the book*
Maths! If they were quiet* There* s 
always a bit of fooling about* If I 
see them all writing* I know they 
may be learning*
English: A lot of quiet activity# 
Sciences I don’t know* I’ve never 
been there when they’re learning.
Front two benches learners, back two 
foolers*.
Maths: Quiet, head down concentrating#
English: Able to work on own, don’t 
need teacher. I think people work 
much better in English more so than 
Maths* The work is set, you get on 
with it# At the moment we have "Young 
Lions", "Love on the Dole", "The Go 
Between", "Gay the Beloved G ountay" 
and "Great Expectations"*
Science: You’re Just given notes, you 
copy these, very little learning done* 
Maths: If you’re working you*re
learning; it’s more independent in 
this school* You get on with it 
yourself#
English: Noise level, tapes go into 
small rooms, there’s so many different 
things going on it ’ s difficult to say* 
Science: Don’t know# I don’t think
anyone does much, it* s all talking* 
Maths: You could tell by the 
attitude of the whole affair*
English: Their understanding of the 
different work. contents#
Soience: Mainly their behaviour; how
they were listening to instructions*
School A* School B
Maths: Questions asked, and 10*
working quietly on own*
English S Participating in 
conversation, analysing books*
Physics: Involved in experiments 
and getting results*
Maths: Getting questions right H*
they must understand* Working 
quickly*
English: The more book reviews
you do without teacher* s help»
Biology: B*K*
Maths: ¥#hen quiet* Ask 12*
questions about it* Interested 
in it.
English: Tlhen quiet*
Maths: They can do the work* 13* 
If other people don’t understand 
it, they can explain it in a 
different way.
English: Homework* If you don’t
understand you ask the teacher* 
Chemistry: By the good standards
of written work, by the homework 
and classwork done.
Maths: They would not be talking 
to anyone elsej they would be 
concentrating quite hard* Does 
not depend on amounts*
English: Opposite to Maths, lots
of discussion, concentration comes 
into it but Communication is 
important* You compromise and re-think 
ideas*
Science: Discussion, concentration,
writing up*
Maths: If they go through sheets
quickly, you know they can do it.
Mostly its just remembering things. 
English: Working hard on a lot of 
things*
Science: £*&*
Maths: Using BMP books,'busy working,
sometimes sheets are made up by the 
teachers, working from these*
English: Working from sheets, 
sometimes using tapes, discussion 
groups, this is when a few people have 
read a book* !
Science: Doing a practical really*
Don’t seem to be very interested in 
listening t o a teacher talk.
Maths: They would not be messing
about, always paying attention to 
what he was doing*
English: Sometimes you go to talk
to someone and they don’t hear you* 
Soience: Doing experiments, they
seem to know what they’re doing.
School A#
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Maths?
listen* only those who want to#
If work: is easy everyone does 
it# Xf not nobody wants to try* 
Few people really learning* 
English: If ou must be interested 
in a subject before you can leam* 
This keeps It lively *
Sciences Nobody particularly 
listens! either copying up books 
or simply m  experiment*
Maths: Hot just sitting there 
idle# Working* teacher always 
actively engaged with the class# 
Never known him to bring a pile 
of books to mark and leave you 
to get on ?d.th it* It* s the 
best maths year I’ve had.
English: Can’t really in this
lessbnj looking through maga2ines 
but mainly just talking about 
anything. Sometimes permission 
given to work in the library. 
Maths: Asking questions.
Homework is read out in class. 
English: A H  our own work. We 
all answer questions* then we 
discuss the work in class#
15.
Maths: Quietness. Discussion
about the things you’re doing*> 
you can tell the difference 
between discussion and chat# 
English: Quietness Or discussion*
Biology: Just writing notes down*
Maths: If they’ re all working*
Talk but settle down to work* 
English: Beaming different things* 
people will be finding answers to 
many things in many different ways* 
Science: Working from books.
16. Maths: Heads down in books* if they*;
writing and doing their mathematics* 
English: If their folders and their 
books are getting full. Pens going 
last: minute everyone working to fill 
up their fb Iders.
Science: People wandering about
watching others#
17. Maths: The way they tackle the
problem and how they get the answers. 
How they tackle the subject*
English: You have your own set 
level. Depends on how you yourself
work. Work is marked and you try to
Ho. School B.
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Actually not many people 14#
School A. Ho* School B*
Perhaps the way we write them 17* keep up your standard* 
down* Science: How they tackle the
problem, and the conclusion they form. 
Maths: Interesting side of 18. Maths? Quiet for a start* Buzs of
Maths. Quiet and working. If academic conversations, if looking at
they can’t do question they sit books, and if there is an air of
and talk. But if they get concentration in the room,
things sight they* re interested* English? Amount of work people
English? More up to yourself, getting done. Discussion groups
if you don’t want to do it its discussing in a planned way*
your loss, so you think about Science? Quiet, asking intelligent
it and you work* questions; writing in books. Ho
Science? Business, a lot of experiments before Christmas*
activity and a lot of note taking*
Maths? D.K. 19* Maths? If they were always wanting
English? Learning from what the help, eager to continue, always
teacher says* handing in homework.
Physios? Working. Learning while English? If they started to race
you work. ahead with their work, you could also v
Biology; More so here for you do tell by the general level of
all the experiments yourself. conversation.
Science? If they were bu^y working. 
Maths? Paying attention. 20. Maths? Generally writing things down,
English: Looking as if they’re asking teacher for help,
doing some work. Practising English? Pupils writing, teachers
letter writing. Practising helping, there could be discussions
reading to themselves* going on.
Science: Helping out in Chemistry Science: faking down results,
and getting on with work themselves. discussion of certain items* Handing
in homewoik.
Maths: If they’re working. If 21. Maths: Xf they can use it afterwards,
they don’ t understand it they if they could get through the Chapter
can’t do it. quickly, if they could do it.
English: If they’re working, English: Beading, creating stories.
Biology: D.K. from their own ideas*.
Science? 3?o know what the actual 
things written down mean.
School A. School B*
Maths: Hard work everyone 22#
separated# One person to a desk*
Set exercise to finish during 
lesson** Talking to each other*
Twice per week this is a really 
hard lesson.
English: Girls doing many book
reports* boys sit around and talk* 
Science: Eothing* We don’t leam 
much in there! we don’t really 
leam in Science*
Mathsf I’m non-exam, we don’t 23* 
leam much.
English: Beading then write 
about it* They would then start a 
conversation with teacher about 
things*
Science: I’m non-exam* as well,
we just do testing#
Maths: If they get them ri$it# 2^.
The amount of times they put their 
hand up and ask questions; Mainly 
on exam results.
English: lust telling in the
marks they get* If the marks 
improve they’re learning.
Physics: When they know about 
the experiments. If and when 
they’ re asked they know*
Maths: Getting on with course work* 
English: Beading, answering
questions, discussing, tape 
recordings, creative writing, looking 
at pictures*
Science: They’re getting on with 
the practical stuff set out, making 
notes, watching films#
Maths: I don’t think half of them 
do# Sometimes you see people larking 
about and you think "Christ11 we’ve 
got maths next.
English: Good atmosphere for doing
work, because you feel free, you 
haven’t got someone breathing down 
your neck all the time*
Science: Some leam, but Some think 
it’s a bore, we never do practical 
now, the majority of people are just 
so bored*
Maths: Quiet* Atmosphere of
concentration. If there are only 
chalk and talk topics all the time* 
English: The whole atmosphere.
Science: When everybody is taking 
part. All involved in something*
All interested in something. It’s 
obvious when they’re interested, 
then they must be learning*
Question 11 continued the enquiry into learning, and
asked -
“How far would you agree/disagree with the notion that 
students have to he forced to leam?1 
The students had to indicate their answer with reference to a card 
with the following coded replies:-
Strongly agree 1
Agree; 2
Heither agree nor disagree 3 
Disagree 4
Strongly disagree $
Any other response that the student had was recorded*
This question was linked to question 12 which asked - 
‘Do you think it possible to say how students leam? “
The probe being used to establish whether or not students were thought 
to leam in the same way or whether a great , variety of methods were used* 
The relationship between the two questions bearing directly on the two 
models of teaching being investigated* The answers to questions 11 and 
12 are given below*
School A* No* School B*
1* 11* S.D* Some students should be
forced some don’t have to be*
12* Yes* A H  people leam by 
experience* By leam X mean things 
relevant to life*
2# 11* Agree* Because I’m not forced
I don't do as much work as I think 
I should* If I were forced I'd leam 
more*
12* Yes* Some people have to read 
things over and over again* Others 
have a photographic memory*
11# Agree* Everyone is lazy*
It's up to the teacher to make 
lessons interesting* Children 
here to agree that the work will 
get them somewhere*
12* Yes* All learning in very 
different ways, respond to 
different techniques*
11* Neither* Did not like 
Science but had to leam, I made 
my own choice* Some people have 
to be forced.
12. Yes* Afereat variety of ways*
School A* School B.
11* Neither* Some do, some 4*
don’t. Some want to, some will 
not#
11* Neither* Depends who it is, 5* 
no special way* '
12* Yes* Variety of ways* I 
think some people leam on own 
without help, others need help*
n* Neither* You cannot force 6* 
learning*
12. Yes* Some work a lot harder 
than ethers*
11* Disagree# It" s up to the 7* 
student whether they1 re going to 
leam or not.
12* Yes. Mainly all the same*
11* S.D. If someone wants to S. 
work they will work. Most people 
want to work to get good, 
qualifications•
12* No*
11* Disagree* If they want to 9* 
they can anyway. I don’t think you 
can he foroed.
12* Yes* Ihere is a difference in 
the ways students leam.
11* Agree. I think they should 10. 
he foroed to leam. You need 
qualifications to get a job and to 
get them you must leam.
11* Disagree, Can’t he foroed*
If they don’t w m t  to do something 
they won’t listen.
12. D.K.
11* Neither. I think its more or less 
up to the student s$ it depends on the 
person whether they like to work or 
not.
12. Yes. X think more or less 
basically the same process goes on, 
but requires different ways for 
different people*
: 11*; Agree# ’ In'my .-case' I agree .with . 
it, I think it helps hut not too 
much* Others don’t have to be pushed. 
12* Yes* A Variety I suppose.
11. Neither* Hard to say because 
this depends on the personality, 
everybody has different ways.
12* 'Yes* • -It’s, difficult to 4ay* ■ ■
11* Disagree* I think that some 
people can’t work and they’re foroed 
to, and it cracks them up, they can’t 
cope - it makes them hate school*
12* Yes* This depends on the persons 
there is so many different ways*
11. Disagree* I think teachers 
should say that they’re prepared to 
teaoh, but its up to the individual 
to say just how they’ll behave.
It’s their life*
12. Yes* Generally the same way, 
we all follow the same method here.
11. Disagree. AL1 children totally 
different. Others need different 
situations to leam in. I myself 
don’t like being forced to leam.
School A* School B«
12* We leam in slightly 10®
different ways# Not a great 
deal of difference#
11# Neither# 1 don’t think you 11# 
can he forced# Some teachers 
try to make you, depends on the 
teacher#
12* Yes* Many different ways#
11# Neither* Some do some 12*
don’t#
12* Yes* Listening and trying to 
understand* then discussing with 
others*
11* Neither* It depends on their 13* 
character if they want to they will# 
12# Yes* A lot of different ways 
to leam#
H# Neither; depends on the 14*
type of person#
12. No.
11# Neither* 1st, 2nd, 3rd 15*
year strongly foroed, but after 
that if you* re not bothered they 
Just let you go#
12# Yes* Techniques are 
different#
11* Disagree# Some are willing 16# 
to leam, it’s only some of the 
boys who are not happy with this 
situation#
12# Yes* Great variety, but 
its mainly first hand experience 
of things# If placed in a 
situation where you read you 
understand*
11* Disagree# I think it’s up 
to the students what they do with 
their time# X think they should be 
taught up to 13 may be* Then left 
to decide for themselves*
12* Yes# Lots of different ways* 
Some people find reading easiest, 
others find talking*
11# Neither# Some people do have to 
be, but others are willing, some 
people are keen already.
12* Yes* Many different ways to 
leam, so it comes easy, with others 
not so easy*
11* Neither* If they’re forced to 
leam they play the teacher up# Not 
being forced to teaches them*
12# Yes* Many ways I suppose*
11* Disagree* I don’t think you 
can be forced, if you don11 want to 
do it you don’t do it*
12* Yes* Learning in many different 
ways#
11* Disagree* It’s up to the 
students really* If they want a 
good job, then they’ve got to work 
for it*
School A* No. School Be
12. Yes. Of course there are 16.
different ways.
11* Neither. Some people can 17*,
leam if they’re in the mood*
Whereas others can take it in 
all the time.
12. Yes. A “Variety of ways.
11. disagree. Because scan© 18.
might he forced to leam, you’re
in school you can’t get out of 
it, so you might as well leam 
while you’re there.
12. Yes. All the same way I 
'think.
11# Neither. Most want to 2-?*
leam. Most people seem like me 
and I want to leam*
12. Yes* Learning in practical
subjects. Once you’ve done it,
It stays there.
11. S.D. It’s up to the 20.
students, themselves, if they don’t 
want to they don’t have to.
12. Yes. A variety of ways.
College teachers different than 
school.
11. Disagree. If you don’t want 21.
to leam you cannot be forced.
12. Yes. All leam in the same
way.
12. Yes. Different people leam in 
different ways.
11. S*D. I don’t think anyone can 
be forced to leam. It’s up to the 
student you cannot force him.
12. Yes. A lot of different ways, 
it depends on the student and the 
subject.
11. Neither. Some people have to 
be pushed other people push them­
selves, and have, parents to push them.
12. Yes. Everybody finds learning 
in different ways. Some people try 
parrot learning, some people it 
comes more natural to*
11. Neither. Depends entirely on 
the student, in certain cases you 
get people who do not want to leam 
and teacher has to force. People 
who want qualifications work.
12. Yes* By listening and generally 
noting what’s going on., Prom what 
others are doing.
11. Neither. Depends on the person, 
some people may leam if they’ re 
forced, others may leam without 
forcing.
12. Yes. They leam in different 
ways.
11. Disagree. It’s stupid forcing 
someone to leam something they are 
not interested in. They’re bound to 
forget it*
12. Yes. By practise, by actually 
doing tilings, not by being told.
School A* School B»
11* Neither. Don't have to he 
forced* but it’s a necessity 
you don't get nowhere if you 
don't learn. Law there for their 
benefit* puts them on the right 
path.'
12. Yes* Eve^hoSy has 
different weys of learning and 
finding out.
11. Disagree, they might not 
enioy doing a thing* then they 
would muck about and get into 
trouble. Then they would wonder 
they were hot allowed to do
22*
11* Disagree* It can happen 
both ways* but if you don’t want 
to learn school can’t force you.
12. Yes* Different ways of 
learning.
2A*
11. Disagree* Some have but the 
majority don't*
12. Yes. Different ways. Some 
take notes* others find out for 
themselves* lust dictation for 
some. ’
11. Disagree. If they don’t want 
to leam they don’ t want to learn. 
Some people could be getting a $6b 
now."- .
12* Yes* Many different ways you 
can leam* It* s much better going 
through something in different ways*
11. Neither. Depends entirely on 
the student* They must realise 
themselves what is involved.
12. Yes. Differing waysp by 
exp erimentingj, by exploring, it's 
more interesting than being told*
In an attempt to discover more about the learning process as 
conceived by the students in the two schools, the question of why we 
leam was introduced. Obviously this is a Very personal question and 
a great difference in opinions was anticipated. However as with 
question 12, it was hoped to establish whether or not there were common 
reasons for motivation or whether there was a great variety of reasons; , 
Question 13 asked *•
**Do you think it possible to say why students leam?1*
(Probe* What motivates students, common reason/great variety) •
School A. No* School B*
It’s a characteristic* Something 1. 
clicks you. have to wait for this* 
you have to maize connections*
People click at different rates*
In the fourth year people really 2* 
get down to work* (rood ’0’ level 
results absolutely drummed into 
you* Good job* In the first 
years everybody is eager* The 
big jump from juniors gives you 
motivation* ,
Ifthey’re to get through exams 4*
they've, got to leam* There* s 
nothing else to do at school*
If they really didn’t want to they 5* 
wouldn’t* Help needed later*
To some extent we’re forced to 6*
leam* Some parents go on at their 
children*
SO they can pass exams* This is 7*
the main reason* and if they’re 
interested in the Subject •
Interested about life, want to 8*
find out more, want to know what 
problems they’ll be faced with* 
beam because they want to; this 9*
is the most important*
To get qualifications. To get aS 10* 
far as you can before you leave 
school* The more you realise the 
importance of qualifications, the 
more you want to leam*
It’s natural for humans to leam, 
we’re doing it all the time, from 
the time we’re bom it’s just a 
continuation of this process* 
Futute, careers, to get into the 
jobs we want, and because some of 
the time its enjoyable.
We want to get on* Wemnt a good 
education for a good career*
Everybody needs some knowledge to 
survive in the world# You need to, 
leam for your job, you need to 
earn money, to keep family*
D*K* I suppose it's becaush I 
want to* If I don’t learn now when 
will I?
Prospect of having to leam to get 
a job* It’s a matter of forcing 
self to do things* Helps you to get 
’0* level which helps you to get a 
better job*
They realise that if they want to 
do certain things they’ve got to 
work in order to achieve them*
Jobs a m  becoming scarce, try 
harder to get a good job, more ’0* 
levels required these days*
Because they want to and there* s 
lots of reasons for wanting, because 
of job', because they want to know, 
they want to find out*
School A*
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School,B*
Leik'n in order to get.a good . 11*
job*; Learn to pass exams and ;
get a good job or get into * 
college#
So that you can understand; 12*
Better what1s going on around 
you* Help in job$ etc* helps 
you to 'get jobg
Things that they’re used-to* 13*
things that they have done before* 
Friends would criticise if they 
don’t leam*- ■ •
Because school says you have - to U n ­
learn* you can* t get a job if 
you hate mot learned*
I* a learning for Lloyds so 1 can 15*
pass the examination*
Because we leam the same things 16#
three. or four times a week, we 
get a lot of it# Homework also 
helps* You also want to get 
somewhere when you leave school^ 
so you do as teacher says* You 
pay attention in class*
Parentsj some people’s parents 17*
force them* others it * s the will 
power to get on in life#
If you think to yourself when 18*
you leave school you’ll need 
examsj so this makes you leam 
daring the year# .
To! get good lobs afterwards^ you, 
can’t really get by without,reading* 
\friting and maths* ’ '
We’re leaming to leam more about 
the outside world* also so we can 
be prepared for when we leave school* 
More advanced*
In a way they’ve got it drummed 
into their head that they’ve got 
to leam to get a good lob* They’ve
got to learn to get those 
qualifications*
We’re working to get good jobs 
like a career nothing else#
You . leam all the times the last 
five years we’ve been learning to 
leam# X don’t think you ever stop* 
Some people leam a lot quicker ~ 
they rush through work*
They leam-for their own good* By 
the fifth year they realise they 
have to work* and they aim for the 
qualifications they’re going to need* 
Because they realise they have got 
to learn* they need qualifications 
to do well* It* s accepted that 
everybody goes to school* Parents 
would kick tip a fuss if one didn’t 
leam* Also there’s a climate of 
learning in school*
School A* School B.
Lots of.it is to do with pleas­
ing parents, and being better 
than friends# Most people want 
to be top in the subject* 
Definitely because they want to#
Interest in the subject# Also 
if you want to get any 
qualifications#
Because they want to do well in 
life*, without examination 
results. no good job*
So find out how tilings work is 23* 
important* When they want to get 
% specific job*
X’m leaming^because 1 can get 
a job after school* if X didn’t 
leam I suppose X could still 
a job but it wouldn* t be as good*
19* future job * if you don’t get the
job you don’t survive* The better 
the job the easier life is later#
Also you leam for self-satisfaction* 
20* Tariety of things* atmosphere of
class* attitude of teacher towards 
pupils very important* the ways in 
which the teacher goes about 
teaching*
21* Getting a better position in society
when they leave school# for the '*0*' 
levels - it impresses other people* 
22# Because we want to leam it interests
us* We realise it will also help 
when we leave school and start to 
work*
Because you’ve got to it’s the law*
24# It’s natural to explore* a child 
crawls around and uses all it’s 
senses to find out what’s going on* 
Encouragement to do this is very 
important*
So far the questioning has been concerned with establishing how 
the students had come to regard the learning situation* Question 13 
Changed the emphasis slightly and asked -
"Gould you describe for ine the ways in which you are taught?" 
Before considering these answers however it willbe useful at this stage 
to carry out an interaediate analysis using the paradigm areas which were 
discussed in Chapter 3* Xn Chapter 3 outlines were given of two 
fundamentally different approaches to education* Embedded in these 
different approaches ?/ere distinct sets of assumptions about human 
learning, the nature of the child, and the teacher’s role as an organiser
and provider of knowledge* One approach regards the teacher as a 
catalyst to the child’s curiosity and interest, the other regards 
the teacher as an imparter of knowledge to a recipient student.
Under the "psychometric" view, the teacher is ejected to impart 
or cover specified bodies of information and to "drill" children so 
that they leam* They leam a standard set of subjects with perhaps 
thirty other children, usually at set times during the day# The 
teacher therefore is expected to control interaction between students 
and to assign materials to be studied or work to be done, designed to 
achieve the curriculum objectives of the schools* The objectives 
being in turn related to national examination systems# The teacher 
is expected to direct the students learning, and to take the 
initiative in teacher pupil interactions, and their communications 
are mainly in the form of question and answers* D« Barnes, Journal 
of Curriculum Studies, 3rd May 1971* Further than this the "psychometric” 
view holds that teachers assess, reward, and punish children on the 
basis of how thoroughly they have covered the syllabus and how 
correctly they have "learned" it# Xh short, the teacher is seen as 
the director of the child’s achievement of academic standards, as 
presented by the school#
The phenomenological view presented by Esland as the second 
paradigm as distinct from the psychometric, places emphasis on the 
process and not the content of learning. Within the classroom situation 
the teacher is required to allow the student maximum choice from a 
range of activities held to be relevant to the enquiry. This requirement 
of the teacher is based on the assumption that the basic purpose of the 
school is to see to it that the potential talents and interests of each 
student are maximised so that the students leam how to leam* Given 
this oonoept of schooling the teacher’ s task within the school is seen 
as creating an atmosphere in the classroom in which children can pursue 
within a prescribed area their own interests# To achieve this 
atmosphere the teacher is expected to provide a variety of educational 
material which is relevant to his students, and will provide a 
substantial and necessary contribution to their education* In this 
rich environment which would be arranged according to basic curriculum 
areas, as for example in School B, the teacher is expected to encourage 
students to pursue their own interests# The teacher is expected to act 
as a host introducing students to a variety of materials, which are 
designed as much as possible to be self instructional# The teacher 
is also expected to encourage children to teach each other, and to share
the knowledge they have. To do this children need to move around, 
and to be able to select the area of the room in which they wish to 
work, the material they reqiire, and with whom they wish to pursue 
their activities* The teacher therefore does not impart a set body 
of knowledge to all of the class, but is expected to see to it that 
interaction between children and the resources provided is productive* 
The student is given primary responsibility For directing his own 
education, the teacher acts as a guide*
Using the above models as a base for analysing the findings 
from Questions 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 it becomes obvious that both 
Mathematics and Science are taught in both schools in a similar wsgr*
From school A students1 replies for question 9 when enquiring about 
Mathematics include
"Examinations its up to you" 5 "demonstration on board"| "Makes sure 
everyone gets the work done"; "be quiet sit down"! "complete silence"! 
"set exercises"! "examples on the board"! "we a H  do the same thing 
from the book" *
The students from School B saw their Mathematics teachers as:- 
"providing relevant information"! "make it quiet" | "topic on board"! 
"write on board"! "I don’t think they do provide a situation for us 
to leam in"! "learn the basics"! "give you a book and tell you how 
to do it, and you face it yourself"j "gives you some work and you do 
that"*
The situation an Science appears similar to that in Mathmetios* 
Ihen asked what types of things their Science teachers did to provide 
the right learning situation the students of School A replies included 
the following: —
"hike a University lecture"! "it’s all chalk and talk"! "strict tests 
all the time"; "experiments"! "dictates and provides books for us to 
make notes in"; "sometimes provides practical work but most of the 
time it’s a lot of theory"! "only work from textbooks all the time".
On being asked the some question the students of School B replied:-y
"Make it quiet"; "provides books and apparatus"; "mainly writing up"; 
"all writing it’s boring"; "just read books in the 9th year centre"; 
"develop own experiments it’s not off pat"; "mainly theory we read 
books and answer questions"; "really more working out of books and 
listening to what the teacher has to say"*
Clearly the above situations are imposed on the students 
concerned, and Mathematics and Science a ppear from the evidence provided
JLLO,
by question 9, to be taught within the Psychometric framework* 
Contrast the answers with those referring to the English 
department of School B* Where replies included;- 
"Allows you to develop your own style"! "we’re given course work 
headings and each wedc we come along and get on with it"; "works 
sheets"; "extracts from books questions to be answered we’re left 
free to do what we like"; "all sorts of things, tapes, plays, books, 
pictures, films, objects all types of things are provided"; "African 
poets, we have to choose four poems from ten"; "Photographs, 
information sheets, essays, really lots of stuff"; "Tapes and weak 
sheets and pictures about the topic either Africa, Poverty or War"; 
"instead of all learning together we choOse from a lot of different 
things"; "Does not limit your ideas at all, a play a poem, lots of 
different things"*
Prom these answers one gets the impression that something 
very different is going on in this area of the curriculum in School 
Be Wot only is there a wide variety of choice, but there is also a 
realistic attempt to cater for the individual students within the 
group situation* Students are obviously allowed and encouraged to 
develop their own interests, and given responsibility for directing 
their own course woxk* This approach to education would fall within 
the "Phenomenological" framework* The answers t o question 10 confirm 
this in that when being asked "What types of thing going on during a 
lesson would make you think that students were learning?" with 
reference to English the students reply:- 
"Type of books reading"; "discussion about books"; "A lot of 
creative work"; "I think mainly if they seem to be enjoying work"; 
"Always quiet activity"; "Able to Work on own don’t need teacher"; 
"Hoise level, tapes go into smaller room, there’s so many different 
things going on it’s difficult to say"; "The opposite to Maths*, lots 
of discussion, concentration comes into it but communication is 
important"; "Working hard on lots of things".
Again these answers contrasted with the relevant answers to 
Mathematics and Science would further indicate that the English 
department of School B was "Phenomenological" in its approach* The 
evidence provided by questions 11, 12 and 13 was inconclusive* 
Originally when the two schools were selected they appeared different 
in their basic organisation, and in their educational strategies* 
However, a much more detailed look at the 3e a ruing situation, as
presented by the subject teachers in the third year demonstrated 
that this was not so. However, of the 23 students interviewed in 
School A, 7 of them thought that generally for all students learning 
took place in the same way.. Only 2 students in School B thought this, 
and whereas this oannot be quoted as proof of a more varied learning 
environment in School B this evidence together with that accumulated 
from the other questions suggests it to be so.
In order to confirm the findings of questions posed earlier 
the students were simply asked to describe the way in which they were 
taught in Mathematics, English and Science. The answers given to these 
questions are recorded below.
Maths: We’re shown work examples 1* Mathss You have to learn to deal 
there’s an explanation then'we with the situation. The teacher
School A* Ho. School B.
work through the problems. 
Biology: Ho choice, we follow 
through, what has been set. 
Chemistryi Follow the book 
closely no room for the pupil to 
think*
on with it * The same thing 
happens every week.
English: A variety of ihiib 
spark you off, then you reot
Science I We talk about the 
problem then we attempt to i 
the problem. We follow inst: 
in the book*
Maths:: Sit down* Outline i 
work to be done is given on 
board* Some given one book 
another. Questions written
gives us the run down and we get 
*
t ngs 
cord 
your experience*
o o
solve 
* tructions 
Maths: Hew topic teacher talks 
gives examples then talks more, 
a few worked examples, then the 
exercises*
2 : of the 
the 
. some 
 on the 
board, follow the book.
English: The course work is set up 
at the beginning of the term. We 
work through this each week at our 
own pace*
Science: He’ll teach us how to do
something from the board, we’ll do 
it, he’ll tell us what should have 
happened*
School A* No* School B*
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Mathsi Method of working given Maths: If starting new topic,
on the hoard, then exercises sit down explanation by teacher
from hooks. mainly on hoard, start working,
Biology*: Explains method, copy teacher helps us*
diagram from board, he also , English: Bead throng work sheets,
gives duplicated shoots* or extracts, or poems, then talk
Physics: By experiment, by, them over with teacher*
deduction then the homework* Science: Same as Maths* really*
Chemistry: Method on hoard all
copy down, all: do the same* ....
Maths: fold one day the idea, 5* Maths: Sit down* Nearly every
the next day we get On with it lesson the teaoher gives talk
and adapt it to what we*ve been , about the subject* Open exercise
told*’ hooks and get on from there*
English ?'; Well we * re told, to just English: We1 re doing Africa at
read over your hook* the moment,there is a whole host
. of things to do, you just get on
with it*
Science: lt* s the same as Maths* 
Maths; We work from hooks, get 6* ¥© just do work from the book* (Maths)
hooks out which page, if you have English: Tou do it in no set order,
a problem put up your hand* you do it how you wish, teacher walks
Chemistry: Ihrezything is done round helping*
from the blackboard* Science: Sit down and work from
/'books* . . V
Maths: Questions and explanation* 7* Maths: Write on hoard set work, 
Examples given and we follow the it new topic tall; to explain the
pattenu : basics, then we work from books* .
Biology: Simply from notes which English: . 1st lesson of a series
we have to leam- in a topic lead, you are given an
area of work to cover, you then . 
just get on with it, teachers wander 
about helping*
Science: Sit down, describe what
we*re going to do, and then we get 
on .with it*
School A. School B.
Maths: Examples# Shows us 8#
methods# then given exercises 
based on examples#
Maths: Given page of book and 9#
goes through examples on the board# 
Then we get on on our own* She 
calls out answers if its wrong* 
we do them again*
Maths: Subject given# Teaoher 10* 
places examples on the board* then 
we get on with examples*
Physics; Doing experiments 
and making notes*
Maths: Prom examples and 11#
exercises on the board.
Biology: Dictation or writing
from books all the time#
Maths: It’s ju3t two groups *0*
level and G*S*E# work is explained 
and we get on with it*
English: 1st lesson the topic is 
described* You* re given an area 
in which to work* say ’’Poverty’* and 
you just get on with it using the 
material provided*
Sciences We don’t do much really* I 
go and sit in the library.
Maths: We’re put on books and work 
from them* the books we get deter­
mines our standard*
English: The work we do here varies 
as we please*
Science: We all do the same topic 
but we’re free tb choose whether we 
do it or not*
Maths: Teacher describes a 
particular thing and we practise 
out of SMP books* If we get stuck 
we adz teaoher*
English: Discussion to promote 
ideas# reading* tape# film! write 
on this*
Soienoe: Teacher explains certain 
principles# once we know what’s 
happening and why# we carry out the 
experiment, to help us to understand# 
Then we write it up#
Maths; Given a sheet* Teaoher puts 
an explanation on the blackboard* 
Given work to get on with, if we 
don’t know we ask.
English: Given sheets to do and we 
have to get on with it# we also work 
through a variety of books.
Science: Experiments to do them 
write them up*
School A* School B
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Maths: Explains to us about 12*
everyday life, then shows us on 
the blackboard how to work 
things out* If you don’t know 
he’ll show you again and again* 
English; Haphazardly* cannot 
really control us, boys mucking 
about shouting! no explanation 
about anything#
Maths: Given your instructions, 13*
and then they set work* and there 
is always half the people who 
cantt do it.
Ghemistiy: Some practical but a 
lot of theory, the teacher explains 
something and then get you to write * 
it down in your c m  way* • > ;
Maths; Problem on board* Work 14*
problem out* Questions to do*
Goes through answers on the board* 
English; We all work together on 
the same thing, an essay or a 
description*
Chemistry; ' Sometimes a demon­
stration with discussion about 
results, other times making notes 
from books*
Maths; t>o it out of the books, 15#
teacher however seems eager enough 
to explain*
English: Veay* easy* Most learn­
ing from reading plays and books*
Maths; Turn to chapter you’ve 
been told and then start working*
If there is something you’re not 
sure about you ask*
English; We use folders to store 
poetry: Sheets, and sheets with book : 
reviews, questions, we get these 
out, choose the one we want and 
carry on* 1
Soienoe: Usually teacher iust talks 
to us for the whole lesson, or we’re 
given a book to read*
Maths; Questions on board* Nobody 
starts straightaway, talk for a; while* 
Then settle down with what you’ve 
got to do*
English? . At first we’ re given the 
area of our future work* During the 
lessons we work through this*
Science; Some people wo sic in Science 
but others don’t bother*! don’t 
really do much Science*
Maths: ‘ Questions on board, there 
are examples, these are explained and 
related to an exercise in the book* 
Then you get on with exercises* 
English; Normally work sheets ]:
continue from previous lesson, you 
get oh with these*
Science: If two lesson groups
together, teaoher talks to one, then 
the other* You get on with the work ;j 
you’ve been given*
121#
School A« No# School B*
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Maths; This is from books* 
Work'done on board and then we 
get help*
English; Sometimes there is a 
discussion, sometimes we just 
read the set books#
Maths; Mainly from books mid 
the blackboard* On the blackboard 
we’re shown examples* Then wo 
try to follow these# >
English; Things are left more up 
to you* You can work on your 
file if you like*
Soienoe; By experiments and note 
taking*"'
Not recorded* 19*
Maths; Wait till silence, tells us 
what we* re doing with examples, 
chapter to do and you get on with it. 
English; You’re told what you’ve 
got to cover for the ten, so many 
poems, so many books, you sit down 
and you work through these#
Soienoe: Told what to do, sit down, 
write down notes*
17* Mathss ■ Walk in sit downteaoher
talks for 5 or 10 minutes about what 
we5 were doing the previous lesson, 
we then get on with work from SMP ; 
books*•;
English; You go down to the common 
room and read, or down to the 5th 
year c entre and get oh with your 
work,'teacher checks up*
Science; Go to libraiy and look 
things up, we do experiments, then 
revision*
18# Maths; Concept on the board#
Teaoher goes over it several times, 
this is reinforced by doing exercises 
from the book*
English; Not really learning# We 
use what 7/e have already leamt in 
other subjects, our own personal 
opinions* "We leam the mechanics 
of doing the appreciation of poet3y ?V  
Science; Write notes and leam 
these#
Maths; You work through exercise 
books! we all do pretty much the 
same* New topic, explanations at 
the beginning then you get on with it 
English; You’re given a list of 
work* You choose which you wish to 
do* You oould read a book for
School A* No. Sohool B,
19.
Not recorded. 20.
Maths: Pick point in textbook* EL*
go over the part* we do questions * 
he goes over them on blackboard. 
English: Subjects write essays 
on Authors. Much more varied 
work.
Biology: Dictates notes* diagrams 
on board.
Not recorded. 22.
example.
Sciences Often we do theoiy* 
didate or make notes from book. 
Maths: Teacher says a certain 
subject this lesson* he teaches 
class with examples* class then 
take examples down and we get on 
with it*
English? You have a variety of 
sheets* poems* factual* imaginative* 
teaoher sets certain things for you 
to do. So many poems etc* you* re 
free to tackle them how you wish. 
Science: In a number of ways* 
mainly by talking* but some 
experiments.
Maths: SMF Books we do exercises
from them.
English; We do a lot of different 
things*
Science: Explanation on the black­
board mainly* really boring write 
down notes from the blackboard*
MathsI We get some small talk ffom 
the teacher at first 5 and then 
several exercises to work throng. 
English: We're given a oourse of
work we have to finish during the 
term* during the lesson we go and 
get on with it.
Soienoe: Topic to find out* we
find out mainly from the book*
Some experiments we do* Then it’s 
writing up.
1 f
School A< School 8*-
Hob recorded. 23* Maths? Sit derm# he gives you
a book* you just sit there and 
work all the lesson*
English? Poems5 War9 writing a 
story, you see what you’ve done* 
then you go and choose another 
sheet and get on with it*
Science? Well we sit down and watch 
the clock go round* I don’t like 
Science* Here’s some questions on 
the board* you get your books out 
and you do them* this isn’t Science.
Hot recorded* 24* Maths: Told exercise in books*
teacher explains the topic* and gives 
a list of numbers we must do„ we 
work through,
English: We’re given a variety of 
things to work from. Once we know 
. the work for the term we work through 
it*
Soienoe: Work on the board* We 
have SCISP books* we read from 
chapter to chapter*
The finding of question 15 confirm that of previous questions. 
Mainly that Science and Mathematics are taught in a similar way in both 
schools* these methods and techniques being what has been considered 
’’standard practice” for the last thirty years* Again the English teaching 
in School B proves the exception to this standard practice and on the 
evidence provided it would seem apparent that this department carries 
out its teaching with the ”Phenomenological Paradigm”*
Questions 16 and 17 reveal to some degree the problems that 
School B faces in attempting to introduce a new pattern of organisation. 
Question 16 asked «•■••■■■■
«Do you think that within the classroom situation students 
should be allowed to help each other?”
Followed by -
”Are students allowed to help eaoh other here?”
Question 17 asked -
’’Apart from the definite times when a member of staff 
requires attention do you think that students should be 
allowed to move freely around the class?”
Followed by -
”Are students allowed to move freely here?”
16,
l6a.
School A 22 Tea 
1 No
School B
14 Yes 
9 No
17, school a 7 ires 
16 No 
Nil Yes 
23 No
16a,
17, School B
llhi
21 Yes 
2 No 
23 Yes 
Nil No 
20 Yes
1 No
2 BeK, 
23 Yes
Nil No
School A operate the type of organisation best suited to its 
teaching methods. The children are divided according to ability 
into classes* and these classes are taught by one teacher within a 
classroom. All the children in the class follow a set course of 
instruction in the three main curriculum areas under consideration. 
School B has a much more open typo of organisation! in keeping with 
this the whole year group are taught as a group in curriculum centres. 
These are central areas with a number of smaller adjoining rooms 
which allow for a variety of activity to take place without undue 
interference to the main student body. For example* one of the 
students related how if you wanted to play a tape relative to your 
study* you used one of the small rooms. In the case of the English 
departments of School B* there appears to be a relationship between 
the open plan accommodation and the open plan of teaching. This* 
however* does not appear to be so in the case of the Mathematics 
department. They operated with a similar open plan construction 
yet on the evidence provided their methods and techniques of teaching 
were similar to those of the Mathematicians who were teaching in 
School A,
The Soienoe laboratories of both schools were similar and can 
be ddscribed as standard school laboratories. However* a problem
for the Scientists of School B must concern the problem of mixed 
ability teaching* For as the analysis todaterepeals the Scientists 
in both schools operate in very similar ways* they do have before 
them however classes of different compositions* Bow the heads of 
departments saw these particular problems is Something Which occupies 
the last part of this chapter*
Question 18 looked for information concerning the development 
of individual ideas* for within the phenomenological framework it 
appears essential that if students are to learn according to their 
interests* the possibility for this development must be established* 
Question IS posed -
nHow often within a lesson situation are you allowed to 
develop your own ideas?*1 
She question was posed for Mathematics* English and Science* On a 
four point scale the answers are recorded below*
Mathematics*
School B*
Never 12
Occasionally 8
' Sometimes' 3 •
Often 2
English*
School B*
Never
Occasionally 1
( Sometimes.. 2
Often 20
. -Science* ' : ■■ ^
School A* Sohool B*
NeVer -' 4 ■' Never - ‘ . 13:'-:’
Occasionally 6 Occasionally. 5
'Sometimes • 2 ■ Sometimes 2
Often 3 Often 3
These results by themselves are again inconclusive| however 
in relation to other evidence provided* dating from the evidence of 
the 1972 teacher interviews/ to that provided by earlier questions in 
this Chapter* both English departments give more scope, for individual
School A* 
Never 9
Occasionally 10 
Sometimes 4 
Often Nil
School A* 
-..Never, 2
Occasionally 2 
Sometimes 5 
Often 14
development than either the Mathematics or Science departments.
Question 19 dealing with the measurement of learning will 
he dealt with together with Questions 21 and £2 which deal with 
what is called 11 good” and "bad" students* work* Before this however 
idle Question of the "good pupils*1 and "bad pupils" arises# Super- 
fioialiyina highly streamed schCol such as School Aihis would 
seem a straightforward question* However, by now it must be apparent 
that beneath the superficial lies the complex, for in attempting 
to compare the types of Answer given from the students of School A 
with those of School B, some degree of esteem in which the students 
were held can be established* A series of questions were asked, these 
were--as follows
20* "Who are the "good pupils" in this school?"
(probe for the characteristics of good pupils)#
20a* you classed as a:good pupil?"
20b* "Who are the "bad pupild’ in this school?"
(Probe - for characteristics of bad pupils) *
200* "Are you classed as a bad pupil?"
20d* "Are there a group of students generally regarded as bad pupils?"
Ihe answers to these questions are given below*
School A* •No. School B.
20* Depends good by teachers 
point* Student has to be 
interested and put some
• ' i . '
effort into lessons* Quiet 
takes what teacher says*
Not keep asking questions* 
teachers donH mind if they 
donH get on* 20a* D.K#
20b* Some people donH try 
to work, they moan about 
teachers, they never tiy#
20c* • D*K* 20d* ■ Yes, they 
don*t tfy they have the eheek 
to moan* Xtf s got to wear 
both ways * It1 s ^ust as much 
their faults*
1* 20* No characteristic of good pupil, 
some better under different situations* 
Some better than others in course work* 
But you cannot say who will be good 
people* 2Qa#D*K* 20b* fhose who donH 
want t o know about anything that happens 
during lessons or even after school*
20o. No* 20d* Yes 5 or 6. Not so much
• . i ■ ...
as they donH want to work themselves 
but that they stop others#
School A* School B
20* dot into trouble fairly 2* 
frequently* they just don11 nit 
there taking everything in*
They’re just ordinary people*
20a* Yes* 20b# People who are 
noisy* create trouble* bashing 
people* etc* People whoflirfc 
Id dked on as bad* 20c* Ho *
20a* Whole of 2 forms with bad 
reputation in 5th year*
20* Fairly intelligent, reliable, 4* 
honest? they offer service to 
the school* 20a* tes* 20b* On 
being asked to do something are 
awkward, they don* t want to 
co-operate# 20 c* No* 20d* Ho*
20* Ready to learn# 20a* D.K* S» 
20b* Ones that don’t co-operate*
They don’t want to learn*.........
200* Ho# 20d. Ho*
20* People who are swotting 6# 
all the time* People who are 
well spoken* teachers think 
these are better* 20a* D.K*
20b* People who don’t try or 
don’t care| they Just waste 
time, time that could be better 
used on those that cares 
20c* D*K* 20d* 6 or 8 in very 
low forms, based on ability#
Don’t seem to try* Always lazing 
about causing trouble*
20* Those who have a good Junior 
school education to begin with 
and those who can get cm with the 
system of teaching in this school, 
work under own steam* 20a* D.K* 
20b* Those who rebel against the 
system of teaching* Those who 
don’t get guidance at home* 20c. Ho 
20d* tea. 10 or 15. ®hey ^hel 
against everything just for the 
hell of it* ■
20* Handworkers with respect for 
people, they are keen* 20a* Yes* 
20b* Don’t like work, no respect 
for others* 20c* Ho* 20d. Ho#
20# Those who keep the school 
rules and respect the teachers, 
they get on with their work and 
don’t get into trouble* 20a* D*K. 
20b* People who do their best to 
annoy teachers, don’t work hard 
at subjects*
20. The creeps stay in every night 
play bridge and things like that* 
20a* Ho# 20b# Messing about, very 
rarely have anything to do lessons 
with, no books, no pens, always 
borrowing off others* 20o* D.K# 
20d* Yes* 10 to 15 I think they 
try to disturb others, always get 
into trouble#
School A. NO; School B*
20* Woak hard always ask 7*
questions* Always learn work, 
always hand in work on time*
20a* Ho* 20b* People who are 
opposite to good, 20c* Ho*
20d* D.K# ,
20* Ability to work hard not 8*
usually lasy? most of them 
enjoy school* 20a* Ho*
20b# Lasy not interested An 
work, encourage others to stray 
from work* 20o * D.K* 20d* At 
least 100* Ho wish to work at 
all*'
20* Always asking questions* $•
.always do .homework* Always 
tseem to be working in class*
20a* Ho* 20b* Meyer bother 
about anything, Skive off 
school* both boys and girls 
but mostly boys* 20e* No*
20d* Ho,good at subjects they*re 
taking* I’ve no idea of 
numbers* ■
20* Quiet type* They want to 10.
learn, they* re able to 
concentrate, and they get 
involved in discussion*
20c* D.K* 20b* People who 
don’t really tiy. Rowdy lot.
Don’t bother to do homework.
20c* Mo* 20d* These come from 
lower bands, in fact they all 
come from lower bands*
20* People Who have a will to 
work and want to-'work, join in 
discussions, societies, and respect 
teachers* 20a* D.K# 20b# People 
who , stop others from learning, muck 
about in .class so others cannot 
concentrate* 20c* Ho* 20d* Ho not 
really bad*
20. People who sit down and swot 
all the time. 20a. D.K. 20b* Always 
in trouble from teachers point of 
View* .A lot of people just muck 
about* 20c* Mo* 20d* Yes* About 
15. Muck about disrupt generally.
20# People who try and don’t
’ j ; 1 ’ ? •
distract others, those who get down 
to work* 20a* D.K. 20b* People 
who lack determinatxon, they’re 
disruptive and can’t be bothered.
20c» D.K* 20d* Yes about 3 or 10* 
They don’t turn up to lessons, 
wander where they please, when they 
please*
20# people good at understanding, 
people who are good and never do 
anything wrong* 20a. Yes. 20b* 
People who don’t take advantage of 
the things the sohool provides#
20c* No# 20d* Ho not really because 
some are not good at something but 
may be good at something else#
School A* No*
20* Those that pay attention, IX#
not necessarily those who are 
brilliant at everything*
20a# D#K* 20b# She ones who 
mess around a lot* Those who 
wanted to leave school sit v 
around and hinder everyone 
else* 2004 Ho* 20d* Ho* ' .7:. 
20* People who always hand in 12*
worlc on time* Never muck about
’ ‘ i
in class* People who are 
polite* 20a* D*K*' 20b* Never 
hand in homework, people who 
don’t care* scruffy workers*:
Always mueking about* 20c* Yes*
2Qd* 15/20 in the 5th year*
Don’t bother about work, hardly 
ever come to school, rude to 
teachers*
20* Bespect the teacher, don’t 13* 
play up the teachers* Given in 
homework on time* Patient if 
teachers make mistakes* 20a* No*
20b* People who do their best to 
aggravate,teachers* People who 
always go against everything a 
teacher says* Detention, they 
never both to go* 20o* Ho#
2Qd* Yes* Because they always 
mess around*
20# Those who sit down and lit-# 
listen* Do homework, end sit 
down and listen all the time*
20a* Ho# 20b* People'like me 
who don’t hand homework in on 
time # Don’t try and talee an 
interest in lessens* 20c* No*
20d* Yes seems to be the lower 
classes everybody in lower streams*
Sohool B*
20* Hardworking, good behaviour, 
join in with everything* 20a# D.K* 
20b» Noisy don’ t do much wotk, 
sometimes play teachers up* 20c* D*K* 
20d# No*
20* Yeay interested in work, veiy 
keen to get on well, most of these 
are the ones staying on# 20a* Yes*
20b* Rude to teachers, swearing 
shouting in classrooms, slamming 
about with chairs and things#
20c* No* 20d* Yes about 6 or 7* 
Because of things mentioned, mainly 
rude to teachers*
20#, Always worlc, Vesy confident, 
they always speak up in class 
discussions* 20a* Ho* 20b* Always 
messing about, late for lessons, cheeky 
to teachers* 20c# Ho# 20d* Yes*
3 groups of bad pupils, 4 or 5 5n each# 
Always talking amongst themselves, 
never give in homework* They don’t 
take any notice of teachers*
20# The things they do for the 
sohool, they’re always willing to help* 
20a* Yes* 20b* Always hanging around 
in gangs, if anything happens they’re 
always blamed* 20c* No* 20d* 5th year 
about 15/20 X think they’re always 
tiying to get attention*
Sohool A* Ho*
20. Good pupils always run 15.
round the teachers* They are 
teachers pets* Usually say 
they’re no good at © subject 
hut come out on top* 20a* Yes,
20b* Always tell a bad pupil 
by the way they act, always 
trying to distract, always 
tlying to be rude* 20c* Ho*
20d* About 8, they gang up 
on people, seem to be bad out 
of school as well*
20* The Grammar lot are the 16* 
good people I suppose, they’re 
always teachers favourites, 
and always doing well and that 
on exams* They’re brainier 
than me* 20a* D.K* 20b* Don’t 
think there are any* 200* No*
20d* Ho*
20* Quiet shy, very in 17*
themselves, in a shell*
20a. Ho. 20b. The day dream­
ers and talkers. 20c# D.K.
20d. Ho.
20* People who get on with 18. 
work and don’t disrupt the class* 
20a* D.K. 20b. People who 
don’t work people who are 
always messing around.
20c. D.K. 20a* No.
School B.
20* Different people for different 
things* No good at Maths but good 
at Histoiy* 20a. No* 20b. The ones 
that miss a lot of school. Always 
in trouble. 20c. No. 201. No*
20. People who devote a lot of 
their time to school activities* 
People who help the school*
20a» D.K. 20b. Don’t often Come 
to school, cheeky, rude, disrupt 
lessons etc. 20c# No* 2Gd. Yes.
A few teachers would think so.
They do such daft things to gain 
attention, there’s about 12 of them* 
20* People who are willing to 
learn, people who the teachers get 
on with well* The teachers Want 
them to do well. People who are 
prepared to work, 20a* Yes.
20b. Disruptive, they don’t want 
to learn. 20c# No* 20d. Yes, 4 
or 5 generally disruptive*
School A. School B.
20V Will to learn, they get on 19* 
with others j they1 re not 
prejudiced against others#
20aVB#K'# 2Gb* They don’t want 
to learn* justlooldng for 
someone to aggravate# Use 
le ssons to talk about what was 
done the night before# 200* Ho*
20d* Yes about 6 in the 5th year 
and stupid in lessons* take every 
chance to act the fooli 
20V Hot very sociable* not 20*
with the lower groups^ Only 
get on with the girls mainly 
and a few boys# Pay attention 
all the time# 20a* D.K#
20b* The ones who play around 
all the time with no interest 
in learning* 20c* Ho* 20d# Ho*
20* People who want to learn* 21*
They get the most they can out 
of lessons* 20a* Ho. 20b* People 
Who donH want to learn, people 
who disrupt people who want to 
learn* 200* Ho* 20d* Yes about 
9 disrupters in the 5th year, 
they’re given up wanting to 
learn*
20* The course 2 group mainly* 22 
We’re always looked down on, 
if any Jobs to be done around 
the school, we get "chosen15 to 
do it* If the Caretaker wants 
anything doing, it’s us that 
does it. 20a* D.K* 20b* They 
class us in course 1 as bad 
pupils* They’re always checking 
on us. 20o* Yes because I’m in
20 * . Through their work in certain 
areas* It would also come out in 
their conversation* 20a« Average*
20b. Perhaps the trouble makers 
in the school, .people who just sit 
around during lessons,; they’ve got 
no :• great■ will' to 'learn*; 20c*...Ho*,
20a* Yes*10 to 15 not interested 
in learning*
20* Able to mix with others, 
friendly, helpful, that® s about it* 
20a# D.K* 20b. Disrupt certain , 
situations, the class hostile towards 
everyone* 20c. Ho. 20d* Yes about g, 
they disrupt the classes, disobey 
teachers-and-generally, skive.
20* Dedicated, work as hard as they 
can, respect the teachers, take part 
in alter school activities, they 
involve themselves. 20a. Ho*
20b#; Couldn’t care less* Hot really 
bothered* Do not enjoy school, do not 
respeot teachers* 20c* Ho. 20&* Yes 
about 20* Muck about, don’t work, no 
respect for school or teachers*
* 20* Iiar&workers get on well with
teachers* 20a* Yes* 20b* They’ve 
got jobs and feel they don’t need ’O’
; J :
levels, so they cause havoc for
teachers and that* 20c* Ho.
20d* Yes about 6 or 7* They should
be allowed to leave school* I’d
like to i; see them leave now.
\ .
\
V
School A* Ho* Sohool B.
course 1* The *0f level lot 22*
are liked by the teachers#
20d* Yes* Course 1 boys*
20* Mixed* Sometimes serious
. 
■# 
CM 20* The woxkers, 'that’s what the
sometimes not* Yet they always school wants* Well some of them
work in lessons* 20a* About are ordinary people, and some who
middle. 20b* People who can’t just love work and stay in and
be bothered to leaxn, always study all the time* 20a* Ho*
mucking about, they think ( . 20b* I don #t think there are any
everyone else has got to do bad pupils in the school*
the work for them* 20c* Ho* 20o. Ho. 20d. Ho*
20diKo.
20* The quiet ones with 2 4 * 20* People who listen, people who
understiuiding, they get on realise life depends on getting a
with the work and the teachers good dob* Clever people are usually
can help them* ; 20a* B.K* people who work hard* Alert quiet,
20b* The ones who create asms up in class, come top in tests*
trouble* Mess around in class* 20a. Yes* 20b# People who come
Smoking, don’t generally care from homes of parents who are not
about sohool* 20c. D.K. really bothered what they do* They* re
20d* Yes about 10 to 15 tend allowed to roam the streets* Parents
to stick with each other in who don*t take notice of what their
the group. children do* 20 c* Ho* 20d* Yes 
between 10 and 15, they damage 
property, don’t take advice from 
teachers*
It would seem that the ”good pupils” are regarded In a similar 
way by students from both schools* The ”good pupils” tend to be 
regarded as, hardworking, Interested, with a will to learn, and 
respectful towards teachers. There is some indication that the 
division of pupils in Sohool A into courses 1 and 2 produces ill feeling* 
‘‘She grammar lot are good people I suppose”* ”They#re not veiy sociable 
with the lower groups”* ”The Course 2 group mainly”* ”Wefre always 
looked down on In course I”. ”lf the Caretaker wants anything doing, 
it’s us that does it”* The effect that the differentiated curriculum
has is well documentedj, and it would seem that students in Sohool A 
are aware of differing status attachments between the two courses.
To mention this however in relationship to the Courses themselves 
would be misleading, for of the students in Course X all of them 
confirm how much they have to date enjoyed their course particularly 
that part which is linked with the local College of Further Education. 
However if the answers given by students, 12, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23 and 
24 are considered separately, the reader will be able to establish 
for himself the effect of running a two tier system within the siame 
school". Certainly when it comes to identifying the ’’bad pupils” 
there is a definite opinion that these are found mainly in the lower 
forms and that they are mainly boys. Opinion about the numbers of 
”bad pupils” in School A is however inconsistent, this is perhaps 
due to the year group being divided into forms, and Within the 
sohool generally these forms never appeared to mix* The ”bad pupils” 
appeared in both schools to be those students who not wishing to 
work themselves, disrupted lessons and were generally rude to teachers* 
In School B the general opinion of the twenty three students was 
that there were perhaps 10 to 15 of these *ba& pupils”. This 
particular problem for the schools will be discussed together with 
information gleaned from questions 27/30 which concern discipline.
Returning to the general problems which arise from question 20, 
in the case of School A it can be seen that the type of organisation 
is responsible to some extent in helping to determine opinion of 
”good” and ’’bad” pupils* The position of Sohool B With its more 
open structure, and organisation is more difficult to analyse* Take 
for example matched pair 6 from School B. On being asked who are the 
good pupils replies”The creeps, they stay in every night, they play 
bridge, and things like that”* During the weeks X spent in School B 
completing the interview schedules I dined each day in the fifth year 
centre# On completion of the meal, it was noticeable how quickly 
one partioula* dining table was cleared* It was around this cleared 
table that the game of bridge developed. This was a regular event 
throughout the week that I took dinner in the school. It was these 
people that played bridge, the matched pair 6 thought of as creeps*
As to why ’’creeps” perhaps a psychological study would be 
better suited to determine*■■■What is apparent in studying the answers 
provided is that there. is no fixed and definite as to who the ’’good 
pupils” are. The general view of hardworking, willing to learn,
respect for teachers, is rejected in the case of student 6 in favour 
of something less complimentary* The ideas that this particular 
student has are obviously in part determined %  her past experience. 
This past experience is, in turn, used to draw conclusions about her 
present surroundings. In this way it is possible to analyse the 
findings of the various questions in terms of the meeting of different 
individual realities* A closer look at the answers to a variety of 
questions provided by the student 6 in Sohool B, reveals a certain 
attitude towards school. How this attitude relates to achievement 
is yet to be established*
questions 19, 21 and 22 are dealt with together for they 
concern the measurement of learning, and the various methods of 
support that teachers use to encourage this process, question 19 
asked *•
”How do teachers measure that learning has taken place?M 
A probe was used wishing to establish whether testing, continual 
assessment or individual assessments were used* Question 21 asked 
in relationship to the three subject areas, Mathematics, Science and 
English *
. ”How is good work usually rewarded?”
Question 22 asked -
"How is bad work usually dealt with?”
The answers to these questions are given below*
School A. m* School B»
19* Maths. By homework, 1*
testing and by examinations 
each term.
English i Homework and testing* 
Science? More testing and 
Homework.
19* Maths. Homework and 2*
testing*
English? Homework, tests and 
examinations*
19* Maths* By your ability to 
cope with more complex situations! 
English? By the refinement of 
your ideas*
Science: When you start looking 
below the surface.
19* Maths. Examination at the 
end of the year.
English: Tests and a series of
continual assessments.
Science; Assessments and exams.
School A. School B*
Maths: Tests and 4*
questioning*
Maths: Tests and homework %
marks. ■ -
Maths: Record of marks for 6* 
homework. End of term assess* 
ments* Table on wall giving 
marks.
Mathss In homeworks* tests and 7* 
termly assessments in every 
subject.
Maths: By a succession of 8.
tests and examinations in 
everything#
Mathss Marks we get. 9.
Examination once or twice per 
year in all sub^eots*
Mathss Questioning and assessments 
of work*
English: They always take work in 
and mark it.
Science: Assessment of work in class. 
Mathss D.K. really. X think they 
can see really if people are learning 
they’re paying attention* They 
don’t mark books* very rarely only 
what they see in lesson.
English: I suppose the amount of
work done* Work is marked regularly 
and comments indicate progress. 
Sciences Books marked every 2 weeks. 
We often get tests#
Maths: By giving an exam once per 
year. Work never regularly marked.
We don’t hand books in*
English: By talking with you about 
the things you’re working on.
Science: D.K*
Maths: Test every six months. X 
don’t think they’re measuring at all. 
English: I don’t think you really
learn in English* you use what you 
already have and add a bit. X think 
they measure the quantity of work. 
Soience: D.K.
Maths: Tests though not often.
English: D.K.
Science: By reading your note book.
Maths: By our ability to work things
out.
English: By our understanding of
situations during discussion.
Science: D.K*
School A, Sohool B*
Maths: Collecting hooks, 10.
marking* Homework is 
important, sometimes tests and 
exams*
Maths: By marking our hooks 11*
and setting tests and 
examinations*
Mathss Standard of homework* 12*
English s Your work is handed 
hack to you they say nweU 
done”•
Maths: Homework* Tests on 13* 
what you* ve heen doing during 
the lesson*
English: A test every so often*
Also "by homework* § hour eaoh 
subject* We have three 
subjects per ni^it*
Science : With homework and the 
odd test*
Maths: Classwork and homework 14* 
assessments*
English: Always tested and
homework. .
Science: Hew topic, test oldj 
this together with homework*
Maths: Finds out from the way 15* 
you have done homework* He 
always knows if you* ve copied 
from someone. So you learn on
Maths:; Taken in stages* We get 
a mark for a series of exercises* 
English:: Bone ty the work sheets 
as they are marked* We get 
assessed on aH woik we hand in* 
Maths: He just sees how much wefve 
got in our books*
English: By assessment, .all our
written work is assessed*
Science: B*K*
Maths: Books not taken in, there 
does not seem to be an assessment, 
in fact the books are never seen, 
no homework either*
English: Work collected in evexy so 
often and assessed*
Science: We are given homework. .. 
This is marked*
Maths: Using tests and comparing 
results*
English: Assessments, taking in 
books and giving a written comment* 
Science: Taking in books*
Mathss Little tests. Apart from 
this I D.K* Books very rarely - 
marked* . .
English: Termly assessments* 
Soience: Books taken in once per
week.
School A. Ho# Sohool B#
your own. He keeps a close 15*
check on your hooks*
English! Gomes round classroom 
and reads hooks $ he never keeps 
a close check#
Mathsi Komeworks, exercises 16#
in hooks and hy examinations»
Maths: Asks questions* 17#
English! Asks questions, 
homework and examinations*
Science s By quietness, if it * s 
quiet you* re learning*
Maths: Homework* 18*
English? It’s up ho you when 
you do the work.
Science s we * re given homework*
Mathss Tests, asks questions, 19.
asks for homework.
English? Tell how much you 
have learnt from what you have 
written*
Science? Homework and tests, 
often hy asking questions.
Maths? Tests and sees how 20*
you go on, what are your 
averages.
English: Same in all three
really, just from testing*
Maths? Very rarely we have a test* 
They don’ t really know.
EngLish? Our hooks are regularly 
assessed*. "
Science? Each experiment the 
conclusion is important teachers 
read this*
Maths: By how you understand 
things*
English: The way you write, the 
way you present your material*
This is always commented on.
Science: Like maths *
Mathsi The quantity of work you 
get through.
English! By the quality of our 
essays, hy the maturity of our 
ideas and how these tally with their 
own ideas*
Maths: By the progress in the 
different hooks, hy the general 
understanding we have*
English: By the quality of our
written and oral work*
Science: By the understanding of
ideas put forward in hooks*
Maths: Assessing what you’ve done 
in your hooks.
English: Assessed from the hooks, 
teachers come round asking you 
questions# They see how you’re 
going on.
Sciences From the hook.
School A* No. School B.
Mathss Looking at your work 21. 
afterwardB.
Maths; D.K. 22*
English; She can tell if the 
standard of your work improves 
or if it gets worse.
Maths; Marked- work, ■ tests - 23* 
, and exams*
English; fakes work in and 
reads through it*
Sciences Boesn’i check hooks, 
hut knows people.
Mathss By exam results, also 24* 
hy what your attitude is*
English; By . reading the type 
of, things you have written*
Mathss Just look at work, they 
never place a mark in the hook* 
English; From the work you hand 
in, the stories you have written. 
Sciences fhe teachers get on with 
work a H  the time* I don’t think 
they know if we’re learning or not* 
Mathss From your speed mainly, 
and the way we work through a course* 
If we answer questions correctly* 
English: Sees you about twice every
lesson and of course when you need 
help**
Mathss Little tests*
English s Marks for homework, they 
check in this way.
Science: Books marked once per week*
Mathss You hand in your hook and 
they mark it. They realise from 
rights and wrongs* Books marked 
every week*
English: By discussing with you 
during lessons*
Science s It’s similar to Maths *
Question 21 - "How is good work usually rewarded?” ~
21* Maths* No reward system 
as such, in the end things get 
put down on your report* 
English: Much more verbal
praise, you feel pleased when 
somebody compliments you* 
Science; Not much reaction at 
all.
21. Maths: Personal satisfaction 
as much as anything else*
English: By knowing that you’ve 
expressed your ideas fluently so 
that other people can understand* 
Science: Sense of pride in your
experiment, if it comes out better 
than anyone else’s* You’ve made a 
relevant contribution to the topic.
School A. No,. Sohool B.
Maths; Good marks, that’s 2*
all*
Maths; Marks* 4«
English; Marks*
Sciences Marks* ...
Maths: Praise, teacher seems 5*
pleased and ready to help*
English; Sm e  as Maths*
Maths; Marks* 6.
English: Marks*
Maths: High marks, verbal 7*
praise*- —
English: Good mark an A or a B*
Sciences Good marks*
Maths; Marks as a system of 8.
rewards* Sometimes verbal 
praise. -
Maths: Teacher gives verbal 9*
praise*. Well done*
Maths; It’s not* We get a tlok 
if correct, a cross if wrong* We 
get satisfaction from test results* 
English: We get a written comment 
on our work* Shis happens much 
more so than any other subject*
Science: It * s not * We • rejPiold if
it’s good, or get a pat on the head* 
Maths: It’s not*
English: The written comments 
made by the staff are encouraging. 
Science; It’s not*
Maths: Sometimes a comment*
English: You get written remarks on
paper, the teacher says you’ve done 
well* ;
Science: Comment in book.
Maths; D*K. I’ve never done any 
good work* . Never got bodes marked 
so we never know; if we’ ve done 
good work or not *
English: Help» More encouragement,
should Go well at some time*
Science: ■ ■ Same as - Maths.
Maths: Just a<tick#
English: Usually rewarded by comments
since the answers coaid be explained 
more* More constructive comments 
in English* In Maths it’s simply X or 
Science; It’s not*
Maths; A good comment.
English; .Comments and remarks from 
teaoher*
Science; I don’t*
Math©? You get lots of ticks.
English: The teaoher will spend time 
with you going over your work.
Sciences It’s like Maths really*
School A* School Bo
mHa'HUmnu'
Hatha: Good marks, tests and 10* 
homeworks# teacher develops 
a friendlier approach towards 
you*
English: Same*
Science: Same*
Maths: dust good marks, it *8 11*
the same for everything*
Maths: Good grade or he says 12* 
%ell done*1*
English: Good grade*
Maths: 1 don’t really think 13* 
it is* It’s the same in all 
the subjects#
Mathss Good marks* 34*
English: Good marks*
Science: Good marks and verbal 
praise*
Maths: Good marks# It comes from 
yourself, you want to get it right*
If you’ve worked hard you expect 
this#
English: Teacher more inclined to
help you to develop your ideas, the 
teachers are generally pleased* 
Science: If I get something right
that’s a reward in itself*
Maths: Good mark I suppose#
English: You’ll get a written
comment about your work which X 
find encouraging.
Science: As Maths*
Mathss Told that work is improving, 
but you get no comment on work* Books 
never masked*
English: Comment if the work is
good and if the work is bad so you 
knew/ what is expected*
Sciences Comment on work* Nearly 
always puts a comment if the work 
is good*
Mathss B*K# Ifo comments*
English: Comments on work you get 
help from the teachers as well* 
Science: You find teachers treat you
a lot better* They take more notice 
of you if you know things*
Maths: Good written on the side of
the page#
English: Comments written down*
it really depends on what the comments
say*
Science: Same as Maths#
School A* School B*
Mathss Never really get 15*
reward^ only from yourself if 
you’ve got it right*
English: None of the English
work has really been marked*
Maths: Good assessment at 16*
end of term* A good comment 
from teacher on your report*
English; Same as Maths*
Maths: Teacher saying % e H  17*
done”*
English; Same*
Soienoe: Same*
Maths: DonH get rewarded* 18*
Masks are though* It is up 
to yourself, you feel that you 
have achieved something*
English! Marks on essays*
Science; Doing the experiment 
right and finding out the things 
you’re supposed to find out*
Maths: Teacher tells you 19*
you’ve done well*
English: A difference here 
because good one week* bad the 
next* Just one piece don’t 
get you far*
Science; You get high maiks - 
teacher congratulates you,
Maths: By my father* If I do 20*
well he’s very pleased. “Well 
done” - slips me ten bob extra* 
English: Same as Chemistry*
Maths; D.K. ,
English: Teacher will discuss with 
you your work and praise you for 
your efforts*
Science; B*K.
Mathss By results in exam*
English; You get . comments, if 
your work is very good it is put 
in the sohool magazine.
Science: Same as Maths*-.
Maths: . Maik.In:book*
English: Good comments, the member 
of staff's comment is encouraging* 
Sciences Same. as Maths*
Maths: By being put onto .some 
harder work*’
English: Good comments on the,work
you do j you* re given suggestions 
as to where you can improve*
Science: It shown in the,following 
woik* If you don’t understand a 
piece it-makes it difficult* If 
you understand it makes future work 
easier*1
Maths: There’s no particular reward 
as such, but a “that’s good, well 
done” *
English: The same sort of thing*
Sohool A« Hoi School B<
Chemistry: : Pleased with 
myself* It’s a  subject I like 
and try to do well if I can* 
Mathss . Ho rewards* •
English:' Ho rewards* ■
No Awards* ■
Maths I: Ho reward*4 
English! Good mark and the 
teaoher looks at you as though 
you’ve worked hard and deserve 
a pass#
Maths: More done about it if
it’s bad* Then thereto a good 
old moan*
20* - Science: You’re not really given any
indication, of a reward as such.
21* Maths: Hone*;
English! A comment on how well your 
work is developing*
Science: Hone*,
22i Mathss Good results get you
transferred to the *0* level group *. 
English: A comment*.
Science: Marks,. results in tests•.
25* Maths: * Good1 written on work# ,
English: Good workf or a good Comment*
Science: A ngood!!*
24* Mathsi By a nice bode of ticks* 
Teacher not always on at you* 
English! Good comments about the 
work completed;
Science: Homework a good comment 
on bottom of work;
Question 22 ~ lsHow is bad work dealt with?**
Maths: Shouts at people who 1. Maths: Encouragement to do better#
copy* very angry at people doing No condemnation;
nothing;
English: Verbal, this is a bad 
essay;
Sciences Anger*
Maths: A "see me**#
English: Help is offered*
Science: Encouragement, reinforcement*
2* Maths: Don’t know* I’ve never
done any*
English* D#K* I *ve never done any* 
Science: D*K* lilve never done any.
School A* No Sohool B.
Mathss Work re-done in own 4*
time* If it’s very bad, 
reported to your tutor, or 
Head of subj eot* This happens 
in all subjects*
Maths: They show generally that 3* 
they’re not pleased* Sent to 
the year tutor if not satis­
factory, or even to the 
Headmaster*
Mathsi You have to do the work 6* 
again at home ready for the next 
lesson* If that not satisfactory 
your year tutor deals with it*
Maths: Stay in to repeat work* 7*
English: B*K* '
Science: Detention*
Maths: All work has to be 8*
corrected.
Maths: You always have to
teacher after the lesson, 
told off in class, or a 
detention to repeat work*
Maths: You tend to get
ignored in all subjects*
Maths: Getting told off, or 11*
teachers Just give up*
Maths: Helped by teacher*
English: Helped by teacher*
Science: Helped by teacher*
Maths: A comment you’re not working 
well-enough.
English: ' Same* - - 
Science:' '..Same* "
Maths: You don’t know if your work 
is bad or not*
English: They discuss the work with 
you and try and help you and encourage 
you to do it again*
Science: You Just don’t know*
Maths: They don’t bother at all* 
English: Hasty comments on the 
bottom of work, the work must be 
re-*done*
Maths: nothing’s done*
English: You get help about the work* 
Science: D*K*
Maths: Nothing really happens* 
English: You’ll get a talking to 
and an explanation, ‘
Science; You don’t have to do extra* 
Maths: ’’Gome on pull your socks up”. 
English: Same as others.
Science: Teacher urges you on for 
your own good*
Maths: ’’See me” or Just a X.
English: . Comments on the bottom, if 
not satisfactory the work is repeated*
see ■ • 9* 
dust
10 *
Sohool A* Sohool B.
English: Write it out again 12*
or just get a had mark* Usually 
teH you whether it’s had*
Maths: Bo woxk again or
detention, consistently had 
work you1re seat to the deputy 
head* Severs eases go on daily 
report.
15.
Maths: Li#it telling off*
English: Bad mark*
Sciences Detention*
Maths; Explain what will 
happen to you and leave it 
entirely up to you*
Mathss Bad assessment* had 
comment, told to do it again.
Maths: Punishment* You*re 
given extra homework*
English: You’re kept in* 
Maths: A lot of crosses* 
English: Bad marks•
Science: Bad marks*
Maths: Vezy had, detention* 
May have to see year tutor* 
English: Usually have to do 
work again* If had they don’t
14<
15.
16.
17.
18*
19*
Maths: You are explained to, to make 
sure you understand it*
English; Explained to, given help* 
One teacher says she’s disappointed 
in you*
Science: Couldn’t really say*
Maths: You might get told off*
English; See teacher. Sometimes 
you’re told you could do better, she 
really explains the subject more if 
you don’t understand*
Sciences You’re not really on the 
good side of the teacher, seems to 
take it personally.
Mathss .A line straight through the 
work.
English: lold where you went wrong 
and asked to do it again*
Maths; Nothing hep pens , you just 
continue with your next work*
English: You haVe to see the teacher 
who will explain the thing to you*
S3aen you do it again if you want.
Mathsi You’re told its had*
English: 2xy and improve it*
Maths: MSee me” written on hooks.
English: Not had work, hut not 
enough work, see me and talk about this* 
Maths: It’s not made a great fuss
over. No great pressure brought to 
hear. Bad work through laziness 
nothing.
Sohool A* Sohool B.
give you a detention* they try 19* 
and help you. In English they 
seem-to get round to you more* 
Science? Put the pressure on* 
leather e$ys you must do better* 
Maths : Bepressien, this 20*
aggravates after hot doing well * 
it’ s caused by teaoher having a 
go at you.
English: Teacher says wlook 
you’ll have to do better than 
thiSt?*
Science: Detention* report to 
your tutor. .
Mathsi If it’s bad because 21*
you can’t be bothered they 
leave you* If it’s bad because 
you can’t do it they’ll help 
you* ,
22*
Mathss Write it out again* 23*
English: Bad work* teaoher 
warns you to do better* You 
may have to do it again*
Maths: You must repeat work* 24*
English: Nothing*
Science: You may have to write
It up again*
English s You might get a lot of 
comments suggesting new approaches 
to work*
Soienoe: Quite harshly they make
sure you copy out the work again* 
Maths: Teaoher usually comes round 
and sees you* Couldn’t you try and 
do better* buck up your ideas, etc* 
English: Teacher sees you, you can 
either do it again or start on a 
completely fresh piece of work* 
Science: Asked to do it again*
Maths? Teaoher usually comes up and 
tells you*
English: Teacher comes and sees, you 
and sorts out the problem and explains 
what has gone wrong*
Science? Might get remarks written 
over book* ’’This is not good enough1’* 
Mathss Well if you don’t want to 
work you go and sit in the library*
A lot do this#
English? Go to the C*S.E* group. 
Soienoe: You go down to the C*S.E. 
group#
Maths: You must work hander and 
come and see me* I never go though* 
English: They come and help*
Science: Same as Maths*
Mathss If it’s work from somebody 
who is capable, teacher has a word, 
teacher discusses with them*
English: This depends on the person, 
teaoher deoides relative merits* 
Soienoe: Same as Maths*
In terns of the traditional paradigm which has basically an 
objectivist orientation whioh focuses on the products of learning, 
the concern of measurement is towards what has been learnt* The 
policy of Sohool A in keeping with this encourages testing^ examinations, 
and end of term assessments* From the answers provided to question 19 
it can be seen that this is vigorously pursued, marks are kept and 
reports give an achievement grade in each subject* Ozb teacher was 
stated to keep a record of marks on a Chart whioh he pinned to the 
wall* This was felt to be so by all students from No* 1 down to 24* 
Generally the View was that the tests, the homework and the examinations 
were techniques which teachers used to measure learning* The Science 
departments and Mathematics departments of School B according to the 
students answers do not place such emphasis on testing and examinations 
as their counterparts in School A* Tests were obviously used but 
the students were not certain how the teachers measured learning* In 
fact in the Case of Mathematics a number of students felt that the 
teachers did not know about the learning situation, or about their 
particular difficulties# Comparing answers given by students with 
reference to Mathematics and English provides another interesting 
exercise* Beading these answers carefully one has the impressions 
of high staff involvement with the students in the English department, 
compared with very little involvement, or involvement with only 
certain students, on the part of the staff in the Mathematics departments 
Questions 21 and 22•confirm this situation, with perhaps the 
involvement of the Science department being between that of the 
Mathematics and English departments* It would seem at this stage of 
the report that these departmental attitudes must affect that 
achievement of the students in these respective subjects* Again, however 
the evidence provided indicates that School A is more convinced of 
its own particular type of organisation than is School B* In the 
case of School B, the effect of the new type of organisation is 
apparent. The English department has developed a new approach, they 
appear to be catering for all students and to have to some degree come 
to terms with the difficult problem of measuring learning. From the 
Comments recorded from the last three questions it can be clearly 
seen that the members of staff are concerned with mapping and to 
some extent directing the types of learning experience they have been 
instrumental in developing. In the case of the Science and Mathematics 
departments no such clarity emerges. In the case of Mathematics there
exists obvious confusion over the teaching and learning role# Th© 
Science department appears to be satisfied to operate within a 
framework which must in Boland’s terms be described as Psychometric* 
Questions 27, 28, 29 and 30 deal with the problems of 
discipline in the respective schools*
Question 27 asks *-
Within the Classroom situation how important do you think 
. discipline is?” —
For this question there was a five scale answer ranging from Very 
Important to Not Important At All#
Question' 27a asked V
”Give reasons for the answer given to question 27” a 
Question 28 asked*■
”How would you describe discipline in this school? Would 
you say Too harsh, Too lax, About Bight?”
Question 29 asked *
’'Give a list of offences and the usual school punishment”. 
Question 29a asked *-
,}Are some students continually being punished?”
Question 29b asked -
”What kind of student is continually punished?”
Question 30 asked *
”Do you agree with Corporal Punishment?”
Sohool A# Ho# Sohool B«
27* Important* This does 'I
not flange until the sixth 
form# ■
Too Harsh# At the 
moment teachers think we’re 
stupid and infantile* But we 
really care about lots of things 
going on.
27* Important# If pupils *
sense teaoher has no power 
they create.
28* About Bight. Harsh In 
the first year but slackens off
27* Important* Because you have 
to discipline yourself into the 
idea of work* This is essential 
for when you leave school.
23* About Eight. You don’t get 
bad things happening* People are 
not afraid to go to the teacher 
and say what they think*
27* Very Important* You have to 
have discipline to gain respect 
of the pupils, then they’ll be 
more behaved for you*
28* goo Lax* Because not enough
Sohool A* School B.
as you go up through sohool# 2* discipline*
27* Important, depending on 4* 27* Important* Ho discipline people
the subject helps to speed up won’t work, they’renot interested
W03ck*;:: ' ; and stop others from working*
28* About Bight* Ho one 28* goo has:* People are allowed
unfairly treated because it * s to get away with lots of things*
too harsh. ■
27* Important* I don’t think 5* 27# Important* But not to an
anybody would end up better extreme degree* school it is
if they’d never been important that the class is kept
disciplined# . under Control*
28* About Right. Brother was 28* goo Bax. Ihey’ve just about
here* it was yery harsh then* started to toughen up* In the past
■ we:1,ye; got' away with murder*
27* Very Important# You 6* 27* : Important* Because you need
should keep everybody in place a bit of discipline to help people
without discipline what would . : to work* IhatVs wly it needs more
it be like*   • ■ discipline here*-
,28# About Bight* , 28* goo Bax* Because they attempt
to give you detentions* I never see 
the Headmaster at all about the sohool*
27* Important, otherwise 7* 27* Important, People are allowed
there would be riots. to do as they like and they get bored,
28* About Bight* they’re too sure of themselves, this
iS nOt :gOOd* : ,
. 28* loo Lax* I don’t think the
■ - . ■ teachers have much 'Control overrus# ■
I, don’t know why*
27« Important# Ho discipline 8. 27* Important# If there isn’t a
no one would do any work* certain amount of discipline, things
leacher must be in charge* don’t get done*
28# About Bight* Hot too much 28. loo Lax* In some areas, this
trouble in classrooms# depends a .lot. on individual teacher's.
27* Important* Without 9* 27* Vexy Important* Because everyone
discipline anything could should have the right to get on with
happen* In History they do their work* lo study without being
anything they like in class# held back#
School A. School B.
28* About Riffct. Not many 9* 
things happen people well 
behaved*
27# .Very Important. Showed 10. 
in...Physics when,.we had a . 
student with no oontrol5 we 
oust did not leam*
28* About .'Right* In most G*R* 
History no control*
27* Important* If teachers 11.
cannot control you you mess 
around and never leam*
About Eight* Hot too 
strict if somethings wrong 
they’ll soon shout*
27* Important* If we didn’t 12*
have discipline there would 
be riots5 we’d never learn and 
the teachers would give up*
28* About Eight* Not too 
strict^  no silly rules here*
27* Important* You don’t 13*
get your work done if there 
is no disciplinei with too much 
the work gets boring*
28* About Right* You get the 
amount of . work , done*
27* Important* People who 14*
want to learn can be distracted 
keeping order so that those 
who want to leam can*
28* About Right* Not very strict 
about work*
28* About, Rlidit, Ihere are things 
that hold us back*
27* Fairly Important* Because a 
child needs t o know where he stands* 
About Right* Not much rioting^ 
work going on and you don’t feel 
compelled* Discipline you don’t 
really think of this school but of 
the tilings you have Seen on T*V*
27* Neither* If you want to work 
you get on with it by yourself* you 
can’t be made to work*
28# About Right# It varies from
lesson to lesson*
27* Very Important* I think people 
should know where they stand on the 
other hand I think teachers should be 
friendly* ■ ,
28* About Right* For the type of
school it is* 1 think perhaps the 
noise level is too high*
27* Important* People get out of 
hand particularly the bad pupils* 
this can lead to Violence if teaoher 
is too slack*
28* Too la3t» In Certain subjects 
pupils get out of hand*
27* Important* I think teachers 
should have some control so that the 
pupils can respect them for it*
28* About Right* Host pupils
respect the teachers*
School A« No# School B*
27# Very Important# In 15*
History threatening to send 
ns to the Headmaster, hut while 
she’s shouting she’s not 
teaching* Boys in lesson get 
away with murder*
28* Too Lax* Because of 
History5 we learn nothing*
27* Important* Class would 16*
get out of hand* If teacher 
told you to do. something and 
you said ho’i nobody would 
get anywhere*
28* Too Harsh* Hniform, a 
prefect told me I had 10 Change 
my shoes* I got into trouble 
with the 'senior rnistre ss* 
Everything else though about 
ri£$it* .
27* Important* If people 17* 
were not disciplined there 
would be no work at all* ■ 
Discipline is keeping you in 
order*.
About Right* X would not 
say it*s too las*
27* Important* .Because people 18# 
who have will to learn are 
messed up by people who don’t 
want to leam*
28* About Bight* Punishment is 
dealt with evenly to fit the 
crime*:
27* Very Important* Without it 
eVeiyone would muck about, 
vandalism*. etc* :
28# About Bight* Teachers here 
allow you to have your own views* 
They treat you, as a human being 
you can tell them your problems*
27* Neither* I think one should 
have a certain amount of discipline, 
not 100 much ♦ because this restricts 
you* As I have said there is trust 
between the pupils and the teachers 
and this - is enough*
28# About Bight* Y o u  don’t get the 
cane or anything*
27* Important* Because discipline 
helps to create an atmosphere of 
learning* Others need to be allowed 
the peace end quiet to do their work* 
2®* ffoo Lax* It’s certainly.too lax 
for some, on the other hand it* s too 
harsh for others*
2?* Imp ortant« If you 
haven’t got discipline, the 
people who wish to distract 
stop the people who wish to 
learn from learning*
28* Too Harsh* School■n w M U fP iiiw a w immrnmmt*
Hnifor%; dark tie. If you 
swear it could come out 
natural, hut you’re punished#
27* Important* . With too much 20. 
discipline they111 reject in 
their minds, even though they 
look as though they* re paying 
attention* v
284 About Bight* Some very 
harsh teachers, some veiy soft, 
some keep interest without 
discipline*
27* Important* Can’t have 21* 
sohoolwithout.it*
28* About Right* - I’ve always 
been happy here*
27# Important* T/ithout 22*
discipline teacher has no 
control* It would oust be 
like the London Schools#
Fitting, smoking in class, 
discipline is a good thing*
X wouldn’t like to be in one 
of them London Schools#
28* About Ri^it* Once you’re 
known*
27# Important* No discipline at 
all work rate will out* Discipline 
should not be so tight as you 
cannot talk#
2®* About Bight# Because there is . 
a good relationship with staff*
27* Important* Otbei-wise class 
gets in a .ranous mood* Everybody 
does their own thing* A giant, 
talking sess5.on#
28* About Right» Host classes just 
the right atmosphere*
27* Important* It’s if the group 
aren’t disciplined it leads on the 
people who themselves aren’t 
disciplined* This leads to bigger 
things if they see they can get away 
■with-it*-.
28* .Too Lax* Too many people get 
away with too much in this school* - 
27* Important* Well you can’t have 
people jumping on desks, ruining 
other people’s chances*
28* Too Lax* In some lessons you 
can just get xip and walk out of the 
class, nobody minds*
School A* Ho* School B«
19*
School A* School B*
27* Important* Because the 25* 
class gets out of hand and no 
work is done* There may be 
some people who want to work*
28 * About Eight* But they * re 
rather strict about uniform*
27* neither* If you1 ire 2k*
got no work that’s when you 
need discipline*
28* ' About Right*
Questions 29a* b end 305 ~
29a* Yes* 29b* Ihe ones that 1.
don’t get on with their own 
year* Ihe old skinheads, they 
don’t try then they feel hard- 
done-by. 30* Ho* Punishment 
of this type causes deep 
resentment*
29a*"Ho*'30*;B*K* 2*
29a* Yes* 29b* Probably U*
the unintelligent who would 
rather not be in school.
27* Important* Shere’s got to be 
some discipline but I don’t agree 
with sitting in 'rows, it gets so 
boring*
28* About Right* -You can work in'' 
groups or wortc on your owh$ it’s 
not too harsh $ Just right*
27* Yexy Important* I think every 
person has got a lasy streak*, if 
they’re made to realise this* they 
agree* Yes, X should be woiMhg*
28. Too 1-ax* People here get away 
with things I think stupid*
29a* Yes* 29b* Ihey’re “the ones 
who respond badly to discipline*
30* Yes. If it is'necessaxy, not 
too much in the 5th year* If it 
ims heeded I’d say yea* But it isn’t*
29a* Yes* 29b* She ones who have ’ 
given up* 30* Yes* because I think 
at the moment people think., I can’t 
get the cane. With the cane rather 
a large shadow looms* Ihey don’t 
wish to tangle with it.
29a* ‘ Ho* 30* Ho* Makes people 
feel inferior* They then dislike 
teachers*
School A* Ho*
29* Yes* 29b* They don’t seem 5* 
to want to learn* They feel 
they know more than the teacher 
already end don’t need to be 
taught* 30* Yes* If there
were no punishment* people 
would continue to do what 
they were being punished for*
29* Ho* 30* Yes* If it’s 6.
bad enough it’s the only way 
they’ll learn*
29a* Yes. 29b* Disrupting 7*
classes* 30* Ho. I don’t 
believe you should go round 
hitting people*
29* Yes. The ones that are 8.
quite troublesome# Fight in 
classrooms usually all these 
people* 30* Yes* If there
wasn’t any the whole tiling 
would get out of hand*
29a* D.K. 30* no* It could 9*
make people much worse* Feel 
they wanted to get their own 
back on them*
29a* Yes# In the lower bands 10*
usually those who don’t care 
about education. 30. Yes* It 
has scale effect* I think this 
is about the harshest discipline 
you can have in schools.
11.
School B.
29. Yes* Aggravation those who 
are continually annoying the teachers. 
30# D.K.
29* Yes* The “types who always go 
off for a cigarette* or take the 
afternoon off* 30. D.K.
29* Yes. Boys mostly* Boys who 
think they’re grown upp think it’s 
big to skip school* 30* No* Don’t 
think it achieves anything really.
29a* Yes* The majority are the ones 
who are only interested in the lessons 
they want for after school# In other 
lessons they don’t bother* 30. Yes.
I think people are more likely to learn 
through caning rather than detention. 
29a* Yes# People who lack interest 
in their work. People who cannot be 
bothered* 30* Yes* Because it would 
give them something to think about 
perhaps they would not do things if 
they were caned#
29* Yes. They are the sort who are 
leaving in a few months* they are the 
people who are not very conscientious 
at all. 30* No. Because you can’t 
associate caning with what was done 
wrong*
29. Yes* 30* No* I think people 
should really find out what’s wrong*
Why it happens*
School A* School B*
29# Yes# The ones who play 12* 
"hooky’1* 30* No* Makes people 
more resentful* It’s not their 
job anyway, it’s the parents*#
29® Yes* 0n3y for continually 13# 
had behaviour, rudeness to 
teachers* Hot bothering to 
go to lessons* 30* Ho* Might 
revert to caning too quickjy 
without txying other methods *
29* Yes* Usuallyboys who 
** don’t really care* 30* Ho*
Once you’ve been hit you soon 
forget the main problem*
29. Ho* 30* Ybs* Perhaps it 15i
would stop so many p eople 
distracting and kicking in 
doors* Once you’ve been caned 
you’ll never do it again*
29* Yes* Usually smoking or 
bad language* One or two of 
the same group always seem to 
be in trouble* 30* Yes. If 
there wasn’t any corporal 
punishment they would know 
they could always get away with 
it*
29a* Yes# Those who don’t 17* 
care any more* 30* Yes* With 
offences that are really bad* 
they shouldn’t get away with it*
29a* Yes* (kies that are rude to 
teachers* Shouting and disturbing 
others* 30* B*K*
29a* Yes* Bad pupils cheeky rude#
30. Ho* If someone gets involved 
in a situation when others responsible*
they would have done; they txy to 
make everyone else unhappy* 30* Ho*
If cane“ this is soon overj a detention 
is more applicable*
29* Yes# They are the type who are 
always messing about j one boy has 
been put in isolation in a classroom 
an his own* 30* Ho I don’t think 
hitting someone does any good, they 
try and get their own back*
29* Yes* Tend to be the type that 
are not prepared to work, they 
deliberately go against what the 
teachers say* 30* Ho* I feel the 
child who is caned comes to hate school 
even more*
29a*. No*. 30* No* Don’t think , 18# 
it does any good* The cane will 
not stop you smoking*
Punishment of innocent*
14* 29* Yes* Always trying to make
trouble* 30# Yes* X think if it’s 
bad enough they should be caned*
16* 29a* Yes* If they could have left
School A# . Ho* /School B*
29* Yes* People on course 1* 19* 29a» Yes* Bad students* 30* It* s
and the lower sets in course too easy really* I’d be put off
2, People in bottom C*S*E* more by detention than the cane*
sets get into trouble* At 
least it seems that way*
39* Ho* Because then it* s . .
over and done with*
29* Ho. 30* Yes* If there 20* 29a* Yes* They muck about during
wasn’t any corporal punishment the class* take things into their
there would not be any regard own hands* They put feet on desks
for anything that goes on in - an&skive. 30* Mo# It only
school* encourages people to be more violent*
29* Yes* Usually the ones 21* 29* Yes* Thqyha&e school can’t get
teacher cannot cope with* on with teachers* 30* Mo* X don’t
30* Mo it seems it’s the saae feel someone else has the right to
people who get it time and time hit you without being hit back*
■ again* If this is so it 
doesn’t seem to do much good* : ^ ;
29# Mo* 30* Yes* Cane 22* 29a* Yes* Set punishment usually
neoessaxy, nothing for you to detention* 30* Mo* With the cane
fear* but you worry about it. it’s soon over and it makes the
person.seem important^ like a ’king’ - 
, *: ■ ’’I’ve had the Cane and it doesn’t .
hurt” sort, of thing*
29. Yes. They smoke and 23* 29a. Yes* Some people get picked on.
can’t stop smoking^ and get * 30r Mo* I feel it’s wrong to eanfe
the cane, some who can’t be but I cannot explain why#
bothered to work and don’t care.
30* Yes. If there’s not the
can© pupils will get out of
hand*;-. -v. ; ■
29* Yes. It’s the boys 24* 29* Yes* They’re the type who iust
mainly* They do things for a don’t care* If they get a good telling
laugh* off they just laugh* 30* Mo* It gives
them an excuse to boast*
The students in both schools held very similar views as'to 
the importance of discipline in the classroom situation* The general 
agreement centres round the fact that both sets of students regarded 
discipline as a means of providing an atmosphere in which to learn*
On the five scale system both schools scored as follows:
Question -
"Within the classroom situation how important do you feel 
discipline is?”'
5
13
School A* School B*
Vexy important . ^ Yeiy important
Important 19 Important
Neither important Neither important
nor unimportant 1 nor unimportant
Unimportant Nil Unimportant
Mot at all important Nil Not at all important
4
Mil
On being asked 28* ”How would you describe discipline in 
this school? On the whole would you say it is?”
On the three point scale, both schools scored as follows:
School A* School B*
Too Harsh 3 Too Harsh Mil
Too Lax 1 Too Lax 22
About Eight 19 About Eight 11
Question 29a asked, "Are there some students who are 
continually being punished?"*
The answers from the respective students were as follows:
School A. School B*
Yes 15 Yes 21
No 6 Mo 1
2>*K. 2 D.K* 1
Question 30 asked, ”Do you agree with corporal punishment?” 
The replies **
School A# School B*
Yes 11 Yes 5
No 9 No 14
D.K* 3 B*K* 4
On being asked about school offences and the usual school 
punishments, the students of School A were able to describe clearly
a relationship between the nature of the offence end the type of 
punishment* These ranged from not doing homework for which the 
normal prescribed remedy was to repeat in a detention situation 
supervised by the teaoher after school* For more serious offences 
such as being disruptive in class, and being rude to teaoher, these 
were usually reported to the year tutor who then dealt with the 
situation as he felt necessary. Sometimes referral was made-to the 
deputy head of the senior mistress, who were respectively responsible 
for bqya and girls discipline* For the most serious breaches of 
school rules the Headmaster was informed. Boys who continually 
offended were caned* The students also indicated that boys caught 
smoking in school were automatically caned*
The only punishment at School B appeared to be in the form of 
detention* If the detention was for a routine offence this was 
introduced and carried out by the class teacher concerned* If the 
offence was of a more serious nature, for example continual disruption, 
then the deputy headmaster dealt with the punishment* This again 
would be in the tom of a detention! however the students indicated 
that this was an official detention. It would also appear from the 
student replies that one boy, who was particularly unco-operative, 
was placed in isolation* This it was confirmed by a member of staff 
involved, the student being placed on his own in a small study room, 
similar to the one in which the interview schedules were completed.
In this room the student completed a variety of dasswork which the 
deputy headmaster had set* In this particular case this daily spell 
of isolation was continued for one week.
School B represents from this analysis a move away from the 
institutionalised systems of punishments, for It had abandoned 
completely the use of corporal punishment. Question 28 however reveals 
that with regards to discipline the students themselves were not in 
agreement. Compared with 19 students in School A who thought the 
discipline in the school about right, 22 students in School B thought 
discipline "too lax". It appears as confirmation to question 20d that 
there was a group of between 10 and 15 students who were generally 
regarded as "bad pupils” and were continually being punished* It is 
apparent that the majority of the 23 students interviewed were "fed up” 
with this sizeable minority, hence this was one of the reasons they 
thought the school "too lax", for It seems obvious from the variety 
of replies that at times these 10 to 15 students seriously disturbed
the learning situation*
The answers from the students in School A again confirms the 
answers to question 20d in that reports on the number of "had pupils" 
were inconsistent. In the case of pupils being continually punished, 
the replies were not as regular as those concerning School B* However 
again the effect of partition within School A appears* On being 
asked "What kind of students were continually being punished?", replies 
included: "Probably the unintelligent, who would father not be in 
school". "Yes, in the lower bands usually, the ones who don’t care 
about education". "Yes, people on course 1 and the lower C.S.E. sets 
of course 2, at rlaast it seems that way".
With regards to the types of punishment used in schools, the 
students of School A are undecided about the use of corporal punishment* 
Some students felt that without it the school would be chaotic, 
whilst others indicated its ineffectiveness. The students of 
School B seemed more unanimous in their disapproval of corporal 
punishment* This is e particularly Interestingresultin that 12 
of the 23 students felt that the school was too lax$ however!,/ only 
5 of the 23 seemed to favour the use of coxporal punishment as an 
answer to this laxness* Obviously laxness is to be looked for an a 
wide variety of situations, and in the views of the students, is 
simply not eliminated by resorting to the cane.
The findings illustrated in the previous pages indicate 
differences between the two schools* These differences are however 
revealed in general school organisation rather than in classroom 
learning* Differences in the curriculum which lead to differences 
in the composition of the classes. Differences in time-tabling 
together with differences in classroom management* Students in 
School A were supervised more closely while students in School B 
wore expected to develop more responsibility for their own actions 
about the school, that is also revealed concerns the differences in 
the learning situation provided by the English department in School B. 
This situation conforms to the Phenomenological paradigm* In an 
attempt to confirm some of the generalisations made by students during 
the completion of the interview schedule, the instruments measuring the 
school social climates, developed by Finlayson, Banks and Loughran,
A Critical Appraisal of Comprehensive Education - Boss, Bunt on, Evison 
and Eoberfcson (1972) were used. The questionnaires concerned with 
School Climate Index and School Organisation Index were given to the
students at the completion of the Interview Schedule* The students 
were asked to complete those in their own time and to return them, 
the confidentiality of their responses was guaranteed*
The purpose' of the School Climate Index Is to obtain from 
pupils their perceptions of certain aspects of the behaviour of 
their teachers, and their peers in the school* Two scales relate 
to peer behaviour -
Task Orientation. Eefers to behaviour which indicates the 
degree to which the pupils perceive their peers to have accepted the 
tasks set them by the school and to be applying themselves to these 
tasks.
Emotional Tone. Eefers to behaviour which indicates the degree 
to which pupils perceive their peers deriving social and emotional 
satisfaction fro® participation in school activities.
Two further scales relate to teacher behaviour*
Concern. Eefers to behaviour indicative of the degree to which 
pupils perceive their teachers to be sensitive to the individual needs 
of pupils. Both task and social emotional needs are included.
Social Control. Eefers to behaviour indicative of the degree 
to whioh pupils perceive their teachers to impose their expectations 
on pupils and to be required to exercise power in an attempt to secure 
compliance*
The School Organisation Index was designed to obtain the 
perceptions of the pupils of the way in which the organisational 
structure of the school operates within the classroom and the school 
as a whole. It is made up of two scales, one relating to pupil 
behaviour and the other to teacher behaviour.
Pupil Participation and Integration. Eefers to the behaviour 
indicative of the degree to which pupils perceive their peers having 
been given and accepted the opportunities to participate in the 
deoislon-maldng processes of the school, to make important choices 
relating to their work-groups* and to meet pupils of differing academic 
and social groups*
Promotion of Individual and Social Experience. Eefers to 
behaviour indicative of the degree to which pupils perceive their 
teachers to be encouraging and fostering organisational procedures 
which cater for individual interests and abilities, which are 
sufficiently flexible to allow a considerable amount of social 
interaction and where courses of action and social values are not 
unduly prescribed*
The marking and grading of these Questionnaires (which can 
he found in the appendix) was carried out according to the designer 
instructions, the results of which can he seen overleaf* The 
instruments as indicated have been developed at the University of 
Liverpool; as yet however they have not been applied to a sufficiently 
large number of pupils and no norms in the true sense exist# Information 
was obtained by Finlayson from 97® pupils on the School Climate Index 
from 14 comprehensive schools# The mean score and standard deviations 
for each of the scales derived from these responses is given below:-
Scale* Mean Score* Standard
Deviation*
Emotional Tone 16.09 4.89
Task Orientation 17 #59 4.77
Concern 21.91 4.87
Social Control 17.52 6*26
Table 13# Mean Scores and standard deviation for Bach Scale*
(n 978)*
A similar situation applies to the ^School Organisation Index*5 
where information concerning the same 97® pupils from 14 Comprehensive 
schools has been processed*
Scale Mean* Standard
deviation.
Pupil participation and 41*4 10.16
Integration
Teacher promotion of
individual and
Social Experience 28*55 9*07
Table 15# Mean Score and Standard Deviation for Each Scale*
Following Finlayson, School Climate Index, the scoring key for 
the above table is as follows:-
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Sasic Orientation: High Score - positive orientation*
Emotional tone: High Score = positive tone.
Concern: High Score » concern.
Social Control: High Score = democratic control*
Pupil participation 
and integrations High Score « School organisation perceived
as a oonts^ ihuting factor*
Promotion of individual 
and social experience: High Soore « High level# of individual
and social experience*
Using this type of analysis the difference between the two 
schools is most obviously revealed in the areas of Social Control#
Pupil Participation and Integration# and the Promotion of Individual 
and Social Experience* In Sable 14# page l6o# the rings placed round 
the scores of the matched pairs recording the higher score# indicates 
the distribution of opinion throughout the two schools* A brief 
glance at these results shows matched pair numbers 4 to 8 in School A 
to be more in tune with the aims of their school than their colleagues* 
For School B the results are much more extensive# indicating that the 
school is catering more successfully for its total population.
Having established from the teachers concerned information 
about their respective departments# in the third year of the study# 
further details were sought from the heads of departments in the fifth 
year* The students interview schedule revealed the basic Similarities 
between Science and Mathematics* Although these areas appeared similar 
in their methods of teaching# information was sought from the 
respective heads of department as to what they themselves thought*
In the case of School A# the Heads of English# Mathematics and Science 
all agreed with the basic findings of the third year study concerning 
the learning situations provided by their respective departments.
They further saw themselves concerned with the efficiency of the 
department they were running. They accepted totally the type of 
comprehensive school organisation they had helped to develop# and in 
keeping with the wider school philosophy were concerned to see it 
was working as well as possible* Because of this# very little change 
had occurred through the introduction of comprehensive education* The 
curriculum had remained the same as in the days of the Grammar School# 
for the more able students: C.3.E. courses had been introduced for 
the less able# together with linked courses at the local College of 
Further Education. Within School A comprehensive education could be 
interpreted as an attempted Grammar School education for as many as
could possibly cope with the demands of the various subjects.
Because School B was attempting something new in educational 
terms# information of a different type was sought from Heads of 
Departments. The questions posed and answers given %  the respective 
Heads are recorded below
Question - "With regards to organising your department# could 
you say what have been the particular problems for 
the staff and/or the students?"
Mathematics -
"Tice not enough in 5th year; 2 x 70 minute periods not 
enough* beads to lack of real commitment for the type of work for 
this examination* The situation we inherited also provided us 
with problems* We never really seemed to have recovered from this 
earlier position*
There is also the very real problem of the 5th year thinking 
that they’re the "bees knees"* Because they were the first intake 
into the school# they had an inaccurate view of their own ability*
We felt that a lot of real talent had been submerged* We felt that 
we really had to separate the top J for ’O’ level work*. Our present 
4th year is going much better now that we have "banded" them*
Students: Coming to terms with their own limitations# some 
of the students over re-aot; it’s a traumatic experience for them to 
realise this# In many respects though a lot of them seem unaware of 
the fact that what you’re tiying to do is in their best interests*
They assume that what they want to do over-rides what staff want to
do* Then of course they resent the discipline"*
English -
"Without doubt writing the syllabus* The whole administration 
of the thing* Keeping assessments of all students work# Constructing 
assessment papers occupies the majority of the time* When the 
theoretical syllabus has taken shape one then has to devise material 
for all children* The whole Bureaucracy of the thing made us all 
question the value* In the end I suppose It’s only because we get 5 0
of the final mark allocated for course work that we continue* It’s
not over however when the material is produced# for this has to‘be 
continually re-organised in the light of everyday experience*
Students: In reality there is much more pressure on the child
than in traditional schools* Because of this X think course work 
should count more# for most of the students really involve themselves* 
However the more speoifio difficulties Involve the student in 
organising his own study* He’s given the basic areas required# but 
how he .tackles' these depends on M s  own Interestsni
Science -
"The Option system is not satisfactory* Some kids find it 
too difficult and "drop out"# they remain however as bodies In the 
same laboratory* This means that within our class situations we could 
have three separate groups# those doing 2 S.G.I*S*F. subjects, those 
doing G.S.E* and those who have opted out* This really becomes an 
impossible situation* Unfortunately we tend to concentrate on the 
S*C*X*S*F« ■ ■ \ 1
Also the problem of gearing kids to a course content* In the 
earlier years they did not get this# now they find it difficult to 
get down and work* There is also the problem of attitude# the kids 
are not sorted out by ability# it comes as a shock to them to find 
they are not all equals*
Students: Similar really for those of the staff# we’ve had 
to try and cope with the situation together*"
Question - "What have been the * ive and - ive consequences 
for teachers and pupils in the work you have 
attempted?"
Mathematics -
Positive Consequences for Teachers:
"Understand general and specific problems* Tend more and more 
to realise the problem of material for teaching# as distinct from the 
other more personal problems of teaching. You’re also free to 
concentrate on your own deficiencies*
A great deal more understanding of what is involved in getting 
ideas across to a mixed ability group* You see the whole situation 
rather than the Categories*
You produce material of your own and you continually revise it* 
Work sheets devised for a particular group of kids* You find out 
whether it works for all groups* Also this applies to the individual*" 
negative Consequences for Teachersi >
"Vezy demanding on teachers# limit as to how long you can 
maintain the thing* You’re frayed at the edges because of this* On
the other hand of course there is a hig commitment to education".
Positive Consequences for Childrens *
• "Socially integrated groups# this definitely happens* Also 
children begin to separate out what the problems are", 
negative Consequences for Children: •
"Children veay rarely see the learning situation as their
responsibility* They have little self motivated discipline* 
not in all respects; it’s more in school than out of school".
E n g l i s h - - - '   ' * - - ?-■" ‘
Positive Consequences for Teachers: • 1 *
"Setting up new Course Very rewarding* Having to read a 
variety of books you -would not have normally read* Books about 
Africa* Also in this way you don’t test second-hand information# 
you really have to be on the ball* ,
X also feel the teachers know the children more* I certainly
know about ihe abilities of each child much more than X had previously. 
I really do think of them as Individuals*"
Hegative Consequences for Teachers:
"The hard work# the admin generally* Work loads too large* 
Books# stock# all the various things we have to do which are not 
good uses of teachers time."
Positive Consequences for Pupils:
"The fact that they are all known so well that things can be 
tailored for them* Many of them really enjoy reading* They might 
not like all, the books but they know why they dislike them* There’s 
all together much more involvement# a definite positive feeling ©bout 
everything"*
Negative Consequences for Children: ,
"They’re sometimes bored* Not enou^i excitement# not enough 
happenings. Rarely do we get class discussion* Also the bright kids 
are very rarely brought together" *
Science *
Positive Consequences for Teachers:
"Helps everybody to understand each other’s difficulties*
Staff look at Science as a whole, I benefited, I gain knowledge across 
the board".
Negative Consequences for Teachers:
"Difficulties because you teach outside your subject areas,
your knowledge is Inadequate* The course jumps from one concept to 
another taking you through in a logical way but never really getting 
to grips with anything. Obviously because of this there are problems 
still arising* These we have to solve as we go along. This makes it 
difficult for the 5th year?’*
Positive Consequences for Children:
"I’d like to think the "aims of the course".I’d hope that 
the children would be more aware of Science# they would have ,© 
broader knowledge* Hope they would have ability to analyse better# 
more so than if they had followed a content based course."
Negative Consequences for Children:
"hose girls from Science simply because th©y can opt out# 
Children also lacking in knowledge skills* In Chealstay for exanple 
they lack: knowledge of straightforward chemical reactions* This is 
due to going for understanding without rote learning# We have begun 
writing lower down the school much more traditional work* This will 
give children a chance to learn something and gain confidence a© © 
result* At the moment they cannot sit down and revise. They ask 
continually what can I revise"*
Question - "Do you feel that your efforts have been successful 
in implementing innovation here?"
Mathematics ~
"On the whole no. There has been some success but the general 
thing# no* With the fourth year though it will be very different."
English.*-. •
"Yes* The major failing, really ha© been that we have not done 
enough work as to what our aims are. The: success concerns the way 
the work Is personalised by the children# it has a Humanising effect# 
There are still problems of course concerning lack of motivation# 
somehow we must build up pressure-for examinations.
The 4th year will be much more successful because of the 
experience we have all gained".
Science - : '
"X dot*t think we have yet. I think we will get reasonable 
results. Those who have not kept up# we have not done well by# they 
have been left to their own devices to a large extent. We are now 
clearer about what is involved. How to achieve it not yet clear#'
this is of course true of anything new. We* re not unique in this 
respect# we are however unique in that we have tried, to adapt S#0*I#S#P* 
for a mixed ability situation* However we do need different courses 
for different .ability levels* I think we can be said to be successful 
with the 5th year but there have been factors against success - 
1# 5th year suffered from being 1st group through*
2* They were over-confident* They had a shock when they
..realised exams were due* ; ;
5* Difficult just because they’re the fifth year*
4* Compared with present 4th year there is no comparison#
4th year much better*
5* 5th year very unpleasant* In a way we4 ve brought them
Up to question and they question everything# This 
results in their being less pleasant generally# and a 
poor attitude to work*"
The interviews with the Heads of Departments in School B 
provides an interesting contrast with School A* In the case of 
School A there was agreement amongst the Heads as to what the
function of their respective departments were# This function was
revealed to be closely connected with the examination system and 
concerned preparing their students for public examination# The 
school organisation was arranged to provide maximum efficiency 
towards this end* The table of examination results labelled "express" 
reveals this drive towards efficiency# for these students in the 
matched pair situation took certain subjects at G.G.E* *0* level at 
the end of the fourth year# Further to this the interviews with the 
students of School A revealed this situation# particularly when 
replying to the question concerning'the measurement of learning#
From a variety of evidence it is obvious that School 3 had no such 
combined orientation* The interviews with students and teachers of 
School B revealed no clear and coherent policy within the Mathematics 
Department* The English Department being mainly Innovatory seemed to 
be more concerned with the course as a whole as distinct from the 
specific examination* Whilst the Science department recognising the 
position they were in# mixed ability teaching# unified curriculum# 
as well as being an experimental school for ah entirely new Nuffield 
Foundation Science Course# concentrated its main efforts on the 
students who had opted for additional Science# These students 
received priority in terms of departmental organisation*
In view of the aforementioned situation relating to the 
analysis so far, and because of the relationship between success 
in public examination and achievement in school, particulars 
concerning public examinations were obtained from the Headmasters 
of both schools* Prior to obtaining these results, the students 
themselves were consulted with regards to their expectations* In 
both schools, when they were interviewed, they had completed their 
"mock" examinations* In the light of the results, and the students 
own cesperieace, they were asked to predict their results in the 
various examinations* The lists of expected results, and actual . 
results are given overleaf*
Comparing the expected with the achieved results reveals a 
predictable pattern for School A* Matched pairs 1 to 11 expected 
a total of 50 G*C*E* *0f level passes, whilst members 12 to 24 
expected a total of 13* Using similar matched pairs in School B,
I to 11 expected a total of 47 *0* level passes, whilst matched pairs 
12 to 24 also expected 47 passes* From these expectations of students 
it seems that the "open" system of School B was instrumental in 
raising the aspirations of all students to succeed in examination 
situations* Just how realistic the teachers of School B were in 
relating the reality of examination successes to students can be seen 
in comparing expected results against those achieved* In considering 
this situation it must be remembered that the staff of School B had 
little experience in developing in their students what are called 
examination techniques* Reference to chapter page relates
how when in the third year the students completed the Bristol Achievement 
Tests this was the first forsal examination they had taken since they 
had been in the school* The "mock" examination they had sat prior to 
the 5th year interviews was the second complete formal examination 
in which they had taken part*
The students of School A expected a total of 63 ’O’ level passes; 
they achieved 48* School B expected a t otal of 94, they achieved 55*
In School A matched pairs 1 to 11 ejected 50 and: achieved .42, matched 
pairs 12 to 24 expected 13 and achieved 6* Matched pair numbers 1 to
II in School B expected 47 and achieved 32* Whilst numbers 12 to 24 
expected 47 passes and achieved 23* In presenting the results in this 
way no particular claim is being made for either of the systems compared. 
It would appear that the "realistic" approach of School A toward public 
examinations is justified using their own definitions, their top students 
expected 50 *0* levels between them and achieved 42* Equally their
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nn on-academic” students expected little and achieved little*
School B obviously fell below their expectations, however their 
academic students using .the original prS-maiy school classifications 
achieved 32 p&sses and their "non-academic" students achieved 23 *0* 
level successes* The tables on pages 168 — 1JQ make the distribution 
of achievement in both schools clear* v
These tables of results Complete this lengthy chapter on the 
5th year stage of data collection* All that remains is the views 
of the parents to consider* The parents had been involved with their 
childrens* progress in these new comprehensive schools, because of 
their importance, they provide the third area of opinion, their 
views were sought* The opinions of the parents are considered in 
the following chapter*
Chapter 7*
The Parents*
Before recording the views of the parents, return must be made 
to the beginning of 19&9*it was at this time that the parents in 
the area had to decide which secondary school to send their children. 
In the case of the urban district concerned this decision had been 
further complicated by the fact that in September of that year the 
secondary schools in the area would become comprehensive* One Grammar 
School to combine with a Secondary Modem, a new purpose built 
comprehensive school, and a secondary modem school, would in 
September open their doors as comprehensive schools* Just how would 
the parents decide which school to send their child, would it in 
fact be the parents who made the decision, or would it be the 
children themselves? These questions, along with others concerned 
to establish parent opinions of the two schools, formed the basis of 
the interview schedule* A copy of this can be found in the Appendix*
Prior to the organisation on c oiaprehensive lines, the education 
authority wrote to all parents in the area who had children in the 
top olass of the area’s Primary Schools. The parents received 
information about the three schools in the form of a letter, giving 
detailed information about the respective schools. There was also 
a series of meetings in the area when the Headmasters of the three 
schools had an opportunity of talking to parents about their future 
schools* At this particular time the meetings were well attended, and 
the relative merits of the comprehensive system were evidently 
thoroughly discussed*
forty of the fortysix children were represented by at least 
one parent for the parent interview. One of the families had removed 
to another area, two of the parents of Easter leavers in School A did 
not wish to co-operate* Of the three parents not interviewed with 
children at school B, one had suffered a family bereavement and was 
not contacted, the other two proved too elusive to track down for 
interview. The forty interviews took place during the months of 
August and September 1974* The choice of time in retrospect was not 
a good one. This was due mainly to the fact that some parents were 
interviewed in early August, others in late August or September.
The difference between these times being expressed in terms of the
availability of examination results# Generally the parents 
interviewed before the results were available , tended to withold 
judgement* Parents interviewed after the results were available 
were more definite, depending on whether they interpreted the results 
weH or not, influenced their assessment in either a positive or
negative-way#- - -
The interviews took place mainly in the evenings and lasted, on 
average about one hour* This average figure is however misleading 
without indicating that the shortest interview took twenty-five 
minutes, the most extensive over four and a half hours* This lengthy 
interview was however unusual in many respects* Firstly the parents 
interviewed were respectively Chairman arid Secretary of the Parent 
Teacher Association of School A* The father was in addition to this 
one of a team of architects that had designed School B* Considering 
these facts alone perhaps it*s not surprising that the interview 
‘lasted so long* ' " <
A summary of the results obtained from the parents interviews 
is given overleaf* The interviews took a form similar to the 
students schedule, the replies of the parents were written out in 
longhand* As with previous opinions considered, the replies of the 
parents are given in full in the matched pair situation* This again 
provides the opportunity for interpretation of the data collected*
It also provides some degree of comparison of opinion of parents of 
both schools, relationships can further be made between parents and 
childrens attitudes to education#
Summary of Besults*
Question. : - School A* School B*
16* When would you like your child to 7th Year 6 9
leave Eohool? 6th Year 1 6
5th Year 16 8
20. In principle do you agree with Comprehensive 12 12
comprehensive system of education, Previous 6 7
or would you prefer the previous B.K. 2 1
system? ■
17* In general do you agree with the Yes 16 10
streaming of classes by ability? . Ho 6
D.K. 14 4
23. Bo you feel that there should be a
mixing of children within secondary Yes 20 20
schools from all types of home 
background?
Question# School A* School B.
21* Do you feel that your sos/daughter Yes 16 19
has generally enjoyed school? Ho 2 1
" 2
22* Have you been satisfied with the Yes 13 12
general academic standard and Ho 7 8
development of your child?
24* Do you feel there is a fair chasoe Yes 16 15
for all children within your child* s Ho 2 4
school? D*K* 2 1
27. If you had to make the choice again Yes 19 , 14
would you still send your child to Ho 1 6
the same school?
28* if you were in a position to decide firm & Formal*
would you prefer a school that was:- 15 8
Strict and Fomal, but Irfor-ax -
Firm and Formal* . , - ■ . ^
Firm and Informal*
: Belated and Informal* Belaxed and Informal -
Permissive? - n
29# In broad terms* do you see your child’s traditional 5 Nil
school as upholding: Modem 1 16
traditional Values* Both 14 4
Being Modem and Forward looking*
Achieving both of the above? ■ •
From the summary of results it can be deduced that generally the 
parents of children at School A appear more conversant with the aims of 
the organisation. Ihe question of streaming* (17) indicates agreement 
with the school policy* question 27 confirms that 19 of the 20 parents 
interviewed would if they had the choice again still send their child 
to School A* Also 15 of the 20 preferred a Firm and Formal School. 
Considering the summary of results for School B no such uniform agreement 
can be indicated. Because however the answers to the questions provide 
greater scope for interpretation* as with the students* the parents 
answers are given in full*
Question 1* "Why did you send your child to School A/B in 1969?"
School A. Ho. School B.
In School B our daughter 1.
would have been in the top 
class all the time* As die 
is rather dominant we thought 
that she needed older girls.
She needed to look for a 
model.
She needed a firm framework w 2* 
in which to operate. She is 
such a busy energetic person* 
her energies needed to be 
directed. We thought School A 
would provide the best 
direction. .
We don’t like the idea of a A#
new school. Ho traditionj 
no reputation.
Because she wanted to go 5*
there. Her brother had been 
there. .
Friends went so my daughter 6.
decided to go with them.
It was the old Grammar School. 7* 
We fancy the old; traditional 
mould#
In School B she would have 8.
been in the top class all the 
time; this I felt would be a 
disadvantage. We all must 
start at the bottom.
It was the ex-Grannnar School# 9*
Vie were told it would remain 
on a Grammar School basis.
Because older sister went 10.
there and she was veiy happy#
Both husband and I had been to 
public schools. We wanted our 
daughter to go to a state school.
We arrived in the area just as the 
whole complex* both Primary and 
Secondary Schools* were opening* 
fe were on the doorstep; it was ideal. 
What with the brand new junior and 
senior school together we thought 
the opportunity too good to miss.
He made the choice himself.
I was so impressed by the Headmaster's 
views of what education should be.
My daughter wanted to go because 
it was a new school*
She chose it herself* I think the 
newness appealed to her; she 
certainly liked the set up.
Because her friends were going there. 
She went with them.
It was the nearest school. It 
was a very attractive place.
We thought about it for a long time.
He was a borderline boy and we couldn’t 
guarantee him getting into a "Grammar
School A* School B
10*
Our older daughter went there , 11#
we were more than satisfied 
with her schooling*
It was the nearest school* it 12* 
also had a good reputation*
Older Brother and sister went 13*
there before it went comp­
rehensive* Ihey were happy#
14*
15*
Partly because older sister 16.
went there* Also the fact that 
new schools in the case of 
School B are always difficult 
to get going*
17*
Older daughter at school; we 18*
were very pleased with her 
progress.
Because I thought School A was 19*
the best school*
Because it was the old Grammar 20* 
School; staff would be ex- 
Grammar School staff* We 
thought he would benefit from 
this*
Set*1 at School A* Sohool B seemed 
ideal in that staff would take 
extra interest in making school a 
success*
Suppose it was easiest out of three* 
School A would push too much,
School B we thought would oust suit 
our daughter’s personality*
She made her own choice* She said 
at the time she preferred the new 
school*
The whole idea of the new type of 
school appealed to us#
The Headmaster seemed most helpful 
at the time* £he other two Headmasters 
didn*t seem interested*
Nearest school ** beautiful school - 
right on the doorstep*
The Educational Psychologist at Ihe 
lavistock Institute recommended a 
mixed ability teaching scheme;
School B started at this time* We 
really wanted a new start for our son#
I was caught up with the excitement 
of the thing* At last here was a 
school that was going to pull out 
all the stops for the very best of 
reasons*
Simple reason - it was a new school*
Ihe whole set up, including the 
facilities, was most encouraging*
l
School A* No* School B*
Easter leaver* 21* Easter leaver*
Easter leaver* 22* Something so new, we heard the new 
thinking behind the school, and 
that decided us#
Older children at the school* 23* llainly because it was a new school,
we had always been plnased this offered the best possible
with them# chance for our son* We had very
great hopes when we heard about it*
Our oldest son had been there; 24-* We sought advice from a variety
he had done well* of sources* It was apparent that 
our son wouldn’t benefit in the 
strictly formal approach of School A
fhe next set of questions were concerned with the parents*
aspirations for their children* They were as follows s-
14# Have you any particular career you would like your child to follow?
15* What particular ambition has your child at the moment?
16* When would you like your child to finish school? End of 3th,
End of 6th, End of 7th*
School A* Mo* School B*
Ik, We would like her to go 1. 14* On to further education,
to University and get a degree* University, etc* What she reads
15* She talks about fashion is entirely up to her* Patterns
drawing at the moment* However of society change so* She should
much we tried to guide her she have a useful profession*
has gone her own way* She 15* To stay on in F.E* as long as
wants to go to Art College* she can*
16* We will be happy for her 16* At the end of the 7th year*
to stay as long as possible#
14* She wants to teach; we 2# 14* Because she has decided we are
feel this is fine* pleased*
15* To teach* 15* She wants to be a doctor*
16* End of 7th# 16# At the end of the 7th*
School A* School B*
14* He can follow what he 4*
wants to*
15• Civil Engineer*
16* End of the 7th#
14* Ho that's up to her* 5*
15* Really she’s not keen on 
anything at the moment* She 
wants to be able to teach her 
own children*
16# At the end of the 7th*
14* She works in an office; 6.
she*8 happy doing this#
15* She wants to work hard*
16* She’s started to work*
14* Ho*. . ■ Ip
15* No clear picture at the 
moment , apart from 6th form 
pursuits#
16* End of the 7th, yes indeed*
14* X know what she would like 8*
to do| teaching#
15* Secretarial course at local 
college#
16# Yes, I would be happy for 
her to stay# She feels she Vs 
fulfilled herself at school#
14* Not particularly ~ no great 9* 
designs - it*s important that 
she chooses*
15* She wants to take *A* levels 
and wants a career in 
Institutional Management#
16# I’m happy for her to stay as 
long as possible#
14# Not really, he has to find 
out as he goes along#
15* At the moment all he can think 
about is a car and his ambition 
to get into business with his Bad*
16* At the end of the 5th*
14* No not really, no set ideas*
15* She has no particular ambition*
16. It depends on her abilities# I 
would like to see her carry on as long 
as she can*
14* No not really, so long as she#s 
happy*
15# She works in a travel agency, 
she seems happy*
16* She finished at the end of the 5th# 
34# Ho* Her own choice, we oust hope 
they* 11 be the ri#it ones*
15* In the bank* She wishes to do 
well in that*
16* She left at the end of the 5th*
She didn’t want to stay in the end, 
that’ s G*K# with us*
14* We did try and talk her into 
banking*
15* I don’t think she really knows 
at the moment*
16. We have indicated that we don’t 
mind how long she stays*
14* No* I’m leaving it entirely to 
her* She’s very keen on horses, and 
if that’s what she wants, then it’s 0«K. 
15* Join a stable as an Instructress*
16# She can stay on as long as she 
wants to*
School A* Ho* School B*
14* Ho not really. 10*
15* Going into the family 
business*
16* He’s gone into business*
14* Going to college for 11*
secretarial course*
15# She would have liked to 
have been a teacher* but that 
needs so many *o# levels*
16* End of 5th year*
14* ISie’s going to follow the 12. 
one she wants to* We’re all 
for that*
15* Hairdressing and beauty 
culture#
16* She’s left*
14* through own choice* Medical 13* 
secretary*
15* She wanted desperately to 
leave s chool* She rebelled*
16# End of the 5th*
14*
14* We would like him to follow a 
professional career*
15* terrific ambition* He wants to 
get on and get to the top* Something 
mathematical and technical f like a 
pilot*
16* End of the 7th* When he has 
the qualifications to take the next 
step*
14* Ho it’s not for us to say* We 
would never interfere* We would of 
course discourage fro© a dead end job* 
15* She wants to be a police woman* 
She would have been starting in 
September but the rules of entry 
have changed#
16. If she wanted to stay. But she 
wanted to leave and gain experience. 
14* nothing really that’s for her 
to decide#
15* She* s been changing like the 
weather*
16* End of the 6th* depending on what 
she achieves.
14* Ho it’s entirely up to her*
15* Hot at the moment* no idea*
169 It’s entirely up to her when 
she leaves#
School A# School B*
14* Ho* 16* 11.* Ho not really as long as she’s
15* Obviously the course she’s
going on* Hotel reception* 
16# She*a finished.
17*
34# Ho, ■ not that 1 would like, IS*
it’s the child’s choice* .
15* To earn money*
16* He’s left*
14* He’s always been interested 19# 
in being a draftsrnan, that’s a 
good thing*
15* He can’t make up his mind, a 
number of things are on his mind*
16* At the end of the 3th year*
14* Ho, none at all* As long 20# 
as he’s happy, good luclc to him*
13* None at all*
16* Personally I’ve told him he 
should finish now, he’s not a 
studier# But he wants to t*y 
*0# levels in the 6th.
happy, that’s 0*H* with us*
15* Nursing, gone off * Air Hostess, 
too tall* A job where she doesn’t 
have to walk*
16* If she doesn’t pass this year we 
will give her another year* Then 
she will have to decide*
14* No it’s up to her#
15* None whatsoever apart from 
earning money, fashion, make up, and 
boys*
l6* There * s no point in staying on, 
she’s going to college to train for 
Hotel reception work*
14* No# We have feeling about what 
he may be good at* We’d just stop 
him going into tilings that would 
make him unhappy*
15* Trade Union header# Like to do 
something using his ability to talk 
to people* hike lecture, but not 
teach. Parliament* T*W Broadcasting* 
16* End of 7th*
14* Nothing, I just feel at the moment 
that I would be happy with any choice*
At the moment he doesn’t know*
13* Don’t know# He doesn’t know# 
l6* I’d like him to stay as long as 
possible, but if this does no good 
he should leave.
14* Not what we*d like, he wants to 
be an electrician or die* Electrician 
it is then.
15* Electrical Engineer*
16* He’s going to college of F*E* to 
start the National Diploma*
School A. School B*
21* Easter leaver.
22* 34* We agree with his present
choice, or where this seems to lead* 
15* Qivil Engineering, Architecture* 
16* End of the 7th*
23* 14* Yes* Painting and decorating*
15* He wants to do painting and 
decorating#
16* Ho pointy he found it so hard* 
he didn't go for three months in the 
16* At the end of the 5th year* summer# It’s an utter waste of time#
14* Apprenticed to a builder* 24* 14* Yes , something in the technical
15* He’s got the job. professions*
16# I’d have been happy for M m  15* He is studying to that end*
to stay on as long as it was to 16* Until the end of the 7th.
his advantage*
With regardp/to the choice of school the influence of the 
Ex-Grammar Sohool was recognised by the parents choosing School A*
Also of importance is the fact that nine of the parents interviewed 
had older children at the sohool* Parents also recognised that a 
new school for their children would present problems in terms of the 
disadvantages of being in the top class all the time if they went to 
School B* In the case of parents choosing School B a variety of reasons 
were put forward, eight of the children apparently chose for themselves 
and in terms of a final analysis it is interesting to compare how these 
students who originally made their own choice, fared* The facilities 
of the new sohool appealed to a number of parents, and three parents 
made choioes on what can be described as educational reasons* Parents 
10, 18 and 24 chose School B beoause of the ’educational* experience 
they believed the sohool would provide*
The questions concerning parental and student ambition was 
included to provide information on the type of aspirations that the 
home had encouraged* These can be related to the students1 own views, 
and to the students achievement in terms of examination success* From 
the parents comments it can be seen that the parents with the highest
Easter leaver*
14* Ho*
15* He’s gone and got a job# 
Nobody knew, he just went off 
end got it himself* Working 
in a shop*
aspirations for their children in terms of future careers are found 
in the case of School A in the top ten matched pairs* For School B 
the parental aspirations are not restricted to these matched pairs 
hut seem randomly distributed over the whole range of the original 
ability assessment* This distribution of parental aspiration matohes 
veiy closely with the table of pupil examination achievements 
considered in the last chapter* -
Questions 20, 17 and 23 dealt with whatmaybe called 
’’Comprehensive Issues”. These parents had experienced through their 
children five years of comprehensive education, their views would give 
some insight into what parents felt to be the important areas* This 
at the present time of writing seems particularly relevant for it 
seems apparent that the whole issue of secondary education is due for 
further public airing*
Pie questions posed were as follows:- 
20* nIn principle, do you agree with the comprehensivesystem
- of education, or would you prefer the previous system?”
17* ”ln general, do you agree with streaming into Classes by
ability?” Probe - ”Can you say why?”
23* ’Do you feel that there should be a mixing of children
within secondary schools from all types of home background?1’ 
Probe - tfWhy do you feel this?”
Sohool A* * Ho* School B*
20* Ye s *C omp rehen sive good 
idea* Supported by the ’’labour 
Party”* I suppose it stands for 
social justice* In the old 
system one felt fate was sealed* 
How children have a better 
chance to develop their 
potential*
17* Brighter ones better off 
working on theif own* Children 
will normally work to the 
lowest common denominator*
23* Based on ability first*
1* 20*11+ a bit stupid* All children
have different rates of development* 
Yes but comprehensive education 
, must be well organised, if not 
things, are not good* X wouldn’t 
swop it for the public schools*
17* I can’t possibly judge# I’ll 
leave1 that to the'teacher*
23* Yes* It gives & total idea.
All sorts should meet, to make 
available a total view*
School A* School B
20* It’s a natter of co~ 2*
operation or competition* We 
are in favour of the 
comprehensive system* , ,
17* M * Should he as flexible 
as possible* F« This 
depends so much on the teacher*
23* Children must always be 
a31owed to find their own 
friends*.
20* M* Good points in both 4*
systems 9 I ’ve not made up my , 
mind*
17* Yes. You can# tgo through 
school without streaming^ 
streaming must take place in 
some subjects*
23* Yes* Most essential*
Children should not be screened 
for life*
20* That’s a, job to say* I've 
had children. at both* I think 
perhaps they did. better at the 
grammar. School*
17* Yes* I think they stand a 
better chance if streamed*
25* Yes* I don’t see why not*
20* Yes. Definitely., It’s 
because of the abolition of the 
11+Gxvuranar system all wrong.
It was too soon to say*
17* Yes. Because the not so 
bright don’t catch on so quickly. 
23. Yes.
5*
6*
20* F# : Prefer the old system*
M# I had pride in the school I 
went to* we upheld this pride •
We used to aspire to be prefects* 
There is, no real togetherness in 
school today*
17* F. So many ifs and huts* X 
prefer to see the clever ones 
competing* .
23* F X feel that ability is all 
that matters really* if they have , 
ability they should be together*
20 * M* Yes comprehensive * Children 
seem to be left alone to get on 
with work; this makes them 
independent* F* Yes* I think it’s 
more practically suited to children. 
17* F* Children should be tau^t 
together* If the lower ones are 
taught low they never aohieve 
anything* M* They never develop 
confidence*
23* It’s .."all education this mixing* 
20* F* Comprehensive system is a 
Vast improvement* A H  seem very • 
happy there* They always want to 
go* That must say something for it. 
17* Ho* I don’t think so^  from my 
own school days, it never seemed 
to be fair then.
23* .It must give children.a broader 
outlook.
20* Prefer comprehensive school*
All equal chance* If you failed the 
11+ you never got a chance*
17* Wo* I think it should be open 
they can still pass exams.
23# Children should not be treated 
differently because of background.
±04*
School A* Ho. School B*
20. M 8z F* Both prefer previous 7*
system*
17* Yes* If you mix them you tend 
to reduce people to a common 
lower level* That is the 
average copier*
23* I think ability is the thing*
A H  sorts but common abilities*
20* Yes* Comprehensive more 8*
flexible than the previous system*
17* B#K* I suppose I agree but 
only in the most flexible of 
situations*
23* Yes. One gains something from 
others all the time, toughen up 
more here, more compassion there*
20* Ho* Comprehensive system as I 9* 
see it doesn’t seem as good as 
the previous system*
17* Yes* A vexy sensible idea* X 
went to a village sohool 5 to 11 
all ages together* The slow 
learners soon fell behind*
23* Yes* I don’t thick background 
’dents’ ability, children of 
same scholastic ability should 
be taught together#
20* I prefer the previous one* 10# 
Comprehensives too big* Hot 
encmgh individual attention*
17* Yes* Because clever ones in 
with the ones not so clever lose 
concentration, lower can’t keep
jip* ■
23. Yes. It doesn’t make any, 
diffei'ence to their ability to 
learn* > ■ /
20* M* Prefer the old kind*
F* Prefer the old kind,
17* Yes* It worked well in the 
junior school* Children always 
need to know their capabilities*
23* M* learning to mix when young 
helps# F*’ Toil should know how the • 
other half lives#
20# Prefer the older system of ABC 
then everybody knew where they were* 
17* F* Generally a good thing# Yes 
it doesn’t hold back the clever ones* 
M* Depends I think on the child.
23* Does children good* It helps 
them to realise other values*
20* M* X prefer the previous system* 
Well it draws politics in# The 
Labour party wants to pull evezyone 
down to their level. Why do away 
with the i Grammar schools*
17* Don’t know* I’m not well up 
on this sort of thing#
23* I don’t like segregation of 
children* I don’t see why children 
should be treated differently*
20* C omprehensive definitely! in the 
past friends split into them and us* 
17* Teacher vezy important here* 
Streaming inevitable 1 would think 
in some form.
23. It’s life* Thezw is no point in 
taking a section out and saying that’s 
all there is to life#
Sohool A# School B*
20* Yes, comprehensive* I think H* 
it sorbs them all out*
17* Yes. Clever children don’t 
want to he with slow ones.
Streaming is a good thing* No 
inferiority complex.
23* Yes mixing is very good*
20* I agree with the system hut 12#
there are so many interpretations*
17* Yes* If all children are 
given a fair chance# At School A 
it’s alright if you’re bright.
If you’re not there is no 
chance#
23* Yes* They get a better 
knowledge of /how others live 
end exist* ,
20* Yes# Comprehensive system# 13*
It’s not an end of the world 
thing as was the lit* Lots of 
children develop in different 
ways* Comprehensives give you 
flexibility.
17* Don’t know* I think the 
comprehensive system offers a 
wide range*
23* Yes* Big family# Lots of 
different people in and out of 
the house* Surprised at the 
children, they mix so well*
20* Yes. The comprehensive system 14. 
gives you a better chance.
17# Yes* You work better with 
people of the same ability#
23* Yes*
20* Now that I have had the 
experience I would prefer the other 
system* I think it’s now called 
formal education*
17* Yes*, if you have enough teachers 
A H  streams for all abilities*
23* This is life 1 hope, mixing 
happily, sensibly with others*
20* Debatable point# You must 
think of horses for courses. X 
think she would have achieved more 
at a formal school; this of course 
relates to the primary school*
17* Yes. X think she would have done 
better in this system*
23* Yes it’s important for the 
after school life.
20. Yes. Prefer the comprehensive 
system, too muoh authority in the 
past* Boys particularly resented 
this*
17* I don’t know*
23# Yes* I think children should 
get to know all kinds#
8>aS!V»liMtaT»
School A. School B
20* Comprehensive system offers 15* 
much more in the way of facilities 
for children than did the previous 
system.
17*•■Yes* I think it*s the,host 
way#
23* We ell benefit from mixing* 
it-gives us a H  our standards*
20* Yes* There’s a different 
approach now, the selection at 
114- was too early. .
17* Mixed feelings, it can wo*k, 
it can lead to disaster* X feel 
classes are too big at the moment*
23# Yes. You have to mix* it’s 
Unavoidable*
20* No* Eveiybody got more 
individual attention in the 
previous system. The older way 
is probably better*
17* Yes* X think the child who 
cannot keep up gives up. But I 
don't agree with more attention 
to the clever.
23* Yes* I think all children 
should be educated together*
16. 20* Yes* Much happier in this 
astern* X hated school* mind you 
some of the discipline would not
hurt* v,
17* Yes. One of the best ideas*
All children however do not develop 
at the same rate*
23* Meet them in the outside world* 
Might as well start early*
17* 2p* No* Prefer the previous system* 
Prefer to know what is really 
expected* At Sohool B they just 
touch on things without really 
getting down to them.
17* Yes* In some cases I think this 
makes children work a little harder* 
Ho*mark* no positions to go on.
23 * This diould happen * because 
all children should have same 
opportunity*
18. 20. Yes* I think to decide a child's
future at 11+ is wrong. In the 
past, pass or fail ticket, children 
should have the facility to develop 
together.
17. Not at the beginning, at some 
point you've got to stream, but at 
11 this is too early* It's good 
social training#
23* Certainly to begin with, when
School A. - No# School B#
18*
20* Yes* The system is more fair, 19* 
sometimes children develop at 
different rates and at different 
times, it gives them a chance to 
catch up*
17* Yes, Too high a set find work 
too difficult*
23* Yes of course# ,
20# Difficult to say, has , 
comprehensive education-been 
given enough time to prove 
Itself*,
17# M« Best-if mixed* F* In my day 
we were mixed, but I don't really 
know* *
23* I think it gives them a wider 
outlook in life, kids learn from 
other kids*
Easter leaver*
20* Yes. 23.
17* Yes* In all . I think it helps 
everybody including the teachers*
23* Yes. llixing gives the child a 
good basis for his life*
formulating ideas they should be 
mixed* In fact all the time 
mixing should take place*
20* M* Idea alright, can it be put 
Into practice? F. Results will 
show*
17* Yes* If they do these mixed 
classes the more intelligent suffer; 
not fair on high ability#
23* Yes* This does not harm children*
20* 20# Yes* It's been good for our son
but if I had a bright child I'd 
think differently* ,
17* Ho* I think it puts children 
off, once in a stream they stay there. 
23* It does them good to see how 
the other half lives*
21* Easter leaver*
22 . 20* M. & F* Comprehensive .system*
17. No* I don't like the idea of 
pressure at school, as School A# 
Less able left quickly, behind*
23* Because if you're to have a 
worthwile career you have to meet 
so .many, different types*
20# Yes In favour of comprehensive 
education* It broadens child's 
outlook.
17# M* D.E* F* It depends on the 
child, what are the advantages and 
disadvantages for him*
23* Yes, it broadens .the outlook*
x u u .
Sohool A* No* Sohool B<
20* Prefer the previous system; 
really schools today are too 
large*
17* Yes. If a child shows 
ability he should be allowed to 
go further.
23* Yes* When they go out into 
the outside world it's a good 
thing.
24* 20* Yes. Comprehensive education
is more concerned with actual 
people rather than categories* 
17* No* I think children learn 
just as well when all classed 
together*
23# I would think this was 
unavoidable*
Questions 19, 25 and 18 were concerned with parental assessment 
of academic ability, ambition and attitudes towards external 
examinations* They asked -
19* "How would you rate your child's general academic ability?”
1* Very Good* 2* Good* 3* Average* A* Below Average* 
25* ”How ambitious is your child regarding school work and future
career?”
1. Very Ambitious* 2* Fairly Ambitious*
3* Ambitious* 4* Not Ambitious*
18* ”How important do you think passing national sohool examinations
is?”
I. Very Important. 2* Important. 3* Not Important*
Probe - ”Can you say why you feel this?”
Sohool A, No. Sohool B*
19* Between good and average. 
Much more ability than she's ever 
shown.
25. No great ambition just wants 
to enjoy life.
18. Very Important* Employers 
want to see proof* I'm strongly 
in favour of examinations.
1. 19* Good. She has a good mind but 
lacks application. I spend most of 
my time reading, but she seems not 
to do any work at all.
25* Fairly ambitious* She'll want a 
comfortable life and still work as 
hard as she has to, to achieve it* 
18* Very Important* Because of all 
the increase in costs, the 
Universities will cut back.
School A* No*.,, Sohool B.
19 * Between good and average *
Has the ability but has never 
got down to it#
25* Fairly ambitious*
18* Examination system has its 
imperfections5 it depends on the 
child* „
19 * A bit lasy but I : suppose 4#
good*
25# Fairly Ambitious* He wants 
to take scholarship Physics*
18* Important# Professional 
bodies must set,standards*
19* Average* Pretty all-round 
average*
25* Fairly Ambitious* She wants 
to succeed*
18* Very Important* They seem 
so neoessaiy these days* „
19* Good*
25* Ambitious*
18* Important definitely 
important for a job*
19# Good*
25* Fairly Ambitious* She's a 
pretty determined girl*
18* Very Important* I'll qualify 
that, for a future career and for 
the future person* - 
19* Below Average* She Under 
achieves all the time*
25. Ambitious* No more than 
just that.
18* Important* One needs these
8
qualifications todqy for all 
types of employment*
2* 19* Veiy good*
25* Very Ambitious *■ to get to 
medical sohool*
18* Very Important* Society 
demands examination results* To 
follow a career you have to have 
qualifications*
19*,Very Good*
25* Very Ambitious* He wants to 
succeed in all he does* He wants 
to do weH*
,18* Very Iiaportanti
19* Good* Seems to have good 
grasp of things.* school results 
; always good*
25* Fairly Ambitious*
18* Important* It depends on what 
type of career they wish to follow*
6# 19* Good. Yes I think that she's
good*: s.
25* No not that ambitious*
18* Very Important. Seems to be 
Very important at the moment*
7# 19* Good*
25.Father;Ambitious* Mothers Not 
Ambitious*
18* Very Important* It enables 
them to get a better job*
19* Average* In a couple of subjects 
I suppose she is above; she could 
have done so much more*
25* Fairly Ambitious, or at least 
she was but seems to have lost all 
ambition of late*
18* Important* If you have not got 
certificates these days you're left 
behind* 1
School A* No# ’ School B#
19* Average# Everything 
indicates average# Class 
results, exam results, school 
reports*
25# Not Ambitious* She * s a 
domesticated animal, in that 
way I don't feel that she has 
■ ! ambition*
18* Impossible to answer* Not 
impoftaht in the long run really# 
Perhaps as some method of 
assessing but assessing what?
19* Average# His reports 
indicate this but he's getting 
on quite well*
2p• Fairly Ambitious* Still 
wants to get his ’0* levels*
18* Important# It helps to get a 
better job; or the right people 
in the right job.
19* Good* She's been good 11#
throughout#
25. Fairly Ambitious* She wants 
to get there wherever she's 
going#
18# Important* Particularly if 
she wants to be a teacher*
19# Average* Average from 
reports, she's been let down*
She could have done better#
25* Fairly Ambitious# At first 
they divided them on other sides 
of the playground# She lost her 
ambition*
18* Veiy Important* It's 
becoming more important* Our 
daughter did not have the 
opportunity to go into the course 
she wanted.
9# 19* Average# That’s what we seem
to think#
25* Ambitious# She's interested 
in several things without really 
■ being ambitious#
* 18. Very Important with regards
to career but hot necessary to life#
10* 19* Not veiy good but above good*
25* Very Ambitious# Wants to do 
well in all he attempts*
18. Very Important to business 
success* It's very important 
because of the system*
12* 19* Below Average* This is from
the results obtained* Using the 
sohool system I would say Average. 
25# Fairly ambitious. She wants 
to make the grade in what she 
chooses to do.
18. Important# They're getting 
more important now. Somehow I 
still feel the "person" to be 
important*
School A. No. Sohool B.
19* Average.
25* Ambitious.
IS* This depends on the child* 
If no qualifications - happy 
milkman j unhappy professor!
13*
2M
19* Average. 15*
25* Amhitious* She wants to do 
well in her 3oh.
18* Very Important* It doesn’t 
seem that you can get anywhere 
today without qualifications*
19* Average. 16*
25* Amhitious*
18* Very Important* So much 
importance placed on them. You 
try getting anywhere without them*
17*
19* Average in some areas good* 
25* Hot amhitious* They push 
you into course 1 then expect 
you to have ambition.
18* Not Important. I think if 
children have got it they’ll get
18.
19* Average* She is above average 
hut has not put herself out to 
fulfil this*
25. Ambitious*
18* important * Mainly because 
firms insist on qualifications*
19# Good#
25* Fairly Ambitious* She doesn’t 
really want to make a career# she 
wants to get married* That’s 
important.,
18. Important* Stands a better 
chance of getting a iob.
19. Average* She lacks confidence 
in herself*
25. Very Ambitious for the job 
she wants*
18* Very Important. Whatever the 
job qualifications are demanded*
19* Average* Maths 1 suppose she’s 
a little below*
25* Ambitious* She’ll duly work 
for what she gets# she’ll work for 
money* She’ll work for prises.
' School needs incentives.
18. Important* It looks good on 
paper when you got for a job#
19* Very Good. I’ve always thought 
it very good* Perhaps not so in 
Maths And, Science# hut in a general
25# Fairly Ambitious* Very self- 
competitive.
Sohool A. Sohool B.
n m M IW  m m w iW m ^ in m
to the top. 18 ^
19* Average* 19*
25* Vexy Amhitious*
18* Important from employers 
point of view*
19* Good* 1 think if he tried 20* 
harder, vexy good*
25* Hot Amhitious* We worry 
ahout the lack of ambition*
18* Important* It’s not a case 
of what I think, it’s what the 
outside world thinks*
' *  ' 21*
Easter leaver* 22*
19* Average had a had start, 23*
he had a hearing difficulty*
23* Amhitious*
18* Vexy Important*
19# Probably Average# But 24*
results indicate below average.
25* Vexy Ambitious at the moment 
over his new job. I don’t know 
how long it will last*
18* Important# But my son doesn’t 
think so*
19* Good*
25# Hot Ambitious# He doesn’t 
worry about exams or about success 
in school*
18* Vexy Important* Employers 
expect paper results#
19* Average# In electronics he’s 
vexy good*
25* He wants to do ?/ell in 
electronics*
18# Vexy Important* If you want 
to get ahead you must pass 
examinations#
19* Good*
25* Vexy Ambitious* He will never 
be content'with second best#
18* Vexy Important* I feel as they 
go to work employers need to know 
standard of attainment*
Easter leaver.
\9* Average at the best*
25* Fs Hot Ambitious* He’s Just 
content to earn a living*
Ms He’s got no ambition*
18* Important because it influences 
the chance of la dob*
19* Average in ability but he is 
persistent#
25# Vexy Ambitious* He’s vexy keen 
on all that he attempts# Always 
gives his best*
18# Vexy* Important*
Continuing to seek information about the assessments of parents, 
questions 21, 22 and 24 enquired about performance within the school* 
21* ’’Do you think your sor/daughter has generally enjoyed school?”
22* ”Have you been satisfied with the general academic development
of your child?” Probe ** ”How important has school been?”
M M A  CfiJ! * ft* <»*&&££ WbiVUliv
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School A* Ho* School B*
21* Ho* Apart from the formal 1* 
part she’s opted out#
22* Ho# She could have done so 
much better, rather because of 
her own attitude* Sohool can 
help if you’re willing to conform# 
She wasn’t really willing*
24# D*K# It’s possibly better 
suited to the academically minded*
21* Yes* General behaviour makes 2* 
this obvious*
22# Ho* We feel she could apply 
herself better* It1s her 
inability to get down to it*
24* Yes* It seems so to us*
21* Yes* He’s enjoyed it as A*
much as he’s enjoyed anything*
He takes part in most things*
22* Yes* Overall we’re satisfied*
24* Yes* As far as we know*
21# Yes* I feel she does, but she 
says she doesn’t* It seems to be 
part of her character to take the 
opposite view* It’s sheer rebellion* 
22* Yes* Although it’s Very hard 
for us to follow# My husband gave 
up following because it’s all so 
vexy obviously different*
24* D*K. It’s impossible for 
parents to judge*
21* Yes* Easy going way of life*
Any real pressure has been self- 
inflicted.
22* Yes# But not until&e got the 
results* Even last year we thought 
of taking her away and cutting our 
losses* We’re satisfied now#
24* Ho* Chance for those who wish 
to take it. All children not the 
same#
21* Yes. We haven’t heard any 
complaints* He gets on with his 
work* He’s quite happy*
22. Yes* Ho complaints, we’re 
satisfied with the job the school’s 
done.
24# Yes. It’s shown with the 'O’ 
level results; evexyone has done 
well.
School A* No* Sohool B*
21* Yes* Always been happy* - 3*
22* Yes* She seems to have done 
WOll* ( - '
24* Yes*-1 think they’re vexy 
lucky. They’ve got everything 
really*
21* Yes* She really likes sohool* 6* 
22* Yes* Yexy good sohool*
24# Yes* By ability they teach
all# ■.. . .
21* Yes* Unfortunate bit la the 7*
: iaiddle# last year very happy*
22. Yes*; I feel though that she 
would achieve more if she was 
more extrovert; the school 
, favours the extrovert*
24* Yes. But this is difficult 
for us to say.
21* Over the last years, yes. 8. < 
But over the last 6 months didn’t 
like being treated like a child.
22. No* Personality of child end 
organisation of the school 
didn’t go well together*
24* Yes* All my daughter’s 
friends have done well*
21. Yes* She wouldn’t wish to 9* 
stay if she hadn’t enjoyed it.
22* Yes* I suppose so* They seem 
to work them very hard there*
Shis is a good thing*
24. Yes* There certainly seems to 
be*
21* Yes. She’s always been happys 
to go to school* A fairly good 
interest in activities* as well as 
the learning side*
22* Yes* We would always like to 
see a little more*
24* Yes* Prom what I know and what 
I’ve seen*
21* Yes* I think she did vexy 
much* In the last two years she 
didn ’ t seem t o  do any work* But 
generally she. was happy*
22. Yes. School gave her a good 
chance*.,-..
24* Yes* Chances for all*
21. Yes. She enjoyed school until 
the end*
22. No. We would have liked her toT ! ‘
apply herself more* Some things 
seem so slack. She got no direction* 
24# Yes* If you were not brilliant 
you could get on with something*
21. Yes. She enjoyed the teachers 
she got on with*
22. No. We were satisfied at first, 
but the last two years have been 
most unsatisfactory* Whether it’s 
her fault or the school’s, I don’t 
know*
24* Yes, generally we think so*
21* Yes. There’s vexy little in 
School B to make them unhappyj they 
can do as they wish ho real 
discipline.
22. No# My parents knew where I 
stood, now it’s difficult to tell. 
Reports from school never say
Sohool A. Sohool B»
9*
21. Yes, 10.
22, Mo, Disappointed he didn’t' 
seem to improve. Although 
his father died earlier in the 
year* this had a great affect 
on him,
2A* D.K, I think only the teacher 
would know,
21, Yes, She really enjoyed it, 11*
22, Yes, The teachers always 
helped her, I have no 
complaints.
24* Yes, If the child is 
prepared to work there is equal 
opportunity,
21, No. Teaching methods and 12, 
the atmosphere generated hy the 
staff. It all boils down to
the class she was in* no one 
could control it,
22. Mo. She was forced to go 
into course 1. They wouldn’t 
let her on course 2.
24* Ho. If the child’s bright* 
that’s 0,K.
21. No. She’s never liked the 13* 
school* it’s too harsh,
22, Yes. They offer a really 
good range of subjects and 
excellent standards.
24, No, I think they’re far too 
academically minded at School A* 
there is a lack of attention to 
non-academic children.
anything,
24* Yes, I would imagine so. This 
would apply to all the school.
21, Yes always enjoyed school! no 
nail biting and things like that*
22, Yes* Nor him the first year 
was wasted, after this he seemed 
to settle into the system and has 
never looked back*
24* Yes, Better than most.
21. Yes, The way she always bubbles 
over with enthusiasm about everything.
22. No. hack of supervision* so much 
distraction* not enough, teacher 
control.
24* No, Bhfair because at times 
children who wanted to work were 
disturbed by those who did not,
21* Yes. Apart from the occasional. 
grumble. '
22. No. I just don’t know whether 
it’s the school or whether the 
sohool is alright and it’s my 
daughter,
24. Yes, They’re all treated the 
same.
School A No. School B#
21* Yes* I think so hut she 14* 
would never admit this* We’ve 
neverhad any trouble*
22* Yep I’ve hem satisfied*
We’d always like them to do 
better*
24* Yes.
21* Yes# Taking it all in all, 15* 
yes# •
22# Yes* I think it’s a vexy 
good school*
24* Yes* It ’s up to them really 
if they want it it’ s there*
21* Yes* Some minor upsets 16*
but you expect those*
22* Yes* It’s done a good Job*
24* Yes*
17*
21* No# Has never liked school 18# 
since the day he started*
22* Yes. Under the circumstances 
of his not really caring about 
school*
24* Yes* It depends so much on 
the individual teachers* They 
wouldn’t let my son take French.
21, Yes* She’s happy with everything* 
22* Yes*
24* Yes*
21* Yes* She likes the school life* 
22* Yes* I think they’ve all 
benefited#
24# Yes* All her friends are getting 
On 17611*
21* Yes* She hasn’t had to do much, 
it’s been far too easy#
22* No* She has not been made to 
work* This I feel is a great pity* 
24* No* It seems alright but there 
is no work ethicf and some children 
need to be pushed*
21# Yes# People realised that he 
needed to be talked to* Teachers 
always went .out of their way to 
help* Always given maximum 
attention by staff*
22# Yes# Home must do so much to 
support the sohool, for ohildren 
have to do so much on their own*
24# Yes* School is friendly and 
co-operative.
School A. School B.
19* 21. Yes* Good atmosphere for our
sonj free and easy*, like a "club*1
21c Yes* Never any trouble 
about school*
22* Yes* Satisfied with sohool* 
24* Yes* Everybody has the same 
chance.
21*.. Yes* He’s always been 20*
happy there* . . ■. ■
22* Ho* The school is very good! 
ho complaints at all* it’s 
purely my son*
24* Yes*
Easter leaver* 
Easter leaver*
really*
22* Xfo* He’s not been pushed in 
. any way *
24* Ho* Yhere’s a chance for 
children willing to learn* Those 
who arenot willing should be 
pushed*
21* Yes* Thoroughly enjoyed it*
If he got down to a little morb 
work he would probably have done 
better.
22. Ho not really satisfied* He 
could have been pushed much more* 
We were misled slightly*
24* Yes* If they want to learn 
it’s there * but they could all do 
with a little more pushing*
way*
22* Yes* School vexy important* 
This is because we felt he was 
happy* Most school patterns too 
rigid - these would repress him* 
24* Yes* Back to why he’s enjoyed 
it. It doesn’t necessarily mean 
all children will profit* Some 
will of course profit from strict 
discipline*
, 21* Easter leaver*
22* 21. Yes* School B suited him down
to the ground* Allowed him* end 
encouraged Mm* to be interested* 
He * s done school things in his own
School A* Ho. School B.
21. Yes*
22# Ho.; His progress has boon 
so much affected by his hearing 
disability.
24* Yes.
23.
21* Yes* It’s been a great 24* 
game for him, he’s been veiy 
rebellious*
22* Yes* With regards to what 
the school has done for him* yes 
they’ve,done everything* With 
regards to what he’s done for 
himself, no#
24* Yes# She Headmaster and 
teachers very fair, jay son has 
been very difficult in relation** 
ship to school*, They have 
really gone out of their way to 
help*
21* Ho* Because he had this 
disadvantage to start with, he 
could never keep up Tdth the others* 
22* Yes, to start with* But over 
the last two years it’s been an 
utter waste of time*
24* Yes* But it* s hard to say*
Our son was backward and received 
a lot of help at first*
21. Yes* Very much indeed.
22* Yes* More than satisfied, he 
was very lute in developing* At 
his Primary School he made little 
progress* On coming to School B 
he really began to understand and 
involve himself*
24* Yes* Of Course there is a fair 
chance for all if they are prepared 
to accept it.
Question 26 «* • .
n$hat is the general tone of your child’s sohool as far 
as you can ^udge?n 
Question 27 **
f*lf you had to make the choice again, would you still 
send your child to the same school?"
School A* Noi Sohool B*
26* J&nphasis on academic 1. 26. Go ahead workman~like * With
studies. Keen on good behaviour minimum emphasis on manners*
Like to be very "superior”. 27* Yes* But if I’d have realised
School A. School B.
little bit snooty* Also very 1.
keen to produce good exam­
ination results*
27* Yes* Same circumstances 
apply. We wanted her to go to 
Sohool A*
26* Hiey wish to help and 2*
improve all children* At the 
same time it still manages to 
retain the sense of being an 
academic institute*
27* Yes* Because of all the 
practical advantages, School B 
far too idealistic.
26* It still has the tone of a 4*
good Grammar Sohool*
27* Yes* Mo3t definitely* We 
did the right thing* Itfs 
marvellous what they do.
26. It’s a very happy school, 5*
teachers take an interest in 
children*
27* Oh yes, I would indeed*
26. Discipline vexy good* Good 6* 
teaching, they really take an 
interest in the children*
27* Yes.
26* Sohool A isn’t a comprehen- 7*
slve as such, it’s a bilateral 
school* One for academic, one 
for non-academic.
27. Yea.
how difficult new schools can be 
I think I might have sent her to 
School A* School B always breaking 
new ground, no pattern of accepted 
behaviour. This is very difficult 
for the children*
26* First two years continually 
moaning* The Headmaster seemed 
to be the main problem, he was 
evasive* Certainly not enough 
discipline for those who needed it. 
Too many staff too young*
27. Yes* But only over the last two 
weeks because her exam results have 
been so good.
26. Hot enough experience of 
schools to answer this*
27. Yes.
26* Seems to be a happy atmosphere*
I would think it’s successful, 
results will tell* Staff take a 
good interest in children*
27* Yes*
26* It’s Very nice, the teachers 
are vexy nice, they’ve always been 
very nice to me. Fy friends say 
the same thing.
27* Yes, definitely.
26* Well set up school, but 
discipline sadly lacking, vexy poor* 
No one seems to bother about absence, 
etc. Discipline not good.
27. Yes. She’s got out of it more 
than she’s lost*
School A. No. Sohool B.
26* Quite high academically, 8, 
hut rather self-satisfied. Any 
meetings - ’’look how well we’ve 
done, look how well we * re doing”*
27* Yes. X still think it’s the 
best for my daughter.
26* Aims for good educational 9*
standards* They also tzy to 
encourage the children to become 
part of the local community* 
Everyone is encouraged to join 
school organisations.
27* Yes*
26* Pretty good, students get 10*
on well with the staff and 
vice-versa* . ■
27. Yes. But I still would 
prefer it to he a G-raimar,
School*
26. Quite a happy atmosphere* 11. 
I’ve got no grumbles at all*
27. Yes* _ ■
26* More people seem to he 12*
complaining than ever before s 
big staff turnover* This is 
not good.
27* Ho* I think she would be 
better off going out of the 
district to a girls Grammar 
School.
26. I think far too disciplin- 13*
arian; teachers don’t have 
right attitude and the Head­
master is a snob*
27* Yes* I’d still send her 
there because I think it’s the 
best sohool*
26. Too much freedom, children 
need more discipline*
27* Ho* X would rather send her 
to School C« She would benefit 
from that, type of discipline*
26. Too lax in discipline* People 
locally would be interested to 
see success and failure rate*
The popular opinion is that discipline 
is too lax*
27* Ho* At the moment my younger 
daughter win go to School A*
26* Good* So good that we sent 
our younger daughter there*
27. Yes. .
26* Happiness and slackness 
all-round* Par too casual in 
their approach.
27* Ho* What I’d choose in/lt’sJ 
place I don’t know* , .
26. Pretty good reputation. But 
discipline is not as good as it 
should be.
27* Ho* Thing is she’s been happy 
there all the time and this is 
important* But she’d always been 
in the top class at the Primaay 
Sohool and never readjusted*
Sohool A* No. Sohool B*
26. A vexy good school.
27. Yes. The attitude of the 
sohool is nice, 1 don’t regret 
sendingher*
26* A good work atmosphere 14.
there. The sohool keeps a good 
check on things.
27. Yes.
26* They’re very keen on 15.
uniform and things like that.
All the things they do are 
good. Plays and concerts are 
excellent*
27* Yes* X think they have done 
well*
26. Fairly good relationship 16.
Between staff and students.
Seems to he slack periods, 
then comes a great clap down.
27. Yes* I’m very satisfied.
. 17.
26* There’s all types ,of 18#
children there, end the sohool 
does take in remedial children.
They really t*y to help all 
sorts.
27. Yes. Because I’m generally 
pleased with things#
26. It’s from the children I 19*' 
get the impression, I do favour 
the formal approach of School A*
27* Yes* Definitely to School A.
26* Friendly everyone seems to 
get on with each other* Teachers 
easy to get on with.
27* Yes# Our younger daughter 
goes there*
26* I don’t think there is any tone. 
Everyone seems to please themselves. 
27* No. She would certainly go to 
Sohool A. They have more discipline 
and make children work* At School B 
there are no checks.
26o Show a high degree of concern 
about the children, and what they 
are doing, and concern for the 
individual*
27* Yes. , ’
26. Nbt popular at all with people 
in this area*
27. No* He would go to School A 
where they place much more emphasis 
oh work*
School A# School B.
26. I would say the tone of 20* 
the school had gone dorm over 
the last 3 years#
27* Yes# We sent our younger 
son to School A#
Easter leaver# 21#
22#
23#
26# Very good# Students able 24* 
to talk to teachers, hut 
teachers able to discipline 
students# Occasionally they 
get three of the best from 
the Head#
26# Reasonable* It’s quite up 
to standard# However , the 
children have little pride in 
their school*
27* Yes*
Easter leaver#
26* Rather undisciplined# Ho 
insistence upon standards* They 
seem to be inconsistent in 
applying rules and things like 
that#
27* Yes*
26* We were disappointed, it 
started off so good* More 
discipline was required for the 
children as they got older# 
Examination time all stayed 
in bed* Shis can’t be good#
27* Yes in our son’s case* But 
I wouldn’t send our daughter there* 
26* Rather free for the students 
to decide for themselves what they 
do*
27* Yes*
/ Of the forty parents interviewed only twenty four preferred 
the Comprehensive System of Education* In considering this figure - 
and there can be no reason to think that it is not representative of 
the community at large - the fact that the location of the schools, 
together with the quality of the schools within the county, is 
considered by educationists to be amongst the finest in the countiy, 
is a matter of concern* Thirteen of the parents interviewed were not
satisfied with what might he considered to he the best that 
comprehensive schooling has to offer# Six of these parents had 
children at School A, Nos: 5, Is 9, 10, 18 and 24? seven at 
School B, Nos: 2, 7? 8, 9, 12, 13 and 17#
Parents did not relate their satisfaction with comprehensive 
schooling with their child’s enjoyment of the school* Sixteen of 
the twenty children at School A had in their parents’ opinion enjoyed 
school, the figure was nineteen out of twenty at School B# However 
satisfaction with general academic standards and development of the 
children showed thirteen parents satisfied with children at Sohool A, 
and twelve satisfied with children at School B* The dissatisfied 
parents from Sohool A, Nos I 1, 2, 8, 10, 12, 20 and 23 felt that 
in some way it was their own child’s fault for not taking advantage 
of what the school had to offer# Answers from parents include ~
"it’s her inability to get down to it"; "school can help if you’re 
willing to conformw| "the personality of the child and the school 
organisation didn’t go well together41; "understandably the death of 
a father was given as a reason for lack of academic standards”; 
"schooling very good it’s purely my son”* Contrary to this, parent 12 
feels that the school was directly responsible for the lack of academic 
progress of his daughter. This parent felt that perhaps his daughter 
was best suited to an education within a girls Grammar School where 
discipline and control would be of a much higher standard* Six of 
the seven parents who were not satisfied however seemed to blame 
their own children in some way* Perhaps School A was successful in 
getting these parents to accept their definitions of their children, 
thus diverting any blame for unsatisfactory academic progress from 
the school# The case with School B is different# Parents 7» 8, 9?
12, 13, 17, 19 and 20 were not satisfied with their child’s academic 
development, of these six would have preferred the previous system 
of education# They felt that the school had not "pushed” their 
children enough - "the school had not insisted enough on standards 
of homework and classwork”* One parent actually talks about the "club” 
like atmosphere of School B*
This leads to the question of general tone, and to perhaps 
the "acid wash” of the interview schedule# "If you had the choice 
again would you still send your child to the same school?" Nineteen 
from Sohool A would against fourteen from School B* Parent 12 is 
the exception with children in School A* In School B parents 8, 9,
12, 13, 17 and 19 would send their children elsewhere if given another 
chance*
With regards to the tone of the schools, something which is 
difficult for experienced teachers to estimate, parents were 
encouraged to talk about , what they thought this may mean in 
relationship to the respective schools# Parents from School A 
spoke of "good academic standards"; "very much'like the Grammar 
School"; "good discipline"; "there’s a good work atmosphere"* School 
B parents again represent differing views, ranging from, "A happy 
atmosphere"; "it’s vesy nice" to "discipline sadly lacking";
"happiness and slackness" and "everyone seems to please themselves"# 
Again it is apparent that option concerning School A is muoh 
more uniform, parents appear to know what is going cm in the school; 
they understand what is going,on and hence generally approve of what the 
school is doing* This question will be raised later, for in School B 
it seems that opinion as to the experiences within the school vary 
so greatly* This difference require s some explanation * Why for 
example does one parent say ^  "X don’ t think there is any tone*
Everyone seems to please themselves",whilst another parent says - 
"Shows a high degree of concern about ;bhe children and what they are 
doing, and concern for the individual"* -These parents are talking 
about the same school, HOC are these two cases isblatedf From the 
analysis provided so far it is. apparent that with the one exception 
the parents of the students in School A are in agreement with what 
is going on in the school* Parents of children in School B hold a 
variety of opinions from satisfied to dissatisfied* Perhaps the 
answer lies in/the w&y the parents determine what is going on in the 
schools* Question 29 revealed that of the parents of children in 
School A, five thought the school upheld traditional values, one 
thought it .modern and forward looking, fourteen thought it achieved 
both* Of the parents with cMldren at School B, none thought it 
upheld traditional values, sixteen saw it as being modem and forward 
looking and four thought it achieved both* Again because of the 
importance placed upon interpretation, the individual answers are 
recorded below*
Question 28 -
"If you were in a position to deoide would you prefer 
a school that was - 1* Strict and Formal
2# Firm and Formal 
3# Firm and Informal 
4# Relaxed and Infoimal 
5* Permissive?”
Probe - "WJy would you prefer this type?"
Question 29 ~
"In very broad terms, do you see your child’s school 
as upholding - 1# Traditional Values
2* Being modem and forward looking 
3* Achieving both the above 
4 # D * K ? n
Probe * "Why do you feel this?"
Sohool A* No* Sohool B
28* Fim but Informal* Firm- 1* 28* Firm hut Informal* Home
ness is necessary, but X donH and sohool should be similar*
like formality* You have to Teachers held in same position
be fiim, if relaxed children as parents* Children should be
tradition but veiy forward in looking* Problems dealt with
development* . in a/realistic :way, no punishment
from heaven, but in terms of 
social consequences.
28* Between 2 and 3* Between 2* 28* Firm but Informal*
firmness and informality* 29# Achieving both* Once they’re
29* Achieving both* established I think they’ll work*
28* Firm and Fozmal* Informal 4« 28* Fiiwi but Informal* Definitely
in terms of what we were used to*. firm but they should be able to
But by comparison with others, rub shoulders with anyone* Needs
formal* to be less than formal#
29* Achieving both as much as it 29* Tries to achieve both*
can* Tradition built up over
15 years* But it changes all the
time, emphasis on differnt
things over time*
Firm but Infoimal* They need 3# 28* Firm but Informal* I think
a certain amount of discipline, it’s a good thing that children
but infomal enough for happy can approach the teachers and
atmosphere* speak without inhibition#
29# It achieves both# 29* Being modem and forward looking*
take advantage*
29* Achieve both* Seen on
able to approach staff*
29* Being Modem and Forward
Sohool A* No. \ School'B.
28* Firm andFormal* Children 6, 
need firmness at that age,
3 might he alright for some 
children hut not all*
29> Achieving both*
28# Firm and Formal* Because 
this produces the results both 
academically and socially*
29* Achieving both* The sohool 
is Very much something of a 
mixture*
28# Firm and Formal* Because I 8# 
think my daughter will work 
better in these conditions*
29* Traditional Values*
Because I believe it is run 
more or less as it was when 
it was a Grammar School*
28* Firm and Formal*
29* Achieving both* It has a 
very good balance between the 
two*
\
28* Relaxed and Informal. If 
you*re strict children will not 
do anything* Tou have to 
understand children* X feel 
children’s upbringing important*
29* Achieving both, it’s got 
everything that school*
7* 28. Firm end Formal* F* X think
that’s the best way to achieve 
the balance for learning. M. I 
don’t mind the informality but.
I think respect is important.
29* Being modern and Forward 
looking* I think they are trying 
but they appear far too slack to 
achieve this*
28* Firm and Formal® I’d favour 
the sort of discipline related 
to this#
29* Being Modem and Forward 
looking* They try but what really 
do they do?
9# 28* Firm and Formal* I don’t
like the informal school,, some 
teachers are spoken to by Christian 
names, X don’t agree with that#
29. It does not uphold traditional 
values as I understand them, lack 
of discipline only encourages 
delinquency* If this lack of 
discipline is being modem and 
forward looking, well that’s 
Sohool B*
School A School B#
23* Firm and Fomal* I prefer 10*
that because firmness and 
discipline and uniform are, 
important* If relaxed too 
much no respect for teachers*
29* Being modern and forward 
looking* Hhen my daughter was 
there it was much better, it 
was a Grammar School* It* 3 
changed since then*
28* Firm hut Formal* Hot too 11*
strict hut they should respect 
teachers* They should also 
have a laugh occasionally.
29* Traditional Values. School 
B is the modem one* and that 
doesn’t appeal*
28* Firm and Formal*
29* Traditional Values*
28* Firm hut Informal* School 13* 
A doesn’t meet this - far too 
authoritarian*
29* Traditional Values. Sohool 
A is very traditional.
28. Firm hut Informal* This is 
the same as the home* Parental 
discipline very important, must 
act as a guide, respect must he 
shown for positions#
29* Achieving Both* Formal to a 
degree hut very forward looking 
and modem* Consideration shown 
by the school Is reflect by the 
children* Parents and sohool 
attitude must he in sympathy*
12# 28. Firm and Formal* Firmness
they must have to ensure that 
everyone has the ri^hi chance* 
Informality does not lend the 
right attitude to learning.
29* Being Modem and Forward 
looking* Tfhether this is 
correct or not but it seems 
that more discipline was 
required for 6 or 7 semi­
delinquents*
28, Firm hut Formal. Our 
daughter really needed this 
approach*
29# Being modem and forward 
looking* Hot a lot of traditional 
value, the Headmaster doesn’t 
bother with tradition*
Sohool A. Sohool B.
28 * Firm and Foitaal# 14#
29* Achieving Both*
28* Finn and Fomal. A school 15* 
must be like this otherwise 
the older ones take advantage*
29* Achieving both*
28* Firm and Formal* Firmness 1C* 
needed to win respect*
29* Achieving Both* It 
achieves a fair measure of both*
17*
28. Firm but Informal. All 18* 
children need dislpline, but 
they should be able to put 
their views to the teachers*
They're very strict about 
uniform.’
29* Achieving Both* It's 
always in the foreground of the 
community5 children doing things 
all over the place, e.g. for 
charity.
28. Firm and Formal#
29* Being modem and forward 
looking#
28# Firm but Informal# They 
want the firaness but the informal 
Side needs possibly a little more 
discipline*
29* Being Modem and forward 
looking.
28. Firm and Formal* Bespeot for 
older people needed* Staff at 
school B far too young. Children 
respect really the discipline 
that come© from esrperienced 
teachers.
29. Being modem end forward 
looking* Staff are so young 
similar to students, I can't 
see how you can respect them with 
modem outlook similar to the 
youth of today*
28* Somewhere between 3 and 4# 
Conversation between teacher and 
pupil must be used as a guideline.
I do however have the feeling that 
there is not enough discipline, 
may be it's a lack of ability in 
the teachers to do this.
29* Being Modem and Forward looking* 
Conflict within school over this, 
perhaps a little traditional value 
should be .brought in.
Sohool A* School B*
28 i Firm hut Informal* Children 19* 
do”need firmness*
29* Achieving both* The school 
seems very successful in both 
areas*
28* Firm and Formal* Because I 20* 
don* t think there is enough 
discipline in sohool situations*
29* Traditional Values* It used 
to be but now more modem in 
outlook* the tone of the kids 
has gone down* Although 1 
don’t blame the school, it’s 
the parents*
Faster leaver* 21*
- 22*
28* Firm and Formal* 23*
29* Achieving Both*
28* Firm and Formal* I feel 2J*.* 
that some staff are too 
familiar# A little more 
discipline results in fewer 
bearded gentlemen,
29* Achieving both* I like the 
Headmaster, he tries to run the 
school with a firm hand*
Wearing gowns I like*
28* Firm and Formal*
29* Being Modem and Forward 
looking'# Certainly doesn’t 
uphold traditional values*
Forward looking at the expense 
of the pupils*
28* Firm but Informal* Well 
firm enough to teach, but 
informal in other ways* My son 
can talk to the Headmaster as if he 
were a buddy*
29* Being Modem and Forward looking# 
Wot upholding traditional values#
They don’t seem to worryy children 
don’t think much about tradition* 
Easter leaver*
28# Firm but Informal* All children 
heed firmness* Informality would 
encourage children to be individuals 
rather than conform to a pattern*
29* Being modem and forward looking* 
May be’too early to say* But I 
cannot see Sohool B as traditional* 
28* Firm but Informal* Obviously 
I prefer discipline for children, 
but not so keen on all going to 
school exactly the same*
29* Being Modem and Forward looking* 
28* Firm but Informal* I feel a 
good mixture between the two 
necessary for learning to take 
place*
29* Being Modem and Forward looking*
Question 30 -
"What do you think are the strengths of your child’s school?” 
Question 31 *
"What do you feel ore the weaknesses of your child’s school?"
School A* * Ho* School B*
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30* Academic standard* Siting 1* 
people involved In things#
The,excellent standard of 
drama productions# Music vexy 
strong*
31* Head not very friendly# Ho 
other weaknesses in the sohool*
30* Search for excellence in 2*
whatever they attempt and the 
care of the individual that 
this pursuit involves*
31* Situation of the course 
choice v/here it is possible , to 
drop a science completely# Also 
the Head is rather against 
parents interfering*
30# It’s ideally suited for a 4*
sohool, the whole set up*
31* Hone that spring immediately 
to mind#
30* They always tiy and work 5*
with the parents, they like 
parents to be interested*
31* Nothing that 1 could think of, 
possibly too much homework.
30* Marvellous facilities# A 
heated indoor pool, the variety 
of spozts and interests they 
offer the children. Eelationships 
with teachers are good* Free to 
talk to them - at least them they 
like# The approach to teaching 
is practical*
31* Main weakness is the Headmaster 
he seems neurotic , volatile* The 
school needs a few grey hairs* 
Balance needed with young, nothing 
quite replaces wide experience*
30* The relationship between 
parents and teachers, always free . 
to discuss*
31* lack of discipline, lack of 
loyalty*
30# I would think the informality* 
31* At one time I would have said 
lack of discipline, but now I 
feel it's lack of firmness#
30# The ideas the Head originally 
had* How much has been put into 
operation difficult to know*
31# Couldn’t put anything as a 
weakness# If there are, I’m not 
aware of them#
School A School B
30* The excellent facilities* 6.
Oood teaching standards*
31* Canft think of any* although 
the children do complain about 
too much homework.
30* It's a caring school* 7*
Pastoral care of the school very 
good* fhen school became so 
big we worried about: this* How 
there's such a sense of community 
that we don't woriy.
31* Gould do with more discipline*
30* School serves whole 8*
community. Quite high academic 
Standard*
31* Change of staff becoming a 
concern*
30. The academic standard is 
good*
31* Certain children are over­
looked, the school doesn't do 
enough to find out why certain 
children do not progress* If 
they are capable the school suits 
them fine* If not they just have 
to keep trying*
30* The buildings and the space 
they have got.
31* I don't know any*
30# The Outlay* The building has 
everything, it caters for all 
children with its facilities* 
There's no holds barred for 
anyone who wants to get on*
31* Discipline or rather lack of 
it* She has done nothing in her 
Creative Activities for a year, 
she just sits and paints her nails 
throughout the lesson* She should 
have done things for her G.S.E. 
folder* She should have been made 
to do things*
30* There are not many*
31* It all goes back to discipline, 
it seems to lack this* Of course 
being the oldest children was also 
a problem*
30* The buildings ate the finest 
I've seen ever* Certainly it must 
be one of the most modem*
31* Back of discipline. Supposedly 
private study but I believe they 
do just as they like* I wait for 
the results before I really comment, 
if they're good I'll admit I was 
wrong*
Sohool a ; Sohool b ;
30, It’s not so happy as it was; 
They don’t even sing hymns now
in the momingi
!
31* It’s too big; Hobody seems 
to know the children as well as 
they did when it was a Grammar 
School;
30; Academic strength really; 11; 
31; Personally I don* t think I 
know any; My daughter says 
course choices are wrong; She 
couldn’t take Commerce because 
she was in course H; Had to 
do French ^ school insisted;
30* It hasn’t really gone 
comprehensive it’s still run as 
a Grammar School; Staff 
seleoted on academic ability, not 
on ability to teach; They don’t 
give children confidence; if 
you’re hopeless at something they
don’t bother* The Headmaster is' . > ■
far too aloof*
10* 30* Fulfils the child adequately; 
In life through the sohool it’s 
personality-building* Ify son 
really does appreciate what sohool 
has done for him; School gives 
. confidence in the self5 Humanities 
course is linked with the overall 
principles of life; It seems to 
equip people for life; they seem 
better able to enjoy life;
31; There were initial teething 
problems which the school seems 
to have overcome; Missed out on 
Craft; Hot taught a skill at all;
12; 30; The trust; Although not
appreciated at the time; Formally, 
educationally the sohool has 
little strength;
31* Slackness, lack of Control* 
Children couldn’ t work at sohool, 
too noisy* lack of supervision* 
Heglects what I call the formal 
side of educations
(i) Making sure of good ground 
in basics;
(ii) Work in depth; The school 
attempts lots of surface 
work but nothing in depth*
Sohool A# No. Sohool B.
30. Makes the students work* 13*
Continual pressure* No 
opportunity for the child with 
ability not to do anything*
31* It’s the sort of school where 
if you’re face fits you’re O.K.
If you’re in the Rugger team for 
example* The school is too 
large* Also there is a big 
difference between the two groups 
in the sohool* the X and the XI*
30* A good atmosphere and 1A*
attitude to work there is 
something for everybody there*
31* X think that perhaps the- 
bri#test Children always get 
the best teachers* This X 
don’t think is right® all 
children should have the 
opportunity of the best teachers 
some of the time*
30i The things the sohool does Ip* 
are always good* The concerts 
and the fetes ® always are 
excellent* This gives you the 
impression that it’s like this all 
through the school*
31* Don’t know.
30* The pupils the school 
produces appear as the main 
strength of the sohool.
31* None that come to mind.
30* Enthusiasm amongst staff. 
31* They set work that is never 
checked or marked* Not enough 
overall supervision of work.
3Q* Can’t really complain the way 
X feel about it® nicer feeling 
about sohool than ever X knew. Free­
dom of speech® children can discuss 
whatever they wish*
31* No weaknesses that I know of.
16* 30* The teaching staff are young 
all new teachers*
31* They had at the beginning. 
They let them do as they wanted® 
most of these faults have been 
ironed out now.
School A* Hoi School B*
17*
30* The sport mainly# They win 18* 
eireiyfehing*
31* 1 Can’t really name a"Weakness*
30* From when it was a Grammar 19# 
School that is still carried on 
today*
31* Hone that 1 can think of*
It’s up to the individual to take 
advantage of everything there#
30* Good facilities# A beautiful 
school but that’s all# Ho respect 
for the school* Cigarette bums 
all over the plaoe* The 3th form 
have no respect at all for the 
school#
31* A H  stem from the Headmaster 
really# Hot really a forceful 
enough character* Children never 
made to toe the line# School 
never really supported the parents 
in what we wanted*
30# Enthusiasm and youthfulness 
of staff» The enormous amount of 
extra work staff put in* This 
leads to an understanding and 
concern for staff* Teachers make 
themselves available immediately*
This comes from the top* Willingness 
to try new ideas, willingness to 
experiment. Alive to new trends 
in thought# link staff have with 
children* Children not compared 
as such but treated as individuals* 
31# Enthusiastic about something 
then it is dropped. May be this 
is the Headmaster’s weakness#
Hew school, no example to follow# 
Children have to push themselves, 
no established staff to do this*
30* Young staff helps to cement 
pupil-teacher relationship which 
helps to smooth the road* Should 
be something there for all children# 
Certain pupils take advantage of 
system because they are able* The 
wealth of equipment*
Sohool A* Sohool B*
30* The academic standard* The 20* 
sport is .also..vexy good*
31* The sohool seems to have 
given in to some of the pressures 
of modem day society from when 
it'.was a Grammar• School* ■
Easter leaver* 21*
Easter leaver* 22*
30* Very good all-round* 
31* Hot’ any*
19* 31* New school should have had 
experienced staff# What ahout 
the discipline problems they 
have there* Children are un­
doubtedly cheeky and off-hand* 
Equipment thought fantastic is 
ill-used* No one seems to care*
30* Xt’s a very easy going school5
. i
the children like it*
31# The Children aren’t pushed 
enough* I would like to see a 
play at Christmas* X would like 
to see a concert* This is I think 
part of school# All you get at 
Sohool B is flashing limits and 
clinking and clanging. They 
Should be stricter on dress* the 
students look a sight#
Baster leaver*
30* It’s approach to education*
The Headmaster must take a lot of 
credit for this5 for ^ *s)forward 
looking approach*
31# Well 1 suppose it’s back to 
square one in terns of control 
and discipline*
23* 30* Buildings superb. The ideas 
which we were originally told*
31* How the whole thing was carried 
out. Personally I think it all 
concerns the Headmaster. After 
the second year X don’t know, if 
the junior teachers took overs 
the pupils took over., or what 
happened*
Sohool A# Sohool B
30* The tradition and all that 24* 30* The facilities are excellent.
The final question put to the parents concerned the strengths 
and weaknesses of the two schools. The parents of School A again 
show a uniformity in their answers* They accept the structure and 
organisation of the sohool as being in the best interests of their 
children* Their answers to these questions reveal an agreement that 
is independent of the child1 s placement within the sohool* The strengths 
of the sohool include academic standards* search for excellence* good 
teaching standards, it’s a caring school, school serves the whole 
community, makes students work, a good atmosphere and attitude to work:, 
the pupils the sohool produces, the good sport, they win everything*
These are the normal expectations parents have of a “good school’**
They expect hi# standards of performance, in the traditional things 
that schools are supposed to offer* The emphasis within School B 
changes from the traditional values as indicated above, in the case 
of Sohool B parents see the strengths as the marvellous faoilities, 
the relationships between parents end teachers, the informality, 
the buildings, the school fulfils the child, the trust, enthusiasm 
of the staff, the young staff, an easy going sohool, its approach to 
education* Ho mention here of the traditional values of the Grammar 
School in terms of the school’s strengths* When considering weaknesses 
the parents of Sohool A had to think hard to find what they considered 
weaknesses* Several thou#t the sohool catered for the bright student, 
and one parent thought the fact that fourth year students could drop 
science altogether a definite weakness in the sohool curricular 
organisation. Eleven parents however thought the sohool had no
goes with it.
31* Most schools have weaknesses 
but I can’t off-hand say what 
these are in relationship to 
School A*
The Humanities organisation seems 
to be the most advanced of its 
type* The students really get 
down to it through this approach* 
31* Gould be an overall tightening 
of control within the school*
Much more attention to details, 
rather than thinking these look 
after themselves*
weaknesses, at least they were not aware of any. In the case of 
Sohool B the weaknesses were revealed by parents as the lack of 
discipline, or lack of control, only by reading fully the parents’ 
comments can the fullness of this parental opinion be realised#
In comparing the two schools in such a way the problems 
hi#lighted by Gouldner (1971) are perhaps best illustrated in 
relation to education* Gouldner writes *
’’Since 1945 and fee end of World War XI we have seen 
the beginnings of a new international resistance against 
a society organised around utilitarian values, a 
resistance, in short, against industrial not merely 
capitalist society* ’’The HewOulture" rejects the value 
of conforming usefulness, counterposing to it, as a 
standard, that each must "do his own thing"* (Page 78)*
Although disagreeing with Gouldner’s choice of phrase "do 
his own thing", one can interpret in the answers of the parents of 
children in Sohool B iust what Gouldner was getting at, or rather 
how his phrase has come to be interpreted* Parents stress in 
relationship to Sohool B, "the lack of loyally to the school" !
"she oust sits and paints her nails throughout the lesson"! 
"supposedly private study but 1 believe they do iust as they like"! 
"slackness at fee beginning they did as they wanted"! "children 
never made to toe the line"! "the children have to push themselves"! 
"children cheeky and off-hand"! "after fee second year 1 don’t know 
who took over the junior staff or the pupils"* All the above answers 
are in some way concerned with the changes that have been introduced 
into school B which in some way differ from the parents’ own 
experience when they were at sohool* This is in no way to deny 
that there is a disciplinary problem within the school! it does 
however also concern a change of values* Perhaps this is best summed 
up by the parent who answered when asked about the weaknesses of 
School B -
"I would like to see a play at Christmas# I would like 
to see a school oonoert* This I think is a part of 
school life* All you get at school B is flashing lights, 
and clinking and clanging”*
This completes fee data collection from the parents concerned, 
an attempt will be made in the final chapter to relate fee views of 
fee teachers and students to those of the parents, and to offer some 
explanations of achievement within the two schools.
2 1 8 .
Chapter 8.
Problems of the Unified Curriculum*
A review of the literature relevant to achievement in 
education would show how from the "Spens” report the Idea of a 
biologically determined ^intelligence0 which could be measured 
came to be challenged by educational research. In the place of
the biologically determined view, was developed the idea that
/
ability end sohool achievements were products of the kind of 
environment in which the child lived* The review would include 
the types of sociological study which supported the proposition 
that achievement correlates with membership of a particular social 
class*
The social class analysis has generally tended to demonstrate 
the effects of characteristics which are prior to schooling, 
parental values, motivation, on a child’s capacity to succeed. In 
other words it has shifted the explanation for levels of achievement 
from innate intelligence to properties of the culture. Within one 
paradigm, homogeneity tends to be implied for the same X.Q* category, 
In the social class paradigm homogeneity appears to be implied in 
certain social class cultures* From w5.thin these paradigms, School 
A along with the vast majority of existing comprehensive schools, was 
held to have developed* School B it was held was developed from a 
new concept, from a paradigm that focused not on similarities but on 
differences? on the individual differences between children and on 
their individual differences to learning within the school* In 
response to these two positions it has been indicated how Schools A 
and B were organise^artioularly with reference to the type of 
learning experience the respective curriculums provided.
In an attempt to collect relevant information about the two 
schools, the theoretical constructs of G-.M. Esland were used. Though 
the paradigm areas we re found to be an over-simplification in terms 
of sohool organisation, departmental organisation and also teacher 
organisation, the idea nevertheless provides the sociologist with a 
useful tool of analysis. This in fact is no more than Esland intended 
for in his original work he states that:-
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•’While one con acknowledge the hwanictaa? value of the 
"paradigm" , it should he said that it does not explain the 
pluralism or differentiation of paradigms within scientific 
activity* The questions which are posed in the analysis of 
teaching and learning as the organisation of knowledge are 
“built on the assumption that within the teachers stock of 
knowledge are fragments of multiple paradi^as - arising 
particularly through the interplay of subject and pedagogical 
knowledge* The relationship between the individuals perspective 
and its paradigmatic origins are problematic, and will, in any 
Case, represent a unique blend with its own social consequences*tt
Page 81* Knowledge and Control* Ed; Young*
, Both teachers and students interview schedules provided evidence 
for the fact that the English teaching within the Humanities department 
of Sohool B however came within the Phenomenological Paradigm* Further 
confirmation of this can be provided by the students answers to the 
following question*
Question 18 ~
ftHow often within a lesson situation are you allowed to 
develop your own ideas?”
The answers were recorded on a 4 point scale;
Never - 1
Occasionally * 2 
Sometimes - 3
Often *• 4
2 2 0 .
Subject* Scale# School A* Sohool B«
Maths* Never 9 9 x 1 B 9 12 12 x 1 12
Occasionally 10 10 x 2 .* 20 8 8 x 2 tr16
Sometimes 4 4 x 5 = 12 3 3 x 3 as 9
Often Nil Nil •MB** 2 2 x 4 s=Ji
Scale Totals 41 Scale Totals 45
English Never 2 2 x 1 « 2 . Nil
Occasionally 2 2 x 2 » 4 . ■' X 1 x 2 ■SS 2
Sometimes 5 5 x 3 « 15 2 2 x 3 si 6
Often 14 14 x 4 « ■ 20 20 x 4 £2 80
Scale Totals ZL Scale Totals 88
Science * Never 4 4 x 1 =*4 13 13 x 1 a 13
Occasionally 6 6 x 2 » 12 3 5 x 2 » 10
Sometimes 2 2 x 3 « 6 2 2 x 3 = 6
Often 3 3 x 4 « 12 3 3 x 4 a 12
Scale Totals Scale Totals M
Table 19# Development of Own Ideas T/ithin the Classroom.
In considering the answers to these questions as given below 
some indications are given by the students of both schools as to wly the 
teaching of English and not Science and Mathematics could develop within 
the Phenomenological framework. The main emphasis being the information 
concerning the development of individual ideas# for within the phenomenon 
logical framework it appears essential that if students are to learn 
according to their interests the possibility for this development must 
be established#
$ Eight students in School A opted out of Science in fourth year#
2 2 1 ,
Sohool A* No. Sohool B*
Maths i Occasionally. Stick to 1.
the syllabus j we cannot afford 
time off brooding. We*ve got 
to pass *0* level*'
English: ’Sometimes* English is 
more' relaxed ," .because English : 
is concerned with life* It’s 
more relevant*
Science: Occasionally* It*s 
the. same as Maths* ; .
Maths: Sometimes you*re allowed 2* 
to root arouhdj you find more 
suitable way of working*
English: Often* You develop 
your own ideas all the time*
Maths: Occasionally* Mainly we A*
follow the set work.
English: Often ideas brought to 
the lesson are developed*
Science: Difficult to have your 
own ideas in these subjects; 
you deal with scientifically 
proven facts*
Maths: Occasionally* You don’t 5*
always know you’re learning 
.all the time*
Maths: Occasionally* If you can 
find a convenient way tills is O.K.
If you’ve completed work set yotire 
allowed to do this* You must 
complete basic work*
English: Often* English is your 
own ideas* You ark given some 
type of experience in the lesson 
and then you express yourself in 
light of this* In English we get 
this experience#."
Sciences Occasionally* If you 
can think of a way of completing 
. experiment you■ can*-; - You' stick;:
pretty much to the basics though*
■ ; Maths: Ifever* - Case never arises • 4.
•’ in Maths, bourse work set, we follow* | 
English: Occasionally* Sometimes - 
you ask if you can bring your Art 
into English* Yes you Can*
Science: Never, the case has never 
arisen* It’s lust course woxk*
Maths: You’re interested in your
own ideas, therefore you’re keen to try 
them out*
English: Often you are urged on to 
develop these ideas of your own*
Science: Sometimes, same as Maths*
Maths: Mover* For in Maths there’s 
rules for you to go by, there’s not 
time to develop your own ideas, 
because you’re still learning other 
peoples ideas*
School A . No* Sohool B*
5* English: Sometimes, because EnglishEnglish: Often, rather 
different in English you feel 
you’ve something to contribute*
Maths: Sometimes* Sometimes 6* 
you find it easier your own 
way* ,v;' .... .
English; Often* We are read 
sometimes, we are asked to say 
what we think of it*
Maths; Sometimes* hots of 7*
different ways of solving 
problems, no definite way*
English; Often* Lots of points 
of view in English* Interpret­
ation is important*
Sciences Occasionally* A H  
fact no argument*
Maths; Never* Methods in Maths 8*
that have to be stuck to to get 
right answer*
English; Occasionally you get 
the opportunity but not often*
Maths; Occasionally* She 
explains 3 or 4 different ways, 
then we decide which we like best* 
English; Occasionally* We have 
to write about what we think 
about*
is mainly all your own work*
Science; Occasionally in Science 
most of the time it’s straightforward, 
you get on with the work set*
Maths; Never* I don’t think there 
are many people who could develop 
their own ideas*
English: Often*. You have to really, 
if you’re only doing set work itf s 
not creative* English deals with 
mainly your own ideas*
Science; Never* I don’t know why 
we’re not allowed to develop our 
own ideas in Science* I wouldn’t 
know where to start*
Maths: Never* Because everyone 
does the same topic* I’m lucky if 
I can do the work set let alone 
develop ny own ideas* •
English; Often* You develop your 
own,ideas right from the start* 
Sciences Same as,Mathematics*
Maths; Sometimes* If teacher thinks 
it’s worthwile he’ll let you do it* 
English; Often, that’s what English 
is about, to develop your own ideas* 
Science: Occasionally* Always seems 
to me that you’re learning about 
things that have already been found 
out.
Maths: Oftm* Because we’re allowed 
to express our own opinions and to 
battle things out*
English: Often. Because it’s helping 
us to be creative and to form our 
own opinions* Instead of leading a
223*
Sohool A* No« School B#
Maths I Occasionally* One way 
of doing a question and one 
way of getting it right* So 
little scope to develop own 
ideas*
English: Often* Set hooks 
we read these end interpret 
them ourselves and this 
contribution is our own 
material*
Science: Sometimes* Experiments 
offer a variety of ways to 
tackle#
Ilaths: Never* You Just follow 
the work set* ‘
English: Never* We stick to 
the syllabus week by week*
10.
Maths: Never* I suppose we 
could if we wished*
English: Never* Set lessons 
and we have to follow the 
syllabus, the things we’d like 
to do are not on it*
12*
sheltered life*
Science: Often*
Maths: Often* Gives you a better 
understanding of what is happening* 
If you* re own ideas don’t work 
you want to know why*
English: Imaginative writing is 
promoted as much as is possible* 
Science: Often* Develop your own 
ideas* Trial and error, we 
understand what we*re doing when we 
illuminate error*
Maths: Occasionally*- In Maths we 
work from the Sheet* We donH 
bother about any other wgy* But 
we could if we wanted to*
English: Often in English* We* re 
doing theories at the moment* 
’’Childhood1*» ’’Learning”* If we 
don*t agree we can develop our 
own ideas*
Science: Never if you3re doing 
experiments you can see the 
results so you don’t really argue* 
Maths: Occasionally* You have
to go mainly by the he ok, and of 
course there is only one answer* 
English: Often* The whole idea is 
concerned with this, you may have a 
picture that you’ve specially chosen, 
’’Man riding Along Beach”* This 
means something to you, something 
different from--anybody else*
Science: Often* You ask the teacher
224*
School A . No. School B.
12.
Maths: Occasionally* Because 13*
it can help in the way you 
work things out.
English: Choice more in 
language than in literature* 
literature-we:all do the same 
tiling*
Science: Sometimes* With the 
way you write up experiments*
Maths: Never* All the same 14*
things out of the text hook*
English; Sometimes* Sets 
questions you use your own 
ideas*
Maths: Never* Stick strictly 15*
to work in Hie hook*
English; Sometimes* A 
contribution can he taken up 
in the lesson.
Maths; Sometimes* 1 do mine 16.
in a different way than the 
teacher? so I develop ny own 
ideas often*
English: Often when she sets 
some poetry we write what we 
want. We write out our own 
>book reviews as well.
any questions you have* this may 
determine the lesson.
Maths; Never* Maths is Maths.
Mou really can’t change it.
English: Often when you* re doing 
creative writing all your own ideas 
are important* You can always think 
of something vexy different from 
anybody else.
Science: Never. You’re given set 
experiments.
Maths; Never* Usually a H  set down 
and followed through in a set way* 
English: Sometimes. Work set out 
but in this area you’re given a 
wide choice ? then you develop your 
own ideas#
Science: Occasionally. Give 
reasons why experiments happen as 
they do.
Maths; Occasionally$ you can’t 
really because you have to work 
through certain areas.
English: Often* You use your 
imagination all the time.
Science: You can put your own ideas 
for conclusions. Teacher lets you 
work these out.
School A* No School B*
Maths: Occasionally# Because 17*
the book is not up to date*
English: Often# Because in 
English it* s more of a 
discussion lesson#
Science: ffie'aoher seem to think 
that the facts they’ve got are 
right only occasionally*
Maths: Occasionally# Because 18*
you txy to prove teacher wrong* 
English: Often* Important 
subject, there are no answers 
really you cannot be wrong in 
an essay*'
Science: Often* Say there’s a 
law, you want to prove the law 
wrong*
llathss Sometimes# Most of the 19* 
things have a set way of 
getting the answer without 
continuing*
English: Often your ideas 
mostly, writing about something 
you can’t take other people’s 
ideas into consideration*
Maths: Never* You haven’t got 20* 
the intelligence to Ihink for 
yourself in Maths*
Soience: Occasionally* Allowed 
to experiment for yourself*
English: Often* When you’re 
given a composition you’re 
given an imaginative to 
develop*
Maths: Occasionally* You might 
have an idea which will farther 
your knowledge so you try it*
English: Often# Well this is 
creative writing, it’s not in 
Maths and Science*
Science: Never, not many of us 
develop our own ideas, we have 
to do the course work and that’ s 
enough to keep up with*
Maths: Never because we all do 
one subject at the same time*
It’ s hot a good idea in maths to 
. go off at a tangent*'' .
English: Often* Our own ideas in 
certain ‘ types 'of writing* English 
■ is an'itoginative' and creative' thing* 
Science: Never* Set work all the 
tike*
Maths: Never* I think this is 
because 'maths is such a precise 
subject, that your ideas may not 
agree with the proven theories* 
English: Often* English develops 
your views towards life, enhances 
discussion, better for creative 
writing*
Maths: Occasionally* We’re allowed 
to develop our own ideas in certain 
questions* Generally go back to 
taught method*
English: Often* Own ideas on 
’ certain pieces of writing your 
answer in your own idea*
Science: Occasionally* Scienoe is 
a subject in whioh ideas have been 
developed, you have to follow these, 
you can’t afford to lag behind*
School A* School B*
Maths; Never# 21,
English: Often concerned with
imagination* in others there’s 
a set syllabus* all doing same 
thing* In English you can do 
practically what you like*
Maths; Never* because we*re 22*
set the work and told that 
we’ve got to get on with it*
Be guiet that sort of thing*
English; Often# More interest­
ing* Allowed to say what we 
think and express our feelings* 
Science: Often* He tries to 
help us to do this*
Maths: Occasionally# 23*
English: Sometimes discussing 
situations#, Their ideas are 
always different from yours*
Science; Often# Because he asks 
you questions and you give him 
ideas*"
Maths; Never* They tend to say 24® 
it’s easier our way*
English: In English teacher 
can’t say what’s in your mind*
So you’re given so much more 
freedom to do something*
Science: Occasionally* Very 
rarely that we’re allowed to do 
something different*
Maths: Never* I suppose you 
know so little about it? you 
tend to rely on the teacher*
English; Often* English is more 
a creative thing# It’s your own 
mind# Stories and things like that* 
Sciences Never* There is not time 
in Science* they cannot afford for 
you to waste time* if you make a 
mistake wasting time*
Maths; Occasionally* If you think 
something might work you try it* 
English; Often* It’s really a 
course of our otm* It’s up to us 
to choose material and develop ideas* 
Science: Never* We can only do 
this in our own time*
Maths: Sometimes* If there’s a 
problem you can go about it in 
your own way*
English: Often# Because we get a 
sheet which helps us develop ideas* 
Science: Never* You don’t have 
ideas to develop* You’re meant 
to have ideas but it never works 
out in Science*
Maths: Never* We work on a subject 
from a book* never need your own 
ideas*
English: Often* We go off on all 
kinds of lines*
Science: Very similar to Maths.
Tills evidence suggests that the students within both schools 
see their subjects in similar ways* "Maths is maths"5 "Maths is such 
a precise subject" | "We know so little about it1'; "Maths has its set 
way of doing things’1* A similar view was expressed about Science as 
being a subject where ideas had already been developed* the student 
had to follow* The case of English was very different* and the 
answers given above indicate how in the students’ minds, the subject 
restraints as experienced In Mathematics and Science operate against 
the development of the subject within the Phenomenological framework* 
With regards to English questions 9 and 10 provided evidence which 
indicated different approaches by the two schools* Question 18 
indicates however that in spite of different methods of presentation 
of material* the subject is still regarded very much in the same way* 
Prom the above evidence and that provided by questions 9 and 10 
it can be concluded that within the Humanities of School B that the 
provision of the learning experiences which enable the student to 
follow his own interests across traditional subject areas allows the 
students potential to unfold* Within the school the students talked 
with enthusiasm about their work and about the wqy they develop ideas 
from the variety of inter-related material provided* They spoke about 
the variety of skills and techniques they had acquired in their 
individual pursuits? A study of the objectives of the Humanities 
department gives some indication of ’these acquisitions* The 
objectives, are grouped under the general headings of skills* attitudes 
and areas of awareness* and, content.
Skills* General*
location of Information* Location of sources by use of catalogues* 
indices* directories* etc and by enquiry* ,
Location of information within a given source by use of index* 
table of contents* selective sampling*
Comprehension and Evaluation of Information*
Following an argument or train of thought* following instructions# 
Picking out main points#
Recognising bias/viewpoint of, author.
Recognising own bias/viewpoint# f
Recognising gaps* deficiencies and inconsistencies in information* 
Distinguishing fact from opinion* fiction* 
checking information*
Extraction of Information*
Selecting extract for verbatim or visual reproduction*
Summarising or note making of main points orally* visually or in 
writing* from oral visual or literary material.
Noting of sources*
Organisation and Presentation of Information*
Planning form of presentation#
Arranging and expressing material in coherent form orally* visually 
or in writing*
Keeping intelligible records of own work*
Extension of Information*
Using information as basis for creative/imaginative work*
Drawing inferences* making generalisations for information*
Expressing own opinion on information in reasoned maimer*
Using evidence to support inferences/opinions*
Relating information to other information about source or subject 
putting information in context*
Planning further work to extend information and fill gaps*
Specific* English*
Reading silently, and with good understanding, a piece of continuous 
prose of some length*
Reading aloud a piece of prose fluently, clearly and with expression* 
Reading aloud a piece of poetry with sensitivity to rhyme, rhythm, 
length of line*
Writing continuous prose punctuated, paragraphed and spelt sufficiently 
well to communicate its meaning easily.
Recognising and using kind of language appropriate to a given situation 
e*g, discussive, descriptive, formal# colloquial*
Using language creatively as an expression of own experience*
Summarising an argument, or categorising information given in a longer 
piece of prose*
Speaking*
Holding a serious conversation on a subject of general interest* 
Discussing a subject of general interest with a small group of companions. 
Organising into note form and delivering from notes a more formal 
account of work done or topic of interest*
Giving clear logical instructions*
Attitudes and Areas of Awareness. General*
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Open mindedness* Willingness to listen to, and consider, the opinions 
of others.
Willingness to express and disouss Own subjective opinions and 
experience, and to receive comment and criticism*
Willingness to modify own views in the light' of evidence*
Open-ness to new experience.'
Critical Attitude*
To information and evidence generally*
To own Work*
To establish ideas and values, not taking things for granted*
Tolerance*.....
Of divergent Viewpoints and life styles, both in the abstract
(e.g. in books) and in the concrete (e.g. in people actually encountered)•
Awareness*
Of the wholeness of mankind and the community of human experience*
Of the variety of modes of response to, and expression of, human 
experience, e.g. literature, music, art, science.
Of the interconnectedness of human knowledge, as opposed to rigid 
subject divisions.
Of limitations on own capacity to make judgements and express valid 
opinions.
Specific English.
Awareness of language as a tool which can be used well or badly.
Of value of insists Into human experience provided by novels, poetzy 
and drama*
Content. General.
Knowledge* Sufficient basis for more advanced work for those who 
require it*
Activity. As wide as possible both of intake and output, oral, visual, 
literary, practical, theoretical, individual and group*
Soeoifio * English*
■Knowledge. Main figures of speech and their purposes.
Some work on the development of language, and origins of English.
Activity* Wide reading of literature of different forms and periods. 
Serious discussion of literature read, both orally and in writing.
Around these objectives the members of the English staff of 
the Humanities team wrote their own mode three syllabus* This was
accepted by the Associated Examining Board, as was the Humanities 
overall syllabus. A Humanities pass gave three *0* level equivalents, 
one could however pass in either of the constituent parts, English, 
Histoxy or Geography. Our main concern however is with the English.
The aims of the course are given above to provide information on the 
enormity of the task of introducing innovation into schools. Small 
wonder that the Head of department considered the main problem of 
the innovation to ,be the actual writing of the syllabus, "the whole 
administration of the thing, keeping students* records of work, keeping 
students’ assessments and constructing assessment papers occupies the 
majority of the time"*
To illustrate how the aims of the course are connected with 
the actual syllabus, extracts of this are given below* This gives 
some information on the integrated approach* however the main emphasis 
is on the"Englishn aspects of the syllabus*
. Humanities Syllabus. Mode 3* ’0* level.
(English, Geography, History) •
It is intended that the ’O’ level examination should test 
two aspects of the work in Humanities.
1) Linguistic Skills. These will be set out in the English 
syllabus which follows. The material on which candidates will work 
will be related ^thematically to that used in the other areas of the 
course, and will include some study of relevant literature, but 
specific knowledge of history, geography, or works of literature 
will not be required in the English exam, which is a test of the 
use of language.
Understanding of the central theme of the fourth and fifth 
year works the twentieth century world. This theme is divided into 
three main parts; the economic division of the world into rich and 
poor countries; the political division of the world into socialist, 
"western" and uncommited countries; and the importance of communications 
as a factor which both transcends and contributes to these divisions* 
There is no attempt at a total world view* instead, a more detailed 
study will be made of two principal characteristics of the advanced 
countries, urbanisation and industrialisation. This work will be 
based principally on data relating to Britain, and will include a 
study of the local community. For a contrasting view of the under­
developed world, candidates will study Africa. All of this work
together with the related study of communications, will be approached 
through the disciplines of History and Geography as detailed in the 
accompanying syllabuses and through the reading of literature. The 
balance of tame spent on any given section of the work will not 
necessarily be the same for all subjects; and, the political aspects 
of the contemporary world will be considered only in the History 
course. In many cases, the method adopted will be for all candidates 
to take an outline "common core" course in a particular topic, and 
then to study one or more aspects of it in depth as a directed project. 
Assessments
Details of assessment in each of the three subjects are included in 
the syllabus below# They are based on the following principles:
In the first instance, the formal examination will account 
for not less than 50$ of the total marks in each subject: the balance 
being alloted to course work, including project work. This allocation 
of marks is subject to review in future years.
The oral English examination is part of the formal assessment 
on a par with the written papers in English and other subjects.
Since the exam is intended primarily as a test of understanding, 
organisation and presentation of material, rather than a test of 
knowledge, questions may be asked which require or pezmit the 
candidates to prepare material in advance, or to refer to appropriate 
material in the course of writing their answers*
Course work may include visual and aural material, (e.g. 
photographs, sketches, tapes) as well as written material. Aspects 
of course work which cannot be submitted as finished materials 
(e.g. quality of participation in group work, initiative in personal 
research).'will be assessed and reported on by responsible staff. Course 
work (including project and field work) in History and Geography will 
be assessed under the following headings:
(i) Content: whether adequate in extent and quality 25$
(ii) Understandings whether assimilated or mindlessly 
copied, including originality: not in the strict 
sense of new research: but in the sense of 
candidates’ producing their own material in their 
own words, especially by combining information
from several sources coherently.' 29%
(iii) Organisation and presentation, whether clear,
coherent and well laid out. 10$
. : (iv) Initiative in pursuing re searches and
locating information* 10%
(v) Application: steadiness of work over a period# 10fo
(vi) Participations willigness and ability, to
discuss and research constructively with others# lOfo
(vii) Evidence of width of reading and research* 10;o
Total (which will be expressed as a final mark out of 50) 100/S
. Hotel - ■. ■ • ' • •
In cases where the mark underkection (i) is less than 10 9 
the candidate concerned cannot be credited with a mark 
higher than-10 in section (ii) »
Up to 10/S of the total course work marks can be deducted 
for poor English*
Course work will be assessed continually over-two years* 
according to the criteria laid down in the mark scheme and this 
assessment will be recorded* We expect that in most oases the 
content of the work and the degree of understanding shown by the 
candidate will be assessed after he has completed each of the ’ 
sub sections indicated by the bracketed letters in the syllabuses#
Tests will be included in the course at intervals and the results 
of these will be indicated separately on the assessment, sheet* The 
other Qualities specified in the marking scheme will be assessed less 
frequently5 probably half-teraOy or termly*
Project and field work will be submitted in files, while other 
course work notes will be kept in note books*
, In English, course work will be assessed for the following 
qualities: -
Written Work.
(i) Variety and quantity of work undertaken
(ii) Quality of language used, complexity of sentence 
structure, width of vocabulary, and appropriateness 
of language used to work in question.
(iii) Evidence of wide and sensitive reading of novels 
poetiy and drama*
(iv) Originality of approach to written work*
(v) Contribution to group projects*
(vi) Attractiveness and orderly presentation of work*
Total (Which will be expressed as a final mark out of 40 )
25%
30fo
2($
15%
%
1 0 0%
Oral T7ork* ■ *■
(i) Contribution to class and group discussions.
(ii) Clarity and comprehensibility of what is said*
(iii) Complexity of - language structures used and extent
of vocabulary* -
(iv) Livelinos s of delivery*
(v) Helevan.ee of what is said to discussion as a whole* 20^ 
Total (Which will be expressed as a final'mark out of 10) lOQ^ 
• H*B* ■
1* Short informal viva -voce examinations may be used 
in all subjects to assist the examiner in arriving 
■ ■ ' at a final course work mark.
2* In so far as a piece of course work may be common 
to more than one subject, it may be taken into 
account in assessing the mark for bothy but will 
be assessed in each case according to the criteria 
appropriate to the subject concerned* :
English Syllabus*
As indicated there is specific subject content in the English 
course s work being organised around the themes pursued in History end 
Geography*
Written Exam. {hW® of total marks) .
1* Punctuation, spelling and presentation will be taken
Paper I* Composition 1* (l Hours 10^ 5 of total mark)»
This paper will test the candidates ability to argue a case 
clearly and logically* Topics will call for a controlled response 
and accurate and precise use of language* Topics of a general nature 
will be set, as well as one relating to the themes raised in the 
Humanities course* Candidates will be required to choose one topic 
from five*: ■ ;
Paper II* Composition II* (l Hours 1*$, of total mark) •
Here the; emphasis will be on the imaginative use of language 
in the prose or poetry* Candidates will be free to tackle any number
of pieces of writing suggested to them by a variety of stimuli, which
may include pictures, music, interesting objects, prose or poetry* 
Half an hour will be allowed for the presentation of the stimulus
into account when assessing the work*
2. Biotionaries may be used by the candidates throughout, 
with the exception of Paper III*
material, and the maiding of notes, before the written paper begins*
Paper III* Comprehension* (l-^  Hours: 13$ of total mark)*
The paper will be in two parts*
A* The candidate will be required to show that he has
understood the information given in a piece of factual 
prose* Graphs and tables of results may also be used. 
Summarising of some of the information will be called for*
B. This part wiH be designed to test the sensitivity 
of the candidate's response to a piece of imaginative 
prose or poetry. Candidates will not be required to 
give definitions of individual words, but on understanding 
of the relationship of form to content will be called for, 
as weH as insight into the motivations of characters (in 
the case of an extract from a novel) or into the central 
experience of a poem* Ho choice of questions*
. Oral exam* (l€^ of total mark)* ,
1# Heading* The candidate wiH be required to read
aloud a piece of poetry or prose of his own choice*
This should be prepared in advance. Candidates 
wishing to read part of a play with one or more 
friends may do so*
The candidate will be required to read aloud a 
passage selected by the examiner which has been 
read, but not practised*
2* Speaking* Candidates will be zeqiired to engage 
in a conversation with the examiner and a small 
group of pupils* The conversation will be 
stimulated by the use of photographs, printed 
extracts, etc*'.....
During the fifth year of the course (second year of 
, the *0f level course) candidates will be required 
to deliver a short talk, on a subject, of their own 
choice, to their class or a similar group* ^Props” 
may be used,-and questions from the group should 
be answered*
Extracts from the syllabus of the Humanities at School B are 
included for two reasons, firstly, as some sort of indication as to
v/hy there is so little actual innovation going on in our secondary 
schools* Many schools use the pre-packed version of innovation in 
terms of school Council or Nuffield Foundation material, but few 
actually prepare their ownj the whole bureaucracy of the tiling is 
so demanding in teacher time* The second reason concerns the 
relationship behind the preparation of objectives:and syllabuses, and 
the main driving force for the teachers which was the fact that they 
themselves could allocate 50^ of the final marks for the course*
However the administration was not over when the material was produced, 
for this had to be continually reorganised in the light of experience.
From the students point of view most of them obviously involved 
themselves more in the Humanities than either Mathematics or Science* 
However within the Humanities department the more specific difficulties 
of the students organising their own study was evident, from what the 
Head of department said* Being given the basic areas the student 
generally tackled these depending on his own interest, motivation, 
or perhaps because he was directed* This obviously provides problems 
for the staff and students of School B* The problem is perhaps best 
highlighted by a comparison of examination results of School A with 
School B* Mo information in detail was collected about the examination 
syllabus of School A apart from tire fact that they had followed the 
Cambridge University syllabus since the school opened as a Grammar 
School in 1962* In the change over to Comprehensive Education in 1969 
they had retained all of their previous examination board connections* 
With regards to the teaching within School A the evidence 
supx>lied suggests that the content and methods of teaching are geared 
to examination success, and not necessarily to the initiation into 
forms of knowledge or subject disciplines* However in achieving 12 
*0’ level or equivalent passes in English Language, as compared with 
7 passes of School B, the system appears to justify itself, particularly 
when there is competition for places in higher education and high 
status employment, in getting children through examinations*
The table given overleaf (Table 20) gives these ’0* level 
results together with the actual grades, a grade 1 C.S.B. counting 
as a grade 6 *0# level pass.
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SCHOOL A. SCHOOL B.
Biology Chemistzy Ply sics English Maths. No. Maths. English ScienceA B
6
' 6  U - .
. . 5 - 6 1 3 1 2 2
4 2 6 3 5 4
4 ■ 3 : ■ 1 ' 3 3 ' if 6 6 6 6
3 ! 5 3
6
4 ■' X if 7 6
5 8
6 6 ’9 ' ' j .;
6 10 'K-' 6 > 2;' 2
6 11 %>; .
12
5 6 13
6 14
6 13 '
6 16
1?
18- ■ ■"£ 4 3
19
20 6 6
21
22 5
23
24 6 4 5
J?&ble J2Q> »0* level G-rades tor Mathematics; English and Science.
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Although the number of students is small something appears 
lacking in School B between the course content and examination success. 
Xt could be the lack of experience in technique, for without doubt 
assessment of the types of course, such as the Humanities course of 
School B, provide the most difficulty for curriculum developers.
J. V.'rigley (1973).
The problem that School B faces with regards to its Humanities 
course is perhaps the multiple nature of its own objectives, llfartln" J 
Shipman nAims and Claims?1., Open University Educational Studies (1972) 
illustrates this positions
r!The evaluation of learning experience depends on being 
able to deteot and measure some change of behaviour or 
increase of knowledge* In conventional tests at school 
what is usually being tested is of the memory of the 
learner. But recall of specific fact is becoming 
increasingly unimportant.. Today, we roly on ready 
access to information stored for us in books, files# 
directories, eonputers and so on, not on storing the knowledge 
ourselves* What weneedinore than good memory is a good 
information retrieval system. This complicates evaluation. 
Technically, it is more difficult to measure ability to 
retrieve information from a variety of sources than to 
measure the retention of information in the memory. ”
(Page 13).
Comparison between the two schools is much more straightforward 
when considering Mathematics. Both schools followed the S.M.P., School 
A was streamed but School B not* The evidence provided both from the 
teacher interviews and those with the students indicate a far greater 
all-round efficiency within the Mathematics department of School A*
Both in providing the right type of learning environment, and also in 
the day to day tasks of teaching. For example setting homework, 
marking books and generally relating to the students. The experience 
of the staffs concerned must also be a oruoial faotor in this. The 
Head of Mathematics together with three of his staff having many years 
experience in both Grammar and Comprehensive Schools. The staff of 
School B on the other hand were tackling examination work with students 
for the first time. However results from both schools may be indicative 
of the uncertainties expressed at a national level about the relative
merits of S*M*P* Recently the schools Mathematics Project.has 
changed .some of its schemes of work to include more repetitive drills 
to provide practise in arithmetical skills. Manipulative Skills in 
Schools Mathematics (1974)* The course director Dr* Bryan Thwaites 
is recorded as saying that this was S.M.P’s considered response to 
criticisms of the new approaches to modem mathematics (f*E*S.
13*12*74 ~ Page 9)* However it would appear that if there had been 
any failing of standards, and Stiog Mollin-Dlsen in Norway and the work 
of R*R* Skemp in this country (1974) does not confirm this! it would 
appear to be connected with the shortage of Maths teachers in school 
rather than the objectives of the S*M.P.
In comparing the results in Mathematics it is important to 
look at the total picture rather than to try and judge simply from 
success rates* Of the forty six children interviewed, 11 passed *0* 
level Mathematics or the C*S*23* equivalent* Seven from School A mid 
four from School B* The G*8.E* results also support view that the 
llaths* department of School A was more successful in student exam­
ination passes* The complete breakdown of results are shown below* 
information of results compared to the original Bristol Achievement 
Tests, 1972, with national standardised scores are given on a later 
page*
School A* School B*
7 *0* level passes 4 *0* level passes
2 *0* level failures 4 f0* level failures
2 Grade 2 C*S.E* Nil Grade 2 C*S*E.
1 Grade 3 G*S*E. 1 Grade 3 C.S.E.
2 Grade 4 C.S*E* 3 Grade 4 C*S.E*
4 Grade 5 C*S*E* 2 Grade 3 C*S*E.
3 Hot entered for examination 6 Not entered for examination
2 Easter leavers ^3 Leavers or Absentees*
23 Total 2J Total
Considering these results from the light of the information 
recorded from the Heads of departments interview School B, it seems 
that mixed ability {teaching of Mathematics has presented the school 
with serious problems* Perhaps it is not surprising that with future 
Aih years they are introducing a banded situation*
The results for Soienoe indicate a totally different aspect 
in comparing the two schools than was the case with English and 
Mathematics. English provided a diffioult comparison because of the 
Very different methods of teaching used* Also the methods of assess­
ment of the students1 work was different* The,comparison between 
Mathematics was not complicated by differing techniques in teaching, 
nor in different methods of assessment, this allowed some indication 
that the Mathematics teaching of School A was more efficient than 
that of School B* In the case of Science one can see the relative 
merits of the uniform curriculum as opposed to the differentiated. 
Chapter 5 dealt with the differing curriculum development, in the 
Case of the Science results this can be seen to some effect.
The most common claim made for our educational system is 
that it is liberal, aiming at a well informed person* This is a 
claim requiring that specialisation does not create two cultures, 
one based entirely on the Sciences and the other entirely on the 
Humanities. In simple terms, School B in the development of its 
curriculum recognises these terms, School A does not* In School A 
by the aid of the third year children are commited to a combination 
of subjects that win determine their future educational careers* 
Although one could argue that there Is time to develop a more complete 
awareness in the 6th form Barnard and MeCreath (1970) have indicated 
that this is not so.
In the parental interviews a number of complaints were 
raised against the curriculum of School A* The dropping of Sciences 
completely, ”my daughter had to take French she wanted to take 
commerce”; ”my daughter was forced on to Course 1”; ”they place you 
in Course 1 and then expect you to be enthusiastic”. The examination 
results in the Sciences indicate the weaknesses in the curriculum 
planning of School A* In considering these results it must be 
remembered that School A took the traditional Physics, Chemistry and 
Biology, whilst School B had introduced S.C.I.S.P. which gave two 
*0f level equivalents.
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School A.
3 Science *0* levels 1
2 Soienoe *0’ levels 1
1 Soienoe *0* level 1
G-rade 3 C.S.E. Soienoe 2
Grade 4 Soienoe 3
Grade 5 C.S.E. Soienoe 4
No Science Subjects
Taken 9
Easter leavers ' 2
Total? Jg
Sohool B*
2 Soienoe *0* levels 7
1 Science *0* level 1
Grade 1 C.S.E, Soienoe 1
Grade 3 C.S.E. Science 1
Grade 4 C.S.E, Soienoe .8
Grade $ G.S.E, Soienoe 1
Not entered for exam, 1
Absent or early
" ' ■ ■ leaver "3
(Totals
(The possibility exists that the situation would be similar in 
Art where again in School B with its unified curriculum all students 
within the integrated Expressive Arts have a basic cbtnrae lasting 
5 years. In the case of School A the option system at the end of the 
third year could work similarly to that indicated for the Sciences 
where 9 out of 23 students opted from Sciences completely*
in discussing the results of School B, reference must be made 
to the fact that the department was working under what most teachers 
would term ” trying” conditions* (The development of mixed ability 
teaching, in itself requiring a total commitment, and experimental 
school for the development of a new Nuffield Science course produced 
obvious problems. Small Wonder that the staff decided in the main to 
put all their eggs in one basket and to concentrate on the students 
studying 2 *0* level subjects. Perhaps the results Obnfirmvthis, in 
that the ’O’ level results for twenty three students must be Con­
sidered good, the C.S.E* results were disappointing. However as 
indicated this perhaps indicates the division of labour within the 
Science department# The conditions within the Science department 
are certainly made clear by the students in answers to questions 9 
and 10 of the interview schedule. Without knowing who the successful 
scientists are it is possible to pick them out by the differences of 
their answers. The S.C.I.S.P. scientists talking about experiments 
and setting up apparatus, the non-S.C.I.S.F. students talking mainly 
about their boredom, reading books and copying out of books all the 
time.
Commenting on the Science department of Sohool B opting for 
the traditional techniques in Soienoe teaching, it would appear that
there has been more of a pendulum swing back to traditional methods, 
since the time when the present research started early in 1970* 
Addressing the British Association recently Professor Freddie Jevons 
said that a successful soienoe eduoation may depend on the student 
accepting a relatively dogmatic initiation into his subject* In spite 
of the attraction to educationists and students of subjects that 
could be taught in a participatory manner, there might turn out to 
be some forms of knowledge which required to be sacrificed* Professor 
Jevons held that participatory forms of teaching now seem to be a 
major attraction, and this may have helped to account for the declining 
popularity of the physical sciences, whose results appear to be well 
worked out and undebatable*
(See students? comments on why they thought they could not 
really develop ideas of their own in Maths and Science) *
4lThat is what gives rise to the educational dilemma for 
Science teachers, because pouring information into students is now 
seen as the ”bad old way” of education* More participatory styles 
of teaching did not seem suited to those areas of knowledge which 
had most proved their worth* We should face* up to the real nature 
of the problems that face us, and recognise that we are up against 
something^he cognitive structure of the subject itself*”
(Professor Jevons* University of Manchester. Addressing 
the British Association September, 1974) *
Relating to this dilemma however the evidence from the teachers 
and students interview schedules indicate that perhaps the dilemma was 
more in the mind of the present writer than with the Soienoe staff in 
School B,1 who seemed to work entirely within the ^Psychometric” paradigm* 
The difficulties that the Science department encountered In 
1974 when within a class situation theyhad three separaie courses 
running at once| those doing S*0*i*S*P| those doing 2 C*S*E. subjects 
and those doing 1 G*S«E* subject, have been to some extent reduced 
by changes in the time table by which those opting for the two 
Science 1(5* levels will be taught as a unit* This is in no way a 
covert form of streaming for as the table of results indicate, students 
opted for Science and were successful from the whole ability range*
In discussing the differences between the two schools, 
obviously examination results are important* There are however other 
equally important aspects of school life, and these are best described 
in terms of school climate or tone* The concept of social climate is
frequently employed in educational discourse. Parents, teachers, 
visitors to schools become aware.of a "tone of the school” soon 
after entering it. . They intuitively gain impressions from a number 
of cues - the way the pupils behave towards each other, the way 
pupils answer questions addressed to them, the way pupils move 
about the school and how they conduct themselves in the playground, the 
way teachers address pupils, the way visitors are received - to name 
only a few# The recording of the interviews with the teachers and 
students allows interpretation of these factors to be made, but this 
in fact must become verymuch a personal interpretation and the 
evidence is presented in order that: a wider public may judge both 
schools for themselves* *
The work of Finlayson (1970) and Finl ays on, Banks and Laughran 
(1970) however provides an instrument which attempts to measure areas 
of sohool life which are becoming increasingly more important as the 
social pressures. exerted on the sohool. are requiring them, to consider 
many other aspects of their functioning in addition to their traditional 
one of equiping their pupils with basic skills of an academic and 
non-academic nature«. The rational© behind their work is beyond the 
scope of. this paper, in the case of the present study it is sufficient 
to indicate that the procedures laid down in the various administrative 
manuals were followed, the results of these were given in Chapter 6*
Both Schools A and B recorded similar results for Task 
Orientation, Emotional Tone and Concern# Differences were however 
shown in the area of control, where School B recorded a higher 
degree of democratic control, it can be inferred from this that the 
pupils of Sohool A perceived their teachers to impose their expectations 
upon them in an attempt to Secure compliance, far more than did the 
students of School B« In the area of Pupil Participation and 
Integration the students of School B. scored considerably hi#xer than 
School A, broadly this can be interpreted as how the students perceived 
that they were given choices relating to their work, and in the decision 
making of their school$ the table of results indicates, as do the 
interview schedules that the students of lower ability in School A 
considered that they had little choice# Again the Teacher promotion 
of Individual and Social Experience, School B scored, considerably 
higher than Sohool A# This area was concerned with the ways in which 
the pupils perceived their teachers to be concerned with and encouraging 
organisational procedures which cater for the individual and the
flexibility to allow a considerable amount of social Interaction.
The interview schedules again lend support to the findings of the 
School Organisation Index, in that both parents and students talk 
freely of the concern shown at School B for the individual. In the 
case of Sohool A some disagreement arises between the parents’ views 
and those of their children about whether or not they like the sohool* 
From the parents* point of view all but one of the twenty three 
favoured the types of organisation and climate the sohool was 
encouraging* The students themselves were not so emphatic# Generally 
however it can be seen that School A is much more geared towards the 
academic students, this organisation being revealed not only in the 
results to the organisation Index, but from the students and parents 
interview schedules and also from the tables of academic results.
A further area to be considered in the discussion of results 
concerns those groups of people who did not seem to derive the benefits 
from the educational experience provided by the two schools that were 
enjoyed by others# Someone always seems to lose out# However good 
the schools, however lavish the resources and however open the career 
structures are, some people do better than others* It has become 
almost a tradition in this country to relate the performance of 
working class children with that of middle class, and also to relate 
the performance of girls to that of boys. With the limited number 
of students in the research project nothing definitive can be said. 
However of the 4.6 students taking part in the experiment 103 f0f
level passes were achieved, pie table given overleaf reveals this
distribution; of the 103 passes achieved the 14 members of social 
classes 1 and 2 recorded 77. and the 32 members of social classes 3 
and 4 recorded 26. Comparing the two schools reveals a very similar 
situation*
Sohool A 7 members social classes 1 2 ~ 34 passes
16 members social classes 3 & 4 '.14 passes
School B 7 members social classes 1 &  2 = 43 passes
16 members social classes 3 & 4 f 12 passes
Comparing the results in this way the original dependence upon 
Primary Schools Headmasters Classification seems irrelevant. In both 
types of sohool it is the children from social class backgrounds 1 
and 2 who do particularly well* In the case of School A these children 
appear in the top ten places in the matched pairs; this is only to be
SCHOOL A. SCHOOL B.
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7 members Social Class 1 & 2 ts 
34 passes#
16 aembers Social Class 3 & 4 *= 
14 passes*
X’otal' passes 35*
7 ©eaaibera Social Class X & 2 
43 passes#
16 members Social Class 3 & 4 
12 passes*
Table 21* Total Passes axjlated to'Social Class*
expected for School A recognises hi it Organisation the relationship 
between aohievement in schools and social class* Explaining the 
reasons •why members of social class 1 do well in School 33 particularly 
matched pairs numbers 18 and 24 require somo back tracking* Referring 
to the original classification matched pair 18 was estimated to be 
capable of a number of G.S.E* subjects* \7liilst Ho* 24 was considered 
at the time by Ills primary school Headmaster to be unsuitable for 
examination* A careful analysis of what the students say in the 
interviews, together with what their parents say, gives some 
indication as to why these students do so well in comparison with 
other members of School B and with their matched numbers in Sohool A* 
Firstly concerning why the particular children went to Sohool B*
Both sets of parents being professional people sought expert advice 
about the education best suited to their children* One advice from 
the Tavistock Clinic, the other from a variety of sources* Both 
sets of parents were advised against a strictly formal approach to 
education. Parental ambitions for children indicate Parliament, T*T* 
or Broadcasting, and something in the Technical Professions respectively. 
Matched pair 18 was described as Veiy self~competitive, Ho* 24 as 
being keen in all that he attempts, always gives his best* Question 
21 asked parents whether or not their children had enjoyed school, 
matched pair 18 replied -
“Fes, people realised he needed to be talked to*
Teachers always went out of their way to help, he 
was always given the maximum attention ly staff*11 
Matched pair 24 ~
”Yes very much indeed, more than satisfied, he was 
late in developing; at his Primary Sohool he made 
little progress* On coming to School B he really 
began to understand and involve himself.”
With regards to questions about school tone, the respective 
replies included:-
“Shows a high degree of concern about the children, 
and what they are doing, and concern for the 
individual.” “Rather free for the individuals to 
decide for themselves what they do."
To compare these answers with those given by other parents, 
for example no* 17 - ”1 don’t think there is any tone* Everyone 
seems to please themselves”; and 22 - “Rather undisciplined* Ho 
insistence upon standards” indicates not only did the parents perceive
the school differently* hut that the students also must perceive 
the school differently* (the student interview schedule demonstrates 
this) , for parents1 opinions would undoubtedly he drawn from the 
reactions of their children* A similar type of analysis can he 
carried out using the student schedules* this reveals that the 
students from social class 1 and 2 backgrounds appeared to he in a 
better position to be able to take advantage of the type of experience 
School B-was offering*
With regard to academic performance of boys and girls ignoring 
the social class analysis* the girls in School A do considerably 
better than do the girls in School B* ?/hilst the reverse of this is 
true for the boys* Using beys and girls together 17 pairs can he 
matched according to social class* Of these 17 pairs* School A 
achieved 3A *0* level passes* School B 38* For the girls 10 students 
of Sohool A achieved 26 passes whilst in School B their matched pair 
opposites achieved 18* For the boys 7 students achieved 8 passes* 
whilst in School B their matched pair opposites achieved 20* Shis 
does give some indication that within Sohool A holding constant 
social class the girls do slightly better than the girls in School B* 
Whilst the reverse is true for the boys*
Before moving to the parents interview schedules mention will 
be made of further information gathered from the interview with the 
Head of English in School B* This may be considered a particularly 
loaded question but it concerns the question of who in her opinion 
was the outstanding pupil in English* Without hesitation she 
indicated Ho* 18 who went on to get a grade 1 *0* level* When asked 
about No* 7 who according to the Bristol Achievement lest in English 
represented from the national sample the top one percent in the 
country, the reply wasi-
,!0h she* s far too moody ever to do really well* she hardly 
wishes to talk to you about what she*s reading”*
When asked to describe the way in which they were taught EngLish, the 
students replied as follows **
7 - 11 You are given an area of work to cover and you just get 
on with it* teacher wanders about helping”*
18 - ”Not really learning# We use what vie have already learnt 
in other, subjects, our own personal opinions* We do 
though learn the mechanics of doing the appreciation of 
poetry”*
SCHOOL A* SCHOOL B*
*0? level passes. >»• s ' *0* level posses.
9 1 Girl 8
6 2 Girl 9
6 4 Boy 6
6 5 Girl : Mil
Mil ' ; 6 Girl Nil ’ " ' '
" 8 • ' 7 Girl " 3'1
' " 1 8 Girl Mil
3 9 Girl ' Nil
1 10 Boy 6
2 11 Girl Absent
Mil 12 Girl Nil
2 ' 33 Girl Mil
1 ' 14 Girl Mil
' 1 15 Girl Nil
1 16 Girl ■ Nil
Mil 17 Girl 1
Nil 18 Boy 8
1 19 Boy Nil
Nil 20 Boy : 4
Nil : 21 Boy ‘ Nil '
Nil 22 Boy 4
Nil 23 Boy Nil
m u 24 Boy 6
Eable 22 m Comparison *0* level re cults for Boys and Girls.
Sohool As 14 Girls 2j.O passes, 
9 Boys •* 8 passes.
School B; 14 Girls ** 21 passes* 
9 Boys - 31 passes*
SCHOOL A. SCHOOL B.
Performance in Exam* %tile
00 Haw 
“ Score
| Raw 
Scors
.
qq
5
ck/°
tile Performance in Exam*
Grade 6 ’O’ Biology* 
Grade 1 CSE Chemistry 93 122 & 1 53 133 99 2 *0* level Grade 2.
No Soienoe subject taken 88 110 39 2 47 122 93 2 ’0* level Grade 4*5*
Grade 1 f0* level Physios 
Grade 3 *0*. tf Chem* 
Grade 4 Biology
98 130 52 4 44 117 87 2 *0* levels Grade 6*
No Science subject taken 97 129 51 5 42 114 32 CSE Grade 1 Gen*Sc*
Grade 5 CSE Chemistry 32 101 31 6 38 109 73 GSE Grade 4 Gen*Sc*
Grade 3 *0* level Biol* Not; tested 7 36 107 68 CSE Grade 3 Biology*
Ho Science subject taken 70 108 37 8 35 106 66 CSE Grade 5 Gen* Sc*
No Science subject taken 87 11? 44 9 25 94 34 CSE Grade 4 Gen* Sc.
No Science subject taken 34 94 25 10 55 137 99 2 *0* levels Grade 2*
Grade 3 GSE Biology 53 102 32 11 37 108 70 Absent from exams*.
No Science subject taken 32 93 24 12 29 99 48 2 CSE Grade A*
Grade 4 GSE Chemistry 81 113 41 13 34 104 61 OSS Grade 4 Gen* Sc*
Grade 5 GSE Chemistry 43 93 28 14 35 106 66 CSE Grade 4 Phys .Chem*
No Science subject taken Not teeted 15 26 95 37 Not graded*
No Science subject taken 30 92 23 16 41 115 81 CSE Grade 4 Gen.Sc*
Grade 3 GSE Biology 45 33 23 17 23 94 34 CSE Grade 4 Gen*So*
Grade 4 CSB Phys* Science 52 101 31 18 48 123 94 2 s09 levels Grade 4*5
Grade 3 CSE Biology 82 H 4 42 19 33 103 58 CSE Grade 4 Phys.Chem.
Grade 4 GSE Chemistry 87 117 44 20 42 114 82 2 ,Gt levels Grade 6*
Easter leaver 61 104 34 21 34 104 6l Easter leaver*
Easter leaver 70 108 37 22 44 117 87 1 *0* level Grade 5*
No Science subject taken 21 88 20 23 14 79 8 No Science subject.
Grade 3 CSE Phys.Science 55 102 32 24 40 112 79 2 *0* levels Grade 4*5
Table 23* Comparison of Results Based on the Bristol Achievement 
Test (1972) ♦ Results for Soienoe Skills.
SS ss Standardised Score*
% ss percentile scores* They tell what proportion of children 
reached a given level of score or lower. National sample*
249*
SCHOOL A.   SCHOOL B.
• * 
Performance in Exam* H o SS
Raw
Score No*
Raw|
ScoreSS
c:\
bile Performance in Exam*
Grade 1 CSE 76 111 51 1 64 120 91 Grade 5 *0* level*
Failed *0* level 63 105 38 2 47 109 73 Grade 6 *0* level*
Grade 3 *-0* level 95; 124 69 4 35 103 63 Grade 6 f0f level*
Grade 5 f0f level 79 112 53 5 46 108 70 Grade 3 CSE*
Grade 2 CSE 55 102 32 6 35 103 58 Grade 4 CSE*
Grade § *0* level 11 O'; te sted 7 34 103 58 Grade 5 CSE*
Grade 5 CSE 5?- 101 30 8 35 105 63 Grade 4 CSE*
Grade 6 10f level 7 6 111 51 9 24 98 45 Hot entered*
Grade 2 CSE 6i 104 36 10 42 107 68 Grade 4 *0* level*
Grade 1 CSE 68 107 43 11 26 99 4B Absent from exams*
Not entered 52 101 30 12 19 94 34 Hot entered*
Grade 1 CSE 75 n o 49 13 32 102 55 Hot entered*
Grade 5 CSE 32 93 18 14 45 108 70 Grad© 4 CSE.
Grade 4 CSE No-i tested 15 31 102 55 Ho grade*
Not entered 48 99 27 16 19 94 34 Hot entered.
Grade 4 CSE h5 98 24 17 19 94 34 Hot entered*
Grade 5 CSE 45 98 24 18 47 109 73 Failed *0* level*
Failed *0I level 113 55 19 23 100 5° Grade 5 CSE.
Grade 3 CSE 52 101 29 20 42 107 68 Failed *0' level*
Easter leaver 45 98 25 21 26 99 48 Easter leaver.
Easter leaver 5S 103 54 22 45 108 70 Failed * 0* level.
Not entered 21 88 13 23 2 71 3 Hot entered*
Grade 5 CSE 39 96 22 24 36 104 61 Failed ♦O’ level.
Table 24* Comparison of Results Based on the Bristol
Achievement Tests (1972)* Results for Mathematics*
ss =s Standardised Score*
fo 5= percentile score* They_tell what proportion of children 
reached a given level of score or lower*
SCHOOL A. SCHOOL B.
Performance in Exam*
c?
;ile SS HawScore Ho.
Havr
Score SS £ Performance in Exam.
Grade 5 *0* level 95 125 73 1 83 132 99 Grade 1 *0* level.
Cra.de A' *0* level B? 11? 70 2 66 114 82 Grade 3 *0* level.
Grade 3 *0* level 81 113 65 4 41 101 52 Grade 6 *0* level.
Grade 3 *0* level f)0uu 118 71 5 76 123 94 Palled *0* level
Grade A CSE 66 106 52 6 61 111 76 Failed *0* level
Grade ! *0* level Ho‘t tested 7 86 133 99* Grade 6 * 0*. level
Grade 5 *0* level 68 107 3 A 8 43 102 55 Grade 3 CSE
Grade 6 ’0’ level 73 109 56 a 48 104 61 Grade 2 CSE
Grade 6 *0* level 73 109 56 10 55 108 70 Grade 6 *0* level
Grade 2 CSE 39 96 33 n 6? 115 84 Absent from exams.
Grade A CSE A5 98 35 12 48 104 6l Grade 3 CSE
Grade 5 *0* level 63 103 49 67 115 84 Grade 3 CSB,
Grade 6 fof level 63 103 30 14 63 112 79 Grade 3 CSE
Grade 1 CSE Hot tested 15 44 102 55 Ho grade*
Grade 1 CSE 76 111 60 16 41 101 52 Grade 3 CSE,
Grade 3 CSE 93 103 45 17 20 87 19 Grade 2 CSE,
Grado A CSE 55 102 44 18 70 117 87 Grade 1 *0* level
Grade A CSE 63 105 49 19 53 109 73 Grade 3 CSB.
Grade 3 CSE 52 101 41 20 47 104 6l Grade 3 CSE
Easter leaver 87 117 70 21 45 103 58 Easter leaver
Easter leaver 37 93 27 22 42 101 52 Grade 3 CSE
Grade 5 CSE 21 88 21 23 5 71 3 Hot entered
Grade 5 CSE 19 87 20 24 48 104 61 Grade 1 CSE
Sable 25* Comparison of He suits Based on the Bristol Achievement 
Test (1972) . Results for English Language.
SS ~ Standardised Score*
fa = percentile score. They tell what proportion of children 
reached a given level of score or lower.
These comments are not offered in en explanatory context, 
simply as a further observation. The table of results relating 
to the standardisation of the Bristol Achievement Test reveals 
that Ho. 7 from School B achieved.?, grade 6 *0* level pass. A 
further observation would also be that the learning of tho mechanics 
of doing the appreciation of poetry, involves teacher definitions, 
and perhaps relates to the Hell Keddie (1971) Thesis of the success* 
ful pupil.
In an attempt to explain why a number of the parents of 
School B are unhappy with the school organisation one must accept 
that from the parents’ point of view there was a lack of discipline. 
But contrast has already been made with those parents who hold 
different views about the school, the dispute appears to hinge 
round the type of discipline required. The teachers of School B 
require different types of discipline from that imposed within 
School A. Because in many learning situations, especially in the 
Humanities the areas of approved knowledge are allowed to be diverse 
and open ended, it is expected as a matter of course that the pupil 
will be able to find Something of interest between himself and the 
variety of material provided! he is in this way expected to become 
more committed* Within the school the pupil is expected to become 
much more responsible for his own learning, and through this variety 
of stimuli and presentation is expected to become more committed.
From the evidence provided some children are capable of accepting 
this form of personal discipline, others obviously are »ot| from 
the parent interviews the opinions of the parents can be seen to 
reflect this* Of real concern must be the fact that it is the 
children from social class 3 and 4 that seem to have most difficulty 
in accepting this type of discipline! at least this is what can be 
deduced from the parent interviews. The parents who were not happy 
with School B, 6, 9? 12, 13, 17 end 19 were all from social class 
3 or 4? they were not satisfied with the tone of the school and would 
send their children elsewhere given another chance. These children 
between them achieved one f0* level pass. Of the eight students 
who stated that they did not like School A, in six cases their 
parents were happy - nos* 1, 6. 13, 14, 15 and 18 and would send 
their children to School A if the opportunity arose again. Parent 
17 was not interviewed and parents 12 would wish their daughter to 
go to a Girls Grammar School.
In conclusion to this chapter it would appear from the results 
provided that the two panaceas currently put forward to reform 
Secondary education, unstreaming and an undifferentiated curriculum, 
face severe organisational problems# For as Barker Lunn (1970) 
suggests, hierarchical categories of ability and knowledge may well 
persist in the unstreamed classroom leading to the differentiation 
of the unified curricula# The final chapter however will discuss 
the more positive aspects of the study#
Chapter 9.
Discussion of Results.
The study has been concerned with difference; it was held 
that the two schools were different in their organisational form*
The nature of the research was to establish this difference and 
to indicate how the difference affected the achievement of the 
students*
To establish the fundamental differences between the schools, 
the theoretical constructs of Esland were used to produce interview 
schedules for teachers, students and parents* Questionnaires were 
used to support these schedules, and information was recorded during 
the times the respective schools were visited. From the discussion 
in chapter three it was held that in general terms the psychometric 
paradigm would be most readily recognisable in a traditional school, 
and the phenomenological paradigm within the more progressive school. 
A table of relationship was given between school organisation and 
the respective paradigms* This led to a table of questions, the 
answers to which would enable classification. This table is given 
overleaf and contains the sum of the information provided in 
chapters 3$ 6 and 7* Items 1 and 2 of the table provide information 
about school policy, the essentials of which were discussed in 
chapter 5* Items 3, 4 and 3 are oonoemed with the learning process; 
items 6, 7 and 8 are concerned with classroom management*
It can be seen from these results that the differences between 
the two schools are seen as differences in policy* The policy of 
Sohool A being more closely followed by its respective departments, 
than those of School B. In fact the table of results indicates that 
only the English department of School B was consistent in its 
interpretation within the Phenomenological paradigm.
The Maths and Science departments of both schools appeared 
to be fundamentally very similar in their classroom management# The 
one area of difference concerns movement within the teaching area* 
Within the departments of School A this is controlled by the teacher, 
in Sohool B the students are given responsibility for their own 
movements# This type of interpretation of progressive teaching 
techniques can lead to serious problems when the innovation is of a 
patchwork type# Freedom of movement is related to a whole concept
.Question* Answer* Classification*
1*
a*
How is ability 
defined?
How is curr­
iculum content 
differentiated 
and made aVail- 
able for - 
children?
Bubjeot
Perspective* Is 
learning seeh 
as a collective 
process where 
all children 
learn in the 
same way, or a 
unique process 
where children 
learn in diff­
erent trays?
Subject
Perspective.
How: is learning 
measured?
Subject Pers­
pective* What 
kinds of thing 
going on in the 
classroom would 
make you think 
that the pupils 
were engaged in 
learning?
Subject.Class­
room Management 
Are children 
regarded as a 
class or as a 
group of 
individuals?
School A: Ability related to 
intelligence.
School B.: Ability related to 
processes of thought not 
reducible to possession of 
intelligence alone, but to a 
complex system of inter­
pretations, intentions and 
recollections.
School As Curriculum 
differentiated*
School Bs Curriculum unified*
School As JIaths 
English -
C olleotive process. 
Both processes held 
within department.
Science - Collective process.
School Bs Maths -
Collective process* 
English - Individual*
Science ** Collective*
School As Maths — Examination 
English - Examination* 
- Science -Examination*
Sohool Bs Maths - Examination, 
English - Continual,
", ' ’ ' Assessment*'
Science '** Examination.
School As 
Maths - 
English - 
Science *
School Bs
Maths - 
English - 
Science -
Passive learning* 
Passive learning* 
Passive learning*
Passive learning* 
Active learning* 
Passive learning*
School As Maths - Class.
English - As both at 
different times* 
Science - As class*
School Bs Maths - Class*
English - Individuals* 
Soience - Class*
School AsPsychometric.
School Bs Phenomenological
School As Psychometric.
School Bs Phenomenological
psychometric*
Combination of both
paradigms*
Psychometric* '
Phenomenological*
Psychometric.
Psychometric *.
Psychometric.
Psychometric*
Psychometric*^- '
Phenomenological, 
■Psychometric*
Psychometric*
Psychometric.
Psychometric*
Psychometric*
Phenomenological*
Psychometric*
Psychometric*
Part; ly both paradigms. 
Psychometric*
Psychometric* 
Phenomenological* 
Psychometric*
Question* Answer. Classification.
1* Classroom Manage­
ment. Does teacher 
control movement 
within the class, 
or have pupils been 
given more respon­
sibility for their 
own movement?
Sohool A:
Maths - Teaoher control* 
English - Teacher control. 
Science - Teacher control#
School Bs 
Maths - Pupil control. 
English - Pupil control* 
Science - Pupil control.
Psychometric.
Psychometric.
Psyohometric.
Phenomenological* 
Phenomenological. 
Phenomenological*
a* Classroom Manage­
ment* Do children 
develop and work 
on their own ideas?
School As 
Maths - Teaohers ideas* 
English - Yes, within the 
Context of the lesson* 
Science - Ho# Teachers ideas
School Bs 
Maths - Teachers ideas* 
English - Yes pupils ideas* 
Science - No. teachers ideas-
Psychometric*
Phenomenological#
-Psychometric*
Psychometric* 
Phenomenological. 
Psychometric*
Table 26# Shei?ing method of Classification within the 
Respective naradim areas*
of learning^ which involves the seeking of information stored in a 
variety of ways* The freedom of movement allowing access to .this 
information when the need arises* The type of learning expeaiehGe 
provided within the Maths and Science departments of School B in no 
way necessitates the freedom of movement* The discrepancy between 
the theory of learning and the resulting classroom management leads 
to problems of classroom control* This may in fact be a clue as to 
wiy parents 8* 9* 12, 13* 17 and 19 were dissatisfied with School B 
in relationship to the general tone of the school* For parents have 
definite views about schools; these views which are by and large 
traditional, include good discipline and a good work atmosphere*
This would be difficult to maintain within a department using 
traditional teaching methods, but allowing students freedom of 
movement.
The differences between the two schools originally claimed 
can be seen upon closer examination to be of a much more limited form* 
There were differences, differences in theoiy and differences in practice.
The main differences were shorn to he in policy, in the type of 
teaching group used, and in the practice of the respective English 
departments# From the evidence provided by the teachers and the 
students, the inter subject differences appear to be connected to 
the nature of the subject ooncemed* "Maths is maths", indicates 
that there are many techniques to be mastered, so much basic 
material to be covered, so much structure to be applied to the 
subject# Science is seen to consist in the acquiring of so much 
basic knowledge before one can begin developing one*s own ideas* 
English however is seen to be more concerned with opinion and inter­
pretation of everyday experiences. This is a subject which gives 
scope to the imagination, something where the type of experience 
is connected to and determines the type of judgement made*
Although the differences between the schools were not as 
complete as was first held, they were however of such basic importance 
to the "Comprehensive School Debate" that the various effects oaf 
achievement were indicated* Considering the first hypothesis, it has 
been shown that with its unified curriculum Sohool B does in theory 
offer a wider range of students the opportunity to succeed academ­
ically* Academic success being regarded as four or more G-.C.E. 
passes at *0* level* The enabling curriculum of School B was also 
reflected in the results obtained in external examinations* Using 
the original 23 matched pairs and the original classification by 
their primary school headmasters, it can be seen that, from the 
table overleaf, a wider range of students, students from all four 
classifications, achieve academic! Success. This is not so for 
Sohool A. ' ' jj->'
The same table can be used to reflect the lack of academic 
success in certain students of School A# Chapter 5 indicated that 
the type of curriculum developed by School A imposed limits upon 
certain students* Mainly the fact that if they were recruited to 
Course 1, they were not considered suitable for *0* level examinations# 
The table also reflects reasonably accurately the primaxy school 
headmasters1 classification* This is not so for School B*
The hypothesis which relates to concern for the individual 
student, and relates this to appreciation of the student, is more 
difficult to define# The Finlay son questionnaires (1970) revealed 
that Sohool B in its organisation and practice encouraged procedures 
which cater for the individual far more so than School A* Both
Academic
Success*
Primary School 
Classification,
Matched 
' Mo*
Primary Sohool 
Classification*
Academio
Success,
One "  1 : One 8
6 One 2 . One 9
6 ■ One 4 One 6
6 Two ; 5 Two
W.
■ . ,'Two ■ 6 ■ TWO . . . .
Two 7 Two Mb
•* . Two 8 Two . **
Two 9 : TWO «bi
4N» Two ' 10 Ts70 ■ ; ’ 6
Three 11 Three .
Three' 12 Three m ■
. - . Three 13 Three ■*»
Three 14 Three *
Three 15 Three •»
Three 16 Three *»
Three 17 Three
- Three IB ■ Three ' P .
~ Three , Three •»
>Mb Three 20 Three 4
' 'Three- 21 Three
Three ■ 22 Three 4
o» Four 23 Four
, mt Four ?J{ • Four 6
Sable 27* Showing Wider Rangeof Academic Success from School R»
interview schedules provided evidence from students end parents of
the concern shown by School B for the individual* When this inform­
ation is related to that provided by the interview schedule it can 
be demonstrated that (Question 1) the students of School B are 
more positively in favour of their school; (Question 2) more of 
these students wished to stay on into the 6th form; (Question 5) and 
that more of these students have their occupational horizons extended* 
From this it can be inferred that Sohool B was more appreciated by its 
students than School A was by its students*
The fourth hypothesis concerns the problems produced by 
, introducing change* School B had obviously gone some way towards 
providing a different type of school organisation, different by far 
to the school organisation as experienced by the parents of School B 
children* The information gathered from the parents interview 
schedule indicated that the parents of School A appeared to know what 
was going on within the school* They held vexy muCh to the traditional 
Values of a good work atmosphere and good discipline * The conservative 
nature of some parents was emphasised by the fact that 13 of theifO 
interviewed preferred the tripartite system to the Comprehensive system.
Of the forty parents interviewed twenty were from Sohool A 
and twenty from School B* With regards to the academic development 
of their children* from the forty parents interviewed twenty live 
were satisfied with their child’s academic progress* The dis­
satisfied parents Tdth children at School A* seven in all* felt 
that in some way it was their child’s fault for not taking advantage 
of what the school had to offer* Of the eight parents from School B 
who were dissatisfied with their child’s academic progress^ only two 
blamed their- child* the other six felt that Sohool B was in some way 
responsible for this lack of progress* They felt the school had not 
npushed” their children enough; they spoke collectively of the free 
and easy atmosphere of the place*
This difficulty is hard to get round? for School B undoubtedly 
had,a discipline problem. For example, the problem of control within 
the Science and Mathematics departments, which was related to the 
lack of consistency of policy* The problem caused by the freedom 
of movement has been mentioned* Further to this, Sohool B was 
attempting certainly within the Humanities department to develop a 
muoh more ’’open” system of education* This is recognised to be a
muoh more difficult situation to control than the traditional 
classroom sot up* A serious question arises here, as to what becomes of 
the student who, having experienced the variety of stimuli, does not 
become committed, thus accepting no responsibility for his own learning* 
School B. has introduced .’’isolation” as a punishment for the non­
committed whobecome disrupters* With regards to the parents attitudes 
however those with children at School A knew what was going on in the 
sohool, they understood what was going on, and hence generally 
approved of the school, even when they were not satisfied with the 
academic development of their children* Accepting the school’s 
definition of their children, they believed that there was something 
wrong with their children, not the school* In School B there was not 
the same uniform agreement amongst the parents* ; Interpreting what was 
going on became a problem for the parents. Tire remits indicate that 
what for. one parent was seen as concern for the individual, was seen 
by another as allowing the child to please itself*
: It has been established, that School B shews throu^i its 
organisation and practice, greater concern for the individual* Iher© 
Sohool B has difficulties is in getting parents to understand its 
definition of what schooling is about* For as the academic results 
indicate, Sohool B achieved a broader pattern of academic success 
than School A, and in keeping with the Banbury Project (1975) the 
results demonstrate that the students of considered high ability in 
School B, do as well academically as their matched pairs in School A*
The problem for School B and for schools developing a similar type of 
organisation must remain, for the evidence shows a distinct lack of . 
uniformity in the parents1 answers, to questions about the school*
There was uniformity in the answers provided by parents with children 
in Sohool A* Xt would appear that for the time to come, the Headmaster 
of School B must continue to play an explanatory role \?hen dealing with 
parents*
Xn conclusion the overall, assumption that the environment of 
School B with its unstraamed sohool and unified curriculum would 
greatly reduce under achievement was shown to be an "educationalists11 
assumption* The study does however provide much evidence in support 
of the unstreamed sohool with.open access to ,the sixth form*
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1) How long have you held your present position?
2) How long have you been teaching?
3) How long have you been teaching in your present school?
would like to get a complete picture of your working career*
ypes of school you have taught in, and for how long?
k) Type of School Length of Service
5) Could you please give me details of any work you have done 
(Only full-time permanent employment)*
Nature of Work During what period
Can you tell me what 
Position Held
other than teaching* 
Position Held
6) What kind of training did you have after leaving school* 
University College Dates Quali fications
b) Have you had any further training since leaving college or university*
Yes 1
No 2
Details of further training
) What subjects did you specialise in at college?
) l\/hat subjects do you teach now?
) ITm particularly interested in 3rd year pupils, how long have you been teaching 
the present third year?
) What forms or sets do you teach in the present 3rd year?
ould like to go on now and ask you a number of questions about the learning process, 
ut how you think children learn*
) What do you think are the most important things a teacher can do to create 
the right situation for children to learn in?
12) How far would you agree/disagree with the idea that children often don't
appreciate what education is all about*
Any other response. Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree
Strongly disagree
13) How far would you agree/disagree with the notion that children have to be 
forced to learn*
Any other response. Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree 
Disagree
Strongly disagree
1*0 Do you think it is possible to say why children learn?
Why do you think this? Yes
No
D.Ko
15) What kinds of things going on in the classroom would make you think that the 
pupils were engaged in learning?
(Probe what kind of pupil behaviour/what kind of pupil activity)
K
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V
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16) Do you think children learn best when in a class with others of similar 
ability?
Why do you think this is? Yes 1
No 2
DoK. Y
would like to go on and ask you questions about your teaching, particularly 
bout your method of teaching*
17) How would you describe the way in which you teach?
(Leave initially for the teacher to answer, if difficulties arise, 
steer towards 17b 17c)«
17b) Have you got any particular view of the children you teach? 
Do you regard them as a class, or as a group of individuals?
7c) Do you prefer on the whole to guide the children*s learning by ’chalk* and 
'talk', or do you prefer the child learning for himself by discovery?
(18) Do you think children should normally be allowed to help each other with 
their school work in class?
Why do you think this? Yes
No
DoK»
(19) Apart from when you require attention, do you think children should be 
allowed to move about the class at will?
Reasons why? Yes
No
(20) Do you allo\ir children to develop and work on their own ideas?
Reasons why? Yes
No
(21a) How do you measure that learning has taken place?
(21b) If teacher tests knowledge, what form do these tests take?
ro 
h 
tu
n 
k
* r
o 
h
21c) How important do you think these tests are? Hand card#
Any other response Very important
Fairly important
Neither important nor unimportant 
Fairly unimportant 
Not important at all 
D.K.
22) What sort of characteristics has the child you regard as a ’good* pupil?
23) What sort of characteristics has the child you regard as a fbadr pupil?
A) If you think a child has done well, do you reward him?
Reason for this, and how? Yes
No
Any other response#
H 
CM 
IT\ 
H 
CM
25) If you think a child has done *badly* what action do you take?
26) Do you think mark lists made public spur most children on to greater efforts?
Any other response» Yes
No 
D„Ko
27a) Do some children in your classes have a fear of failure? 
(Frobe as to why this may be, and how many)
Yes
No
D.K,
27b) Do some children in your classes feel defeated?
(Probe as to reasons, and how many) Yes
No
DoK.
8) Have you made any attempt to integrate your subject with other subject 
areas* If yes, in what way?
Yes
No no 
h
 
k
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h
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9) To what extent can pupils decide on what areas of your subject they wish 
to study?
(Probe - what choice do you give them?)
uld I move on now to another area of school relationships,
0) With regard to your own teaching, how important do you feel discipline is? 
(Probe for definition of discipline).
l) How would you describe discipline in this school. On the whole would
you say it is
,, Too harsh./my other resiDonse,
About right
) What sort of things do you usually punish pupils for?
(Attempt to get a couple of examples with the type of punishment).
Offence Type of punishment
ui
 ro
 
h
3) Do you agree with the use of corporal punishment?
Why do you feel this? Yes
No
D„K,
would like to finish by asking you some questions 011 streaming
^a) Do you agree with streaming? Yes
No
Could you give me your reasons for this? D„K0
*fb) If yes, are there any disadvantages in streaming?
be) if no, are there any disadvantages in streaming?
3) Has the Headmaster given you his reasons for using the present form of 
organisation of classes in the school?
What are these? Yes 1
No 2
6) Finally, could you give me your own estimates of the number of children in 
your present 3rd year classes who you think will go on to take *0* level and 
!CSE' in your subject*
EubjeCt eosaoeoceooeeeooo
Description of ; Estimate *0* ! Estimate CSE j Estimate CSE
class* I level or j Grade II/III I Grade IIII/V
Numbers etc* j CSE grade I 'I !
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Below there are 35 statements concerning attitudes towards school situations® 
Indicate your own opinion by ringing the response code® Ring only one response 
per question®
SA c Strongly agree 
A = Agree
N = Neither agree nor disagree 
D = Disagree 
SD = Strongly Disagree
(1) Streaming makes slow children feel inferior SA A N D SD
(2) There is too much emphasis on cutting down noise in 
schools SA A N D SD
(3) A-stream children have wider interests than other 
children both inside and outside school SA A N D SD
(4) I think a sharp slap in the right place at the right 
time does an awful lot of good SA A N D SD
(5) Children in A-strearns tend to become conceited about 
their abilities. SA A N D SD
06) Children must be taught to have decent manners SA A N D SD
(7) I do not mind a reasonably high working noise in my 
class SA A N D SD
(8) Bright children should not be streamed off from the 
rest of their age group SA A N D SD
(9) The llplus examination is an entirely fair method of 
assessing a child!s abilities SA A N D SD
(10) Children in A-strearns worry too much about marks SA A N D SD
(11) Physical punishment does no good at all to any child SA A N D SD
(12) Bright children deserve a sioecial academic course in 
a separate school when they are 11 SA A N D SD
(13) An occasional hard slap does children no harm SA A N D SD
(14) I cannot stand children fidgeting in class SA A N D SD
(15) It is socially wrong to segregate children into streams SA A N D SD
The 11-plus as an examination can prevent junior schools 
becoming slack
Teachers should demand cleanliness in pupils
I would not allow talking in a class of 35 or more 
children
The bright child will be neglected in non-streamed 
classes
Naturalness is more important than good manners in 
young children
An 11-plus examination is more fair than relying on 
record cards and teachers1 assessments
If children in my class are insolent I slap them
Opportunities for self-expression through movement, 
painting and writing poetry, are more important for 
junior children than concentrating on the 1three R ’s*
In a streamed school one gets far more done for the 
slow learner
When children disobey rules I’m quite prepared to 
smack bottoms ,
The atmosphere in A-steams is too competitive
Nothing worthwhile will be achieved by a class that 
talks while it works
Non-streaming would be impossible with large classes of 
*K) or more
Any examination that segregates children into separate 
schools at 11-plus is undesirable
Physical punishment in schools is out of the question 
and completely unnecessary
A quiet atmosphere is the one best suited to all school 
work
Without streaming neither the bright nor the dull get 
the best fromi what the school could offer
With<Wir non-streaming, I would find it impossible to 
keep dull children occupied while the bright children 
received attention
DD D
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HOW TO WORK THIS TEST
When you are told to begin, turn over and read what you have to do, then 
start working.
When you have finished one page, turn over and go on with the next. Do 
not wait to be told.
The test is in parts and after some time you will be told to leave one part 
and go on with the next.
Decimal money and metric units of measurement are used in the test.
Work fast. Write if you can, rather than print.
If you make a mistake, cross it out neatly and make your correct answer.
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PART 1.
Margaret always tried to keep 50p in her money-box in reserve for anything special. When she had more than 50p 
the box, she was saving, but when she had less, she was spending too much. She made herself a measuring rod to k< 
a record of her money. It looked like this:
t1 ■ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 \ 1 I
“ 5 0  “ 4 5  " 4 0  " 3 5  " 3 0  " 2 5  “ 2 0  “ 1 5  “ 1 0  “ 5  0
I I I I I I I i I i 
+  5  + 1 0  + 1 5  + 2 0  + 2 5  4  3 0  + 3 5  + 4 0  4 4 5  4  5 0
She could move the arrow along the rod. When it pointed to +5 she had five pence more than 50p reserve, but wb 
it pointed to — 5 it meant that she had 5p less than her reserve.
1. One day when Margaret went to her money-box 
Q  her rod showed ~ 40 and when she left it showed 
+ 20. Margaret had
(trtkui uirr/ putin)
   p.
T j0n  another day Margaret went to her money-box 
Cyr  and saw that her measure showed +10. She took 
out 25p. What did her measure show after that ?
-US....
3
y  ft™
Margaret moved the arrow 5 places to the left 
from +20 it would mean that she had
(■put kb I taken out)
 2 S    p-
change in the position of the arrow from — 35 t» 
10 means an
(increase / decrease) in the money of
  ,  p.
A change in the position of the arrow from ~  20 t 
~40 would mean the same as a change from
+15 to  ................
rite a number which is a factor of 39 and 
is not 1.
  *.
» 7^*How many numbers are there between 521 and 
531 not counting either?
8. What is the number exactly half-way between 
O 11 and 59 ?
9. How many even numbers are there between 
O 603 and 703? ^
10. What is the next number after 31 which is not 
O exactly divisible by any other number but 1 ?
3 4 ,
Here is a way in which computers can “read” letters from holes in a paper tape. 1 stands for A, 2 for B . . .  26 for 
Only the numbers 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 are used. 1+2 stands for 3, 1+4 for 5 . . . 1 + 8 +  16 for 25. The position of a h 
in a column indicates its number as shown in the diagram. The sum of the numbers represented by the holes i 
column stands for a letter. A word has been “punched” in the first four columns. Under each column write the lei 
that it stands for. In the next six columns draw the “holes” for the word “NOUGHT”.
A hole here stands for 
A hole here stands for 
A hole here stands for 
A hole here stands for 
A hole here stands for
Write the letters here
I o o 1 o o
2 o o o o o
4 o o o o o O
8 0 o o o
16 & o
£ b N 0 u G H T
11. ' 12.,. ] 2 f T  lV ' ' 15. 16. \ y .  18. 19,, 20,.
os cir® or o </ y  y y Page total 
(No. right) t <
Counting can be done by using just the figures I and 0. 
In these new numbers, every time a ‘ I’ moves one 
place to the left it is worth twice as much as it was 
before, so:
I is equal to one 
10 is equal to two 
100 is equal to four 
1000 is equal to eight 
and so on.
This is how to count from one to ten in the new 
numbers:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 10 II 100 101 NO III 1000 1001 1010
Below are some things to be done with the new 
numbers. Write in ordinary figures the results of 
doing these things.
21. I 101 plus 1001
101 multiplied by 10
23. 1000 minus 11
-
V O
 5 ...
Write fhe answers to these in new numbers:
24. 100 plus 1100
25. multiplied by I
Go on to  
Part 2
Page total (Pt. 1) 
(No. right)
Part 1 total 
(No. right) I?
PART 2.
2ff In how many different orders altogether can I 
Qj write the letters A B C ?  »
 D  *....
In a pack of playing cards there are 13 cards in each 
of 4 suits. Two of the suits (hearts and diamonds) are 
red and the others (clubs and spades) are black. In 
each suit, three cards (King, Queen, and Jack) have 
pictures on them, the rest (counting Ace as one) are 
numbered one to ten. A King is worth more than a 
Queen, which is worth more than a Jack, which 
counts higher than a ten.
Altogether in a pack of cards:
27. How many picture cards are there ?
28.JHfow many red cards are there ? t
S ' ........................... ... ...... ..
29. How many cards are worth less than a Jack?
o  ....3 0 ..
3(k Tlow many black, odd-numbered cards are there ?
^  ....V O   .
The pack is well-shuffled and the top card is turned 
over. In each group below, underline the kind of 
card which it is most likely to be.
picture card / a red numbered card J a heart / 
an odd-numbered spade.
32. A black picture card / an even-numbered diamond / 
O  card worth less than two / 
a King or a Queen.
33y<Atwo I a ten / a red eight or nine /
Cjr an even-numbered club.
If the top card is the five of diamonds and it is put back 
into the pack which is again well-shuffled, which of 
these is most likely to be the top card now ?
34yAclub worth five o r less ( a red five / 
a black five / a diamond picture card.
Page total (Pt. 2) -1
(No. right) / •
In these problems you do not have to answer the questions. You have to decide which pieces of information yi 
would need to answer the questions. In the space write the letters of the pieces of information you would use. Use : 
more information than is absolutely necessary.
Here is an example:
A. I went to the shop with five pence.
B. I bought sweets.
C. I had two and a half pence change.
Did I spend all I had ?
A. In a football tournament each team played 
every other team once.
B. There were ten teams in the tournament.
C. Two points were given for a win, one point for a 
draw, and no points for losing.
Necessary information A C  D. Repton Rovers won the tournament with
  eleven points.
A. My birthday will fall on a Tuesday this year.
B. I shall be 12 years old on my birthday.
C. I shall go on holiday from the 14th to the 
28th of August this year.
D. The first Tuesday in August this year is the 5th.
E. My birthday will be in the third full week 
of August this year.
cJ>£
35. Shall I be on holiday on my birthday 
O this year ?
Necessary information., 
the day before my birthday a week-day ?
Necessary information
37. Do I leave for my holidays on a Saturday?
Necessary information.d«.«.^V#. ....
38. What is the date of my birthday ?
Necessary information....%^-.*.\3|
39. What will be my age in years on the 1st of 
O August this year ?
Necessary information..
E. Repton Rovers lost two of their matche's.
. How many games did each team play ?
A  O
Necessary information........
4UAVhat was the total number of games played 
Q r  in the tournament ? ^  jv
Necessary information W  .r..Vo..
42. How many games did Repton Rovers win ?
Necessary information^^^^.^..^-*?..
43. How many points did Repton Rovers get 
Q  from draws ?
o
o
%
Necessary information
any of the other teams in the tournament 
win a game ?
Necessary information CL- «..........
45. If Repton Rovers had lost only one game could 
O they have gained fewer points than ten ?
Necessary information
Three substances have to be mixed together in the proportions shown. Write the number of grammes of each substan 
that is needed to make the total number of grammes of mixture.
The first has been done to show you how.
PARTS OF 
A B C
GRAMMES OF 
MIXTURE
GRAMMES OF 
A B C
1 2 1 8 2. A- 2
1 3 2 18 c H 4-
2 4 1 2 8 w Ifc X
5 7 1 3 9 U r JL
3 4 2 3 6 4 , m o .
8 5 4 51 \ o
46. 47. 48. 49. 50.
Page total J* Part 2. total I \
I
o o o o o (No. right) (No. right) I J
PART 3.
The navigator of a ship sailing near a coast at night can find the ship’s position by taking bearings on lights flashing 
near the shore. From a chart that the navigator keeps he knows which lights they are and by taking bearings he can
draw lines on the chart to mark the direction of the lights as he sees them. Here is his chart. One centimetre stands 
for 5 kilometres. The distances between the lettered points are shown in centimetres.
1 cm stands for 5 km
LAND
2-8 cm *
2-4 cm
2-5 cm
The navigator sets his course and 
takes his bearings by a compass which is 
marked in degrees like the above.
When he says he is steering a course o f225 ° he means
Tat the ship is sailing in that direction. From the
Tart and from the navigator’s record of what
lappened, answer the questions that follow.
Navigator’s Record:
2.30 a.m. at position Z :
Sailing at 15 km/h on a course of 225°.
Fixed position on light A, bearing 110° and on 
light B, 150°.
^ater at position Y :
Sailing at same speed on the same course.
Fixed position on light C, bearing 115° and on 
light D. The bearing of light D was 55 0 South 
of that on light C.
,ater at position X :
Changed course to sail due South.
1. How many kilometres away was light A when the 
ship was at Z ?
\ 0  * ■ kilometres
52. How many kilometres away was light B when the 
Q  ship was at Z ?  V\  ....kilometres
5^. "How many kilometres away was light C when the 
ship was at Y ?
!j|  kilometres
54. How many kilometres away was light D when the 
q  ship was at X  ? i  JL
 V V . l ^ .  kilometres
55. What was the angle between the bearings on 
O lights A and B ? vo
56., How many kilometres had the ship sailed between 
positions Z and Y ? ^
  ...kilometres
o
57. At what time did the ship change course ?
..a.m.
58. What was the bearing of light D from 
O position Y ?
59. What was the bearing of light D from 
O position X  ?
o
60. How many degrees did the ship alter course at X  ?
Page total
(No. right)
Go on to  the  
next page
A solid has six identical faces and eight corners:
6 1.- What is its name? ^ ^ ^ —How many faces meet at each corner ?
62. How many edges does it have ?
3
V3l  ,.
/O  w i t
63. How many faces meet at each edge ?
^  ..
. If a straight rod were pushed through the solid 
i hout touching an edge, how many faces would 
it pass through ?
9L
Complete this sentence about the square shown, by 
writing one of these words or phrases in each of 
the spaces:
66. Whereas A B E is
an angle of 90 0 / of equal length / the bisector / 
parallel / an angle of 45 0
 , A B C
67. is*
68. is
69.
70.
..* , of which B D
...., and is
to A C, although not 
  .tQ it, as A D is to B C.
Page total (Pt.3) 
(No. right)
Part 3 total 
(No. right)
Go on to  Part 4
PART 4.
The height of this cylinder and its diameter are / 7 L What i
shown in the diagram:
s the radius of its circular base ?
14 cm20 cm
 Z| cm
72. What is the circumference of its circular top ?
The formula for the circumference of a circle is 2ttR 
and for the area of a circle is ttR2. tt= -w -
o
o'
o
o
73. What is the area of its base?
...cm
.cm
74. What is the area of its vertical surface ?
V T A S r t s a  <a ...cm
75. What is the volume of the cylinder ?
\ c5 L E i e - 0 , ca
Go on to  the  
next page
Page total (Pt. 4)
(No. right)
This is a graph showing the number of children in each of two classes in a school who jumped various heights. A 
cross like this X marks the numbers and heights for class A, and a circle like this O does the same lor class B. Notice 
that in one case a O is over the top of a X like this ® .
10
9
8
7
N um ber 6 
o f Children 5 
4 
3 
2
0          --
1 - 0 0  1 - 0 5  1 - 1 0  1 * 1 5  1 - 2 0  1 - 2 5  1 - 3 0  1 - 3 5  1 - 4 0  1 - 4 5  1 - 5 0
Height jumped in metres
T— i d ---
/■'T -t.p
,
: S' iSA
J
r r
( \/
V
p
%
tr
/
/
\f) \ /\
/ v/\ 7\
Answer these questions about the graph: 83. 50% of the children in Class B jumped
o
7(TJHow many children are there altogether in  m
'’’’’ the two classes ? (or less).
84. Put a tick in the ring against those statements
77VlWfiat fraction of the number of children in . O below that are true:
class A jumped more than 1-35 m? £ /  ^
I I  A. There are more children in class A than
S'/Or......... • • ...'....* ’ \Ls  in class B who jumped less than 1-30 m.
78. What fraction of the number of children in ( V  i  /""N B. As many children in class A jumped
class B jumped more than 1 -35 m ? 0^1 — , T -  1 -30 m as did those in class B.
 ....At- C. There is no child in class A who jumped
as high as the best jumpers in class B.
79. What was the average height to the nearest
centimetre jumped by the children in class B ? D, The average height jumped by children
in class B is greater than that for the 
............................... cm children in class A.
30. Considering both classes together, which was _  E There are mQre children in class B than
the most frequently occurring height ? cjass
 m 85. Write the letter of the statement amongst those
81. How many centimetres separated the best °  in the last question that most surely shows that
jumper from the worst ? class B 15 better than class A at high jumping.
............................... cm
12. 50% of the children in class A jumped
.........................  m
(or less).
Go on to  Part 5 
over th e  page
Page total
(No. right)
Part 4 total 
(No. right)
PART 5.
86. Write 46-51149 correct to three decimal places.  h j a k ...
87. Write 3-00951 correct to three decimal places.  3 Q t ......
a car costs £521-92 what is its cost to the nearest hundred pounds? £ .... ........................
8j0f*"What percentage is 50 of 200 ?  * < 2 5  % .
&  . . .  x —9j>: Write the answer, as a decimal fraction, to two decimal places, to 7 4- 3. ...7y.\TJ............jos* -j  o
In these five exercises in fractions, the additions and subtractions have been partly worked and in each case there 
one number or sign that is wrong. Put a ring round the number or sign that is wrong.
91. # +  f  92. I — f  9 3 ^ "  2 | x If
o
_ (6 ^ -  9 =  2 5 + 1 2  =  8
12 (3^
94. If  — 2f +  2i  95. 3f +  51
o o
1 - 6  +  5 19 11
=  1--------------  =  — x —
8 6 2
3 5
Write against each of the things on the left, the capital letter of one of the things on the right that has the same valm
96. ®a3 A. (a +  b) (a — b)o B. a +  a +  a
97. O3 x -66. C. 2
o
98. ®( a - b ) 2 D. 6x3o E. (a2+ b2— 2ab)
99. ®2x2 +  4x F. a x a2O o G. Vio100.
o
10-5 H. 5
I. 2(x2+  2x)
Endofthetest.
Part 5 total 
(No. right)
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others finish
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PART 1.
Underline ONE word in the second sentence that means the same as the word
underlined in the first sentence.
This is how to do it: Father cuts the meat.
Mother usually slices the bread.
1. The ground was sodden after an unexpected 
shower.
The smell of humid wool came from his sweater, 
soaked by its sudden drenching.
2. The immense work was accomplished at great 
expense.
An accomplice completed the final stage of the 
crime.
3. Farmers brought guns to protect their herds from 
the invader.
He will protest that his project is one he does not 
need to defend by attacking ours.
4. The government paid reparations for the damage 
done.
The compensation they received enabled them to 
carry out the necessary repairs.
5. The virulence of the disease overcame his already 
weakened constitution.
An unknown ailment finally brought about his 
decease.
6. The farm stood on a sunny, secluded slope.
In some isolated villages of hottest India, women 
are excluded from temples.
7. Gaily coloured vegetables were used to garnish 
the tempting food.
Primitive people decorate themselves with garish 
colours to attract mates.
o
O;
O,
O:
o,
^ 7
8. The prophet would sit between the two palm trees 
and meditate deeply.
Pensively she pondered how she could mediate 
in the dispute.
^ 0 8
9. Her neighbours were angry as she flaunted herself 
in her stolen finery.
You flouted the law when you displayed these 
forged documents in court.
o 9
10. It was decided to extend the period of restraint.
To what extent is it profitable to prolong the war 
and expend more money ? y
11. The authorities forced him to renounce his title.
Various articles denounce ministers who disclaim 
responsibility for their departments.
o„
12. His superiors used to commend him for his quality 
of leadership.
They would praise his ability to command respect 
as a laudable trait.
13. Aches and pains used to plague him in winter.
A plaque was put up to commemorate the 
epidemic that came to torment the populace.
14. The ministry offered to recompense him for his 
achievements.
He used to regard compensation as a prize to 
reward his cunning.
15. The breakdown was caused by a defect in an 
unreliable generator.
What prompted him to defect was a flaw in his 
character and nothing could deflect him from his 
purpose.
16. The councillor was a prominent member of the 
legal profession.
The post of chairman would be a permanent 
appointment for an outstanding economist with 
high qualifications.
17. He appealed to the Vatican to annul the marriage. 
Their demand to repeal the harsh legislation 
became an annual event.
18. He attempted to intimidate a material witness. 
Police spokesmen intimate that their intervention 
might scare the kidnappers.
ef,
o,
o,
o,
o,
19. The gracious ruler applied humane standards of 
conduct.
A compassionate nature, a courteous manner are 
signs of a noble human being.
20. It was certain that she would relate every detail 
of the scene.
His account of how his relative gave him a rebate 
took long to tell.
o,
o,
o,
Part 1. total 
(No. right)
PART 2.
Below there are tw o  passages with some words missing. Read through the passages and write in 
the missing words. The beginning of each word has been given to h  h&lp.............you.
Danger on Mountains 
On very high mountains, thunderstorms can 
represent a great danger to climbers above the
11. snowline who are with metal
objects like ice-picks and spikes, called crampons, 
for climbing glaciers. Any metal object, 
particularly if it is pointed, is likely to attract
12. 1.^ 611SuuLtuuntf:.. so that during a1/
>3.
;4. abandon their p . ...............and
15.  for the sake of safety. Apart
16. from the obvious reasons
O  21
1 t .
r.  mountaineers often
22<5
* 0  23 
O  24
o
for taking p... 
and obeying the guide’s instructions, there is
17. always the consideration that any ac..A..*..'...:.Ay2.5?^,'>
O  27
endangers the lives of the rescuers as well.
It is therefore not only foolish but downright
18. selfish to take unnecessary x..k&Jl & ............... and
imperil the lives of other people.
28
Tape Recording 
The sounds we hear are waves or vibrations 
carried by the air which surrounds us.
19. These v c a n  be transformed into
electrical impulses by means of a microphone. 
With a tape-recorder these impulses
30. from the are fed through an
amplifier to the recording head which is an 
electro-magnet. The electro-magnet arranges 
the molecules of magnetic iron oxide, with which 
recording tape is coated, into
31. invisible patterns as the t....cy&...................
O  29
30
^031
32. moves past the head.
O  3 2
33. Thus the  are recorded on the tape.
X  . O 33
When the tape is played back, the same electro-
34. xxv..&^ t*jtfx<b*&. changes its function.
^ 3 4
This time it transforms the
35. p ........of iron oxide
36. m  on the tape into
37. e impulses. These are made
^ 3 7
stronger when they are passed through the 
amplifier and fed into
38. the loudspeaker, which ...
39. those i.isi^^!^....^.^^bacl: into vibrations,
0 39
40. which in turn the a  h carries to our
O 40
ears in such a way that we can hear them as 
sounds. Recordings on tape are
41.   That is to say, the patterns of -
iron oxide molecules will remain indefinitely
42. unless the tape is s. u  to further
^ 4 2
magnetism. This means that if a sound recording 
is made, the molecules are simply rearranged and 
the previous pattern of molecules is
43.     This can be done almost as ^
O  43
many times as anyone could wish.
44. Eventually the xxv....^Mx &JL<c,......  y
f . O  44
45.    on the tape will
< 0 * 4 5
wear off, but the process is still remarkably 
cheap and efficient.
P art 2. total i ^  *
(No. right)
Go on to  Part 3 
over the page
Write the missing words in each 
sentence below. The beginning of the 
word has been given to help you.
PART 3.
54. In your shoes I should take better precautions.
(  )  (  )  •
46. The specialist only saw patients b ...
o 46
appointment.
47. Fossils are fr  found in limestone
quarries.
48. They returned safely,  the
weather.
49. His absence did not mean that
he was ill.
50. Epidemics had been reported two years 
pr.e^
O  47
o 48
49
o 50
Make the second sentence mean exactly 
the same as the first by writing one  
word in each space like this:
He returned home. 
He ( WJWt........ book home.
51. They had carried out the task at once. 
The task had (.........................  )
( dLzx-nz ) by them at once.
52. There is no obstacle to your leaving. 
There is nothing ( r-h
O  51
■/***- leaving.
53. There was an unmistakeablc smell of onions.
There was a smell of onions that (..........UPrtbS*......
o 52
(   ) (.
 ).
o 53
(............................. ) you, I should take better
precautions.
55. We did not wish to impose upon his good nature.
We did not wish to (........... LZuL*-.... ) advantage
(..... < ¥ ................. ) his good nature.
56. The mechanic did not dismantle the engine and 
did not repair it.
The mechanic neither (....
(......&?~.................. ) ... ) the engine.
57. We let them into the secret of our offer.
We took ( r? ) (..................  )
(......xrrvufr:........... ) confidence about our offer.
58. His short reach put him at a grave disadvantage.
He (............................. ) (............................. )
handicapped (............................. ) his short reach.
59. The regiment did well.
The regiment (........................ )
(............  ) (........ Cr.&..$.]&....... ) account of
itself.
60. He usually had something to say for himself.
He was (.........................  ) (......... /..AC............ )
( T H  C ............ ) loss (........... .................. ) words.
O b.
<5 5!
o 5!
o,.
o,
Go on to the 
next page
Page total
(No. right)
Make these mixed-up words into a 
sentence, adding ONE word of your 
own to make it sensible. Some words  
are given to help you. Write the others, 
one word in each space.
Here is an example:
nail the he the with hit
( Ha  ) ( k u  ) the
(..........A/QfJ .......... ) with ( thU..............
( hatrirnfrr )
61. a spectacles was without blind as he
as
62. the of they changing the to see went
.................................... ) ( ........................................... ) t o
......................... ) (..............................) changing
63.
as
the berry returned beach he as from 
a
 ) returned (......./7/i.o *y>....... )
.'t.K.L7............. ) beach (......A S ..................)
64.
65.
u/.il'i&.U.t:
....
. . . M S ............
 6 at...
S£.CcTMAMt$  he 
 A S .............. ) blind
 * ...... )
■)
o 62
•)
•) (• o 63
on small of the a appeared puff
horizon
 A..... ) (...
 ..........) of (..........................  )
 ) on (.....tH.G............... )
 ) .
was sonic the there passed as jet a
 T/ftf. ) (.......V.ijjr..............) a
 hCMST....p./.Gr.....) (.......&&0AX......... ) as
   c . a .  )a( S g .m . / . . c .........)
7r T- ) .
o 65
66. at she he the prepared food his up
turned
' (..... ).(..b.A.F,..... )
(...../2MS...#S,Arr.W.) his (...................  )
( ) the (..............................)
( ................................................) ( .............................................) •
67. by electricity payments the made accepts 
crossed board postal
( Z..rrl£.............. ) (.......£.#,..£t.r/2.(.c.(..fyboard
(............................. ) (.............................. ) made
o 66
68. shadow proved beyond a he it a of
beyond 
o ff ........
69. a secretary to a typist private good 
has be
(............................. ) (.............................. ) secretary
(■ •) (■ good
70. the day was always as as she is 
happy
(■
always
day
O 6 7
o 68
o 69
O  70
Page total £ Part 3. total (m^ ft
(No. right) (No. right)
PART 4.
Put these ideas into order for a story 
about "Going to a Football Match". 
Write 1 against the first idea, 2 
against the next and so on, to show  the 
right order.
Make a different sentence on each line 
by crossing out words that are not 
needed. The first has been done for you.
71. hoarse, hungry but happy
72. the band at half-time
73. putting on the club favours at home
74. o the final whistle
75. entering through the turnstiles
Now do the same with these ideas 
about "A Murder-Story".
76. O  questioning witnesses
77. o discovering the corpse
78. ©  unmasking the culprit
79. arrival of murder-squad
80. description of the characters
71
€■
#7
# 7
72
73
76
^77 
^78 
^7. 
^  80
He issued strict orders -about contracts.
81. He issued stric t orders about contracts.
82. He issued strict orders a-beut'corrtracts.
83. He issued strict orders about contracts.
84. He issued'-stric.t-orders* about contracts.
85. He issued strict orders about contracts.
Now do the same with this sentence.
86. They wrote to protest agdrrs'hwar.
87. They wrote to protest against war.
O  81
d  
d
82
83
84
They wrote-to protest against war.
89. They wrote to protest against war.
90. They wrote to protest against war.
*?^87
O  88 
/ft
O  90
8 9
Go on to Part 5 
on the next 
page
Part 4. total ,
(No. right)
PART 5.
In each sentence below ONE word has 
been spelled as it sounds.
Write the correct spelling on the line 
below like this :
_  ii iiPut these punctuation marks } 
into the sentence below.
His hare was red.
hair
91. They enjoyed the lettis and cucumber sandwiches.
 6J L ^
91
92. They konkloodid their business and left.
93. The building was kumpleetid at the turn of the 
century.
92
o 93
94. They haysend back to the village.
o 94
95. The ball-gown shimmered with seekwins of all
colours.
.
96—98.
Eventually , ” he declared progress 
is bound to come even to this small 
village f
O  96
*^ 9 7
o 98
Where the ( ) are in the sentence
below a punctuation mark is needed. 
It will be one of these 5 " ?
Put the correct mark in each place.
99— 100.
‘Seriously though ( )” he said,
‘I’m not joking now ( JJ  ) ”
699
O  ■) 00
End of the test.
Look over your 
work w h ile th e  
others finish
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PART 1.
o
1. Some of a yellow powder was added to a colourless 
liquid and shaken up well. A cloudy liquid was 
produced, and after it had been allowed to stand 
for a while a yellow sediment formed at the bottom 
and the liquid became clear but slightly yellow in 
colour. This meant that:
the solid did not dissolve in the liquid
the liquid must have been water
O the solid would dissolve in water but not 
in the liquid
a; little of the solid dissolved in the liquid 
none of these
S and T are identical springs and the weight W is the 
same in diagrams A, B and C. (Ignore the weight of 
the springs themselves.)
B
s
T  AsTo  o'<=>O<=>
T
Oooooo
§s
[w
2. When S and T are end to end as iii B, S stretches:
more than it does in A the same as in A
less than it does in A cannot tell
3. When S and T are side by side as^n C,
O  S stretches:
more than it does in A ^   ^
less than it does in A
the same as in A 
cannot tell
4^ If the weights were each pulled down by the same 
(0  amount and then released they would vibrate up 
and down for some time. Which weight would go 
up and down most quickly ?
the weight in A all equal
j the weight in B cannot tell
the weight in C
o
Energy is stored in springs when they are 
stretched, and is released when they return to their 
unstretched length. Tick the one in which most 
energy is stored.
(taking S and T 
together)
C (taking S and T 
together)
O i :o
is the same in 
B and C
cannot tell
■150J
125
Sea
O
O
o
The hillside marked B is (more / less) steeply 
sloping than the hillside markeaC.
It is (easier / harder) to climb from F to G than 
from H to J.
The man at D (can / cannot) see the man at B. 
The man at E (can / cannot) see the man at F.
The man at J is (higher / lower) than the man at 
E. The highest man of all is a t ...............
o
10.
o
Farmer Jones usually keeps his sheep on the land
marked.............. and his cattle on the land
marked...............
The woods have not been cleared from the land 
marked..............because it is very...........................
Page total
(No. right)
Go on to th<
next page
A j £ i  t A
”' I   “*
lL^Ifthey pull their ropes in at the same rate, which man 
takes the longest time to raise the bucket to the top ?Qfk O B O c O all equal
12. Which man will use most force in pulling the 
bucket to the top
O  A ( y B O  c  O  all equal
Uk' Which man uses most energy altogether in raising 
the bucket?
O  A O  B O  C e(lual
A periscope can be made from two blocks of wood 
with mirrors attached, if they are arranged as shown.
•D
Mirrors
•B
• A
14. The person looking into the lower mirror will be 
O  able to see an object held a t:
O  A O  B O  c O
any of these
C
D
Whmi the tap T is opened, how high will the jet 
s') of water reach when it comes out of S ?A OB o
higher than C
C
cannot tell
Page total (Pt. 1) 4 > Part 1 total
(No. right) (No. right)
PART 2.
A and B are identical cylindrical tins. A is filled to 
the top with very small glass marbles and B is filled 
with larger glass marbles.
°<&s^
16. When they are both full, the number of marbles 
O  will be:
O  greater inA 
than in B 
greater in B 
than in A
o
( 2 / thc same in both
O S“B Ocanotdl
17. The size of the spaces between the marbles is:n((\f) the same in both 
cannot tell
O  greater in A 
than in B 
greater in B 
than in Ao
□ A V
A
*Ss
G— .
\ /
1&. If the area of the square A is called one unit, how 
many units of ar^f are enclosed,by the shape B ?
26 Q  2017
19. Farm............... takes a longer time to plough than
^  farm................but less time than farm................
A billiard cue is a stick which is thin at one end and 
gradually becomes thicker towards the other end.
r D E,
2 0 ^ n  order to balance it across a finger v^ Kere 
should the finger be placed ?
O  A O  B O  c
D
O  E
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£i?  Which of the shapes below X  has the same 
shap^asX?A QB o Od Oe
X  is a wooden building brick which is a cube 1 inch 
long, 1 inch wide and 1 inch high.
3^
6"
Y
X  
1" 1
22. How many of these would it take to build Y, a 
O  solid tower 6 inches high, 3 inches long and 
2 inches wide ?oo none of these
— 50
- 100-
20°1& )  E( 7  
150—
— 100 O  -
B.
•50-
o
o
23. The easiest place for the road from Village A to 
Village B to cross the ridge is a t ...............
24. The most difficult route would cross the ridge
at
"A
f  A paper hat in the shape of a cone is slk along the 
line A B, and is then unfolded and lam flat. 
Which of the shapes would it look like ?
O  v  O  w  O  x O
A light cardboard ring has a piece of plasticine, 
heavier than the ring, attached to it. The ring is held 
on a rough sloping surface in this way.
Plasticine
26. When it is released, it will: 
remain still i
Q  roll up the slope Q  butnotToh
^  re ain still r°^ ^own t i^e S^ °P
The same piece of stiff card was rolled into a tube as 
in A, then folded as a hollow triangular shape as in B, 
then folded flat as in C.
27. When it is supported at each end and weighted in 
O  the middle, in which shape will it hold most 
weight before collapsing ?
O  A O  B O  c  O  all equal
cannot tell
The only way up from these 4 beaches (A, B, C, D) 
is by the footpath.
.vili. I!
 High Tide
Low Tide
a
•'-C ,ii I'hf.if fO
.in*.
!|Q_
ii
^  ,011/.
D \ ,,ii f B
Cliff Top
Sea:
O
28. It is not possible for anyone to walk round on 
to Beach...............
People who go on to Beach............... are able to
leave it whenever they wish.
29. People who walk on to Beach............... at low tide
Q  are trapped on it at high tide but are quite safe.
30. People who go on to Beach.............. at low tide
O  are trapped at high tide and have to be rescued by 
helicopter or boat. _________________
Go on to  Par
on the nex
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31. As the sun moves clockwise round the pole,
O  the shadow:
O
 , . . moves round
stays where it is ( L anti.ciockwise
moves round /'T'y disappears
altogethero clockwise
When a force acts on an object the effect it has can be 
one or more of the following:
A. The object is made to start moving or 
increase its speed.
B. The object is made to slow down or stop 
moving.
C. The object remains at rest or moves steadily 
because the force balances other forces 
acting on it.
D. The size or shape (or both) of the object is 
changed.
32. Which one of these happens to a balloon when it 
O  is beingfblown up ?
Of Ob O  O
I no force acting
ID
33. Which two are involved when a stone tied to the 
O  end of a piece of string is whirled round in a circle ?
O a O  O  O d
no force acting
C-
o
o
34. A river flowing from A leaves the area at the 
spot marked...............
35. On the way it flows through the two spots 
marked.............. and ................
A food chain shows how one kind of animal depends 
on others for its food. For example, A shows how 
thrushes feed on snails, which in turn feed on green 
plants.
A
Thrushes —> snails —> green plants
B is another food chain in which there is a gap.
B
Blue-tits «greenflies —^plants
36. Which of these is most likely to be the missing link 
O  in chain B ?
itterflies
worms
breadcrumbso ladybirds o none of these
Green plant
Foxes
Rabbits
W easels
Field mice
Plant roots and seeds
37. Food chains can also show how animals compete 
O  with each other for food. From this one, can you 
decide whether a sudden drop in the number 
of rabbits (such as when they were suddenly killed 
by the disease, myxamatosis), would have any 
effect on field mice ? It would:
have no effect
lead to an increase in numbers of field mice 
lead to a decrease in numbers of field mice 
o  I cause field mice to change their food
cannot tell
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The distances between the towns on this map are 
marked in miles on the roads between them.
•=Tow n
38. Two men began walking from Towns A and G at the 
) same speed. After both walked 6 miles they met
o
o
at tow n...............
39. I f  the road through town K is blocked, the 
shortest route from A to B would be through
towns.............., ...............and................
40. I f  someone drove out from town K by one road 
and returned to it by another road, the shortest 
distance he could travel would b e ............... miles.
Go on to  Part 4
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41. A food chain shows how one kind of animal 
o depends on others for its food. Why do all food 
chains end in plants ? It is because:
more animals eat plants than eat 
other animals
plants are not living things as animals are
plants live longer than animals
plants make their food from non-living 
things
plants grow more quickly than animals
C j
M agnets Pins Pennies
O
42. Suppose someone tries to magnetise one of the 
pins. In order to tell whether it had become a 
magnet or not, which one of these things would 
you test it on ?o one of the magnets
O /  le other pin 
f  one of the pennies
o any of these
o cannot tell
,
In an experiment to investigate the action of a 
greenhouse, the thermometer A was stuck upside 
down in the ground with its bulb covered by a glass 
jar. Another thermometer was stuck in the ground 
beside it with its bulb uncovered.
Soil \\
\J
What was the reason for this thermometer B ?
to check that the readings of A were correct
foi^a spare thermometer in case A broke 
ring the experiment 
to find out whether the jar made any 
difference
to find out whether having the thermometer 
upside down made any difference
none of these
o
44. The same ball was allowed to roll twice down a 
sloping board, but it did not go quite as far the 
second time as it did the first time. What is the 
most likely reason for this:
O it could not have rolled properly the 
second time
O each time it is allowed to roll it goes a little 
less than the time before
O the distance it goes each time is a matter 
of chanceoo
the first was a trial run 
none of these
If John swings high on a long swing and Joan swings 
gently on a short swing, they cannot keep in step.
o
45. This is because John:o, is heavier than Joan
/ C y  swings higher 
thanJoan
is on a longer swing
oo
is bigger 
than Joan
none of thes
Page total (Pt. 4) 
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Saying that “milk began as grass” means that: 
46
o oo
&
grass contains milk, but only cows are able 
to separate the two
cows obtain from eating grass the elements 
they need for making milk 
cows can only give milk because they 
eat grass
grass is the same substance as milk, but in 
a different form
47. Because plants are able to give out oxygen and take 
O  in carbon dioxide there is always enough oxygen 
in the air for living things to breathe. Why then 
should plants be removed from a room in which 
people are sleeping at night ? Because the plants:
would scent the room too much
do not produce oxygen without light, so 
they have no effect on the air at night 
do not produce oxygen without light but 
still take oxygen from the air to breathe 
have to take in oxygen at night so that 
they can give it out during the day
When a thin shaving of cork is examined under a 
microscope a regular pattern of cell walls can be seen, 
rather as in the diagram.
~i j ~j— i^ T T 7 T i
i
Tirzazzi
was man-made
4fh This means that cork:
O /  was made by insects is very old
was once living 
o  none of these
4J^Tick any of these things which do not need air to 
help them to fly, and would be able to stay in the 
sky if the air were taken away.
i J balloon
r Y
\\0 roc^ et
o butterfly
(^) glider
The animals in groups A and B are put together 
because those in one group have things in common 
which are not shared by those in the other group. 
Group A Crab Lobster Crayfish Barnacle 
Group B Mussel Slug Snail Winkle
50. Write A or B after each of the following,
Q  according to which group you think they belong to.
cockle............... shrimp woodlouse
Go o n to  P a r t5
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51. Which two of the following would you expect to 
Q  find on a pjatfrtadapted for pollination by insects ? 
Tick bojm
'morns on the stems large leaves
bright coloured flowers scented peta
o  flowers as high as possible
These four graphs show the same information in 
different ways.
52. Suppose you have recorded the outside 
O^^temperature each day for a month and you want 
to make a graph of theresults. Which type of graph 
would be most suitajole in this case ?
oA IB o oD
Dual
Carriage-W ay
Factory
Football
Stadium
To Town
o
o
53. At 8 o’clock on Friday morning there was heavy
traffic on the road marked with the letter............
At 4 o’clock on Saturday afternoon, there was 
heavy traffic a t ...............
54. At 5 o’clock on Tuesday afternoon, there was
heavy traffic a t ...............
At 2 o’clock on Saturday afternoon, there was 
heavy traffic a t ...............
Page total (Pt. 5) 
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An experiment was carried out to discover whether 
a teapot cooled more quickly in a draught than in s'till 
air. The teapot was filled with boiling water and 
put on a table away from draughts, and the 
temperature of the water was taken every 5 minutes. 
This was then repeated with the teapot near an open 
window. Curve A shows the results with no draught 
and B with the draught.
80
70
Temp.
50
40
Time in minutes
55. The graph shows that:
the draught made no difference
O the teapot cooled more quickly in the 
draught
/the teapot cooled more quickly away from
the draught 
cannot tell
56/\^hat was the temperature of the teapot in the 
) draught after 40 minutes ?0 58C Q 5 2 ° C  Q 4 1 ° C
(^ fjust|just over 60° C onone of these
57. Did the teapot in the draught cool most quickly:
O in the first 
10 minutes
O in the second 
10 minutes vJ>!
O in the third 
10 minutes
in the fourth 
.10 minutes 
/  the same 
' all the time
OFFICES CAR PARK
• - 
o o . o •
^E n trance
L-‘ -i— ---
B C A
ROAD
D
:£
X is a bus stop H is a pedestrian crossing
58. The best place to set up a newspaper stand is
' probably a t ............................. , and the worst place
is probably a t ..............................
In order to keep alive, a mouse must eat each day about 
half its own weight of food. In the same time :
a man eats about /o of his weight of food
an elephant eats about T-|o of its 
weight of food
and a horse eats about /o of its 
weight of food
59. Which animal eats least in proportion to its 
O  weight ?o mouse Qo elephant Qmanhorse
These are roughly the weights of the animals (in 
stones):
mouse /o stone man 10 stone
elephant 600 stone horse 90 stone
60. Which animal eats the greatest weight of food 
O  in a day ?
mouse man elephant
horse all the same
These two diagrams marked A and B show how much 
of their wages a factory worker in England and a 
factory worker in India spend on certain things.
C = Clothing 
R =  Rent 
T =  Transport 
F =  Food 
OT = Other Things
OT
B
OT
61. The Indian worker spends more of his wage
^  o n .............................. than he spends on all the rest.
62. T h e ..............................worker has to spend more
O  of his wage on things that are necessary for living.
63. T h e...............  worker spends almost as
^  much o n  as he does on food.
64. The English worker spends least on.........................
o
65. T h e ..............................worker spends least on
O  ............. because he needs little of it.
End of the test.
Look over your 
w o rk w h ile th e  
others finish
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Printed in England by Arbrose Press L td., L ondon, E l 7 174200293
Name of School: Name of Pupil: 
Class or Form:
1. Do you like school? YUS 1.
NO 2.
la. Could you give reasons for your like/dislike?
(Probe for information about the last five years).
lb. Do you think that all children coming into the school, have an equal 
opportunity to enjoy school life?
(Why do you feel this). YES 1.
NO 2.
2. Would you have left at the end of the kth year if you could have?
YES 1.
NO 2.
2a. Could you say why?
3 . When would you like to leave school?
_JCnd of 3 th year 
End of 6th year 
End of 7th year.,
4. What type of job would you like after school?
*fa. What type of job do you think you’ll get?
3. Do you intend to continue with your education after school?
YES 1.
NO 2.
H 
C\J 
K
\
Have you hopes of: University 1 .
Polytechnic 2.
College of Education 3 .
College of F.E. k,
(Nightschool)
Would you give me a list of the school societies, clubs/sports groups, etc. 
that you belong to:
Could you tell me something about these societies? 
(Probe. Who runs them, how, who attends).
Have you been a school prefect TEC 1.
NO 2.
Would you tell me about the type of official responsibilities that prefects 
have?
Why do you think the school has prefects'?
class and tell me approximately how long you have been friends?
Name. Class. Time known.
1.
2.
3. 
k.
I would like to move onto a more specific aspect of school life.
9 . What are the types of thing teachers within the school do to provide the 
right situations for you to learn in<>
(Probe. Techniques. Organisation. Enthusiasm).
Mathematics.
English.
Science.
1 0. What types of thing going on during a lesson would make you think that 
students were learning.
Mathematics.
English.
Science.
11. How far would you agree/disagree with the notion that students have to be 
forced to learn. (Hand card A).
Any other response. Strongly agree 1.
Agree 2.
Neither agree nor
disagree 3 »
Disagree
Strongly disagree 5*
l>o you unniK it; possigre uo say now suuaenvs .Learn .r 
(Probe. All the same/great variety of ways). YES 1.
NO. 2,
Do you think it possible to say why students learn?
(Probe. What motivates students, common reason/great variety).
Do you think that students learn best in a class with others of 
similar ability?
Why do you feel this? YES 1 .
NO 2 .
D.K. 3«
Could you describe for me the ways in which you are taught? 
Mathematics.
Science.
English.
Do you think that within the classroom situation students should be 
allowed to help each other.
(/ire they allowed to here?) YES l.
NO 2 .
t? • i—
t n • 3.
Apart from the definite times that a member of staff requires attention 
do you think that students should be allowed to move freely around the 
class,
(/ire you allowed to here?) YES 1,
NO 2.
lo. How often within a lesson situation are you allowed to develop your own 
ideas?
Mathematics English. S ci<
Never (1 ) (1 ) (1 )
Occasionally (2) (2 ) (2 )
Sometimes (3) (3) (3)
Often W W
Why do you feel this is so?
Mathematics,
English,
Science.
19, How do teachers measure that learning has taken place?
(Probe for testing, continual assessment, individual assessment).
20. Who are the good pupils in this school?
(Probe for the characteristics of good pupils).
20a. Are you classed as a i:good pupil”?
YES 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3.
20b. Who are the '"'bad pupils” in this school?
(Probe for characteristics of bad pupils).
Are you classed as a "bad puioil" YES 1.
NO 2. 
D.K. 3.
Are there a group of students in the school generally regarded as 
"bad pupils"?
(Probe for numbers, and again why bad). YES 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3.
How is good work usually rewarded?
Mathematics.
Science.
English.
How is bad work usually dealt with?
Mathematics.
Science.
English.
Do some pupils in your classes fear failure?
(Probe as to why this is). YES 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3.
English.
1.
2. Number
3.
Mathematics. 
1.
2. Number
3.
Science.
1.
2. Number
3.
9 xjKj xccj. j.aij-ux c i
YES 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3*
Mathematics. Science. English.
1. 1. 1.
2. . 2. 2.
2 • 3 * P*
24. Do some pupils in your classes feel defeated?
(Probe for reasons, how many).
YES 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3.
Mathematics. Science. English.
1. 1. 1.
2. Numbers 2. Numbers 2.
3. 3. 3.
24a. Do you feel defeated? YES 1,
NO 2.
D.K. 3
Mathematics. Science. English.
1. 1. 1.
2. 2. 2.
"z. %
(Why do you feel this?)
23* Can you describe for me how your subjects are interrelated within 
school? (Probe for degree of subject boundary).
Mathematics•
Science.
English.
study? (Probe for choices given, flexibility/rigidity; 
Mathematics.
Science.
English.
Could I nov; move onto another area of school life.
27. Within the classroom situation how important do you feel discipline is? 
(Hand card B).
(Probe for idea of what discipline is.
Primarily keeping order, intellectual
Very important 
Important
discipline, systematic approach to work, Niether important nor
or what?) unimportant 
Unimportant 
Not at all important
1.
2.
3.
k.
3.
27a. Could you give me reasons for this?
28. How would you. describe discipline in this school? On the whole would you
Bay “  is: Too harsh 1.
Why do you feel this? Too lax 2.
About right 3-
29. Could you give me a list of offences and the usual school punishment?
Offence. Punishment•
1.  ______________________________
2 .  
3 ._____________________________ ________________________ __________
4.
29a, Are there some students who are continually being punished"
YBS 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3.
li/hat kind of students are they?
30. Do you agree with the use of corporal punishment?
(Why do you feel this). YES 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3.
31. Do you agree with streaming?
Could you give me reasons for this? YES 1.
NO 2.
D.K. 3.
31a. If nYES!i, are there any disadvantages in streaming?
1. 
2 .
3 .
31b. If i!NGi;, are there any advantages in streaming?
1.
2.
3 .
32. Finally, could you tell me the subjects that you have been entered for in
the June examinations, and your estimate of the number of subjects you will 
pass/fail.
~ " -----
Subject*
■ »0» Level C.S.E.
- r -  ■
C.S.E. Level Pcesses.
.......  - 1
Bntered. Pass. Fail. Entered 1 2  t 3
. . . .  ____ 1 ..........
3
Mathematics
Ehglish
Chemistry
Physics
Biology
History
Geography
Music
Economics
Others
1
!
i
' 1
!
1
1
i
Time Taken.
Student Questionnaire»
Name of Schools Name of Student:
Class or Form:
Belov/ are 3^ statements concerning situations within school. Indicate your own 
opinion by ringing the response code. Please ring only one response per statement.
If you strongly agree v/ith the statement as a description of what goes on in your 
school, place a ring round the 1:SAU.
If you agree-with the statement as a description of what goes on in your school, 
place a ring round the 5'A”.
If you are uncertain with the statement as a description of what goes on in your 
school, place a ring round the
If you disagree with the statement as a description of what goes on in your school, 
place a ring round the !iB!i.
If you strongly disagree v/ith the statement as a description of what goes on in your 
school, place a ring round the ;;SB1!.
1. Teachers here behave as though people are more
important than rules. SA A U D SB
2 . Teachers go out of their way to understand pupils 
here. SA A U D SB
3. Pupils work here only because they have to. SA A u D SB
k. There are too many rules to stop you having 
fun at breaks. SA A u D SB
9. We are sorry when a teacher leaves here, SA A u D SB
6, There is no chance of getting a school rule here 
changed, even if most of the pupils disagree with it. SA A u D SB
7. Everyone has a lot of fun at this school. SA rii u B SB
8 . Teachers try to make you feel grown up. SA Ai. u D SB
9. Teachers shout too much. SA J.X u B SB
1 0. Teachers don't let us do things here unless they are 
present. SA f'J. u D SB
1 1. Pupils feel vQry satisfied v/ith this school. SA i. u D SB
1 2 . It is always the same people who are chosen 
to do the interesting things. SA ii u D SB
13. Teachers treat questions that pupils ask in their 
classes as though the pupils were criticising them 
personally. SA r-j. i u D SB
lA. Pupils are proud to wear the school uniform. SA i. u D SB
19. Teachers here are genuinely concerned about pupils' 
feelings. SA A u D SB
16. Pupils feel they are wasting their time here. SA A u D SD
17. Everyone tries to make you feel at home here. SA
/!n u D SD
18. Experiments in the science labs, never seem to come 
out right. SA A u D SD
19. Teachers give you too little encouragement here. SA A u D SD
20. Pupils dislike being here. SA A u D SD
21. Pupils are made to take the blame for things whether 
they have done them or not. SA A u D SD
22. Teachers here go out of their way to help you. SA A u D SD
23. Having a good time comes first with pupils here. SA ii u D SD
2*f. If pupils have difficulties with their work, the 
teachers take time to help them. SA A u D SD
23. Teachers willingly give permission for a pupil to go 
into a classroom or workshop to work in his/her 
spare time. SA A u D SD
26. Everyone x>refers the easy teachers and would like to 
avoid the ones who make you. work. SA. r.ii u D SD
27. Pupils rip pages out and scribble on their school 
text books. SA A u D SD
28. Teachers never explain to you why they ask you to do 
things• SA ii u D SD
29. Fulfils think a lot of this school. SA Aii u D SD
30.9 Teachers are always making you line ivp for 
everything here. a  r.KJ.ii il u D SD
31. A lot of time is wasted in our classes. ibii. A u D SD
32. Teachers are really interested in all we do here. SA ii u D SD
33. Pupils here go through the motions of working, but 
they really couldn’t care less. SA rn u D SD
3^ . Teachers soon lose their tempers here. SA tii. u D SD
Student Questionnaire.
Name of School: Name of Student:
Class or Form:
Below are 36 statements concerning situations within school. Indicate your own 
opinion by ringing the response code. Please ring only one response per statement.
If you strongly agree with the statement as a description of what goes on in your 
school, place a ring round the :'SAU.
If you agree with the statement as a description of what goes on in your school, 
place a ring round the UA".
If you are uncertain with tho'statement as a description of what goes on in your 
school, place a ring round the UIP;.
If you disagree v/ith the statement as a description of what goes on in your school, 
place a ring round the nDn.
If you strongly disagree v/ith the statement as a description of what goes on in your 
school, iDlace a ring round the uSDi;.
1. A crowd of pupils here never want to come
to school socials. SA A U D SD
2. Pupils run some things in this school
themselves, without teachers interfering. SA A U D SD
3. Teachers donft think v/e work properly unless
they have their eyes on us. SA A U D SD
A. You can make your own choice of options here
without anyone interfering. SA A U D SD
3. Teachers like us to help one another v/ith
our work. SA A TJ D SD
6. V/e never get a chance to make our viev/s known in
house or school meetings. SA A U D SD
7« V/e are given lots of choice about things
here. SA A U D SD
8. Pupils here willingly discuss their choice of
careers v/ith teachers. SA A U D SD
9« Pupils readily go to teachers for advice about
choices they need to make at school. SA A U D SD
10. Once a pupil has been given a responsible job
here they let him get on v/ith it. SA A U D SD
11. Teachers give you plenty of chance in class to
follow up your own special interests in a subject. SA A U D SD
12. Teachers give you plenty of chance in lessons
to find things out for yourself. SA A U D SD
here, but always call in the staff. SA A u D SD
lA. Teachers here make everybody do a piece of work 
in the same way. 5 A A u D SD
Pupils here have no say in what goes on in an 
assembly. SA n u D SD
16. Teachers donIt give you any chance to find out what 
work most of the other pupils in the class are doing. SA A u D SD
17. If we are stuck for facts in our work, teachers 
encourage us to go out of the class to the library 
to look them up. SA it TJ D SD
H CO • Teachers here make pupils who are not in school 
uniform feel awakward in front of the class. SA A U D SD
19. Other pupils make fun of you if you speak nicely here. SA il U D SD
20. Teachers have fixed ideas about the way pupils should 
dress. SA rn U D SD
21. If you belong to a school club, you get some say in 
what activities go on in it. SA ril u D SD
22. There are plenty of school societies to choose from. SA r.ii u D SD
a. Teachers let us rearrange the desks in classrooms 
if it is more convenient for the work we are doing. SA Ail u D SD
2*f. Pupils have a lot to do with planning school socials. SA ii u D SD
25. If there are several activities going on as part of a 
lesson, you can choose which one you’ll take part in. SA A u D SD
26, Teachers are afraid to admit making a mistake. SA A u D SD
27. Teachers keep on at us about the way we speak. SA A u D SD
28. If you have made a mistake in choosing a certain subject 
as an option it is difficult to change it. SA A u D SD
29. You never get a chance to change your place in the 
classroom unless the teachers tell you to. SA A u D SD
30. There is nothing to do at breaks and lunch times 
here except walk or play in the yard. SA A u D SD
31. Teachers make a lot of rules about the way the work 
has to be set out. SA A u D SD
32. Pules at this school are made by the staff; even senior 
pupils have no say in them. SA il u D SD
33. Teachers keep on at us in class about standards of 
behaviour and good manners. Sa Ai I u D SD
3A. Everyone here stands a good chance of being picked to 
represent the school at something. SA rii u D SD
35. Teachers let you sit next to your friends in class. SA f-n u D SD
36. You mix v/ith other forms and years in school clubs. SA i I u D SD
Name of Parent:
Address:
1 , Why did yon pond your child to School A/B in 1969.
2, From whom did you gain knowledge of the school?
3, Whose help did you find most useful in making up your mind?
A. Before making your choice did you seek advice?
If "Yes" from whom? Yes
No 2
3. Did you attend mootings organised by the Headmasters?
Yes
No
1
2
6 . If "Yes" how important do you feel these meetings were?
7. How important was the personality of the Headmaster?
8 . Had you older children at the school at the time?
Yes
No
1
2
9. Is the school nearest your home?
No
1
2
10. Did your child express any wish? 
If "Yes" what was that wish? Yes
No
.1
2
11. On the whole did your friends send their children 
to the same school? Yes
No
1
2
12* Did you choose your child's school because of
itn p U'enp^ li nr>d. p en u t n t i.nn ? Yes
No
1
2
13. Which school subjects do you consider the most 
important?
1.
2. 
3.
Can you say why you feel this.
l^f. Have you any particular career you would like your 
child to follow. (Probe for details).
13. What particular ambitions has your child at the moment? 
(What does he want to do).
16. When would you like him/her to finish school. Could
you say why this is? End of 3th 1
End of 6th 2
End of 7th 3
17. In general, do you agree with streaming into classes
by ability? Yes 1
Can you say why? No 2
DK 3
l8. How important do you think passing national school 
examinations is?
Can you say why you feel this?
Very important 1 
Important 2
Not important 3
19- How would you rate your child's general academic 
ability? Very Good 
Good 
Average 
Bellow-average
1
2
2 0. In principle, do you agree with the comprehensive
system of education, or would you prefer the jjrovious 
system?
21. Do you think your son/daughter has generally enjoyed 
school?
Why do you feel this?
Yes
No
DK
22. Have you been satisfied with the general academic 
development of your child?
(Probe, how important has the school been).
Yes
No
DIC
23* Do you think that there should be a mixing of children 
within secondary schools from all types of home 
background? Yes
Why do you feel this? No
2k. Do you feel there is a fair chance for all children
within your child’s school? Yes
Why do you feel this? No
DK
23* How ambitious is your child' -
regarding school work and future career? Very ambitious 
Fairly ambitious 
ambitious 
Not ambitious
26. What is the general tone of your child’s school 
as far as you can judge?
27. If you had to make the choice again, would you still 
send your child to the same school? Yes
No
DK
28. If you were in a position to decide would you prefer 
a school that wass 
Why would you prefer this type? Strict and formal Firm and formal 
Firm but informal 
Relaxed and informal 
Permissive \ji
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29* In very broad terms, do you rpg your child's
school as upholding! Traditional values 1
Why do you fool this? Being modern and forward-
looking 
Achieving both the above 
DK
3 0 . What do you think are the strengths of your 
child's school?
3-1- What do you feel are the weaknesses of your 
child's school?
